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MINUTES

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, January 12, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman Heider, Senators VanOrden (Bair), Blair
(Johnson), Burtenshaw, Stennett, and Semmelroth

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senators Patrick and Guthrie

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained
with the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will
then be located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and
Environment Committee (Committee) to order at 1:31 p.m.

INTRODUCTIONS:

Chairman Vick welcomed new members to the Committee; Senators
Semmelroth, Blair, and VanOrden, and asked them each to make a few
remarks about themselves.
Chairman Vick introduced Senate Page, Lyndsey Lewis of Dubois.
Lyndsey told the Committee about herself and what brought her to be a
Page this legislative session.
Chairman Vick introduced Secretary, Shelly Johnson. Shelly told the
Committee about herself and what brought her to be a secretary for the
Senate Resources and Environment Committee.

RULES REVIEW:

Vice Chairman Heider spoke briefly about preparing for the Rules Review
process this session.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Vick adjourned the meeting
at 1:43 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman Heider, Senators VanOrden (Bair), Patrick, Guthrie,
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ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senator Blair (Johnson)

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:36 p.m.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Vick then passed the gavel over to Vice Chairman Heider.

DOCKET NO.
58-0000-2100F

Introduction and Summary of Omnibus Fee Rule. Vice Chairman Heider
introduced Kristin Ryan, Deputy Director for the Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ). Ms. Ryan stated she is here today to ask for the Committee’s
approval of two dockets; Docket No. 58-0000-2100F and Docket No.
58-0000-2100. Docket No 58-0000-2100F includes all department regulations
that have a fee component. The department’s twelve fee rules begin on page
462 of the 2022 Pending Fee Rule Book. Ms. Ryan referred the Committee
to DEQ's electronically provided document, "DEQ Rules Submitted for Review"
(Attachment 1). This includes links to detailed documents used throughout the
DEQ rules presentations. Ms. Ryan reviewed the seven Omnibus Fee Rules that
have been previously submitted to and reviewed by the Idaho Legislature and have
no revisions to present. These are: 58.01.06, Solid Waste Management Rules;
58.01.07, Rules Regulating Underground Storage Tank Systems; 58.01.08, Idaho
Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems; 58.01.11, Ground Water Quality Rule;
58.01.12, Rules for Administration of Wastewater and Drinking Water Loan Funds;
58.01.13, Rules for Ore Processing by Cyanidation; and 58.01.14, Rules Governing
Fees for Environmental Operating Permits, Licenses, and Inspection Services.
Ms. Ryan then stated there are five rules with revisions that will be explained to
the Committee today. She explained one revision made updates to adoption by
reference, three were amended because of Governor Little's Executive Order
2020-01, regarding zero-based regulation, and one was revised due to a concern
expressed by a legislator last year. Ms. Ryan then introduced the next presenter,
Tiffany Floyd.

DOCKET NO.
58-0101-2100F

Rules for the Control of Air Pollution in Idaho. Tiffany Floyd introduced herself
as the Air Quality Division Administrator for DEQ. Ms. Floyd stated Docket No.
58.0101.2100F contains the Air Quality Division's annual incorporation by reference
of Federal Regulations. These start on page 469 of the 2022 Pending Fee Rules
Review Book. Ms. Floyd explained DEQ is the implementing authority for the Clean
Air Act, and that an efficient way to implement new or updated federal regulations
is to incorporate them by reference into state rules. This ensures DEQ's rules
are up to date with federal changes and simplifies compliance for the regulated
community. A general summary of changes is provided as a link on Attachment 1.
This year's incorporation includes changes that were made to the Code of Federal
Regulations as of July 1, 2021. Changes include updated compliance and reporting
requirements that are now required to be electronic. Other changes include EPA
promulgated rules approving several Idaho State Implementation Plan submittals
required per the Clean Air Act, including the redesignation of the Cache Valley
nonattainment area in Southeastern Idaho to attainment for particulate matter. Ms.
Floyd stated there were also some minor updates to permitting requirements,
including a minor update for Kraft Pulp Mills that clarified how to set operating limits
for their process equipment and updated emissions reporting and source testing
requirements. Ms. Floyd stated the most significant federal change was to the
municipal solid waste landfill rules for landfills constructed on or before July 17,
2014. The main change was to the threshold for when a municipal landfill needs to
install a gas collection system, which was lowered to 34 metric tons per year. Idaho
has eight large landfills which would be impacted by this change, four of which
already have a gas collection system, two that are planning to install one, and two
that are tracking their thresholds to know if and when one will be required.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Vick asked for an estimated cost of these gas collection systems, and
Ms. Floyd responded that the cost is roughly a million dollars, depending on the
size and the acreage of the facility. Chairman Vick then asked if some facilities
use their gas collection system to generate revenue. Ms. Floyd responded that
they do, and that some use electricity generated from their gas collection system to
offset their operating costs. In response to two questions from Senator Guthrie,
Ms. Floyd responded that there is no Federal money available to offset the cost of
required gas collection systems, and there is no flexibility regarding the 34 metric
tons requirement. Ms. Floyd added that there is flexibility regarding the design
of the gas collection system. Senator Guthrie then asked if there is any ARPA
(American Rescue Plan Act of 2021) money available to offset this cost. Ms. Floyd
stated that she does not know of any, but they will look into this.

DOCKET NO.
58-0105-2100F

Rules and Standards Related to Hazardous Waste. Vice Chairman Heider
introduced Michael McCurdy. Mr. McCurdy introduced himself as the Waste
Management and Remediation Division Administrator for the Department of
Environmental Quality. Mr. McCurdy reviewed the changes to Docket No.
58-0105-2100F. The rule text starts on page 660 of the 2022 Pending Fee Rules
Review Book. A general summary of changes is provided as a link on Attachment 1.
This rulemaking includes the adoption by reference of final federal hazardous waste
regulations with effective dates through June 30, 2021, to ensure the state rules
remain consistent with federal regulations. Mr. McCurdy reviewed how federal
regulations are incorporated by reference into state rules. This rule incorporates
Modernizing Ignitable Liquids Determination, which allows the use of more modern
equipment and techniques for determining the ignitability of wastes. This rule may
have an impact on Idaho facilities. Other than changes to the hazardous waste rule
chapter to increase clarity and ease of use, there was one change to add a virtual
format as an option for a public hearing.
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked for clarification about the section related to ignitability of
waste. Mr. McCurdy replied that the section had more to do with the classification
of a waste as potentially hazardous waste. Senator Guthrie asked for confirmation
that States can be more restrictive than the Federal Government by adopting a
state rule, but cannot be less. Mr. McCurdy confirmed this is correct, but that the
State of Idaho is generally not more restrictive than the Federal requirements.
Senator Guthrie requested that any instances where DEQ suggested regulations
are more stringent than the Federal government, that these be highlighted. Mr.
McCurdy added that there are some areas under their jurisdiction, such as
groundwater, that are not regulated by the Federal government, and these require
evaluation as dictated by Idaho Code.

DOCKET NO.
58-0118-2100F

Idaho Land and Remediation Rules. Mr. McCurdy then reviewed changes to
Docket No. 58-0118-2100F. The rule text starts on page 921 of the 2022 Pending
Fee Rules Review Book. A general summary of changes is provided as a link on
Attachment 1. Mr. McCurdy explained that DEQ's Voluntary Cleanup Program was
created in 1996 by the Idaho Land Remediation Act, which is Chapter 72 Title
39 of Idaho Code, to encourage innovation and cooperation between the state
and local communities, and private properties. Mr. McCurdy noted that DEQ is
proposing revisions to the Land Remediation Act this legislative session, although
the revisions to the Land Remediation Rules in this Docket are not tied to the
proposed revisions to the Land Remediation Act. Mr. McCurdy reviewed changes
made to this rule packet that were primarily to remove outdated, duplicative, and
unnecessary language. Changes do not change the meaning or content of the rule.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Vick asked for an example of when perceived risk of hazardous waste
contamination might occur. Mr. McCurdy stated property owners might want to
participate in the program prior to putting their property up for sale, and further
elaborated on how the process might work. Chairman Vick asked why one would
think there is a risk, but not know. Mr. McCurdy provided some examples. Senator
Stennett asked about DEQ follow up for the voluntary containment program.
Mr. McCurdy reviewed the steps of the agreement process for a certificate of
completion, and DEQs level of involvement. Senator Patrick asked if DEQ
could provide protection from liability. Mr. McCurdy responded that there are
several ways that DEQ could help with liability, including the Brownfield's program
and the Preliminary Assessment Program. Both are Federally funded. Senator
Guthrie asked about issues related to property owners wanting to terminate their
involvement in the program. Mr. McCurdy provided examples of ways DEQ
attempts to have property owners complete the process.

DOCKET NO.
58-0109-2100F

Rules Regulating Swine Facilities. Vice Chairman Heider then introduced
Dr. Mary Anne Nelson. Dr. Nelson introduced herself as the Surface and
Wastewater Division Administrator for DEQ. She introduced portions of Docket
No. 58-0109-2100F, and Docket No. 58-0125-2100F. The rule text regarding
swine facilities starts on page 846 of the 2022 Pending Fee Rules Review Book. A
general summary of changes is provided as a link on Attachment 1. This fee rule
chapter was drafted to replace the existing rule chapter, and includes the removal
of obsolete, outdated, and unnecessary regulations and language. No changes to
any standards necessary to protect public health or the environment were made to
this chapter.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked how many facilities in Idaho contain 5000 plus swine, and
Dr. Nelson responded, none.
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DOCKET NO.
58-0125-2100F

Rules Regulating the Idaho Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Program.
Dr. Nelson continued, now presenting on Docket No. 58-0125-2100F. The
corresponding rule text starts on page 927 of the 2022 Pending Fee Rules Review
Book. These rules establish procedures and requirements for the issuance and
maintenance of permits for facilities and activities for which a person is required
by Idaho Code and the Clean Water Act to obtain authorization to discharge
pollutants to waters of the United States. These permits are referred to in these
rules as "IPDES permits" or "permits." Dr. Nelson stated DEQ was delegated
authority for the IPDES program by the EPA in 2018. DEQ completed their phased
implementation schedule to take full authority for this program and now has full
delegated authority from the EPA. In response to concerns expressed during the
last legislative session, DEQ did not carry forward Section 302.20, Water Quality
Trading. This deletion is the only change to the IPDES rule chapter.

DOCKET NO.
58-0000-2100

Introduction and Summary of Omnibus Rulemaking Non-Fee Rule Chapters.
Vice Chairman Heider then reintroduced Kristin Ryan. Ms. Ryan presented
Docket No. 58-0000-2100. Ms. Ryan stated the seven non-fee rules that do not
have changes: 58.01.02, Water Quality Standards; 58.01.03, Subsurface Sewage
Disposal Rules and Rules for Cleaning of Septic Tanks; 58.01.10, Rules Regulating
the Disposal of Radioactive Materials Not Regulated Under the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, As Amended; 58.01.16, Wastewater Rules; 58.01.17, Recycled Water
Rules; 58.01.22 Rules for Administration of Planning Grants for Drinking Water
and Wastewater; and 58.01.24, Standards and Procedures for Application of Risk
Based Corrective Action at Petroleum Release Sites.
Ms. Ryan paused to introduce Jerry Henry, Administrator of the Drinking Water
Protection and Finance Division, DEQ, and Jess Burne, Director, DEQ.

DOCKET NO.
58-0123-2100

Contested Case Rules and Rules for Protection and Disclosure of Records.
Ms. Ryan continued with Docket No. 58-0123-2100, which begins on page 564
of the 2022 Pending Rules Review Book. This rule has been revised to remove
obsolete, outdated and unnecessary rule language. It combines two chapters.
Procedures from 58.01.21 that are already included in Idaho Code § 74.114
were eliminated, and remaining sections (016.02 and 017) were incorporated
into 58.01.23, which was then renamed "Contested Case Rules and Rules for
Protection and Disclosure of Records." Regulations describing the process for
petitioning rule making and declaratory actions now only exist in 04.11.01, with the
process for appealing department decisions remaining in 58.01.23.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Heider turned the meeting back over to Chairman Vick.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked when the Committee should vote on the rules changes
presented today. Chairman Vick responded that there are couple of discussions
he needs to have prior to taking action on the rule changes presented today, but the
Committee does need to approve each one of the presented Dockets.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Vick adjourned the meeting at 2:41 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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DEQ Rules Submitted for Review
2022 Legislative Session
Senate Resources & Environment Committee
2022 Legislative Rules Review Books
1 Omnibus
Rulemaking
Fee Rule
Chapters
Docket No.
58-0000-2100F
Rule chapters
previously
submitted to
and reviewed
by the Idaho
Legislature
under IDAPA
58, rules of the
Department of
Environmental
Quality
Jess Byrne,
Director
(208)373-0240

Introduction and summary of Omnibus Fee Rule Docket No. 580000-2100F

Kristin Ryan
Deputy Director
(208)373-0194

IDAPA 58.01.06, Solid Waste Management Rules
IDAPA 58.01.07, Rules Regulating Underground Storage Tank
Systems
IDAPA 58.01.08, Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems
IDAPA 58.01.11, Ground Water Quality Rule
IDAPA 58.01.12, Rules for Administration of Wastewater and
Drinking Water Loan Funds
IDAPA 58.01.13, Rules for Ore Processing by Cyanidation
IDAPA 58.01.14, Rules Governing Fees for Environmental
Operating Permits, Licenses, and Inspection Services
IDAPA 58.01.01, Rules for the Control of Air Pollution in Idaho
(Including revisions updating federal regulations incorporated by
reference with the July 1, 2021 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
effective date)
58.01.01 Overview of Incorporations by Reference

These fee rule
chapters have been
previously submitted
to and reviewed by
the Idaho Legislature
and have no revisions
to present

IDAPA 58.01.05, Rules and Standards for Hazardous Waste
(Including Zero-Based Regulation (ZBR) revisions negotiated
under Docket No. 58-0105-2101 and updating federal regulations
incorporated by reference with the July 1, 2021 CFR effective
date)
58.01.05 Zero-Based Regulation Revisions in Strike-out/Underline
Format
58.01.05 Overview of Incorporations by Reference
IDAPA 58.01.18, Idaho Land Remediation Rules
(Including ZBR revisions negotiated under Docket No. 58-01182101)
58.01.18 Zero-Based Regulation Revisions in Strike-out/Underline
Format

Michael McCurdy
Waste Management &
Remediation Division
Administrator
(208)373-0188

IDAPA 58.01.09, Rules Regulating Swine Facilities
(Including ZBR revisions negotiated under Docket No. 58-01092101)
58.01.09 Zero-Based Regulation Revisions in Strike-out/Underline
Format
IDAPA 58.01.25, Rules Regulating the Idaho Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Program, with exception of IDAPA
58.01.25.302.20, Water Quality Trading

Dr. Mary Anne Nelson
Surface and
Wastewater Division
Administrator
(208)373-0291
Dr. Mary Anne Nelson
Surface and
Wastewater Division
Administrator
(208)373-0291
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Tiffany Floyd
Air Quality Division
Administrator
(208)373-0552

Michael McCurdy
Waste Management &
Remediation Division
Administrator
(208)373-0188

2 Omnibus
Rulemaking
Non-Fee Rule
Chapters
Docket No.
58-0000-2100
Rule chapters
previously
submitted to
and reviewed
by the Idaho
Legislature
under IDAPA
58, rules of the
Department of
Environmental
Quality
Jess Byrne,
Director
(208)373-0240

Introduction and summary of Omnibus Non-Fee Rule Docket
No. 58-0000-2100

Kristin Ryan
Deputy Director
(208)373-0194

IDAPA 58.01.02, Water Quality Standards
IDAPA 58.01.03, Individual/Subsurface Sewage Disposal Rules and
Rules for Cleaning of Septic Tanks
IDAPA 58.01.10, Rules Regulating the Disposal of Radioactive
Materials Not Regulated Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, As
Amended
IDAPA 58.01.16, Wastewater Rules
IDAPA 58.01.17, Recycled Water Rules
IDAPA 58.01.22, Rules for Administration of Planning Grants for
Drinking Water and Wastewater Facilities
IDAPA 58.01.24, Standards and Procedures for Application of Risk
Based Corrective Action at Petroleum Release Sites
IDAPA 58.01.23, Contested Case Rules and Rules for Protection
and Disclosure of Records
(Including Zero-Based Regulation revisions negotiated under
Docket Nos. 58-0123-2101 and 58-0121-2101)
58.01.23 Zero-Based Regulation Revisions in Strike-out/Underline
Format

These non-fee rule
chapters have been
previously submitted
to and reviewed by
the Idaho Legislature
and have no revisions
to present

2

Kristin Ryan
Deputy Director
(208)373-0194
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MINUTES

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, January 19, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman Heider, and Senators VanOrden (Bair), Blair
(Johnson), Patrick, Guthrie, Burtenshaw, Stennett, and Semmelroth

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with the
minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Vice Chairman Heider made a motion to approve the Minutes of January 12,
2022. Senator Stennett seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 29019C1

Relating to Water. Colby Cameron, Bureau Chief for Regulatory and Legislative
Affairs, Idaho Division of Financial Management, presented RS 29019C1, which
repeals Idaho Code § Chapter 2, Title 70. This eliminates the obsolete Coeur
d'Alene River and Lake Commission, which was replaced by the Coeur d'Alene
Lake Advisory Committee appointed by the Governor in coordination with the
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) last year.

MOTION:

Senator Guthrie moved that RS 29019C1 be sent to print. Senator Stennett
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 29020C1

Relating to Fences. Mr. Cameron presented RS 29020C1, which repeals Idaho
Code § Chapter 2, Title 35. This eliminates an obsolete statute requiring fences
around portions of quartz mills.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved that RS 29020C1 be sent to print. Senator
VanOrden seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Vick then passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Heider.

DOCKET NO.
13-0000-2100F

IDAPA 13 Department of Fish and Game Fee Rules. Vice Chairman Heider
introduced, Jim Fredericks, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game
(IDFG), who reviewed Docket No. 13-0000-2100F related to Fee Rules and stated
these are unchanged from language previously reviewed.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Heider moved to approve Docket No. 13-0000-2100F. Senator
Burtenshaw seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
13-0000-2100

IDAPA 13 Department of Fish and Game Pending Rules. Mr. Fredericks
presented changes to Docket No. 13-0000-2100, Department of Fish and Game
Pending Rules. Mr. Fredericks provided a handout (Attachment 1) that provides
a summary list of changes by chapter, and subsequent detailed explanations
of Rules Book pages where changes were made. Mr. Fredericks noted that
most of the changes did not significantly change the effect of existing rules and
were primarily made due to Governor Little's Executive Order 2020-01, which
requested repeal or simplification of outdated, unnecessary, or ineffective rules.
As part of their rules review process, IDFG reviewed 13.01.01, Rules of Practice
and Procedure of the Idaho Fish and Game Commission, 13.01.07, Rules
Governing Taking of Wildlife, and 13.01.09, Rules Governing Taking of Game
Birds and Upland Game Animals. For these chapters, IDFG held open meetings,
published administrative bulletins, and took comments. Mr. Fredericks reported
they received no negative comments. Mr. Fredericks explained that changes to
13.01.08, Rules Governing the Taking of Big Game Animals, are in response to
the detection of chronic wasting disease (CWD) in Idaho. These changes modify
rules related to the movement of cervid carcasses in CWD management zones,
allow the IDFG Director to designate temporary CWD zones, and clarifiy legal
consequences for violating transport rules.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burtenshaw asked for clarification on who designates CWD management
zones. Mr. Fredericks responded that these are designated by the Idaho Fish
and Game Commission. Senator Stennett asked for reasoning behind boundary
line changes. Mr. Fredericks responded that boundaries were revised primarily to
make boundaries simpler and more clear for hunters. Senator Stennett asked
if the revised boundaries had any impact on animal counts or licensing. Mr.
Fredericks responded that changes would not affect how they count animals,
but may affect how harvest is structured. These changes would be very minor.
Senator Semmelroth shared positive feedback she received from hunters in
her district about the boundary changes. Senator Semmelroth also stated she
received feedback that boundary descriptions in the manual can be hard to follow
and anything that can be done to clarify boundaries would be appreciated. Senator
Guthrie asked for clarification on how the layperson would know what rules were
removed and he expressed a concern that rules are becoming more complicated
for the consumer. Mr. Fredericks explained that most of their consumers look to
IDFG's Proclamation Brochure to understand rules. He also stated that they have
aligned topics more clearly in the Rules, such as having all rules related to trapping
in the same Chapter. Senator Semmelroth questioned the ethics of allowing 72
hours for presenting trapped animals. Mr. Fredericks responded that they try to
balance practicality with the ethical elements of trapping.

TESTIMONY:

Benn Brocksome, Idaho Sportsmen, thanked the department and expressed his
support for the rule changes.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to approve Docket No. 13-0000-2100. Senator
Semmelroth seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Heider passed the gavel to Chairman Vick.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:01 p.m.
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___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

20-0000-2100

Idaho Department of Lands Omnibus Pending
Rules, page 123

Dustin Miller, Director,
Idaho Department of
Lands

20-0000-2100F

Idaho Department of Lands Omnibus Pending
Fee Rules, page 17

Dustin Miller

20-0201-2101

Rules Pertaining to the Idaho Forest Practices
Act Pending Rule, page 156

Archie Gray,
Forestry Assistance
Bureau Chief, Idaho
Department of Lands

20-0309-2101F

Easements on State-Owned Navigable
Waterways Pending Fee Rule, page 210
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CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:31 p.m.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Vick passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Heider.

DOCKET NO.
20-0000-2100

Idaho Department of Lands Omnibus Pending Rules, page 123. Vice Chairman
Heider introduced Dustin Miller, Director, Idaho Department of Lands (IDL). Mr.
Miller explained that the rules in Docket No. 20-0000-2100 have not changed
since previously reviewed and approved by the Legislature.

MOTION:

Senator Guthrie moved to approve Docket No. 20-0000-2100. Senator
Burtenshaw seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
20-0000-2100F

Idaho Department of Lands Omnibus Pending Fee Rules, page 17. Mr. Miller
explained that the fee rules in Docket No. 20-0000-2100F have no changes since
previously reviewed and approved by the Legislature.

MOTION:

Senator VanOrden moved to approve Docket No. 20-0000-2100F. Senator
Guthrie seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
20-0201-2101

Rules Pertaining to the Idaho Forest Practices Act Pending Rule, page 156.
Archie Gray, Forestry Assistance Bureau Chief, Idaho Department of Lands
presented testimony on Docket No. 20-0201-2101. Mr. Gray explained that The
Forest Practices Act sets minimum standards to assure the continuous growing and
harvesting of forest tree species and to protect and maintain the forest soil, water
resources, wildlife, and aquatic habitat. The Idaho Forest Practices Act established
the Idaho Forest Practices Advisory Committee (FPAC), to provide technical
assistance to the Land Board, in cooperation with the Department, in matters
relating to the Idaho Forest Practices Act and the rules promulgated thereunder.
FPAC is made up of representatives of stakeholder groups and experts in the field
of water quality. Mr. Gray stated the rules being considered were approved by
FPAC in their current form.
Mr. Gray summarized the pending rule changes, which include deletion of
unused and redundant definitions, addition of definitions for Traction-Assisted
Harvesting (Tethered Logging), narrowed stream definitions to aquatic life,
alignment of stream crossing rules, simplification and adjustment of the “Shade”
rule, removal of outdated Stream Segments of Concern verbiage, and addition of
road measures. Road measures added were rocking of Class I stream crossings
for new construction or re-construction, armoring of new stream crossing culverts
greater than 30” diameter, and clarification of sediment reduction measures. The

most significant change in this docket is the change to the streamside retention rule
or “shade rule”.
Mr. Gray provided some background on changes pending for this rule from when
the rule was last revised to the current rule language. In 2013, FPAC recommended
that IDL begin the rule promulgation process to implement changes to stream
protection rules, specifically the Shade rule. The Shade rule was derived from
years of work to develop science-based requirements for retention of shade in
the form of trees adjacent to Class I streams to protect water temperature and
quality. IDL worked with the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
and the University of Idaho to implement a multi-year Shade Effectiveness study
to compare the modeled and measured (actual) changes in shade when applying
the Shade Rule across different forest types. In January of 2020, the study was
published. FPAC’s goal for the 2014 rule was to limit shade loss to 10% based on
simulated modeling and the 2020 effectiveness study demonstrated shade loss
significantly less than 10% when the rule was properly applied. However, the rule
was considered by many to be too complicated and difficult to implement. The
current changes simplify the existing rule to make it more easily understood and
applied. The objective of the pending rule is to provide management options to
landowners while still affording appropriate protections to stream shade and large
woody debris recruitment.
Rule updates specific to the use of ground-based logging equipment on steep
slopes are due to changes in technology used in the industry. Machinery is now
being used on steep slopes while tethered to another machine or anchor point with
a winch to maintain tension. This traction-assistance allows the machine to operate
safely with reduced soil disturbance. The pending rule language allows for the use
of this new family of machines. Additionally, road construction rules are being
updated to improve water quality protections at stream crossings. The new rules
require additional resource protection measures be implemented when constructing
or reconstructing stream crossings.
Mr Gray addressed comments made during rulemaking that related to this rule
change. Related to the shade rule, comments asked IDL to place restrictions
similar to those used by the US Forest Service (300-foot no harvest zones adjacent
to fish bearing streams). Mr Gray noted these would be inconsistent with the goal
of allowing harvest activity to maintain forest health and productivity. The EPA
asked IDL to consider a more restrictive version of the Shade rule that would have
substantially limited harvest opportunities closer to streams. Some tribal comments
called for no-cut zones near streams. IDL received comments that because the
rule limits harvest opportunities near Class I streams, it represents a burden to the
landowner who pays taxes on these lands. Many commenters felt IDL needed to
address tree retention requirements on Class II, non-fish bearing streams. Mr. Gray
stated IDL agreed, although based on comments and testimony received during the
rulemaking process, IDL has no plans to make changes on Class II streams.
Mr. Gray stressed the importance of the Shade rule to Idaho and stated if the
state does not sensibly regulate harvesting timber in Stream Protection Zones, it is
likely the federal government will impose its own mandates that would be far more
restrictive. Mr Gray concluded by stating IDL's continued commitment to monitoring
and updating this rule when appropriate.
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DISCUSSION:

Chairman Vick asked for an explanation of the weighted tree count noted in Section
30.07, and for the reasoning for increased count requirements in land further north.
Mr. Gray answered that there are different growing conditions throughout the state,
with those farther north being more favorable to tree growth. This rule attempts to
allow the same rule to apply throughout the state, without being too restrictive in
one area and under restrictive in another, by dividing the state into geographic
areas with different weighted tree count requirements per 100 linear feet of stream.
Mr. Gray explained stream protection zones (boxes) are 75 feet wide from the
edge of the stream, by 100 feet of stream. Within each box, you would count the
trees within each diameter class, then multiply by the factor for your corresponding
geographic area. If you have more trees (you are above the weighted tree count) in
that area, then you have harvest opportunities. If you have fewer, you need to move
on to the next zone. Senator Semmelroth noted some of the public comments IDL
received from the EPA and tribal groups stated reduced protections that IDL defines
in the most innermost areas are not supported by science and research, and she
asked for an explanation of how the new protections will protect water quality. Mr.
Gray responded that the EPA suggested higher retention requirements within an
inner zone of 25 or 50 feet, but IDL believes the physical limitations of having to go
in the full 75 feet and fall a tree out would provide as much protection as creating
higher retention requirements within an inner zone.

TESTIMONY:

Jonathan Oppenheimer, External Relations Director for the Idaho Conservation
League (ICL) shared that ICL was involved in the development of this rule and
they participated in some of the stakeholder meetings and provided comments.
Mr. Oppenheimer stated ICL has serious reservations about the reductions in
the protections for areas zero to 25 feet from streams. He was concerned about
protecting streams that are currently under-stocked and about protections to water
quality. He referenced language in studies used by ICL that expressed that it is
essential to protect this innermost zone. Mr. Oppenheimer recommended that the
Committee reject these rules and asked that IDL and the Forest Practices Act
Advisory Committee be given more time to work on them and get them right.

DISCUSSION:

In response, Mr. Gray gave an example of how relative stocking was determined
under the previous rule compared to the current rule, with the final result being that
there may be the opportunity to harvest a few more trees closer to the stream under
the current rules, although the physical limitations of harvesting may provide some
extra protection. Senator Guthrie asked for a definition of relative stocking and
asked if related rules were consistent between north and south Idaho, and between
terrains and applications. Mr. Gray explained relative stocking is a combination of
relative density and the concept of stocking, although these are almost the same
concept. Both relate to the forest carrying capacity of the site. He added that
relative stocking varies around the state based on terrain and growing conditions.
Senator Guthrie asked if there could be different relative stocking requirements
for different regions of the same stream. Mr. Gray responded, potentially, but
IDL changed the rule so that instead of being entirely reliant on habitat type, the
state is divided into geographic regions that made more sense and are easier for
landowners to understand and implement.

MOTION:

Chairman Vick moved to approve Docket No. 20-0201-2101. Senator VanOrden
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
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DOCKET NO.
20-0309-2101F

Easements on State-Owned Navigable Waterways Pending Fee Rule, page
210. This is a fee rule, although it is a new rule, so it is listed in the Pending
Fee Rule Book as Docket No. 20-0309-2101. Scott Phillips, Policy and
Communications Chief for Idaho Department of Lands presented testimony on
Docket No. 20-0309-2101. Mr Phillips explained that 20.03.09 establishes
a consistent process to authorize easements for specific uses of state-owned
submerged lands. These uses include bridges, utility crossings, and some dams.
Statutory authority for easements on state lands is provided by Idaho Code § 58-6.
This proposed rule includes the following substantive changes: the $300 application
fee established in 1993 was increased to $500, appraisals, if needed, will now be
paid for by the applicant and not by IDL staff, and the Director's approval authority
is raised from a compensation of $10,000 up to $25,000. This corresponds with the
same approval authority for easements on endowment lands. The rule changes will
only impact new easement applications.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Guthrie asked for clarification if this was a fee rule. Mr. Phillips confirmed
that this was a fee rule.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to approve Docket No. 20-0309-2101F. Senator
VanOrden seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
20-0601-2101F

Rules of the Idaho Board of Scaling Practices Pending Fee Rule, page 217.
This is a fee rule, although it is a new rule, so it is listed in the Pending Fee Rule
Book as Docket No. 20-0601-2101. Archie Gray testified on behalf of Shawn
Inman, the Executive Director of the Idaho Board of Scaling Practices. Mr. Gray
explained the main change to this rule was the adoption of the new Idaho Cubic
Log Scaling Manual, in Subsection 002.02 (page 220). The new cubic manual is an
alternative to the current Scriber "Idaho Log Scaling Manual" and is not meant to be
a replacement. The intent of the manual is to establish a standard, uniform set of
rules for cubic scale in the event someone elects to use cubic scale in the future.
Other changes were the removal of rule sections that are duplicative with statute,
and removing other unnecessary words, which results in a rule that is easier to
read. No fee amounts were changed or new fees added.

MOTION:

Senator Blair moved to approve Docket No. 20-0601-2101F. Senator
Semmelroth seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Heider passed the gavel to Chairman Vick.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:13 p.m.
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___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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Unofficial Copy – Strikethrough version of proposed rule (docket 20-0201-2101)
Forest Practices Advisory Committee Recommendations for Proposed Rulemaking
20.02.01 – RULES PERTAINING TO THE IDAHO FOREST PRACTICES ACT
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
In accordance with Section 38-1304, Idaho Code, the Idaho Board of Land Commissioners has authority to adopt rules
establishing minimum standards for the conduct of forest practices on forest land.
(7-1-96)
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.
01.

Title. These rules are titled IDAPA 20.02.01, “Rules Pertaining to the Idaho Forest Practices Act.”
(4-11-06)

02.
Scope. These rules constitute the minimum standards for the conduct of forest practices on forest
land and describe administrative procedures necessary to implement those standards.
(4-11-06)
002. -- 009.
010.

(RESERVED)

DEFINITIONS.

Unless otherwise required by context as used in these rulesThe terms “Best Management Practices (BMP),”
“Department,” “Forest Land,” “Forest Practice,” “Forest Regions,” “Harvesting,” “Landowner,” “Operator,”
“Rules,” “State,” and “Timber Owner,” have meanings provided in Section 38-1303, Idaho Code. In addition to the
definitions set forth in the Act, the following definitions apply to these rules:
(10-14-75)(
)
01.

Act. The Idaho Forest Practices Act, Title 38, Chapter 13, Idaho Code.

(7-1-96)

02.
Acceptable Tree Species. Any of the tree species normally marketable in the region, which are
suitable to meet stocking requirements. Acceptable trees must be of sufficient health and vigor to assure growth and
(7-1-96) (
)
harvest.
03.

Additional Hazard. The dDebris, slashings, and forest fuel resulting from a forest practice.
(10-14-75) (

)

04.
Average DBH. Average diameter in inches of trees cut or to be cut, measured at four and one-half
(4.5) feet above mean ground level on standing trees. All trees to be cut that do not have a measurable DBH will fall
in the one inch (1”) class.
(7-1-96)
05.
Best Management Practice (BMP). A practice or combination of practices determined by the
board, in consultation with the department and the forest practices advisory committee, to be the most effective and
practicable means of preventing or reducing the amount of nonpoint pollution generated by forest practices. BMPs
shall include, but not be limited to, those management practices included in these rules.
(9-11-90)
06.05.

Board. The Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners or its designee.

(10-14-75)

Buffer Strip. A protective area adjacent to an area requiring special attention or protection.
(10-14-75)
Cable Yarding. Techniques that use winch systems, secured to stationary base machines, to
07.
transport fully or partially suspended logs or trees to landings.
(
)
07.06.

08.
Chemicals. Substances applied to forest lands or timber to accomplish specific purposes and
includes pesticides, (as defined in the Idaho Pesticide Law, Title 22, Chapter 34, Idaho Code), fertilizers, soil
amendments, road dust abatement products and other materials that may present hazards to the environment. (7-1-98)
(
)
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09.
Constructed Skid Trail. A skid trail created by the deliberate cut and fill action of a dozer or
skidder blade resulting in a road-type configuration.
(7-1-96)
10.
Commercial Products. Saleable forest products of sufficient value to cover cost of harvest and
transportation to available markets.
(4-11-06)
11.
Condition of Adjoining Area. Those fuel conditions in adjoining areas that relate to spread of fire
(1-24-78)
and to economic values of the adjoining that area.
12.
Contaminate. To introduce into the atmosphere, soil, or water sufficient quantities of substances
that are injurious to public health, safety, or welfare; or to domestic, commercial, industrial, agricultural or recreational
uses; or to livestock, wildlife, fish or other aquatic life.
(4-11-06)
13.
Cross-DitchDrain. A diversion, ditch and/depression, slope, or hump in a trail or road for the
purpose of carrying surface water runoff into the vegetation, duff, ditch, or other dispersion area so that it does not
gain the volume and velocity which causes soil movement and erosion.to minimize volume and velocity of runoff
which might cause soil erosion.
(3-13-90)(
)
14.
(20) feet.
15.

Cull. NonmerchantableNon-marketable, alive, standing trees of greater height taller than twenty
(1-24-78)(
)
Department. The Idaho Department of Lands.

(10-14-75)

16.15. Deterioration Rate. Rate of natural decomposition and compaction of fuel debris which decreases
the hazard and varies by site.
(1-24-78)
17.16.

Director. The Director of the Idaho Department of Lands or his designee.

(10-14-75)

18.17. Emergency Forest Practice. A forest practice initiated during or immediately after a fire, flood,
windthrow, earthquake, or other catastrophic event to minimize damage to forest lands, timber, or public resources.
(10-14-75)
19.18. Fertilizers. Any substance or any combination or mixture of substances used principally as a source
of plant food or soil amendment.
(10-14-75)
20.19. Fire Trail. Access routes that are located and constructed in a manner to be either useful in fire
control efforts or deterring the fire spread deterrence in the hazard area.
(10-14-75) (
)
21.
Forest Land. Federal, state and private land growing forest tree species which are, or could be at
maturity, capable of furnishing raw material used in the manufacture of lumber or other forest products. The term
includes federal, state and private land from which forest tree species have been removed but have not yet been
restocked. It does not include land affirmatively converted to uses other than the growing of forest tree
(7-1-96)
22.

(10-14-75)

Forest Practice.

a.
The harvesting of forest tree species including felling, bucking, yarding, decking, loading and
hauling; road construction, improvement or maintenance including installation or improvement of bridges, culverts or
structures which convey stream flows within the operating area; also including the clearing of forest land for
conversion to non-forest use when harvest occurs;
(7-1-98)
b.
Road construction, reconstruction or maintenance of existing roads including installation or
improvement of bridges, culverts or structures which convey streams not within the operating area associated with
harvesting of forest tree species;
(7-1-98)
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c.

Reforestation;

(10-14-75)

d.

Use of chemicals for the purpose of managing forest tree species or forest land;

(7-1-98)

e.
The management of slash resulting from harvest, management or improvement of forest tree species
or the use of prescribed fire on forest land.
(7-1-98)
f.
“Forest Practice” shall not include preparatory work such as tree marking, surveying, and road
flagging or removal or harvesting of incidental vegetation from forest lands; such as berries, ferns, greenery, mistletoe,
herbs, mushrooms, or other products which cannot normally be expected to result in damage to forest soils, timber, or
public resources. (10-14-75)
23.
Forest Regions. Two (2) regions of forest land: one (1) being north of the Salmon River and one
(1) being south of the Salmon River.
(7-1-96)
24.

Forest Type. Five forest types in Idaho are defined as follows:

(3-20-14)

North Idaho grand fir/western red cedar (NIGF): moist to wet interior forests with western red cedar,
a.
western hemlock, and grand fir being primary climax species, found in forests north of the Clearwater/ and Lochsa
Rivers. (3-20-14)
Central Idaho grand fir/western red cedar (CIGF): productive conifer forests found in forests
b.
between the Lochsa River Basin and the Salmon River, characterized by stands having western red cedar and grand
fir as climax species, with a mixed-conifer overstory increasingly comprised of ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and larch
in the river breaks canyon-lands. Stocking levels are generally lower than that of the NIGF stands.
(3-20-14)
South Idaho grand fir (SIGF): mixed-conifer forests, dominated by ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir,
c.
found south of the Salmon River with grand fir and occasionally western red cedar being the stand climax species.
(3-20-14)
d.
Western hemlock-subalpine fir (WH): higher-elevation, moist, cool interior forests dominated by
western hemlock, mountain hemlock, and/or subalpine fir.
(3-20-14)
Douglas-fir-ponderosa pine (PP): drier forests dominated by ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir,
e
generally found in lower-elevation, dry sites.
(3-20-14)
25.20. Fuel Quantity. The diameter, the number of stems and the predominate predominant species to be
cut or already cut, and the size of the continuous thinning block, all of which determine quantity of fuel per unit of
area.
(1-24-78)(
)
26.21. Ground-Bbased Equipment. Mobile equipment such as trucks, tractors, dozers, skidders,
excavators, loaders, mechanized harvesters and forwarders used for harvesting, site preparation or hazard
reductionforest practices. This does not include cable systems associated with stationary yarding equipment. (4-413)(
)
27.22.

Habitat Types. Forest land capable of producing similar plant communities at climax.(7-1-96)

(

)
28.
Harvesting. A commercial activity related to the cutting or removal of forest tree species to be used
as a forest product. A commercial activity does not include the cutting or removal of forest tree species by a person
for his own personal use.
(10-14-75)
29.23.

Hazard. Any vegetative residue resulting from a forest practice which constitutes fuel. (1-24-78)

30.24. Hazard Offset. Improvements or a combination of practices which reduces the spread of fire and
increases the ability to control fires.
(10-14-75)
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31.25. Hazard Points. The number of points assigned to certain hazardous conditions on an operating area,
to actions designed to modify those conditions on the same area or to actions by the operator, timber owner or
landowner to offset those the hazardous conditions on the same operating area.
(1-24-78) (
)
32.26. Hazard Reduction. The burning or physical reduction of slash by treatment in some manner which
will reduce the risk from fire after treatment.
(10-14-75) (
)
33.27. Lake. A body of perennial standing open water, natural or human-made, larger than one (1) acre in
size. Lakes include the beds, banks or wetlands below the ordinary high water mark. Lakes do not include drainage or
irrigation ditches, farm or stock ponds, settling or gravel ponds. Any reference in these rules to Class I streams shall
also applyies to lakes.
(7-1-96) (
)
34.
Landowner. A person, partnership, corporation, or association of whatever nature that holds an
ownership interest in forest lands, including the state.
(10-14-75)
35.28. Large Organic Debris (LOD). Live or dead trees and parts or pieces of trees thereof that are large
enough; or longer enough than the channel width or twenty (20) feet; or sufficiently buried in the stream bank or bed
to be stable during high flows. Pieces longer than the channel width or longer than twenty (20) feet are considered
stable. LOD creates diverse fish habitat and stable stream channels by reducing water velocity, trapping stream gravel
and allowing scour pools and side channels to form.
(3-13-90) (
)
36.
Merchantable Material. That portion of forest tree species suitable for the manufacture of
commercial products which can be merchandised under normal market conditions.
(10-14-75)
37.

Merchantable Stand of Timber. A stand of trees that will yield logs or fiber:

(7-1-96)

a.

Suitable in size and quality for the production of lumber, plywood, pulp, or other forest products;
(10-14-75)

b.

Of sufficient value at least to cover all costs of harvest and transportation to available markets.
(10-14-75)

38.29. Noncommercial Forest Land. Habitat types not capable of producing twenty (20) cubic feet of
wood fiber per acre per year.
(7-1-96)(
)
39.
Operator. A person who conducts or is required to conduct a forest practice.
(10-14-75)
40.30.

Operating Area. That area where a forest practice is taking place or will take place.

(1-24-78)

41.31. Ordinary High Water Mark. That mark on all water courses, which will be found by examining
the beds and banks and ascertaining where the presence and action of waters are so common and usual, and so long
continued in all ordinary years as to mark upon the soil a character distinct from that of the abutting upland, in respect
to vegetation, as that condition exists on the effective date of this chapter, or as it may naturally change thereafter.
(10-14-75)
42.32. Outstanding Resource Water. A high-quality water, such as water of national and state parks and
wildlife refuges and water of exceptional recreational or ecological significance, which has been so designated by the
legislature. ORW constitutes as outstanding national or state resource that requires protection from nonpoint activities,
(7-1-96) (
)
including forest practices, that which may lower water quality.
43.
Partial Cutting. The well distributed removal of a portion of the merchantable volume in a stand of
timber. This includes seed tree, shelterwood, or individual tree selection harvesting techniques.
(10-14-75)
44.33. Prescribed Fire. The controlled application of fire to wildland fuels, in either their natural or
modified state, under such conditions of weather, fuel moisture and soil moisture, to that allow the fire to be confined
to a predetermined area and at the same time to while produceing the intensity of heat and rate of spread required to
meet planned objectives.
(7-1-96) (
)
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45.34.
commences.

Present Condition of Area. The amount or degree of hazard present before a thinning operation
(1-24-78)

46.35. Public Resource. Water, fish, and wildlife, and in addition means capital improvements of the State
or its political subdivisions.
(10-14-75) (
)
47.36. Reforestation. The eEstablishment of an adequately stocked stand of trees of species acceptable to
the dDepartment to replace the onesthose removed by a harvesting or a catastrophic event on commercial forest land.
(10-14-75)
48.37. Relative Stocking. A measure of site occupancy calculated as a ratio comparison of actual stand
density to the biological maximum density for a given forest type. This ratio, expressed as a percentage, shows the
extent to which trees utilizse a plot of forestland. This term was used in the Class I tree retention rule (030.07.e.ii)
and has been replaced with Weighted Tree Count as described in the same rule.
(3-20-14) (
)
49.38. Relief Culvert. A structure to relieve surface runoff from roadside ditches to prevent excessive
buildup involume and velocity.
(10-14-75)
50.
Rules. Rules adopted by the Board pursuant to Section 38-1304, Idaho Code.
(7-1-96)
51.39. Slash. Any vegetative residue three inches (3”) and underor less in diameter resulting from a forest
practice or the clearing of land.
(7-1-96)
52.40. Site. An area with the combination of biotic, climatic, and soil conditionsconsidered as to its or
ecological factors with reference to that create capacity to produce for forest vegetation;. the combination of biotic,
climatic, and soil conditions of an area.
(10-14-75) (
)
53.41. Site Factor. A combination of percent of average ground slope and predominate predominant aspect
of the forest practice operating area which relate to rate of fire spread.
(1-24-78) (
)
54.42. Site-Specific Best Management Practice. A BMP that is adapted to and takes account of the
specific factors influencing water quality, water quality objectives, on-site conditions, and other factors applicable to
the site where a forest practice occurs, and which has been approved by the Department, or by the Board in consultation
with the Department and the Forest Practices Advisory Committee.
(7-1-96) (
)
55.43. Size of Thinning Block. Acres of continuous fuel creating an additional hazard within an forest
practice operating area. Distance between the perimeter of thinning blocks containing continuous fuel must be a
minimum of six (6) chains apart to qualify as more than one (1) block.
(1-24-78) (
)
(1-24-78)

56.44.

Snags. Dead, standing trees taller than twenty (20) feet and greater in height.

57.45.

Soil Erosion. Movement of soils resulting from forest practices.

(10-14-75)

58.46.
59.

Soil Stabilization. The minimizing of soil movement.
State. The state of Idaho or other political subdivision thereof.

(10-14-75)
(10-14-75)

60.47. Stream. A natural water course of perceptible extent with definite beds and banks which confines
and conducts continuously or intermittently flowing water. Definite beds are defined as having a sandy or rocky
bottom which results from the scouring action of water flow. Any reference in these rules to Class I streams shall also
apply applies to lakes.
(7-1-96)(
)
a.
Class I streams are used for domestic water supply or are important for the spawning, rearing or
migration of fish. Such waters shall be considered to be Class I upstream from the point of domestic diversion for a
minimum of one thousand three hundred and twenty (l,320) feet.
(11-7-86)(
)
b.
Class II streams are usually headwater streams or minor drainages that are used by only a few, if
any, fish for spawning or rearing. Where fish use is unknown, consider streams as Class II where the total upstream
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watershed is less than two hundred and forty (240) acres in the north forest region and four hundred and sixty (460)
acres in the south forest region. Their principle principal value lies in their influence on water quality or quantity
downstream in Class I streams.
(7-1-96)(
)
c.
Class I Stream Protection Zone (SPZ) means the area encompassed by a slope distance of seventyfive (75) feet on each side of the ordinary high water marks. (Figure 1.)
FIGURE 1

CLASS 1 STREAM PROTECTION ZONE
(7-1-96)(

)

d.
Class II Stream Protection Zone (SPZ) means the area encompassed by a minimum slope distance
of thirty (30) feet on each side of the ordinary high water marks. (Figure 2.) For Class II streams that do not contribute
surface flow into Class I streams, a variance to this requirement may be requested. In no case will this width be less
than five (5) feet slope distance on each side of the ordinary high water marks. Operators must provide for soil
stabilization and water filtering effects by leaving undisturbed soils in widths sufficient to prevent washing of
sediment. In no case shall this width be less than five (5) feet slope distance on each side of the ordinary high water
marks.
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FIGURE 2
CLASS II STREAM PROTECTION ZONE

(7-1-96)(

)

61.
Timber Owner. A person, partnership, corporation, or association of whatever nature, other than
the landowner, that holds an ownership interest in forest tree species on forest land.
(10-14-75)
62.48. Time of Year of Forest Practice. Parts of a year assigned hazard points when Those combinations
of months during which time the forest practice is taking takes place. Points assigned are: October through December
- two (2) points; August through September - four (4) points; January through April - seven (7) points; May through
)
July - ten (10) points.
(1-24-78) (
Traction-Assisted Harvesting. Techniques that use winch systems to tether ground-based
49.
equipment to a stationary base for stabilizing and assisting steep-slope operation. Cable tension from the winch will
be synchronized or automatically held constant. Enhanced traction for the equipment must minimize soil disturbance
and risk of sediment delivery to streams.
(
)
Watershed Advisory Group. A formal group of citizens that provides the Idaho Department of
50.
Environmental Quality with local public input and guidance regarding specific watersheds during watershed analysis
and BMP development.
011.

ABBREVIATIONS.
01. BMP. Best Management Practices.

(

)

02. LOD. Large Organic Debris.

(

)

03. SPZ. Stream Protection Zone.

(

)

0112. -- 019.

(RESERVED)
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020.

GENERAL RULES.

01.
Compliance. Operators must comply with Ppractices contained within a rule shall be complied with
to accomplish the purpose to which of the rule is related.
(8-13-85) (
)
a.
If conditions of sites or activities require the application of practices which differ from those
prescribed by the rules, the operator shallmust obtain a variance according to the following procedure:(8-13-85)
(
)
i.
The operator shallmust submit a written request for variance to the dDepartment in writing. The
request shall must include a description of the site and particular conditions which necessitate a variance, and a
description of proposed practices which, if applied, will result in a violation of the rules.
(8-13-85) (
)
ii.
Within fourteen (14) calendar days the The dDepartment shallwill evaluate the request and notify
the operator in writing within fourteen (14) calendar days of the determination to allow or disallow whether the
variance is granted or denied request.
(7-1-96) (
)
iii.
All practices authorized variance practices under this procedure shallmust provide for results over
the long term which are equivalent or better results over the long term than the those from rule which are superseded
to insureensure site productivity, water quality and fish and wildlife habitat. A variance can may be applied only at
approved sites. (8-13-85)(
)
b.
Practices shallmust also be in compliance with the Stream Channel Alteration Protection Act (Title
42, Chapter 38, Idaho Code) ,; Idaho Water Quality Standards and Waste Water Treatment Requirements (Title 39,
Chapter l, Idaho Code),; the Idaho Pesticide Law (Title 22, Chapter 34, Idaho Code), and the Hazardous Waste
Management Act of 1983 (Title 39, Chapter 44, Idaho Code), and rules and regulations pursuant theretopromulgated
thereunder.
(8-13-85) (
)
c.
Water may be diverted from a stream and used at any time to carry out Idaho forest practices and
for forest road dust abatement, provided that: 1) The total daily volume diverted is no greater than two-tenths (0.2)
acre-feet (65,170 gallons) from a single stream; and 2) The rate of diversion shallis no greater than never exceed
twenty-five (25) percent (25%) of the rate of flow then available in the stream at the point of diversion for these
purposes.
(5-8-09) (
)
i.
No person shallmay, under this Section 020, divert water from an irrigation canal, irrigation
reservoir, or other irrigation facility while water is lawfully diverted, stored, captured, conveyed, used or otherwise
(5-8-09) (
)
physically controlled by an irrigator, irrigation district or canal company.
ii.
If water is to be diverted No person may, under this Section 020, divert water from a stream within
a water district, or from a stream from which an irrigation delivery entity diverts water, a person diverting water shall
give without first providing notice to the watermaster of the intent to divert water for the purposes as authorized herein.
(5-8-09) (
)
iii.
Water diversion intakes used for diversions under Subsection 020.01 shallmust be screened with a
maximum screen mesh size as follows: 1) fish-bearing Class I streams: 3/32 inch, and 2) all other streams: 1/4 inch.
(5-8-09) (
)
d.
Any alternative conservation measure having received a favorable Biological Opinion or Incidental
Take Permit from the National Marine Fisheries Service or US Fish and Wildlife Service will be considered as
complying with these rules.
(4-4-13)
02.
Conversion of Forest Lands. Prior to converting forest lands to another use, the person converting
the lands must file a written notification with the Department. Conversions require a notification be filed, and
compliance with all These rules will continue to apply to the conversion and converting lands, except those relating
to reforestation. On converted parcels larger than one (1) acre, plant acceptable vegetative cover sufficient to maintain
soil productivity and minimize erosion must be planted. Cover shallmust be established within one (1) year of forest
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practice completion of the forest practice , except that the dDirector may grant an extension of time if weather or other
conditions interfere. Within three (3) years of forest practice completion of the forest practice, the dDirector shallwill
determine if the conversion has been accomplished by:
(7-1-96) (
)
a.

The presence or absence of improvements necessary for use of land for its intended purpose;
(7-1-96)

b.

Evidence of actual use of the land for the intended purpose.

(10-14-75)

c.
If the conversion has not been accomplished within three (3) years of the harvest completion of
harvest, supplemental reforestation Subsection 050.06 applies.
(7-1-96)
03.
Annual Review and Consultation. The dDirector shall will, at least once each year annually, meet
with other state agencies and the Forest Practices Advisory Committee and review recommendations for amendments
to or repeal of these rules, new rules, or repeal of rules. He shallwill then report to provide the bBoard a summary of
such any meetings or meetings, together with recommendations for amendments to rules, new rules, or repeal of
regarding these rules.
(10-14-75) (
)
04.
Consultation. The dDirector shallmay consult with other state agencies and departments concerned
with the management of forest environment where expertise from such agencies or departments is desirable would be
helpful or necessary.
(10-14-75) (
)
a.
These rules are approved best management practices under Idaho’s Water Quality Standards and
Wastewater Treatment Requirements, IDAPA 58.01.02,. (Title 39, Chapter 1, Idaho Code) reference the Forest
Practice Rules as approved best management practices and The Water Quality Standards describe a procedure offor
modifying the practices based on monitoring and surveillance. The dDirector shallwill review petitions from Idaho
Department of Environmental Quality for changes or additions to these rules according to Administrative Procedures
Act (Title 67, Chapter 52, Idaho Code) and make recommendations for modification to the Board of Land
Commissioners. (9-20-88) (
)
05.

Notification of Forest Practice.

(10-14-75)

a.
Before commencing a forest practice or a conversion of forest lands the operator must notify the
Department shall be notified as required in Paragraph 020.05.b. The notice shall be given by the operator. However,
The notification may be provided by the timber owner or landowner satisfies the responsibility of the operator under
this Subsection. When more than one forest practice is to be conducted in relation to harvesting of forest tree species,
one notice including each forest practice to be conducted shall be filed with the department.
(5-8-09) (
)
b.
The notification required by Paragraph 020.05.a. shallmust be on forms prescribed and provided by
the dDepartment, and shallwill identify each forest practice to be conducted, and include the name and address of the
operator, timber owner, and landowner; the legal description of the operating area in which the forest practice is to be
conducted; whether the forest practice(s) borders an outstanding resource water and other information the
dDepartment considers necessary for the administration of the rules adopted by the board under Section 38-1304,
Idaho Code. No forest practice may begin until the applicable All notifications must be is formally accepted by the
dDepartment before any forest practice may begin. Promptly upon formal acceptance of the notice but not more No
later than fourteen (14) calendar days from after formal acceptance of the notice, the dDepartment shallwill mail send
a copy of the notice to whichever of the operator, timber owner, or and landowner that did not submit the notification.
The department shalll make available to the operator, timber owner, and landowner a copy of the rules.(7-1-96)
(
)
c.
An The operator, timber owner, or landowner, whichever that filed the original notification,
shallmust notify the dDepartment of any subsequent change in the information contained in the notice within thirty
(30) calendar days of the change. Promptly upon receipt of notice of change, but not to No more thanexceed fourteen
(14) calendar days from receipt of the notice, the dDepartment shallwill mail send a copy of the notice to whichever
of the operator, timber owner, or and landowner that did not submit the notice of change.
(7-1-96) (
)
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d.
The notification is valid for the same period as set forth in the certificate of compliance under
Section 38-122, Idaho Code. At the expiration of the notification, iIf the forest practice is continuing when the
notification expires, the notification shallmust be renewed using the same procedures provided for in this subsection.
(4-21-92) (
)
e.
If the notification required by Paragraph 020.05.a. of this subsection indicates that the forest practice
will be continuing at the notification’s expiration of the notification that the forest practice will be continuing, the
operator, timber owner, or landowner must notify the Department and obtain a renewal of the notification, at least
thirty (30) calendar days prior to the expiration of the notification, shallmust notify the department and obtain a
renewal of the notification. Promptly upon receipt of the request for renewal, but not to exceed No more than fourteen
(14) calendar days from receipt of the request, the dDepartment shallwill mail send a copy of the renewed notification
to whichever of the operator, timber owner, or and landowner that did not submit the request for renewal.(7-1-96) (
)
06.
for:

Notification Exception. A notification of Forest Practice is required for all forest practices except
(7-1-98) (
)

a.
Routine road maintenance, recreational uses, grazing by domestic livestock, cone picking, culture
and harvest of Christmas trees on lands used solely for the production of Christmas trees, or harvesting of other minor
forest products.
(10-14-75)
b.

Non-commercial cutting and removal of forest tree species by a person for his their own personal

use.
(10-14-75) (

)

c.
Clearing forest land for conversion to surface mining or dredge and placer mining operations under
a reclamation plan or dredge mining permit.
(9-20-88)
07.
Emergency Forest Practices. No prior notification shall be is required for emergency forest
practices necessitated by and commenced during or immediately after a fire, flood, windthrow, earthquake, or other
catastrophic event. Within forty-eight (48) hours after commencement of such practice, the operator, timber owner, or
landowner shallmust notify the dDirector with an explanation of and explain why emergency action was necessary.
Such emergency forest practices are subject to the rules herein, except that the operator, timber owner, or landowner
may take any reasonable action to minimize damage to forest lands, timber, or public resource from the direct or
(7-1-96) (
)
indirect effects of the catastrophic event.
08.
Duty of Purchaser. Before purchasing, contracting to purchase or accepting delivery of a forest
tree species harvested from forest lands in Idaho, Tthe initial purchaser of forest tree species which have been
harvested from forest lands shall, before making such purchase or contract to purchase or accepting delivery of the
same, must receive and keep on file a copy of the noticefication of forest practice for required by Section 38-1306,
Idaho Code relating to the harvesting practice for whichapplicable to the acquired forest tree species are being acquired
by the initial purchaser. Such The notice shallmust be available for inspection upon request by the dDepartment at all
reasonable times. (7-1-96) (
)
09.
State Divided into Regions. For the purpose of administering this the Act and these rules, the State
is divided into two (2) forest regions: one (1) north of the Salmon River and one (1) south of the Salmon River. (7-196) (
)
10.
Regions Divided into Forest Habitat Types. For the administration purposes, of further refining
the on-the-ground administration of the Act, the forest regions can be divided into Habitat Types.
(7-1-96) (
)
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030.

TIMBER HARVESTING.

01.
Purpose. Harvesting of forest tree species is a part of forest management. by which This is how
wood for human use is obtained and by which how forests are established and tended. It is recognized that dDuring
harvesting operations there will be a temporary disturbance to the forest environment. It is the purpose of tThese rules
to establish minimum standards for forest practices that will maintain the productivity of the forest land and, minimize
soil and debris entering streams, and protect wildlife and fish habitat.
(10-14-75) (
)
02.
Quality of Residual Stocking. Reforestation is required if harvesting reduces stocking of
acceptable trees below minimums of Subsection 050.04.
(7-1-96)
03.
Soil Protection. Select fFor each harvesting operation, operators should select the logging method
and type of equipment adapted to the given slope, landscape and soil properties in order to minimize soil erosion. (813-85) (
)
a.
An operation that uses ground-based equipment shallmust not be conducted if it will cause rutting,
deep soil disturbance, or accelerated erosion. On slopes exceeding forty-five percent (45%) gradient and which are
immediately adjacent to a Class I or II stream, ground-based equipment, except for traction-assisted harvesting
equipment, shallmust not be used withwithout an approved variance. Where slopes in the area to be logged exceed
forty-five percent (45%) gradient, the operator, landowner or timber owner shallmust notify the dDepartment of these
steep slopes upon filing the notification as provided for in Subsection 020.05.
(4-4-13)(
)
b.
Limit tThe grade of constructed skid trails on geologically unstable, saturated, or highly erodible or
easily compacted soils is limited to a maximum of thirty percent (30%).
(7-1-96) (
)
c.
In accordance with appropriate silvicultural prescriptions, keep skid trails shall be kept to the
minimum feasible width and number. Limit Ttractors used for skidding shall be limited to theat size appropriate for
the job.
(8-13-85) (
)
d.
Uphill cable yarding is preferred. Wheren downhill yarding is used, take reasonable care shall be
taken to lift the leading end of the log to minimize downhill movement of slash and soils.
(8-13-85) (
)
04.
Location of Landings, Skid Trails, and Fire Trails. Locate landings, skid trails, and fire trails on
stable areas to prevent the risk of material entering streams.
(10-14-75)
a.
Locate Aall new or reconstructed landings, skid trails, and fire trails shall be located on stable areas
outside the appropriate all stream protection zones SPZs. Locate fire and skid trails where sidecasting is held to a
minimum.
(3-13-90) (
)
Minimize the size of a lLanding size is limited to that necessary for safe economical operation. (8-

b.
13-85) (

)

c.
To prevent landslides, fill material used in landing construction shallmust be free of loose stumps
and excessive accumulations of slash. On slopes where sidecasting is necessary, stabilize landings shall be stabilized
by use of seeding, compactiong, riprapping, benching, mulching or other suitable means.
(8-13-85) (
)
05.
Drainage Systems. Provide and maintain a drainage system Ffor each landing, skid trail or fire trail
a drainage system shall be provided and maintained that will control the dispersal of surface water to minimize erosion.
(4-21-92) (
)
Stabilize skid trails and fire trails whenever they are subject to erosion, by water-barring, crossa.
draining, out-sloping, scarifying, seeding or other suitable means. Keep Tthis work shall be kept current to prevent
erosion prior to fall and spring seasonal runoff.
(8-13-85) (
)
b.
Reshape landings as needed to facilitate drainage prior to fall and spring seasonal runoff. Stabilize
all landings by establishing ground cover or by some other means within one (1) year after harvesting is completed.
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(8-13-85) (

)

06.
Treatment of Waste Materials. Leave or place Aall debris, overburden, and other waste material
associated with harvesting shall be left or placed in such a manner way as to that prevents their entry by erosion, high
water, or other means into streams.
(10-14-75) (
)
a.
Wherever possible trees shall be fFelled, bucked, and limbed trees, whenever possible, in such a
manner so that the tree or any tree parts thereof will fall away from any Class I streams. Continuously remove slash
that enters Class I streams as a result because of harvesting operations. Continuously remove other debris that enters
Class I streams as a result because of harvesting operations whenever there is a potential for stream blockage or if the
stream has the ability for transporting such debris. Place removed material five (5) feet slope distance above the
(3-13-90) (
)
ordinary high water mark.
b.
Remove slash and other debris that enters Class II streams whenever there is a potential for stream
blockage or if the stream has the ability for transporting the debris immediately following skidding and place removed
material above the ordinary high water mark or otherwise treat as prescribed by the dDepartment. No formal variance
is required.
(11-7-86)
c.
Deposit waste material from construction or maintenance of landings and skid and fire trails in
(8-13-85)
geologically stable locations outside of the appropriate Stream Protection Zone SPZ.
07.
Stream Protection. During and after forest practice operations, protect stream beds and streamside
vegetation shall be protected to leave them in provide the most natural condition as possible to maintain water quality
and aquatic habitat.
(8-13-85) (
)
Lakes require an approved site-specific riparian management prescription prior to conducting forest
a.
practices within the stream protection zone SPZ.
(7-1-96)
b.
Operations that utilize ground-based equipment that result in logs being skidded or forwarded in or
through streams shall not be permitted. When streams must be crossed, Prior to conducting forest practice operations
that cross streams using ground-based equipment, install adequate temporary or permanent structures adequate to
carry stream flow; skidding or forwarding directly in or through streams or fords is not permittedshall be installed.
Minimize the number of stream crossings and make direct approaches to minimize ground disturbance in the
SPZ.Cross the stream at right angles to its channel if at all possible. Remove all temporary crossings immediately after
use and, where applicable, cross-drain the approaches. (Construction of hydraulic structures in stream channels is
regulated by the Stream Channel Protection Act - Title 42, Chapter 38, Idaho Code and Paragraphs 040.02.e and
040.02.g.). Remove all temporary crossings immediately after use and, where applicable, water bar the ends of the
skid trails.
(4-4-13)(
)
c.
Operation of ground-based equipment shallis not be allowed within the Stream Protection Zone SPZ
except at approaches to stream crossings.
(7-1-96) (
)
d.
When cable yarding is necessary, across or inside the Stream Protection Zones SPZs, it shallmust
be done in such a manner as to way that minimizes stream bank vegetation and channel disturbance. (8-13-85) (
)
e.
Provide for large organic debris (LOD), shading, soil stabilization, wildlife cover and water filtering
effects of vegetation along streams.
(7-1-96)
i.
Leave shrubs, grasses, and rocks wherever they afford shade over a stream or maintain the integrity
of the soil near a stream. Landowners are strongly encouraged to leave all trees immediately adjacent to streams.
(3-20-14)(
)
ii.
During commercial harvest withinAdjacent to all Class I Streams Protection Zones SPZs, to
maintain and enhance shade and large woody debris recruitment, landowners must comply retain with theone of the
two following options defining weighted tree retention count per one-hundred (100) linear feet of stream:. The Relative
Stocking per acre (RS) referenced in the options is calculated according to the relative-stocking-contribution table in
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Subparagraph 030.07.e.ii.
(1) Fifty-seven (57) north of the Clearwater/Lochsa Rivers
(2) Forty-nine (49) between the Clearwater/Lochsa and Salmon Rivers
(3) Forty-one (41) south of the Salmon River
(4) Thirty-seven (37) in drier forests with SPZs dominated by Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine.
(5) At least four (4) of the above weighted tree count must be retained in the outer twenty-five feet (25’) of
the SPZ.
iii.
Calculate weighted tree count by multiplying the number of live conifers and hardwoods present in
each diameter range by the weight below and then sum the results.

(3-20-14) (

Diameter Range
(inches)

4-11.9"

12-19.9"

20-27.9"

28-35.9"

≥36"

Weight

1

3

5

8

11

)

(1)
Option 1: Within twenty-five (25) feet from the ordinary high water mark on each side of the stream,
live conifers and hardwoods will be retained to maintain a minimum relative stocking per acre of sixty (60). A relative
stocking per acre of thirty (30) must be retained in the stream protection zone between twenty-five (25) feet and
seventy-five (75) feet from the ordinary high water mark on both sides of the stream.
(3-20-14)
(2)
Option 2: Within fifty (50) feet from the ordinary high water mark on each side of a stream, live
conifers and hardwoods will be retained to maintain a minimum relative stocking per acre of sixty (60). A relative
stocking per acre of ten (10) must be retained in the stream protection zone between fifty (50) feet and seventy-five
(75) feet from the ordinary high water mark on both sides of the stream.
(3-20-14)
(3)
Only one (1) option may be implemented within the stream protection zones of a harvesting unit
covered by a single notification. Landowners are strongly encouraged to retain all trees immediately adjacent to the
stream.
(3-20-14)

Per Tree Contribution to Relative Stocking by Diameter Class

Forest Type

Diameter Class (DBH in inches)

4-7.9"

8-11.9"

12-15.9"

16-19.9"

20-23.9"

24-27.9"

28-31.9"

NIGF (North Idaho Grand Fir)

0.097

0.209

0.347

0.506

0.683

0.878

1.088

CIGF (Central Idaho Grand Fir)

0.113

0.244

0.405

0.59

0.797

1.024

1.27

SIGF (Southern Idaho Grand Fir)

0.136

0.293

0.486

0.708

0.957

1.229

1.524

WHSF (Western Hemlock-Subalpine Fir)

0.123

0.267

0.442

0.644

0.87

1.117

1.385

DFPP (Douglas-fir-Ponderosa Pine)

0.151

0.326

0.54

0.787

1.063

1.366

1.693

(3-20-14)

iv.
Prior to and during harvest, cutting in any part of a given one hundred foot (100’) Class I SPZ
segment is only allowed if the weighted tree count in the inner fifty feet (50’) of that segment is above: thirty-three
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(33) north of the Clearwater/Lochsa Rivers, twenty-eight (28) between the Clearwater/Lochsa and Salmon Rivers,
twenty-three (23) South of the Salmon River, and twenty-one (21) in drier forests with SPZs dominated by Douglasfir and ponderosa pine. Note that the combination of minimum values for the inner fifty feet (50’) and outer twentyfive feet (25’) do not meet the minimum for the SPZ segment; additional trees must be left in one or both areas to
meet the rule.
(
)
To protect filtering and shade effects of streamside vegetation adjacent to all Class II streams
iii.v.
following harvesting and hazard management activities, retain live trees will be retained or establish new trees
established within thirty (30) feet on each side of the streams’ ordinary high water mark to comply with the minimum
stocking standards expressed in Subsection 050.04.
(3-20-14) (
)
vi.
During harvesting, carefully remove timber from the Stream Protection Zone SPZ in such a way
that large organic debris LOD, shading and filtering effects are maintained and protected. When portions of harvested
or naturally fallenof felled trees fallland into or over a Class I stream, leave the portion consistent with the LOD
definition of Subsection 010.35010.28.
(4-11-06) (
)
v.
When harvesting portions of trees that have fallen naturally into or over a Class I stream, leave the
portion(s) over the stream consistent with the LOD definition of Subsection 010.35. L When salvaging uprooted trees,
leaving the section with the root ball attached is preferred.
(4-11-06)(
)
vii.
During harvesting operations, portions of felled or bucked trees not meeting the LOD definition
shallmust be removed, consistent with the slash removal requirements of Subsection 030.06.
(4-11-06)(
)
viii.
To obtain a variance from the standing tree and shade retention requirements, the operator must
develop a site-specific riparian management prescription and submit it to the dDepartment for approval. The
prescription should consider stream characteristics and the need for large organic debris LOD, stream shadeing and
wildlife cover which will achieve the objective of these rules.
(4-11-06)(
)
viiiix.

Stream width shallwill be measured as average between ordinary high- water marks.(3-13-90)

(

)
f.
Limit Ddirect ignition of prescribed burns will be limited to hand piles within stream protection
zones (SPZs),; all other direct ignitions shallmust occur outside of SPZs, so a backing (cooler) fire will more likely
occur within the SPZ.
(4-11-06) (
)

06) (

i.
)

Hand piles shallmust be at least five (5) feet from the ordinary high water mark of streams. (4-11-

ii.
No mechanical piling of slash or natural forest fuels is allowed in an SPZ (an exception is filter
windrows for erosion control which shallmust not be ignited).
(4-11-06) (
)
08.
Maintenance of Productivity and Related Values. Design Hharvesting practices will first be
designed to assure the continuous growing and harvesting of forest tree species by suitable economic means and also
to protect soil, air, water, and wildlife resources.
(10-14-75) (
)
a.
Where major scenic attractions, highways, recreation areas or other high-use areas are located within
or traverse forest land, give special consideration to scenic values by prompt cleanup and regeneration.
(10-14-75)
b.
Give special consideration to preserving any critical aquatic or wildlife habitat, including snags,
especially within stream protection zones SPZs. Wherever practical, preserve fruit, nut, and berry producing trees and
shrubs.
(4-4-13)
c.
Avoid conducting operations along or through bogs, swamps, wet meadows, springs, seeps, wet
draws or other locations where the presence of water is indicated by associated vegetation; temporary crossings can
be used as referred to in Paragraph 030.07.b. Protect soil and vegetation from disturbance which would cause adverse
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affectseffects on water quality, quantity and wildlife and aquatic habitat.

(4-4-13) (

)

d.
Harvesting operations within a single ownership, in which essentially all trees have been removed
in one operation, shallmust be planned so that adequate wildlife escape cover (e.g., topography, vegetation, stream
protection zones SPZs, etc.) is available within one-quarter (¼) mile.
(4-4-13) (
)
031.

CUMULATIVE WATERSHED EFFECTS.

01.
Purpose. In accordance with Section 38-1305(8), Idaho Code, the dDepartment has developed
methods for controlling cumulative watershed effects (CWE). The methods and procedures are described in the
department manual entitled “Forest Practices Cumulative Watershed Effects Process for Idaho.” Proper application of
this process will help ensure watersheds are managed to protect water quality so that beneficial uses are supported.
This rule describes how the process is to be implemented on forest land.
(7-1-98)
02.
a.
mandatory.

Process Application.

(7-1-98)

Application of the CWE process and any resulting site-specific BMPs are encouraged but not
(7-1-98)

b.
The process may be initiated by either the dDepartment, a watershed advisory group (WAG), or an
individual landowner or group of landowners that collectively own at least twenty-five percent (25%) of the forested
land in a watershed. In any case, a reasonable effort will be made to notify forest landowners within the watershed,
and the landowners will be given the opportunity to participate in the process.
(7-1-98)
c.

The dDepartment shallmust be notified prior to the initiation of the CWE process. (7-1-98) (

)

d.
The dDepartment will review and approve the watershed assessment and CWE site-specific BMPs
for compliance with the Forest Practices Act.
(7-1-98)
03.

Site-Specific BMP Implementation. Approved CWE sSite-specific BMPs developed by a
(7-1-98)(
)

watershed advisory group are encouraged and applied on a voluntary basis.

04.
Site-Specific BMPs on Former Stream Segments of Concern. Practices approved by the department
from 1989 through 1995 under former stream segments of concern rules remain in effect until revised by a CWE
analysis, at which point the CWE site-specific BMPs would be mandatory.
(7-1-98)
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040.

ROAD CONSTRUCTION, RECONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE.

01.
Purpose. Provide standards and guidelines for road construction, reconstruction, and maintenance
that will maintain forest productivity, water quality, and fish and wildlife habitat.
(4-5-00)
02.
Road Specifications and Plans. Road specifications and plans shallmust be consistent with good
safety practices. PLandowners and Operators should plan each road to the minimum use standards adapted to the
terrain and soil materials to minimize disturbances and damage to forest productivity, water quality, fish, and wildlife
(4-5-00)(
)
habitat. In addition, landowners and operators must:
a.
Plan transportation networks to avoid road construction within stream protection zones SPZs, except
at approaches to stream crossings. Leave or reestablish areas of vegetation between roads and streams.
(4-5-00)
b.
Plan Rroads shall be no wider than necessary to safely accommodate the anticipated use. Minimize
cut and fill volumes by aligning the road to fit the natural terrain features as closely as possible. Adequately compact
(4-5-00)(
)
fill material. Dispose of excess material on geologically stable sites.
c.
Plan roads to drain naturally by out-sloping or in-sloping with cross-drainage and by grade changes
where possible. Plan Install dips, water bars, cross-drainage, or subsurface drainage on roads when necessary.
(4-5-00)(
)
d.
Relief culverts and roadside ditches shall be planned whenever reliance uponWhen natural drainage
wouldwill not protect the running surface, cut slopes or fill slopes. Plan, plan roads with relief culverts and roadside
ditches. Plan Install culverts installations to prevent erosion of the fill by properly sizing, bedding and compacting.
Plan Ensure drainage structures to achieve minimum avoid direct discharge of sediment into streams. (4-5-00)(
)
e.
ThisThe following rule applies to new culvert installations, of new culverts and re-or reinstallations
during road reconstructions or reinstallations caused by flood or otheror because of catastrophic events. Culverts used
for tTemporary culvert crossings are exempt from the fifty (50) year peak flow design requirement but must be
removed immediately after they are no longer needed and before the springseasonal run-off period.
(4-5-00)(
)
i.

Culverts in installations on fish-bearing streams must provide for fish passage.

(4-5-00)(

)

ii.
Design culverts for stream crossings to carry the fifty (50) year peak flow using Department
accepted engineering methods acceptable to the department or determine culvert size by using the culvert sizing tables
below. Armor the inlet or use a flared inlet structure on thirty (30) inch or greater diameter culverts. The minimum
diameter size culvert required for stream crossings shall not be less thanallowed is eighteen (18) inches in diameter,
with the exception of that area of the Snake River drainage upstream from the mouth of the Malad River, including
the Bear River basin, where the minimum size shall be fifteen (15) inches.
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CULVERT SIZING TABLE - I
USE FOR NORTH IDAHO AND THE SALMON RIVER DRAINAGE
The left side of tThis culvert sizing table will beis used for the area of the state north of the Salmon River and within
the South Fork Salmon River drainage; the right side will be used for the area of the state south of the Salmon River
and outside the South Fork Salmon River drainage. It was developed to carry the fifty (50) year peak flow at a
headwater-to-diameter ratio of one (1).
North Forest Region and
South Fork Salmon River
Drainage

South Forest Region

Watershed Area
(acres)

Required Culvert Diameter
(inches)

Culvert Capacity
(in cubic feet/sec)

Watershed Area
(acres)

Ditch relief, seeps,
springs, wet areas, draws

12

NA

Ditch relief, seeps,
springs, wet areas, draws

less than 32

18

6

Less than 72

33 - 74

24

12

73-150

75 - 141

30

20

151-270

142 - 240

36

32

271-460

241 - 366

42

46

461-720

367 - 546

48

65

471-1025

547 - 787

54

89

1026-1450

788 - 1027

60

112

1451-1870

1028 - 1354

66

142

1871-2415

1355 - 1736

72

176

2416-3355

1737 - 2731

84

260

3356-5335

2732 - 4111

96

370

5336-7410

4112 - 5830

108

500

7411-9565

5831 - 8256

120

675

9566-11780

Strongly consider having culverts larger than sixty (60) inches designed, or consider alternative structures, such as
bridges, mitered culverts, arches, etc.

Culverts larger than one hundred twenty (120) inches must be designed; consider alternative structures.
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CULVERT SIZING TABLE - II
USE FOR SOUTH IDAHO
This culvert sizing table is used for the area of the state south of the Salmon River and outside the South Fork Salmon
River drainage. It was developed to carry the fifty (50) year peak flow at a headwater-to-diameter ratio of one (1).
Watershed Area
(acres)

Required Culvert Diameter
(inches)

Culvert Capacity
(in cubic feet/sec)

less than 72

18#

6

73 - 150

24

12

151 - 270

30

20

271 - 460

36

32

461 - 720

42

46

721 - 1025

48

65

1026 - 1450

54

89

1451 - 1870

60

112

Strongly consider having culverts larger than sixty (60) inches designed, or consider alternative structures, such as
bridges, mitered culverts, arches, etc.
Watershed Area
(acres)

Required Culvert Diameter
(inches)

Culvert Capacity
(in cubic feet/sec)

1871 - 2415

66

142

2416 - 3355

72

176

3356 - 5335

84

260

5336 - 7410

96

370

7411 - 9565

108

500

9566 - 11780

120

675

Culverts larger than one hundred twenty (120) inches must be designed; consider alternative structures.
# See exception for southeast Idaho in Subparagraph 040.02.a.ii. of this rule.
(4-5-00)(

)

iii.
Relief culverts, and those used for seeps, springs, wet areas, and draws shallmust not be less than
twelve (12) inches in diameter for permanent installations.
(7-1-96)(
)
f.
On existing roads that are not reconstructed or damaged by catastrophic events, landowners or
operators are encouraged, but not required, to replace or provide mitigation for culverts that do not provide for fish
passage in accordance with Subparagraph 040.02.e.i. or cannot carry the fifty (50) year peak flow of Subparagraph
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040.02.e.ii.

(4-11-06)

g.
Plan and install sStream crossings, including fords, shall be minimum in number and planned and
installed in compliance with the Stream Channel Protection Act, (Title 42, Chapter 38, Idaho Code), Paragraph
030.07.b. and with the culvert sizing requirements of Paragraph 040.02.e. Fords are an acceptable stream crossing
structures on small, shallow streams, with gradientsflat, less than four percent (4%) gradients. For fords: should cross
the stream at right angles. Approaches shall be adequately cross-drained and rocked the road surface on each side of
the stream for at least seventy-five (75) feet for Class I and at least thirty (30) feet for Class II streams; minimize
sediment delivery to streams by. During times of salmonid spawning and egg incubation or to protect active domestic
water diversions, use shall be limited limiting use to low water, dry, or frozen conditions; minimize and hauling or
equipment crossing trips limited to minimize sediment delivery to streamsduring times of salmonid spawning and egg
incubation, or to protect active domestic water diversions.
(4-11-06)(
)
h.
Avoid reconstruction of existing roads located in stream protection zones SPZs, except for
approaches to stream crossings, unless it will result in the least long-term impact on site productivity, water quality,
and fish and wildlife habitat. Reconstruction of existing roads in stream protection zones SPZs will requires a variance.
Reusing existing roads in stream protection zones SPZs for skidding or landing logs shall requires a variance. Reusing
existing roads in stream protection zones SPZs only for hauling fully suspended logs only, where no reconstruction
will occur, does not require a variance.
(4-11-06)(
)
03.
Road Construction. Landowners and operators must use the following practices to Cconstruct or
reconstruct roads in a manner to way that prevents debris, overburden, and other material from entering streams. (45-00)(
)
a.
040.02.

Construct rRoads shall be constructed in compliance with the planning guidelines of Subsection
(7-1-96)(
)

b.
Clear all debris generated during construction or maintenance which potentially interferes with
drainage or water quality. Deposit excess material and slash on geologically stable sites outside the stream protection
zones SPZs.
(4-5-00)
c.
Where sediments would enter streams, stabilize exposed material (road surface, cut slopes, or fill
slopes, borrow pits, waste piles, etc.) is potentially erodible, and where sediments would enter streams, stabilize prior
to fall or spring seasonal runoff. Install supplemental stabilization measures such as seed and mulch, slash mats, or
rock. Rock the road surface through the entire SPZ over Class I stream crossings.by seeding, compacting, rocking,
riprapping, benching, mulching or other suitable means.
(4-5-00)(
)
d.
In the construction of Compact road fills, compact the material to reduce the entry of water,
minimize erosion, and settling of fill material. Minimize the amount of snow, ice, or frozen soil buried in
embankments. No sSignificant amount of woody material is not allowed in shall be incorporated into fills, but slash .
Available slash and debris may be utilizedused as a filter windrow along the fill toe of the fill in compliance with , but
must meet the requirements of the Idaho Forestry Act and Fire Hazard Reduction ProgramsLaws, Title 38, Chapters
1 and 4, Idaho Code.
(4-5-00)(
)
e.
During and following operations on out-sloped roads, retain out-slope drainage and remove berms
on the outside edge, except those intentionally constructed for road grade fill protection of road grade fills. (8-13-85)
(
)
f.

Provide for drainage of quarries to prevent sediment from entering streams.

(8-13-85)

g.
Construct cross-drains and relief culverts to minimize erosion of embankments. Installation of
erosion control devices should be concurrent with road construction. Use riprap, vegetative matter, downspouts, and
similar devices to minimize erosion of the fill. Install drainage structures or cross-drain incompleted roads which are
subject to erosion prior to fall or spring seasonal runoff. Install relief culverts with a minimum grade of one percent
(1%).If effective forest floor filtration is not available within SPZs, install supplemental filtration at drainage structure
outlets or additional drainage structures outside SPZs to prevent road surface erosion from entering streams.
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(4-5-00)(

)

h.
Postpone Eearthwork or material hauling shall be postponed during wet periods if, as a result,
erodible material would enter streams.
(4-5-00)(
)
Cut slopes shall be reconstructed to minimize sloughing of material into road surfaces or ditchlines.
i.
Remove or stabilize cut-slope material subject to sloughing concurrent with the construction operation. (4-5-00)(
)
j.
Construct full-bench rRoads, constructed on slopes greater than sixty percent (60%) in unstable or
erodible soils shall be full benched without fill slope disposal on slopes greater than sixty percent (60%) in unstable
or erodible soils. At stream and draw crossings keep fills to a minimum. A variance is required if a full bench is not
used.
(4-5-00)(
)
04.
Road Maintenance. Landowners and operators must use the following practices for Conduct
regular preventive maintenance operations to minimize disturbance and damage to forest productivity, water quality,
(4-5-00)(
)
and fish and wildlife habitat.
a.
into streams.
b.
delivery.

Place all debris or slide material associated with road maintenance in a manner to prevent their entry
(4-5-00)
Repair slumps, slides, and other erosion sources causing stream sedimentation to minimize sediment
(4-5-00)

c.
Active forest roads. An active road is a forest road beingare used for hauling forest products, rock
and other road building materials. Conduct tThe following maintenance on activeshall be conducted on such roads.
(8-13-85)(
)
i.

Keep Cculverts and ditches shall be kept functional.

(8-13-85)(

)

ii.
Crown, out-slope, in-slope, or cross-drain road surfaces dDuring and upon completion of seasonal
operations, the road surface shall be crowned, out-sloped, in-sloped or cross-ditched, and. Remove berms removed
from the outside edge except those intentionally constructed for protection of fills.
(4-5-00)(
)
iii.
Maintain tThe road surface shall and postpone hauling during wet periods be maintained as
necessary to minimize erosion of the subgrade and to provide proper drainage.
(8-13-85)(
)
iv.
Apply road-surface stabilizing materials in a way that prevents their entry into streams. Hauling
shall be postponed during wet periods if necessary to minimize sediment delivery to streams.
(4-5-00)(
)
v.
During active maintenance, ensure road surfaces within SPZs are sufficiently stabilized. Install
supplemental filtration at drainage structure outlets within SPZs if effective forest floor filtration is not available. If
road surface stabilizing materials are used, apply them in such a manner as to prevent their entry into streams.
(4-5-00)(
)
d.
Incidental Haul Road. An incidental haul roads are roads with a is a multi-use road (residential
traffic; its primary purpose is other than forest practices) that are used for has log hauling logs during active harvest
activities. Active road maintenance requirements apply. Once active road maintenance is completed, no other
maintenance is required under the Forest Practices Act (FPA).
(4-11-06)(
)
e.
Inactive forest roads. An inactive road is a forest road (primary purpose is for forest practices) are
no longer used for commercial hauling, but maintained for access (e.g., for fire control, forest management activities,
recreational use, and occasional or incidental use for minor forest products harvesting). Conduct Tthe following
maintenance shall be conducted on inactive roads.
(4-11-06)(
)
i.
WhenFollowing termination of active use is over, clear ditches and culverts, shall be cleared and
the road surface shall be crowned, out-slope,d or in-sloped, cross-drainwater barred or otherwise treat the road
surfaceleft in a condition to minimize erosion. Maintain dDrainage structures shall be maintained thereafter as needed.
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ii.

The roads may be permanently or seasonally blocked to vehicleular traffic.

(7-1-96)(

)

(8-13-85)(

)

f.
Long-term Inactive Roads. A long-term inactive roads is are forest roads that will not intended to
be used soon,again in the near future but will likelymay be used again; at some point in the future. Nno subsequent
maintenance of a long-term inactive road is required followingafter the following procedures are completioned of the
practices below: (4-5-00)(
)
i.
The road is left in a condition suitable Out-slope, cross-drain, seed or treat the surface to control
erosion by out-sloping, water barring, seeding, or other suitable methods.
(8-13-85)(
)
ii.

Block tThe road is blocked to vehicleular traffic.

(8-13-85)(

)

iii.
The dDepartment may require the removal of bridges, culverts, ditches and unstable fills. The
landowner must maintain Aany bridges or culverts left in place shall be maintained by the landowner. (4-5-00)(
)
g.
Permanently Abandoned Roads. Permanently abandoned roads are forest roads not intended to be
used again. Remove aAll drainage structures must be removed and roadway sections treated so that road surfaces to
minimize erosion and landsliding are minimized.
(4-5-00)(
)
i.

Drainage structures shall be removed and Restore stream gradients restored to their natural slope.
(4-5-00)(
)

ii.

Treat tThe road prism shall be treatedsurface to break up compacted areas.

(4-5-00)(

)

iii.
Pull back fFill slopes of roads within stream protection zones SPZs shall be pulled back to a stable
configuration unless long-term stability is evidenthas already been achieved.
(4-5-00)(
)
iv.

Pull back uUnstable side-hill fills shall be pulled back to a stable configuration.

(4-5-00)(

)

v.
Control dDitch-line erosion shall be controlled by cross-ditchdraining, out-sloping, or regrading to
eliminate ditches.
(4-5-00)(
)
vi.
Stabilize soil exposed All bare earth areas created by from regrading, ripping, and drainage removal
shall be stabilized by seeding, mulching, armoring, or other treatment suitable means.
(4-5-00)(
)
05.
Winter Operations. Due to risk of To minimize erosion and prevent damage from to roads and
constructed skid trails inherent in from winter logging, at minimum the following shall apply operators must
implement the practices below:
(4-21-92)(
)
a.
Roads to be used for winter operations must have adequate surface and cross drainage iInstalled
adequate road drainage prior to winter operations. Drain winter roads by installing using rolling dips, driveable crossdrains ditches, open-top culverts, out slopesing, or by other suitable means methods.
(4-21-92)(
)
b.
During winter operations, roads will be maintained as needed Maintain roads to keep the road
surface drained during thaws or break up. This may include require active maintenance of existing drainage structures,
drain opening of drainage holes in snow berms, and installation of additional cross-drainages onor treatment of the
road surfaces by ripping, placement of native material or other suitable means.
(4-21-92)(
)
041. -- 049.

(RESERVED)
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050.

RESIDUAL STOCKING AND REFORESTATION.

01.
Purpose. The purpose of these rules is tTo provide requirements for residual stocking and
reforestation that will maintain a continuous growing and harvesting of forest tree species, and for sites not requiring
reforestation, to maintain soil productivity and minimize erosion. by describing the conditions under which
reforestation will be required, specifying. The rules specify the minimum number of acceptable trees per acre, and the
maximum period of time allowed after harvesting for establishment of forest tree species, and for sites not requiring
reforestation, to maintain soil productivity and minimize erosion.
(7-1-96)(
)
02.
Quality of Residual Stocking. On any operation, trees left for future harvest shallmust be of
acceptable species and adequately protected from harvest damage to enhance their survival and growth. This may be
accomplished by lLocatinge roads and landings and by conducting felling, bucking, skidding, yarding, and decking
operations so as to minimize damage to residual trees. Acceptable residual trees should have a minimum live crown
ratio of thirty percent (30%), minimum basal scarring, and should not have dead or broken tops. When stands have a
)
high percentage of unacceptable trees, consider stand replacement rather than intermediate cuttings. (7-1-96)(
03.
Sites ImUnpractical to Reforest. Sites unpractical impractical to reforest, generally ponderosa pine
and drier Douglas-fir habitat types, shallmust not be harvested below minimum stocking, unless the site is converted
to some other use, or, in instances of wildfire, insects, disease or other natural causes, where salvage of the damaged
timber is planned.
(4-4-13)(
)
When harvesting timber on these sites, one (1) of the following actions must be taken to ensure
a.
minimum stocking:
(4-4-13)(
)
i.
Establish a new stand by leaving seed trees on the site and inter-planting at least once within five
)
(5) years of harvest completiong the harvest, if needed to meet minimum stocking.
(4-4-13)(
ii.
Establish a new stand of timber by planting the site with an acceptable tree species, and interplanting at least once within five (5) years of the original planting, if needed to meet minimum stocking. (4-4-13)(
)
b.
If the efforts listed in Subparagraphs 050.03. above in a.i. and 050.03.a.ii. fall short of meeting do
not provide the minimum stocking level, the landowner will be encouraged, but not required, to meet the minimum
stocking level through perform additional reforestation efforts.
(4-4-13)(
)
04.
Stocking.
a.
Stocking will be deemed adequate is satisfactory immediately following harvest if the following
number of acceptable trees per acre, within each specified region, for at least one (1) size class diameter range, are
reasonably well distributed over the area affected by forest harvesting. (NOTE: (1) DBH = Average Diameter (outside
of the bark) of a tree four and one half (4.5) feet above mean ground level):
MINIMUM STOCKING - ACCEPTABLE TREES
Idaho Region

Size Class Diameter
Range
DBH (inches)

Average Number of
Retained Trees Per Acre

Average Spacing
(feet)

North

0” – 2.9”

170

16 x 16

South

0” – 2.9”

125

18 x 18

North

3.0” – 10.9”

110

19 x 19

South

3.0” – 10.9”

75

24 x 24

North

11.0” and greater

20

46 x 46
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South

11.0” and greater

15

53 x 53

(

)

b.
If immediately following harvest, the stand consists of retained trees of mixed size classes that are
diameter ranges reasonably well distributed over the harvested area, and none of the size classes diameter ranges
individually equal or exceed the minimum trees per acre shown above, stocking will also be deemed adequate is
satisfactory if the weighted total of all of the size classes diameter ranges of the retained trees exceeds a value of one
hundred seventy (170) for a stand in the North Region and one hundred twenty-five (125) in the South Region. The
weighted total is calculated by multiplying the number of retained trees per acre in each size class by the weighting
factors below and adding all of these classes totals together. Calculate the weighted total by multiplying the number
of retained trees per acre in each diameter range by the weight below and then sum the results.
Size Diameter
Range

Weight

0” – 2.9”

1

3.0” – 10.9”

1.6

11.0” and greater

8.4

(

)

c.
Harvested stands which are not adequately stocked, as defined above, will beare subject to
supplemental reforestation requirements specified in Subsection 050.06. Minimum stocking requirements for Class I
stream protection zones SPZs are specified in Subparagraphs 030.07.e.ii. and 07.e.viii.
(4-4-13)(
)
05.

Reforestation Exemptions.

(7-1-96)

a.

Reforestation is not required for:

(7-1-96)

i.

Noncommercial forest land;

(7-1-96)

ii.

Land converted to another use. This may include land converted to roads used in a forest practice;
(7-1-96)

iii.

A forest practice which will result in ten (10) acres or less below minimum stocking levels.
(7-1-96)

b.
On lands exempted under Subsection 050.03, where reforestation is not being planned,where
reforestation is not being planned in accordance with Subsection 050.03, establish some form of grass or planted cover
shall be established within one (1) year in order to maintain soil productivity and minimize erosion. (7-1-96)(
)
06.
Supplemental Reforestation. Seeding and/or planting may be required if after three (3) growing
seasons from the date of harvest, stocking levels do not meet the standards in Subsection 050.04. Complete Rrequired
seeding and/or planting shall be completed before the end of the fifth growing season following the time of harvest,
except that; the dDirector shallmust grant an extension of time if suitable seeds or seedlings are not available or if
weather or other conditions interfere.
(7-1-96)(
)
a.
Reforestation practices must ensure seedlings become established. This can be accomplished by
adequate site preparation, using utilizing acceptable seed or seedlings, following accepted planting or sowing
practices, or by other suitable means.
(7-1-96)(
)
b.

The party responsible for reforestation is the landowner during the harvest which reduced stand
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stocking below the minimum levels stated in Subsection 050.04.
051. -- 059.
060.

(4-4-13)

(RESERVED)

USE OF CHEMICALS AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS.

01.
Purpose. Chemicals perform an important function in the growing and harvesting of forest tree
species. The purpose of tThese rules is to regulate chemical handling, storage and application of chemicals in such a
way for forest practices so that the public health and aquatic and terrestrial habitats will not be endangered by
contamination of streams or other bodies of water. In addition, the application of chemicals are is regulated by the
Commercial Fertilizer Law, Title 22, Chapter 6; the Soil and Plant Amendment Law, Title 22, Chapter 22, and the
Idaho(7-1-98) (
)
02.
Other Applicable Laws. Anyone mixing, loading, applying or otherwise using chemicals must comply with
the applicable portions of state and federal law, including but not limited to the Pesticide and Chemigation Law, Title
22, Chapter 34, Idaho Code and IDAPA 02.03.03, “Rules Governing Pesticide and Chemigation Use and Application.”
(7-1-98) (
)
032.
Petroleum Products. Stationary or mobile Ppetroleum storage containers with capacities greater of
more than two hundred (200) gallons, stationary or mobile, will must not be located no closer than one hundred (100)
feet from any stream, water course, lake, waterway or area of open water. Dikes, berms or embankments will must be
constructed to contain at least one hundred ten percent (110%) of the volume of petroleum products stored within the
tanks. Diked areas will must be sufficiently impervious and of adequate capacity to contain spilled petroleum products.
In the event any leakage or spillage enters any stream, water course, lake, waterway or area of open water, the operator
will must immediately notify the dDepartment.
(7-1-98) (
)
a.
Transferring petroleum products. During fueling operations or petroleum product transfer to other
containers, there shall must be a person attending such the operations at all times. Fueling operations should must not
take place where, if spillage occurs, the fuel will enter streams, lakes or other areas of open water, if spillage occurs.
(7-1-98) (
)
b.
Equipment and containers used for to transportation, storage or transfer of petroleum products shall
must be maintained in a leakproof condition. If the dDepartment determines there is finds evidence of petroleum
product leakage or spillage, the use of such equipment shall be suspended equipment or containers may not be used
until the deficiency has been corrected.
(7-1-98) (
)
c.
Waste resulting from logging operations, such as crankcase oil, filters, grease, oil containers, or
(
other nonbiodegradable waste shall must be removed from the operating area and disposed of properly.(7-1-98)

)

03.
Licensing. Any person applying, mixing or loading pesticides shall comply with the licensing
requirements of Idaho Pesticide Law and IDAPA 02.03.03, “Rules Governing Pesticide and Chemigation Use and
Application.” This requirement does not pertain to individuals applying general use pesticides on their own property.
(7-1-98)
04.

Equipment Maintenance of Equipment.

(10-14-75) (

)

a.
Equipment used for to transportation, storage or applyication of chemicals shall must be maintained
in leakproof condition. If, in the director’s judgment, there is Department finds evidence of chemical leakage, he shall
have the authority to the Department may suspend the further use of such that equipment until the deficiency has been
corrected.
(10-14-75) (
)
b.
The storage of pesticide shall must also be conducted in accordance with the requirements Rules of
the Idaho Pesticide Law and IDAPA 02.03.03, “Rules Governing Pesticide and Chemigation Use and Application.”
(7-1-98)
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(10-14-75) (

)

05.

Mixing and Cleaning.

a.

A person using When water is used in mixing to mix chemicals must:

(10-14-75)

i.

Pprovide an air gap or reservoir between the water source and the mixing tank.

(10-14-75)

ii.
Uand use uncontaminated tanks, pumps, hoses and screens to handle and transfer mix water for
utilization in pesticide operations.
(7-1-98) (
)
b.

CMixing and landing areas:

(10-14-75)

i.
Mix chemicals may be mixed and clean tanks and equipment cleaned only where spills will not enter
any water source or streams.
(10-14-75)
ii.
stream.

Landing areas shall must be located where spilled chemicals will not enter any water source or
(8-13-85) (
)

Rinsate and wash water should be recovered and used for make-up water, be applied to the target
iii.
area, or disposed of according to state and federal laws.
(7-1-98) (
)
06.

Aerial Application:

(10-14-75)

a.
With the exception of pesticides approved for aquatic use and applied according to labeled
directions, when applying pesticide leave at least one (1) swath width (minimum one hundred (100) feet) untreated on
each side of all Class I streams, flowing Class II streams and other areas of open water. When applying pelletized
fertilizer, leave a minimum of fifty (50) feet untreated on each side of all Class I streams, flowing Class II streams,
and other areas of open water.
(7-1-98)
b.

Use a bucket or spray device capable of immediate shutoff.

(10-14-75)

c.
Shut off chemical application during turns and over open water.
(10-14-75)
d.
Aerial application of pesticides shall also be conducted according to the Idaho Pesticide Law and
IDAPA 02.03.03, “Rules Governing Pesticide and Chemigation Use and Application.”
(7-1-98)
07.

Ground Application with Power Equipment.

(10-14-75)

a.
With exception of pesticides approved for aquatic use and applied according to labeled directions,
when applying pesticide, leave at least twenty-five (25) feet untreated on each side of all Class I streams, flowing
Class II streams and areas of open water.
(7-1-98)
b.
of open water.

When applying fertilizer, leave at least ten (10) feet untreated on each side of all streams and areas
(10-14-75)

08.

Hand Application.

(10-14-75)

a.

Apply only to specific targets;, such as, a stump, burrow, bait, or trap.

(10-14-75)

b.

Keep chemicals out of all water sources or streams.

(10-14-75)

09.

Limitations on Applications.

(10-14-75)

a.
Chemicals shall must be applied in accordance with all limitations and instructions printed on the
product registration labels, supplemental labels, and others established by regulation of the dDirector.(7-1-98) (
)
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b.

Do not exceed allowable rates.

(7-1-98)

c.

Prevent direct entry of chemicals into any water source or stream.

10.

Daily Records of Chemical Applications.

(8-13-85)
(10-14-75)

a.
When pesticides are applied on forest land, the operator shall must maintain a daily record of spray
operations which includes:
(7-1-98) (
)
i.

Date and time of day of application.

(8-13-85)

ii.

Name and address of owner of property treated.

(8-13-85)

iii.

Purpose of the application (control of vegetation, control of Douglas-fir tussock moth, etc.).
(8-13-85) (

)

iv.
Contractor’s name and applicator’s or pilot’s name when applied aerially. Contractor’s name or
applicator’s name for ground application.
(7-1-96) (
)
v.

Location of project (section, township, range and county).

(10-14-75)

vi.

Air temperature (hourly).

(10-14-75)

vii.

Wind velocity and direction (hourly).

(10-14-75)

viii.
Pesticides used including trade or brand name, EPA product registration number, mixture,
application rate, carrier used and total amounts applied.
(7-1-98)
b.
Whenever fertilizers or soil amendments are applied, the operator shall must maintain a daily record
of such application which includes Subsection 060.10 and the name of the fertilizer or soil amendment and application
rate.
(7-1-98) (
)
c.
The records required in Subsection 060.10 shall must be maintained in compliance with the recordkeeping requirements of IDAPA 02.03.03, “Rules Governing Pesticide and Chemigation Use and Application.”
(7-1-98) (
)
d.
All records required in Subsection 060.10 shall must be retained for three (3) years.
(7-1-98)
11.
Container Disposal. Chemical containers shall must be: cleaned and removed from the forest and
disposed of in a manner approved by the dDirector in accordance with applicable local, state and federal regulations;
or removed for reuse in a manner consistent with label directions and applicable regulations of a state or local health
department. Open burning of containers is prohibited.
(7-1-98) (
)
12.
Spills. Spills shall be reported and appropriate cleanup action taken in accordance with applicable
state and federal laws and rules and regulations. In the event of a spill:
(8-13-85) (
)

)

a.

All chemical accidents and spills shall must be reported immediately to the dDirector.(7-1-98)

(

b.
If chemical is spilled, aAppropriate procedures shall must be taken immediately to control the spill
source and contain the released material.
(7-1-98) (
)
c.
It is the applicator’s responsibility to The applicator must collect, remove, and dispose of the spilled
material in accordance with applicable local, state and federal rules and regulationslaw and in a manner approved by
the dDirector.
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(7-1-98) (

)

13.
Misapplications. Whenever chemicals are applied to the wrong site or pesticides are applied in a
manner inconsistent with outside of the directions on the product label, it is the responsibility of the applicator to must
report these those misapplications immediately to the dDirector.
(7-1-98) (
)
061. -- 069.
070.

(RESERVED)

SLASHING MANAGEMENT.

01.
Purpose. To provide for management of slashing and fire hazard management resulting from
harvesting, forest management, or improvement of forest tree species improvement, or defoliation caused by chemical
applications in that manner necessary to protect reproduction and residual stands, reduce risk from fire, insects and
disease or optimize the conditions for future forest tree species regeneration of forest tree species and to maintain air
and water quality, fish and wildlife-habitat.
(10-14-75)
02.
Commercial Slash. Fuels and debris resulting from a forest practice involving removal of a
commercial product shall must be managed as set forth in the Idaho Forestry Act, Title 38, Chapters 1 and 4, Idaho
Code and the rules and regulations pertaining to forest fire protection.
(7-1-96) (
)
03.
Non-Commercial Slash. Fuels and debris resulting from a forest practice where no commercial
product is removed shall must be managed in a manner as hereinafter designated under authority of the Idaho Forest
Practices Act, Title 38, Chapter 13, Idaho Code.
(1-24-78) (
)
a.
Within ten (10) days or a time mutually agreed upon following receipt by the dDepartment of the
“Notification of Forest Practice” as provided in Subsection 020.05, the dDepartment shall will make a determination
of the potential fire hazard and hazard reduction and/or hazard offsets, if any, needed to reduce, abate or offset the fire
hazard. Such This determination shall will be based on a point system found in Paragraph 070.03.e. (7-1-96) (
)
b.
The operator, timber owner and landowner shall will be notified in writing of the determination
made in Paragraph 070.03.a. above (on forms provided by the department) and of the hazard reductions and/or hazard
offsets, if any, that must be accomplished by the operator, timber owner or landowner. The notification shall will
specify a reasonable time period not to exceed twelve (12) months from the date the forest practice commenced in
which to complete the hazard reduction completion and shall will specify the number of succeeding years that on site
improvements or extra protection must be provided.
(7-1-96) (
)
c.
A release of all obligations under Subsection 070.03 shall will be granted in writing on forms
provided by the department when the hazard reduction and/or hazard offsets have been accomplished. When hazard
offsets are to be accomplished during succeeding years, the release shall will be conditioned upon the completion of
the required hazard offsets. Notification of release shall will be mailed to the operator, timber owner and landowner
within seven (7) days of the inspection by the dDepartment. Inspections by the dDepartment shall will be made within
ten (10) days of notification by the operator, timber owner or landowner unless otherwise mutually agreed upon.
(7-1-96) (
)
d.
If the dDepartment determines upon inspection that the hazard reduction or hazard offsets have not
been accomplished within the specified time limit, specified in Paragraph 070.03.b., the Department may grant
extensions of time, each not to exceed three months, may be granted if the dDirector determines that a diligent effort
has been made and that conditions beyond the control of the party performing the hazard reduction or hazard offsets
prevented completion. If an extension is not granted the dDepartment shall will proceed as required in Section 381307, Idaho Code (Idaho Forest Practices Act).
(7-1-96) (
)
e.
For the purpose of determining the potential fire hazard and the appropriate hazard reduction and/or
hazard offsets, the Department will use a point system with using the following rating guides will be used by the
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department. A value of eighty (80) points or less for any individual forest practice under Paragraph Subsection 070.03,
as determined by the dDepartment, will be sufficient to release the operator, timber owner and landowner of all further
obligations under Subsection 070.03. Total points of the proposed forest practice will be determined from Tables I
and II. If the total points are greater than eighty (80), modification of the thinning practice to reduce points may be
made as determined by Tables I and II, slash hazard offsets may be scheduled to reduce points as determined by Table
III or a combination of these options may be used to reduce the hazards to a point total of eighty (80) or less.
Consideration will be given to the operator’s, timber owner’s and landowner’s preference in selecting the options to
reduce the points to eighty (80) or less.
TABLE I - HAZARD POINTS
Hazard Points for Ponderosa Pine, Western Red Cedar or Western Hemlock
Thinned Stems Per Acre

Ave.
DBH

250

500

750

1000

1250

1500

1750

2000

2500

3000

4000

1

1

2

3

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

16

2

3

6

9

13

16

22

25

30

36

42

51

3

7

16

25

32

38

46

51

52

56

59

4

9

22

32

40

50

52

54

56

60

5

13

28

40

51

54

56

59

60

6

19

36

51

54

58

60

60

Hazard Points for Douglas Fir, Grand Fir or Engelmann Spruce
Thinned Stems Per Acre

Ave.
DBH

250

500

750

1000

1250

1500

1750

2000

2500

3000

4000

1

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

13

16

22

2

4

7

13

16

22

28

32

36

42

50

54

3

8

19

28

36

44

51

53

54

58

60

4

10

25

36

46

51

54

57

59

60

5

16

32

46

52

56

59

60

60

6

22

40

52

56

60

60

60
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Hazard Points for Western Larch, Lodgepole Pine or Western White Pine
Thinned Stems Per Acre

Ave.
DBH

250

500

750

1000

1250

1500

1750

2000

2500

3000

4000

1

1

2

2

3

4

4

5

6

8

9

13

2

3

6

8

11

16

19

22

28

32

38

48

3

6

16

25

32

38

46

51

52

56

59

4

8

16

28

36

44

50

52

54

58

5

9

22

32

42

50

53

55

57

6

13

28

40

50

53

56

59

TABLE II - HAZARD POINTS WORKSHEET
HAZARD CHARACTERISTICS
HAZARD POINTS
Fuel Quantity
Hazard points from Slash Hazard Table I 1/
Record number of trees/acre to be cut
Average D.B.H.
Predominant species

Points

Size of thinning block
0 - 15

Acres
20
Site Factor
Record Slope __________% Aspect ___________
Determine points from table below 1/

ASPECT

16 - 30

31 - 45

46 - 60 1/

20 - 40

40 - 80

80

PERCENT SLOPE

0 - 19

20 - 39

40 - 59

60

E or NE

0

5

10

20

E or NW

0

5

10

30
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W or SE

0

10

30

40

S or SW

0

20

40

60

1/

Max. 60 points

Other Factors

Condition of operating area before forest practice commences

0 - 20 points

Condition of adjoining area

0 - 20 points

Presence of snags and culls

0 - 5 points

Deterioration rate of slash

0 - 5 points

Time of year forest practice operation

10 points

October thru December

2 points

August thru September

4 points

January thru April

7 points

May thru July

10 points

TOTAL FOREST PRACTICE AREA POINTS

(Max. 240 points)

TABLE III - HAZARD OFFSETS
Hazard Point
Deductions

Offsets

Physical Changes to the Hazard (1)
(1) Points will be proportional to the amount of hazard disposed of or modified.
Disposal by burning or removal.

0 - 160

Modification by reducing depth through crushing, chipping or lopping.

0 - 60

On Site Improvements
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Condition of main access road to forest practice area should allow movement of heavy
trucks without difficulty.
Access control to forest practice area provided by closure to public traffic.

0-5
0-5

Availability of water for tankers within one mile of forest practice area or within three miles for
helicopter bucket use. Water supply to be sufficient to supply at least fifty thousand (50,000) 0 - 15
gallons.
Buffer zones of unthinned areas at least two chains in width between roadways and thinned
areas.

0 - 10

Fuel breaks with slash hazard removal around and/or through forest practice area, located
so as to provide optimum fire control effect and of two to four chains in width.

0 - 25

Fire trails with fuel removed to expose mineral soil to a width of twelve (12) feet. Maximum
points allowed if combined with a fuel break.

0 - 15

Extra Protection
Increased attack capability such as retardant availability, increased attack manpower and
equipment. Must be in addition to regular forces normally available during the fire season.

0 - 40

Fire detection and prevention increased beyond that normally available for lands in the fire
protection district.

0 - 15

Initial attack time based on proximity of forest practice area to initial attack forces.

0-5

Landowner protection plan which would provide extra fire protection on a voluntary basis
such as extra equipment and/or manpower.

0-5

(1-24-78)
071.

PRESCRIBED FIRE.

01.
Purpose. Prescribed fire is a land management tool with application in land management. Smoke
from prescribed fires can have adverse impacts on ambient air quality or public health. It is the purpose of tThese rules
to establish a management system for smoke from prescribed fires that will protect air quality.
(7-1-96) (
)
02.
Notification. The use of prescribed fire requires a valid notification in accordance with Subsection
020.05 to maintain air quality and to protect public health. Possession of a valid notification will not preclude meeting
the fire safety requirements specified in Section 38-115, Idaho Code.
(7-1-96)
03.
Recommended Practices. To maintain air quality and protect public health the following practices
are recommended:
(7-1-96)
a.
Slash and large woody debris piles should be compact and free of stumps, soil, snow, and nonwoody
organic material. (7-1-96)
b.
Piles should be fully cured, dried at least two (2) months, prior to ignition. Piles should be at least
partially covered with a water-resistant material so they can be ignited after enough precipitation to lower the fire
danger.
(7-1-96)
c.
quality.

Broadcast burns should be conducted within a prescription that minimizes adverse effects on air
(7-1-96)
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d.
072. -- 999.

Membership in good standing in a recognized Airshed Group is encouraged.

(7-1-96)

(RESERVED)
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Unofficial Copy
Submitted as a Proposed Rule for the September 2021 Administrative Bulletin

20.03.09 – EASEMENTS ON STATE-OWNED SUBMERGED LANDS
AND FORMERLY SUBMERGED LANDS NAVIGABLE WATERWAYS
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
These rules are promulgated pursuant to, and are to be construed in a manner consistent with, the duties and
responsibilities of the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners as set forth in Title 58, Chapters 1, 6, and 13, Idaho
Code, and the Equal Footing Doctrine (Idaho Admission Act of July 3, 1890, 26 Stat. 215, Chapter 656).
(3-20-20)T(
)
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. These rules are titled IDAPA 20.03.09, “Easements on State-Owned Submerged Lands and
Formerly Submerged Lands .”
(3-20-20)T
02.
Purpose. These rules set forth procedures concerning the issuance of easements on state-owned
submerged and formerly submerged lands.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Scope. These rules apply to the issuance of easements for all uses above, across, over, in, through,
upon, and under the beds of navigable waterways, other than irrigation facilities, diversion facilities, temporary
irrigation berms, headgates, turnouts, and domestic water supply intake lines capable of drawing less than five (5)
cubic feet per second of water; except that including dams that span the entire width of a state-owned navigable stream
channel waterway regardless of their the dam’s purpose are subject to these rules., with the following exceptions:
(3-20-20)T(
)
01.
Small Water Delivery Structures. Irrigation facilities, diversion facilities, temporary irrigation
berms, headgates, and turnouts that do not span the entire width of the navigable waterway, and domestic water supply
intake lines capable of drawing less than five (5) cubic feet per second of water;
(
)
02.
Uses Authorized by Lease. When a lease issued under IDAPA 20.03.17 is more usual and
customary such as for marinas, docks, float homes, and similar facilities; and
(
)
03.
Short Term Uses. Temporary uses, facilities, and structures with a lifespan of ten (10) years or less
that are authorized by revocable temporary permits.
(
)
04.
Exceptions; Permits Required. Easements will not be granted where temporary permits will serve
the required purpose or when a lease is more usual and customary, such as for marinas, docks, float homes, and similar
facilities. (see IDAPA 20.03.17, “Rules Governing Leases on State-owned Submerged Lands and Formerly
Submerged Lands.”)
(3-20-20)T
05.
Exceptions; Temporary Structures. These rules do not apply to uses, facilities, and structures
considered to be temporary in nature; more specifically, those uses that will be in effect for a period of ten (10) years
or less or those facilities or structures with a lifespan of ten (10) years or less. Such uses, facilities, and structures may
be authorized by revocable temporary permits.
(3-20-20)T
002. (RESERVED)
003.
ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS.
An applicant aggrieved by a decision of the Director under these rules may request a hearing before the bBoard, but
must do so within thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of written notice of the Director’s decision. Failure to make
said request within the thirty (30) day period constitutes a waiver of the applicant’s right to a hearing before the
bBoard. Pursuant to Title 67, Chapter 52, Idaho Code, the applicant may appeal an adverse decision of the Board.
(3-20-20)T(
)
004. -- 009.

(RESERVED)
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010.

DEFINITIONS.

01.
Artificial High Water Mark. The high water elevation above the natural or ordinary high water
mark resulting from construction of man-made dams or control works and impressing a new and higher vegetation
line (Section 58-1302(d), Idaho Code).
(3-20-20)T
0201. Board. The Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners or such representative as may be designated
by the board its designee.
(3-20-20)T(
)
0302.

0403.

Dam. Any artificial barrier, placed across a navigable river or stream channel or watercourse.
(3-20-20)T(
Department. The Idaho Department of Lands.

)

(3-20-20)T

0504. Director. The Director of the Idaho Department of Lands or such representative as may be
designated by the Director his designee.
(3-20-20)T(
)
0605. Easement. A non-possessory interest held by one person in land of another person whereby the first
person is accorded use for a portion of such land in land for a specific purpose including rights of way. Such interest
may be limited to a specific timeframe.
(3-20-20)T(
)
07.
Formerly Submerged Lands. Formerly submerged beds of state-owned navigable lakes, rivers,
and streams which have either been filled or have subsequently become uplands because of human activities, i.e.,
dikes, berms, seawalls, etc. Included are islands that have been created on submerged lands by natural processes or
human activities since the date of statehood (July 3, 1890).
(3-20-20)T
0806.

Grantee. The party to whom the easement is granted and their assigns and successors-in-interest.
(3-20-20)T(
)

0907.

Grantor. The State of Idaho and its assigns and successors-in-interest.

(3-20-20)T(

)

1008. Hydroelectric Facilities. The dam, diversion, penstock, transmission lines, water storage area,
powerhouse and other facilities related to generating electric energy from water power.
(3-20-20)T
1109. Market Value. The amount in cash, or on terms reasonably equivalent to cash, for which in all
probability the property would be sold by a knowledgeable owner willing but not obligated to sell to a knowledgeable
purchaser who desired but is not obligated to buy. The most probable price at a specified date, in cash, or on terms
reasonably equivalent to cash, that the property should bring in a competitive and open market under all conditions
requisite to an arm’s-length sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the
price is not affected by undue stimulus.
(3-20-20)T(
)
1210. Natural or Ordinary High Water Mark. The line which that the water impresses upon the soil by
covering it for a sufficient periods of time to deprive the soil of its vegetation and destroy its value for agricultural
purposes (Section 58-104(9), Idaho Code). When the soil, configuration of the surface, or vegetation has been altered
by man’s human activity, the natural or ordinary high water mark shall will be located where it would have been if
this alteration had not occurred.
(3-20-20)T(
)
1311. Person. A An individual, corporation, partnership, limited liability company, an association, a joint
venture or a corporation trust, unincorporated organization or other legal entity qualified to do business in the Sstate
of Idaho, and any federal, state, county, or local unit of government, or an individual.
(3-20-20)T(
)
1412. Right-of-Way. The privilege that one (1) person, or persons particularly described, may have of
passing over the land of another in some particular line. Usually an easement over the land of another.
(3-20-20)T
15.
Submerged Lands. The state-owned beds of navigable lakes, rivers, and streams lying below the
natural or ordinary high water marks.
(3-20-20)T
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12.
State-Owned Navigable Waterways and Navigable Waterways. As used in these rules, the beds
of all navigable waterways up to the natural or ordinary high water mark as of the date Idaho was admitted into
statehood. This includes any such bed that was formerly submerged and subsequently filled, and is now uplands
because of human activity (e.g., dikes, berms, jetties) or by natural processes, and includes islands within navigable
waterways resulting from human activity or by natural processes.
(
)
13.
Temporary Permit. A revocable instrument authorizing a specific use on navigable waterways
usually issued for five (5) years or less, but that may be issued for up to ten (10) years.
(
)
1614.
011.

Uplands. The land bordering on navigable lakes, rivers, and streams waterways. (3-20-20)T(

)

POLICY.

01.
Regulation of the Beds of Navigable Waters. It is the policy of the State of Idaho to regulate and
control the use or disposition of lands in the beds of navigable lakes, rivers, and streams to the natural or ordinary high
water mark thereof, waterways so as to provide for their commercial, navigational, recreational or other public use;
provided, that the bBoard shall will take no action in derogation of or seeking to interfere with the riparian or littoral
rights of the owners of upland property abutting or adjoining such lands (Section 58-104, Idaho Code) land owners.
(3-20-20)T(
)
a.
These rules shall will not be construed as adversely affecting any valid existing rights easement or
other right granted by the Department prior to May 23, 1984.
(3-20-20)T(
)
b.
The bBoard or Director shall will not grant an easement for any use, facility, or structure that would
impair those uses of submerged and formerly submerged lands navigable waterways protected under the public trust
doctrine.
(3-20-20)T(
)
02.
Exercise of State Title. The sState of Idaho exercises its title over the beds of all lakes, rivers, and
streams that are navigable in fact. The department will respond to requests or inquiries as to which lakes, rivers, and
streams are deemed navigable in fact. Additional iInformation about lakes, rivers, and streams deemed navigable by
the sState of Idaho is available from the Department.
(3-20-20)T(
)
03.
Stream Channel and Encroachment Permits. Issuance of an easement shall be is contingent upon
the applicant first obtaining a stream channel alteration permit if required by the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, pursuant to Title 42, Chapter 38, Idaho Code, or a lake encroachment permit if required by the Department,
pursuant to the Lake Protection Act, Section 58-1301, Idaho Code Title 58, Chapter 13, Idaho Code.
(3-20-20)T(
)
04.
Other Permits. Issuance of an easement shall does not relieve an applicant of acquiring other
permits and licenses that are required by law.
(3-20-20)T(
)
05.
Existing Easements. These rules apply to existing easements on submerged or formerly submerged
lands navigable waterways. However, it shall is not be necessary for a person possessing a valid easement on the
effective date of these rules obtained on or after May 23, 1984 to file a new easement application pursuant to these
rules if the location or use of the easement has not changed.
(3-20-20)T(
)
06.
Existing Permits. Any person holding a permit, issued after May 23, 1984 during the pendency of
the promulgation of these rules, for right-of-way on submerged or formerly submerged lands shall convert the permit
to an easement upon payment of fees and compensation in the amount provided for by these rules.
(3-20-20)T
0706. Limitation on Easement Grant. An easement grants only such interest to the grantee as is specified
within the document, including the legal right to occupy and use the submerged or formerly submerged lands navigable
waterways for the specified purpose in the easement without interference by the grantor, except as otherwise provided
by law. The legal right to use the submerged or formerly submerged lands navigable waterways for all other purposes
not inconsistent with the grantee’s interest remains with the grantor.
(3-20-20)T(
)
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0807.

012. -- 019.
020.

Minimum Width. The minimum width of any easement granted shall be is eight (8) feet.
(3-20-20)T(

)

(RESERVED)

FEES AND COMPENSATION.

01.
Administrative Fee. There shall be a one-time nonrefundable administrative fee of three hundred
dollars ($300) for any use, facility, or structure requiring an easement under these rules. Applications for easements
must be accompanied by a one-time nonrefundable administrative fee of five hundred dollars ($500). No supplemental
compensation, in excess of the one-time administrative this fee, shall is required for the following: (3-20-20)T(
)
a.
An easement for a use, facility, or structure for which the navigable lake, river, or stream waterway
poses an obstacle or barrier for construction or operation of the use, facility, or structure, or where the applicant
demonstrates, and the Director or Board concurs, that the impact of the use, facility, or structure on the navigable
waterways is less than the impact on the other values associated with the adjacent upland such as conservation of
resources, significant cost savings to the public, or accessibility.
(3-20-20)T(
)
b.
An easement for a dam that does not produce hydroelectric power and is less than ten (10) feet in
)
height (as measured from the natural stream bed at the downstream side).
(3-20-20)T(
02.
Supplemental Compensation. In addition to the one-time nonrefundable administrative fee of three
hundred dollars ($300) in Subsection 020.01, supplemental compensation will be is required for: (3-20-20)T(
)
a.
New and renewed easements for all dams of any size that produce hydroelectric power and all dams
that are ten (10) feet and higher (as measured from the natural stream bed at the downstream side). Supplemental
compensation for all such easements shall be is one thousand dollars ($1,000), and for a dam including associated
hydroelectric facilities, there shall be will also have an additional one-time payment of five dollars ($5) per megawatt
of installed capacity per as determined by the nameplate rating of said that facility. If the facility is situated on a Snake
River segment that is a common border with the state of Oregon or the state of Washington, the installed capacity
shall will be prorated based on the location of the common border across the dam’s centerline for the purpose of
calculating the compensation. Total compensation for a new or renewed easement issued for a dam including
associated hydroelectric facilities shall not exceed facility is a maximum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000). If an
easement for a hydroelectric facility has been issued prior to relicensing, the fee will be prorated based on a fifty (50)
year use period. The fee for annual extensions that are frequently issued by United States Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) because of permitting delays prior to issuance of the major FERC license will be prorated based
on a fifty (50) year use period.
(3-20-20)T(
)
b.
An easement over submerged and formerly submerged lands, navigable waterways for any use,
facility, or structure, that is not a dam or hydroelectric facility, which and would use navigable waterways as a
substitute for, or to reduce or eliminate the use of, uplands. Supplemental compensation for such easements shall will
be a one-time payment based on the market value of the submerged or formerly submerged lands adjacent uplands on
which the use is avoided. In the case of filled lands, the value will be based on the highest and best use of the adjacent
uplands. The compensation shall will be determined by appraisal. For purposes of this subsection, the per acre value
of the submerged or formerly submerged lands shall be the same as the per acre value of the adjacent uplands for
which the submerged or formerly submerged lands shall serve as a substitute or in the case of filled lands, the per acre
value shall be based on its highest and best use. Adjacent uplands are uplands bordered on one (1) side by the water
body and extending landward at least one (1) lot in depth or three hundred (300) feet, whichever is greater.
(3-20-20)T(
)
03.
Appraisal. The easement appraisal of the easement normally will be performed by qualified
Department staff. If so desired by the applicant and agreed to by the Director, the applicant may provide the appraisal,
which must be acceptable to and meet the specifications set by the Director. will be conducted by a licensed appraiser
selected by the Department, although the applicant may propose an appraiser to the Department. The Department will
provide appraisal instructions. The appraisal will be performed in a timely manner, and a copy sent to the Department
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and the applicant. The expense of the appraisal will be borne by the applicant.

(3-20-20)T(

)

Cost of Appraisal. Where the appraisal is performed by department staff, the appraisal costs shall
04.
be the actual cost and shall be charged to the applicant in addition to those costs outlined in Subsections 020.01 and
020.02. These costs shall include transportation, personnel costs (including per diem), and administrative overhead.
An itemized statement of these costs shall be provided to the applicant. The appraisal fee shall be billed separately
from the nonrefundable administrative fee established in Subsection 020.01.
(3-20-20)T
021. -- 029.
030.

(RESERVED)

TERM OF EASEMENT.

01.
Permanent Uses. A permanent easement will be issued for uses, facilities, and structures that are
normally considered permanent in nature, such as bridges, utility crossings, highway fills, and dams.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Term Easements. A term easement will be issued for a specific time period of ten (10) to fifty-five
(55) years and will be issued for those uses, facilities, and structures not normally considered permanent in nature.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Federally Licensed Facilities. The term of an easement for all federally licensed hydroelectric
facilities on submerged or formerly submerged lands shall be navigable waterways will run concurrently with the term
of such license issued by the United States Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), or its successor,
authorizing the facility. Easements for hydroelectric facilities for which FERC has issued a conduit exemption shall
will not exceed fifty-five (55) years.
(3-20-20)T(
)
031. -- 039.

(RESERVED)

040.
USE, FACILITY, OR STRUCTURE MODIFICATION.
Modification of an existing use, facility, or structure shall will require an easement or an amendment to an existing
easement and shall will be processed in the same manner as a new application. Modification includes expanding the
use or easement area, or changing the location of the use or easement area. Modification does not include ordinary
maintenance, repair, or replacement of existing structures such as poles, wires, and cables.
(3-20-20)T(
)
041. -- 049.
050.

(RESERVED)

ASSIGNMENTS.

01.
Assignment Fee. Easements may be assigned upon prior approval of the Director. The assignor and
assignee must complete the dDepartment’s standard assignment form and forward it and the nonrefundable assignment
fee of fifty dollars ($50) to any dDepartment office.
(3-20-20)T(
)
02.
Prior Written Consent. An assignment is not valid without the written consent of the Director
which shall will not be unreasonably withheld. The Department shall will work diligently to complete assignments
within sixty (60) days after receipt of the standard assignment forms and all associated information.(3-20-20)T(
)
03.
Multiple Assignments. If all state easements held by a grantee are assigned at one time, only one
(1) assignment fee shall be required.
(3-20-20)T
051. -- 059.
060.

(RESERVED)

ABANDONMENT, RELINQUISHMENT, AND TERMINATION.

01.
Section 58-603, Idaho Code. The provisions of Section 58-603, Idaho Code relating to rights-ofway apply to all easements over state-owned submerged and formerly submerged lands navigable waterways.
(3-20-20)T(
)
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02.
Non-Use. Upon termination of an easement for any cause reason, the Director shall will provide the
grantee with a specific, but reasonable, period of time (up to twelve (12) months) to remove all facilities or structures.
Failure to remove all facilities or structures within such time period established by the Director shall will be deemed
a trespass on submerged and formerly submerged lands state-owned navigable waterways.
(3-20-20)T(
)
03.
Voluntary Relinquishment. The grantee may voluntarily relinquish the easement at any time by
submitting a letter or relinquishment form in recordable format to the state of Idaho Department. Voluntary
relinquishment of an easement does not waive or forgive the any accrued obligation of the easement holder including
the obligation to remove facilities as required in Subsection 060.02.
(3-20-20)T(
)
061. -- 069.
070.

(RESERVED)

PROCEDURE.
01.

Contents of Application. An easement application shall submitted to the Department must contain:
(3-20-20)T(
)

a.

A letter of request stating the purpose of the easement;

b.

A plat of right-of-way in triplicate survey of the easement; and

(3-20-20)T
(3-20-20)T(

)

One (1) copy of an acceptable written description based on a survey of the centerline or a metes and
c.
bounds survey of the easement tract. The applicant may also describe the area occupied by existing uses, facilities, or
structures by platting the state-owned submerged or formerly submerged lands navigable waterways affected by the
use and showing surveyed or scaled ties (to a legal corner) at the points where the use enters and/or leaves the parcel
navigable waterways.
(3-20-20)T(
)
02.
Engineer Certification. All maps, plans, and field notes attached to an application for rights-ofway for ditches and reservoirs governed by Section 58-601, Idaho Code, shall must be certified by the engineer under
whose direction such surveys or plans were made and four (4) copies filed with the Department and one (1) copy filed
with the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
(3-20-20)T(
)
03.
Decision on Application. Upon proper application and payment of the nonrefundable
administrative fees, appraisal costs, and supplemental compensation required pursuant to these rules, the Director
may, after appropriate review and consideration of the facts and the law, grant an easement on and over submerged or
formerly submerged lands encumbering navigable waterways for any public or private purpose. The Director may
deny an application for easement upon a finding that issuance would not be consistent with law or these rules. Such
denial or approval shall will be in writing within six (6) months of the receipt of the a complete application.
(3-20-20)T(
)
04.
Director's Decision. The Director may grant and renew easements in all cases except when the
compensation will exceed ten twenty-five thousand dollars ($1025,000), exclusive of the payment for any damage or
impairment of rights to the remainder of the property.
(3-20-20)T(
)
05.
Board Decision. Easement applications where compensation exceeds ten twenty-five thousand
dollars ($1025,000), or that are of a complex and unusual nature as determined by the Director, shall will be presented
to the Board for appropriate action.
(3-20-20)T(
)
06.

Where to Submit. An easement application may be submitted to any office of the Department.
(3-20-20)T

0706. Notification of Approval. If the application is approved, the applicant shall will be notified in
writing of the amount due to the Department. If the application is denied, the applicant will be notified in writing of
the reasons for the denial.
(3-20-20)T(
)
08.

Denial of Application. If the application is denied, the applicant shall be notified in writing of the
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reasons for the denial.
071. -- 079.
080.

(3-20-20)T

(RESERVED)

EASEMENT ACCESS AND EMERGENCY WORK.

01.
Use of Land. The grantee has the right to use such portion of the lands navigable waterways adjacent
to and along said easement as may be reasonably necessary in connection with the installation, repair, and replacement
of the use, facility, or structure authorized by the easement. If such activities cause soil disturbance, the destruction of
vegetation, and/or entering the navigable stream bed below the natural or ordinary high water mark, the grantee will
obtain prior written authorization from the grantor Department. The grantee is responsible for any damage to lands or
other resources outside the easement area.
(3-20-20)T(
)
02.
Emergency Work. The grantee is authorized to enter upon lands navigable waterways lying outside
the easement area, including submerged or formerly submerged lands and other lands managed by the Department,
for the purpose of performing emergency repairs on an easement for damage due to floods, high winds, and other acts
of God, provided that the grantee provides written notice to the Director Department within forty-eight (48) hours of
the time work commences. The grantee shall be is responsible for any damage to lands or other resources outside the
easement area.
(3-20-20)T(
)
081. -- 999.

(RESERVED)
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Unofficial Copy Submitted as a Proposed Rule for the September 2021 Administrative Bulletin
Docket 20-0601-2101

20.06.01 – RULES OF THE IDAHO BOARD OF SCALING PRACTICES
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
In accordance with Section 38-1208 and Title 67, Chapter 52, Idaho Code, the Board has the power to adopt and
amend rules.
(3-20-20)T(
)
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.
01.

Title. These rules are titled IDAPA 20.06.01, “Rules of the Idaho Board of Scaling Practices.”
(3-20-20)T

02.
Scope. These rules constitute govern the levy of assessments, payment for logging and hauling,
licensing standards and renewals, method of scaling forest products for commercial purposes, and check scaling
operations, and informal hearings.
(3-20-20)T(
)
002.
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE.
The following documents are incorporated by reference herein:

(

)

01.
Incorporated Document. The “Idaho Log Scaling Manual,” 2008 Edition,. pPublished by the
Idaho Board of Scaling Practices is herein incorporated by reference and available on the Board’s website at
http://www.ibsp.idaho.gov/.
(3-20-20)T(
)
02.
Availability of Referenced Documents. The “Idaho Cubic Log Scaling Manual,” 2008 2020
Edition, is. Published by the Idaho Board of Scaling Practices and available on the Board’s website at
http://www.ibsp.idaho.gov/.
(3-20-20)T(
)
003. -- 009.
010.

(RESERVED)

DEFINITIONS.
01.

Board. The Idaho Board of Scaling Practices.

(3-20-20)T

02.
Check Scaling. The comparison of scaling practices between a Board-appointed check scaler and
any other scaler.
(3-20-20)T
03.

Combination Log. Any multiple-segment log involving more than one (1) product classification.
(3-20-20)T

04.
Complaint. A written statement alleging a violation of the Idaho Scaling Law, Title 38, Chapter
12, Idaho Code.
(3-20-20)T
05.

Complainant. A person or entity who submits a complaint to the Board.

(3-20-20)T

064.
Cubic Volume. A log rule that uses the Smalian formula cubic feet as its basic unit of measure,
determined on the basis of a mathematical formula, rounded to one tenth a cubic foot. The Smalian cubic foot
volumes are listed in the “Idaho Cubic Log Scaling Manual” Appendix.
(3-20-20)T(
)
Decimal “C.” A log rule that uses tens of board feet as its basic unit of measure; one (1) decimal
075.
“C” equals ten (10) board feet. The Idaho Scribner decimal “C” volumes as listed in the Appendix of the “Idaho Log
(3-20-20)T(
)
Scaling Manual” and the “Idaho Cubic Log Scaling Manual.”
086.

Gross Scale. The log rule volume of timber products before deductions are made for defects.
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(3-20-20)T
09.
Informal Hearing. Any hearing before the Board of Scaling Practices, as opposed to a formal
hearing before a hearing officer designated by the Board.
(3-20-20)T
107.
Log Brands. A unique symbol or mark placed on or in forest products for the purpose of to
identifying ownership.
(3-20-20)T(
)
1108. Net Scale. The remaining log rule volume of timber products after deductions are made for
defects, based on the product classification that is used.
(3-20-20)T(
)
12.
Official Seal. An official seal of the Idaho Board of Scaling Practices is hereby adopted. The seal
must be round, of a diameter of at least one and one-half inches (1-1/2”), and so constructed that it may readily be
imprinted on paper.
(3-20-20)T
13.

Prize Logs. As described in Section 38-809, Idaho Code.

(3-20-20)T

1409. Product Classification. Classification as sawlog, pulp log, or cedar products log for purposes of
net scale determination or check scaling.
(3-20-20)T
Purchaser. The principal individual, partnership, or corporation entitled to ownership at the first
150.
determination of scale for forest products harvested in Idaho. Purchaser also includes the owner of the timber as
provided in Section 38-1209(b), Idaho Code.
(3-20-20)T(
)
161.

Requested Check Scale. A check scale performed pursuant to Section 820 of these rules.
(3-20-20)T

Relicense Check Scale. A check scale requested and scheduled in advance, by a licensed scaler,
172.
for purposes of license renewal.
(3-20-20)T
183.
scale.

Routine Check Scale. A check scale that is not a relicense, temporary permit, or requested check
(3-20-20)T

19.
Respondent. The person or entity accused of violating the Idaho Scaling Law, Title 38, Chapter
12, Idaho Code.
(3-20-20)T
2014.
of these rules.

Temporary Permit Check Scale. A check scale performed pursuant to provisions of Section 240
(3-20-20)T(
)

2115. Written Scaling Specifications. A written document provided to the scaler that states the
information necessary to scale logs in accordance with a contractual scaling agreement.
(3-20-20)T
011. -- 049.

(RESERVED)

050.
ASSESSMENT.
In accordance with provisions of Section 38-1209, Idaho Code, the Board is authorized and directed to levy an
assessment.
(3-20-20)T(
)
01.
Board.

Purchaser. The purchaser, as defined in Subsection 010.15, pays the assessment levied by the
(3-20-20)T(
)

02.
Assessment. The assessment must be transmitted to the Board on or before the twentieth (20th)
day of each month for all timber harvested during the previous month. Forms provided by the Board must be
completed and submitted with the assessment.
(3-20-20)T
03.

Weight. There is no assessment Oon forest products harvested and purchased solely on the basis
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of weight, no levy of assessment is applicable.
051. -- 0599.

(3-20-20)T(

)

(RESERVED)

060.
LOG BRANDS.
In accordance with the provisions of Section 38-808, Idaho Code, the Board is responsible for approval and
registration of all log brands.
(3-20-20)T
01.
use.

Applications. All applications for log brands or renewals must be submitted and approved prior to
(3-20-20)T

02.
Fees. Log brand registration, renewal, and transfer of ownership fees are twenty-five dollars ($25)
for each log brand.
(3-20-20)T
061. -- 069.

(RESERVED)

070.
PRIZE LOGS.
In accordance with provisions of Section 38-809, Idaho Code, the Board is responsible for the disposition of prize
logs.
(3-20-20)T
071. -- 099.

(RESERVED)

100.
PAYMENT FOR LOGGING OR HAULING.
Provisions of Section 38-1220(b), Idaho Code, govern payment for logging or hauling.

(3-20-20)T

01.
Gross Scale Determination. Gross scale is determined by the methodology stated in Chapter Two
)
(2) of the “Idaho Log Scaling Manual,” or the “Idaho Cubic Log Scaling Manual.”
(3-20-20)T(
02.
Compliance with Gross Scale Determination. Notwithstanding the methodology criteria
contained in the “Idaho Log Scaling Manual,” or the “Idaho Cubic Log Scaling Manual,” compliance will be
determined to have been is met when check scale results on gross scale comparisons are within allowable standards
of variation as provided in these rules.
(3-20-20)T(
)
101. -- 199.
200.

(RESERVED)

LICENSES.

01.
Application Form. Application for a scaling license is made on a form prescribed and furnished
provided by the Board.
(3-20-20)T(
)
02.
Revocation or Suspension for Incompetency. If check scale results on three (3) occasions in any
twelve (12) month period are found unacceptable based on standards of variation established under Section 810, the
scaler’s license may be revoked or suspended as provided in Section 38-1218, Idaho Code.
(3-20-20)T(
)
201. -- 219.
220.

(RESERVED)

APPRENTICESHIP CERTIFICATE.

01.
General. Is issued at no charge to those individuals with no previous scaling experience who wish
to practice scaling techniques in view of becoming a licensed scaler.
(3-20-20)T
021.
Procedure to Obtain Certificate. After submitting the application form, an apprentice candidate
will be required to must take the written examination. Upon passing the written examination, the Apprenticeship
Certificate will then be issued at no charge.
(3-20-20)T(
)
032.

Regulations Governing Use of Certificate. The apprentice is authorized to may scale only under
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the direct supervision of a licensed scaler. The scale determined by the apprentice will, under no circumstances, may
not be used as the sole basis for payment.
(3-20-20)T(
)
221. -- 239.
240.

(RESERVED)

TEMPORARY PERMIT.

01.
General. Is issued for a period of time, not to exceed three (3) months, to individuals with
previous scaling experience who need to scale for commercial purposes.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Procedure to Obtain. Submit the application form; remit the required a twenty-five dollar ($25)
fee; submit a letter from the employer requesting the temporary permit and identifying where the permittee would be
scaling; take and pass the written portion of the scaler’s examination,; and demonstrate practical scaling abilities in
the form of through an acceptable check scale.
(3-20-20)T(
)
03.

Regulations Governing Use of Temporary Permit.

(3-20-20)T

a.
Permits expire the date of at the next practical examination date in the area or three (3) months
from the date of issuance, whichever comes first. The scale determined by the holder of a temporary permittee may
be used as a basis for payment.
(3-20-20)T(
)
b.
Should the holder of a temporary permittee fail to appear to take the practical portion of the
scaler’s examination after being notified in writing of the time and place of said examination, the temporary permit
(3-20-20)T(
)
will be canceled.
c.
Temporary permits will not be issued to applicants or relicensees anyone who have has failed the
practical examination two (2) or more times, until thirty (30) days following the individual’s last exam failure.
(3-20-20)T(
)
241. -- 259.
260.

(RESERVED)

SPECIALTY LICENSE.

01.
General. Is issued to handle situations where the applicant would is not be required to possess the
exacting skills needed to scale sawlogs.
(3-20-20)T(
)
02.
Procedure to Obtain. Submit the application form, remit the required a twenty-five dollar ($25)
fee, submit a letter from the employer describing scaling that would justify the justification for issuance of a
specialty license., and successfully complete the examination as may be devised by the Board.
(3-20-20)T(
)
03.
Regulations Governing Use of Specialty License. The holder is only allowed to may scale only
the products specified on the individual’s license.
(3-20-20)T(
)
261. -- 279.
280.

(RESERVED)

STANDARD LICENSE.

01.
techniques.

General. Is issued to individuals who demonstrate competency in scaling principles and
(3-20-20)T

02.
Procedure to Obtain. Submit the application form, remit the required twenty-five dollar ($25)
fee, and take and pass the examination as described under Section 300.
(3-20-20)T
03.
products.

Regulations Governing Use of Standard License. The holder is qualified to scale all species and
(3-20-20)T
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281. -- 299.

(RESERVED)

300.
STANDARD LICENSE EXAMINATION.
To be taken by all persons applying for the standard license.

(3-20-20)T

01.

Written Examination.

a.

Will be bBased upon Chapters 1, 2, and 3 of the “Idaho Log Scaling Manual.”

b.

Any score of seventy percent (70%) or better is a passing grade.

c.

The written test must be taken and passed before the practical examination can be is attempted.
(3-20-20)T(

02.

(3-20-20)T
(3-20-20)T(

)

(3-20-20)T

Practical Examination.

)

(3-20-20)T

a.
The practical examination for a scaler’s license will consist of scaling a minimum of not less than
two hundred (200) logs with a net decimal “C” scale determination for sawlogs of not less than twenty thousand
(20,000) board feet, or not less than fifteen thousand (15,000) board feet in the southeast Idaho area.
(3-20-20)T
b.
The logs will first be scaled by three (3) qualified check scalers, except the southeast Idaho area
will be or two (2) or more qualified check scalers in the southeast Idaho area, and the agreed-upon results will be the
basis for grading the examination.
(3-20-20)T(
)
c.
categories:

To obtain a passing grade, a scaler must be within allowable limits of variation in the following

CATEGORY

For logs in round form +/- 2.0%
For logs in fractional or slab form +/- 5.0%

Gross Volume

Net Volume

ALLOWABLE VARIATION

Check scale percent of defect on logs checked
Up to 10
10.1 to 15
15.1 to 20
Over 20
Species identification errors

+/+/+/+/-

2.0%
3.0%
0.2% for each percent of defect
5.0%
3.0%

(3-20-20)T
301. -- 399.

(RESERVED)

400.
RENEWAL OF STANDARD AND SPECIALTY LICENSES.
For scalers who hold “Standard” and “Specialty” licenses, the process for renewal will consist of the following
process is as follows.
(3-20-20)T(
)
01.
To Renew a License by the Expiration Date. Receive an acceptable check scale performed by a
Board check scaler and pay renewal fee of twenty-five dollars ($25).
(3-20-20)T
02.

To Renew a License Within Two Years After The Expiration Date:

a.

Request and rReceive an acceptable check scale performed by a Board check scaler. When If the
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check scale is unacceptable, the individual is required to must reapply for the standard license.
b.

(3-20-20)T(

Pay renewal fee of twenty-five dollars ($25).

)

(3-20-20)T

03.
To Renew a License More Than Two Years After The Expiration Date. An individual is
required to must reapply for the standard license.
(3-20-20)T(
)
04.
Option to a Check Scale for Standard License Renewal. A passing practical examination
successfully completed may be used in-lieu-of a check scale for renewal.
(3-20-20)T(
)
05.
Option to a Check Scale for Specialty License Renewal. An examination as may be devised set
by the Board may be used in-lieu-of a check scale for renewal of specialty licenses renewal.
(3-20-20)T(
)
401. -- 499.
500.

(RESERVED)

METHOD OF SCALING FOREST PRODUCTS FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES.

01.
Scribner Decimal “C”. Log scaling by the Scribner decimal “C” method must be made according
to scaling practices and procedures described in the “Idaho Log Scaling Manual” or the “Idaho Cubic Log Scaling
Manual” and Sections 501 through 504 of these rules.
(3-20-20)T(
)
02.
Cubic Volume. Log scaling by a cubic volume method must be made according to scaling
practices and procedures agreed upon in writing between parties to a scaling agreement described in the “Idaho
Cubic Log Scaling Manual” and Sections 501 through 504 of these rules.
(3-20-20)T(
)
03.
Other Scaling Methods. Log scaling by any method other than Scribner decimal “C” or cubic
volume will be considered and determined by the Board upon written request.
(3-20-20)T
501.

GROSS VOLUME CONVERSIONS.

01.
Conversion to Gross Decimal “C” or Gross Cubic Volume. Gross volume measurement
determined in a manner other than decimal “C” or cubic volume will be converted to an equivalent decimal “C” or
cubic volume gross scale.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Conversion Factors. Measurement procedures and converting factors described in the Special
Situations Measurement section, Chapter Two (2) of the “Idaho Log Scaling Manual,” may be used to express
decimal “C” board foot equivalents.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Other Conversion Factors. Measurement procedures and converting factors not listed in the
“Idaho Log Scaling Manual” will be considered and determined by the Board upon written request.
(3-20-20)T
502.

GENERAL SCALING REQUIREMENTS.

01.
Written Scaling Specifications. At any scaling site, licensed scalers will be provided with a
written document that states the information necessary to scale logs in accordance with a contractual scaling
agreement.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Recording Measurements on Scale Tickets. For each log scaled, scalers must record a
combination of data from which both gross and net volume can be derived. This data includes scaling length and
scaling diameter(s).
(3-20-20)T
03.
scaling.

Load Identification. Scalers must ensure that all loads are readily identifiable upon completion of
(3-20-20)T

503.
GROSS DECIMAL “C” SCALE DETERMINATION.
Contractual scaling agreements regarding relating to determination of Scribner decimal “C” gross scale
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determination may not establish any scaling requirement that differs from those stated in the “Idaho Log Scaling
Manual” or the “Idaho Cubic Log Scaling Manual” except for a minimum top diameter that may be smaller than five
and fifty-one hundredths inches (5.51”) actual measure. Licensed scalers will be provided with written scaling
specifications that denote any minimum top diameter that is smaller than five and fifty-one hundredths inches
(3-20-20)T(
)
(5.51”) actual measure.

504.
NET DECIMAL “C” SCALE DETERMINATION.
Contractual scaling agreements regarding relating to determination of Scribner decimal “C” net scale determination
may establish scaling requirements that differ from those stated in the “Idaho Log Scaling Manual” or the “Idaho
Cubic Log Scaling Manual.” Licensed scalers will be provided with written scaling specifications that clearly
describe any changes in net scale scaling practices.
(3-20-20)T(
)
505. -- 799.
800.

(RESERVED)

CHECK SCALING PROCEDURES.
01.

Valid Check Scale.

(3-20-20)T

a.
Check scaling requires a minimum of fifty (50) logs containing a decimal “C” gross scale of at
least ten thousand (10,000) board feet. When other methods of measurement are used, the check scaler will
investigate the situation and determine the most logical method of check scaling.
(3-20-20)T
b.

Check scaling will be performed without scaler’s knowledge, when possible.

(3-20-20)T

c.

Check scales are performed only on logs that are in the same position as presented to the scaler.
(3-20-20)T

d.
Check scales will not be performed if the logs are not spread adequately enough, in the check
scaler’s discretion, to allow for accurate scaling. If these conditions arise, the check scaler makes must provide a
written report describing the conditions and surrounding circumstances. The Board will make a decision as to the
(3-20-20)T(
)
disposition of these conditions and direct the check scaler accordingly.
e.
The check scaler must use the written scaling specifications that have been provided to the scaler.
In the absence or omission of written scaling specifications, logs will be check scaled according to scaling
methodology stated within the “Idaho Log Scaling Manual.” or the “Idaho Cubic Log Scaling Manual.”(3-20-20)T(
02.
Cooperative Scaling. Cooperative scaling involves two (2) scalers, using different scaling
specifications, working together to determine the log scale volume. In these instances, each scaler is individually
responsible for the scale recorded.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Team Scaling. Team scaling is two (2) scalers, using the same scaling specifications, working
together to determine the log scale volume. In these instances, both scalers are responsible for the scale recorded,
except that if one (1) of the individuals is an apprentice scaler, the licensed scaler is responsible for the scale
recorded.
(3-20-20)T
04.
Holding Check Scale Log Loads. All log loads involved in an unacceptable check scale will be
held at the point of the check scale until such time as the logs have been reviewed with the scaler, or for a period up
to forty-eight (48) hours.
(3-20-20)T(
)
a.

During this period the load(s) may not be moved or tampered with in any way.

(3-20-20)T

b.
The Board’s check scaler will mark all loads that must be held and notify the scaler and landing
)
supervisors respectively.
(3-20-20)T(
801. -- 809.

(RESERVED)
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)

810.

CHECK SCALING STANDARDS OF VARIATION.

01.
Allowable Limits of Variation. To determine a check scale as acceptable or unacceptable for
Board consideration, and when the method of measurement is the Coconino Scribner decimal C log rule, a scaler
must be within allowable limits of variation in the following categories:
ALLOWABLE
VARIATION

CATEGORY

For logs in round form
For logs in fractional or slab form

Gross Volume

Sawlogs

Check scale percent of defect on logs checked
Up to 10
10.1 to 15
15.1 to 20

Net Volume

Over 20

+/- 2.0 percent
+/- 5.0 percent

+/- 2.0 percent
+/- 3.0 percent
+/- 0.2 percent for
each percent of defect
+/- 5.0 percent

Pulp Logs

+/- 5.0 percent

Cedar Product Logs

+/- 8.0 percent
Species Identification Errors

3.0 percent

Product Classification Errors

3.0 percent

(3-20-20)T
02.
Combination Logs. For purposes of determining product classification errors, combination logs
are counted as one-half (1/2), one-third (1/3), one-fourth (1/4) -- depending on the number of scaling segments -- to
arrive at a piece or log count variation. Combination logs will be considered only when provided for in a contractual
scaling agreement or written scaling specifications.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Check Scales Involving Multiple Variations. Some check scales will involve more than one (1)
parameter of variation. The overall allowable limit of variation to determine acceptability or unacceptability of the
total gross or net scales is determined by the following formula:
OAV =

(a × E ) + ( b × E ) + ( c × F )
-----------------------------------------------------------------(D + E + F)

OAV =

overall allowable percentage variation

A =

allowable percentage variation for gross/net sawlog scale

B =

allowable percentage variation for gross/net pulp log scale

C =

allowable percentage variation for gross/net cedar products
scale

D =

check scaler's gross/net sawlog scale

E =

check scaler's gross/net pulp log scale
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F =

check scaler's gross/net cedar products log scale

(3-20-20)T
811. -- 819.

(RESERVED)

820.
REQUESTED CHECK SCALE.
A check scale may be performed upon request of any individual, company, or corporation.

(3-20-20)T

01.

Submission of Request.

(3-20-20)T

a.

The request must be in writing and approved by the Board’s executive director.

(3-20-20)T

b.

The request must be made by a party directly affected and involve disputes on scaling. (3-20-20)T

02.
Cost of a Requested Check Scale. The fee is two hundred dollars ($200) for each day, or part of
a day, that the check scaler is scaling the logs.
(3-20-20)T
821. -- 829.
830.

(RESERVED)

CHECK SCALE REPORT.
01.

Check Scale Results. The check scaler will make a report of his findings to the Board. (3-20-20)T

02.

Persons Entitled to a Copy of the Check Scale Report.

(3-20-20)T

a.
Persons directly affected and entitled to a copy of the check scale report on temporary permits and
relicensure check scales are the scaler and the scaler’s employer(s).
(3-20-20)T
b.
Persons directly affected and entitled to a copy of the check scale report on routine and requested
check scales include the scaler, the scaler’s employer(s), the scaler’s supervisor(s), the logging contractor(s), or
other persons directly affected by the check scale report as determined by the Board’s executive director. (3-20-20)T
831. -- 9019.

(RESERVED)

910.
INFORMAL HEARINGS -- SCOPE AND AUTHORITY.
Sections 910 through 980 apply to all informal hearings before the Board. These rules are adopted pursuant to
Sections 38-1208 and 67-5201, et seq., Idaho Code, and are intended to facilitate the Board in executing its duties
and responsibilities under Title 38, Chapter 12, Idaho Code. These rules are construed to effectuate the intent of the
legislature in adopting the Idaho Scaling Law in a reasonable, fair and expeditious manner.
(3-20-20)T
911. -- 919.
920.

(RESERVED)

COMPLAINTS.
01.

Submittal of Complaint. Is submitted in writing in the name of the primary complainant.
(3-20-20)T

02.

Contents of Complaint. Must state:

(3-20-20)T

a.

The name and address of the person or entity actually aggrieved;

(3-20-20)T

b.
A short and plain statement of the nature of the complaint, including the location and date of the
alleged violation;
(3-20-20)T
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c.

The complainant’s notarized signature;

d.

The complainant must submit written or documentary evidence in support of the alleged violation;
(3-20-20)T

and

(3-20-20)T

e.
In the case of a gross scale complaint, which alleges violations of Section 38-1220(b), Idaho Code,
the complainant must also provide a readable copy of the contract, payment slips, and scale tickets for each
transaction involved in the alleged complaint.
(3-20-20)T
921. -- 9299.
930.

(RESERVED).

RESPONSE TO COMPLAINT.

01.
Response. The respondent must submit to the Board a written response to the allegations of the
complaint, with supporting evidence, within thirty (30) days after receiving a copy of the same from the Board. The
Board will presume that the respondent received such complaint and evidence within three (3) days after mailing by
the Board, unless the respondent submits evidence to the contrary to the Board.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Consideration of Complaint. The Board will consider a complaint in its next meeting following
the timely response of the respondent or the respondent’s failure to respond within the time limit of Subsection
930.01.
(3-20-20)T
931.
ACCESS TO RECORDS.
The Board will provide to the respondent or his counsel a copy of the complaint and any supporting evidence to
which the respondent does not have access, at the earliest date after the Board has received the same. The Board will
provide the complainant or his counsel a copy of any answer or response and supporting evidence thereof to which
the complainant does not have access, at the earliest date after the Board has received the same.
(3-20-20)T
932. -- 939.
940.

(RESERVED).

CONDUCT OF INFORMAL HEARINGS.

01.
Hearing Procedure. The chairman of the Board will minimize, where possible, the use or
application of formal court rules of procedure and evidence in the spirit of an informal hearing consistent with the
intent of these rules, fairness to the parties, and the interests of justice.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Statements. The complainant and the respondent may make a brief statement concerning the
allegation(s) and may introduce new evidence in support of or in opposition to the allegation(s). Statements must be
concise, specific, relevant to the allegation(s), and limited to ten (10) minutes per party, unless the specific
allegation(s) as determined by the chairman clearly requires greater time to address the same.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Questions Directed to the Board. All questions at the hearing are directed to the Board. The
Board will consider written or oral questions from the complainant or respondent at the hearing or take such
questions under advisement.
(3-20-20)T
04.
Questions Asked by the Board. Only the Board may ask questions of the complainant or
respondent and may call witnesses.
(3-20-20)T
05.

941. -- 949.

Representation by Counsel. The complainant and the respondent may be represented by counsel.
(3-20-20)T
(RESERVED)

950.
TIME FOR BOARD DETERMINATION.
After submission of the complaint and supporting documentation for evidence in accord with Section 930, and after
an informal hearing on a complaint wherein the parties have had opportunity to respond to these allegations and to
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present testimony, documentation, or other evidence thereon in accord with Section 940, the Board may thereafter
make its determination or take the matter under advisement and reach its determination within thirty (30) days.
(3-20-20)T
951. -- 959.

(RESERVED).

960.
FINAL DETERMINATION.
The Board’s determination is final, subject to appeal pursuant to Title 67, Chapter 52, Idaho Code.
961. -- 969.

(3-20-20)T

(RESERVED).

970.
BOARD ACTION UPON DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE VIOLATION.
In the event that the Board determines that the complaint and supporting evidence indicate a probable violation of
the Idaho Scaling Law, the Board will, within thirty (30) days after that determination, transmit the complaint and
supporting documentation to the prosecutor of the county where the violation occurred.
(3-20-20)T
971. -- 999.

(RESERVED).
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MINUTES

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, January 26, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman Heider, and Senators VanOrden (Bair), Blair
(Johnson), Patrick, Guthrie, Burtenshaw, Stennett, and Semmelroth

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Vick then passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Heider.

DOCKET NO.
37-0000-2100

Idaho Department of Water Resources and Idaho Resource Board Omnibus
Pending Rules, page 219. Mat Weaver introduced himself as the Deputy Director
for the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) and also his agency's
designated Rules Regulation Officer. Mr. Weaver gave testimony on behalf
of IDWR and the Idaho Water Resource Board (IWRB) regarding Docket No.
37-0000-2100, Docket No. 37-0000-2100F, and Docket No. 37-0307-2101. He
provided three handouts, IWRB/IDWR Proposed Five Year Zero-Based Rulemaking
Schedule (Attachment 1), 37.02.01 - Comprehensive State Water Plan Rule with
changes (Attachment 2), and 37.03.07 - Stream Channel Alteration Rule with
changes (Attachment 3). Mr. Weaver stated that with one exception, each of the
pending rule chapters in Docket No. 37-0000-2100 are the same as previously
reviewed and approved by the legislature. The rule chapter that changed is
37.02.01, Comprehensive State Water Plan Rules, page 221. After a thorough
review, staff from IDWR and the Office of the Attorney General found that there was
no need to substantively amend or add to this rule, but some of the rule described
outdated processes no longer needed and large portions of the rule restated Idaho
Code. Therefore, IWRB eliminated those sections of the rule that were not needed
or redundant through its non-fee omnibus proposed rule publication.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked about the 1993 date on the published rules and asked
for the last year a comprehensive water plan was done for the state. Mr. Weaver
responded that the Comprehensive State Water Plan has been updated multiple
times since 1993 with the last update within the last 10 years.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to approve Docket No. 37-0000-2100. Senator
VanOrden seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
37-0000-2100F

Idaho Department of Water Resources and Idaho Resource Board Omnibus
Pending Fee Rules, page 257. Mr. Weaver reviewed the fee categories included
in Docket No. 37-0000-2100F and explained that no fee amounts were changed
since previously reviewed and approved by the legislature.

MOTION:

Senator Guthrie moved to approve Docket No. 37-0000-2100F. Senator Blair
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
37-0307-2101F

Stream Channel Alteration Rules (New Chapter), page 436. This is a fee rule,
although it is a new rule, it is listed in the Pending Fee Rule Book as Docket No.
37-0307-2101.
Mr. Weaver explained that existing 37.03.07 Rule 61 describes minimum standards
for small scale mining with suction dredges, powered sluices, or non-powered
equipment. Mining operations meeting minimum standards are not subject to
more stringent procedural permit requirements described by law (i.e., the 3804-B
Joint Application Permit process) and receive expedited permit approval. Due to
concerns by at least one member of the public during the 2020 Legislative Session,
and a subsequent discussion between legislators, IDWR, and the Department of
Lands, IDWR conducted negotiated rulemaking of Rule 61 last year (2021).
Mr. Weaver reported the rulemaking had robust participation from the dredge
mining community and other stakeholders. Some of the major issues negotiated
during the rulemaking included whether to keep Rule 61, evaluation of the 5 inch
nozzle diameter and 15 hp powered equipment limitations, the use of the terms
"mechanized equipment," "powered equipment," and "non-powered equipment" to
delineate mining activities, and whether to keep and clarify the permit exemption
for "mining operation using non-powered equipment" that move less than "1/4
cubic yard per hour." Overwhelmingly, but not unanimously, participants supported
keeping the minimum standard rule and the expedited permit process that it
authorizes. Mr. Weaver referred the Committee to his third handout (Attachment 3)
that reflects changes to this rule.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett referred to comments made by NOAA (The National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration) during the rulemaking process that expressed
concerns regarding aquatic habitat and species, and she asked if these concerns,
or concerns of other groups, were taken into consideration when IDWR was
revising this rule. Mr. Weaver stated IDWR published all of the rulemaking
materials associated with this process on their web page, including all of the written
and oral comments, and compiled all of those comments into a single summary
document. He stated NOAA submitted comments on the first draft of the rule, and
their comments were addressed in part by the agency through revisions during
the rulemaking process, although NOAA did not comment after the first draft. Mr.
Weaver noted that the Idaho Conservation League (ICL) participated in all stages
of this rulemaking and ultimately they did not support the final rule. He added that
there were also several dredge miners that felt adamantly that Rule 61 should go
away.
Senator Stennett asked if there was coordination between relevant agencies
when promulgating rules so that there was continuity, and who provides oversight
of dredge miners. Mr. Weaver responded that the Stream Channel Protection
Program is housed within his department. Aaron Golart is the statewide program
manager for Stream Channel Protection. He and his staff receive applications,
review them, seek comment from other agencies, and then issue a permit. Mr.
Weaver explained that this is the standard process, which is done in conjunction
with the Idaho Department of Lands and the Army Corps of Engineers, however,
this rule speaks to an expedited process. IDWR allows an expedited process when
they know the applicant is following specific minimum standards and their activity
is de minimis in the stream channel. He reviewed places of concern, such as the
south fork of the Clearwater River and McCoy Creek, which feeds into Palisades
Reservoir, which have additional, more rigorous dredge mining permit processes.
As far as oversight, Mr. Weaver responded that they do not have enough staff to
observe every stream, but they rely on people observing possible illegal activity and
reporting back to the department, who will initiate an investigation. He reported that
there have been some significant enforcement actions within the last five years.
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Senator Guthrie asked for clarification that this is a fee rule. Mr. Weaver
responded that this is a fee rule.
TESTIMONY:

Jonathan Oppenheimer, introduced himself as the External Relations Director for
the Idaho Conservation League (ICL). He stated ICL was involved in all stages of
this rulemaking process. Mr. Oppenheimer shared a concern that use of winches
in dredge mining has the potential to make a significant impact on streams and
aquatic habitat and that use of winches in dredge mining may be in violation of
Section Nine of the Endangered Species Act. He disagreed with IDWR's response
to comments addressing this topic and their interpretation of Section Nine. He is
concerned that this could lead to liability both for the state of Idaho and for dredge
miners, who may unintentionally interfere with the critical habitat of endangered
species, such as salmon.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked Mr. Oppenheimer if the new version of this rule was an
improvement. Mr. Oppenheimer responded that there were no improvements
made with these changes. He added that the most significant change was the
allowance for winches during dredging activity, and he did not see justification for
this change.
Mr. Weaver responded that IDWR consulted with legal counsel when making
changes to this rule. He added that the permissibility of using winches in the
previous version of this rule was unclear, so changes to this rule include clarification
on the definition of mechanized equipment, which provides more clarity on the
permissibility of using winches.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to approve Docket No. 37-0307-2101F. Chairman
Vick seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Stennett
and Senator Semmelroth requested that they be recorded as voting nay.

DOCKET NO.
37-0101-2101F

Rules of Procedure of the Idaho Department of Water Resources and Idaho
Water Resource Board (New Chapter), page 415. This is a fee rule, although it is
a new rule, it is listed in the Pending Fee Rule Book as Docket No. 37-0101-2101.
Peter Anderson, Hearing Officer Coordinator for IDWR, gave testimony on behalf
of IDWR and IWRB regarding this Docket. He referred to both together as The
Department. Mr. Anderson reported that no fee amounts were changed in this
rulemaking. He explained that The Department is required by statute to either
adopt their own rules of procedure, or to use the generic Attorney General rules,
pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5206. The Department adopted the Attorney General
rules for rulemaking, however, they determined that a set of contested case rules
specific to The Department's responsibility to administer and manage water rights
and streams was needed.
Mr. Anderson explained this proposed rule provides for The Department's need
for self-contained rules of procedure, and also fulfills the Governor's objective
of reducing regulation through the Zero Based Regulation rulemaking process.
Through this review, The Department simplified procedural rules so that they were
more accessible to the general public, while providing clarity to the water bar, in
hopes of reducing conflicts over the rules. Specifically, as part of this rulemaking,
IDWR made considerable edits to consolidate definitions, establish filing standards,
simplify procedures, and remove inconsistencies in word usage. They also
eliminated outdated references to electronic signatures and televised proceedings,
and approved the use of e-mail to file documents with The Department and serve
them on other parties. This provided for clearly delineated informal administrative
processing of applications and protests before the Department before entering
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into the formal hearing process, and removed duplicative references to statutory
provisions.
DISCUSSION:

Chairman Vick asked for clarification on the time frame for the word count
reduction within this Docket from 16,144 to approximately 10,727. Mr. Anderson
responded that this reduction was done since this rule did not pass at the last
legislative session.

MOTION:

Senator VanOrden moved to approve Docket No. 37-0101-2101F. Senator
Stennett seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Heider passed the gavel to Chairman Vick.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Stennett moved to approve the Minutes of January 17, 2022. Vice
Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:14 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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IWRB/IDWR Proposed Five-Year Rulemaking Schedule, September 22, 2020
Year 1
Rule No.
37.01.01
37.03.06
37.02.01
37.03.07

Title
Rules of Procedure of the IDWR
Safety of Dams Rules
Comprehensive State Water Plan Rules
Stream Channel Alteration Rules 61.01, 61.03

Date
2000
1993
1993
1993
Total

Page Count Word Count
35
6,440
17
7,708
8
3,123
1
83
61
17,354

17%

Page Count Word Count
9
3,450
15
6,416
13
6,197
12
4,850
49
20,913

20%

Year 2
Rule No.
37.02.03
37.03.10
37.03.04
37.03.05

Title
Water Supply Bank Rules
Well Driller Licensing Rules
Drilling for Geothermal Resources Rules
Mine Tailings Impoundment Structures Rules

Date
1997
2000
1993
1993
Total

Year 3
Rule No.
37.03.08
37.03.03

Title
Water Appropriation Rules
Rules and Minimum Standards for the Construction
and Use of Injection Wells

Date
1993
2013
Total

Page Count Word Count
24
10,718
26
10,488
50

21,206

21%

Page Count Word Count
11
4,968
13
5,107
40
13,225
64
23,300

23%

Page Count Word Count
13
6,405
9
3,692
27
7,681
7
1,772
56
19,550

19%

Year 4
Rule No.
37.03.01
37.03.02
37.03.09

Title
Adjudication Rules
Beneficial Use Examination Rules
Well Construction Standards and Rules

Date
2009
2012
2009
Total

Year 5
Rule No.
37.03.11
37.03.12
37.03.07
37.02.04

Title
Conjunctive Management Rules
IDWR Water Distribution Rules - Water District 34
Stream Channel Alteration Rules, entire chapter
Shoshone Bannock Tribal Water Supply Bank Rules

Date
1994
1994
1993
1994
Total
Grand Total:

280

102,323

100%

37.02.01 – COMPREHENSIVE STATE WATER PLAN RULES
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY (RULE 0).
The Board promulgates these rules pursuant to authority provided by Sections 42-1734D and 67-520342-1734A, Idaho
Code.
(7-1-93)
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE (RULE 1).

01.
Title. The 1988 Idaho Legislature passed House Bill 780, 1988 Session Laws, ch. 370, p. 1090,
amending Chapter 17, Title 42, Idaho Code, effective July 1, 1988, to provide for the development of a comprehensive
state water plan which may include protected rivers designated either as natural or recreational rivers. The legislative
purpose states that selected rivers possessing outstanding fish and wildlife, recreational, aesthetic, historic, cultural,
natural or geologic values should be protected for the public benefit and enjoyment. The legislation provides that a
waterway may be designated as an interim protected river prior to the preparation of a comprehensive plan for the
waterway. The title of this chapter is “Comprehensive State Water Plan Rules.”
(7-1-93)
02.
Scope. The purpose of these rules is to establish the procedures and notice used by the Idaho Water
Resource Board for designating a waterway as an interim protected river, adopting a comprehensive plan for a
waterway, and providing adequate notice of any petitions filed or actions contemplated pursuant to the State
Comprehensive Water Plan Act, 1988 Sess. Laws, ch. 370, p. 1090, codified as Sections 42-1730--1731 and 421734A--1734I, Idaho Code.
(7-1-93)
002. -- 009.
010.

(RESERVED)

DEFINITIONS (RULE 10).
01.

Alteration. Any activity using mechanized equipment that moves or overturns gravel or earth.
(7-1-93)

02.

Board. The Idaho Water Resource Board.

(7-1-93)

03.
Comprehensive State Water Plan. The plan adopted by the Board pursuant to Section 42-1734A,
Idaho Code, or a component of such plan developed for a particular water resource, waterway or waterways and
approved by the Legislature.
(7-1-93)
04.

Director. The director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources.

(7-1-93)

05.
Dredge or Placer Mining. Any dredge or other placer mining operation to recover minerals with
the use of a dredge boat or sluice washing plant whether fed by bucket line as a part of such dredge or by a separate
dragline or any other method including, but not limited to, suction dredges that are capable of moving more than two
(2) cubic yards per hour of earth material.
(7-1-93)
06.03. Hydropower Project. Any development that uses a flow of water as a source of electrical or
mechanical power, or that regulates the flow of water for the purpose of generating electrical or mechanical power,
including. A hydropower project development includes all powerhouses, dams, water conduits, transmission lines,
water impoundments, roads, and other appurtenant works and structures.
(7-1-93)
07.
Interim Protected River. A waterway designated pursuant to Section 42-1734D or 42-1734H,
Idaho Code, as protected for up to two (2) years while a component of the comprehensive state water plan is prepared
for that waterway.
(7-1-93)
08.04. Natural River. A waterway that possesses outstanding fish and wildlife, recreation, geologic or
aesthetic values, is free of substantial existing man-made impoundments, dams or other structures, and has riparian
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areas that are largely undeveloped, although accessible in places by trails and roads.

(7-1-93)

09.
Publicize. To notify the public through press releases to the media, published notice in local,
regional or statewide publications, and other procedures, as may be appropriate to inform and notify the local and
general public of an impending action or decision.
(7-1-93)
10.
Protected River. A waterway protected in the comprehensive state water plan by designation as
either a natural river or a recreational river.
(7-1-93)
11.05. Recreational River. A waterway that possesses outstanding fish and wildlife, recreation, geologic
or aesthetic values, and might include some man-made development within the waterway or within the riparian area
of the waterway.
(7-1-93)
12.06.

Riparian Area. That area within one hundred (100) feet of the mean highwater mark of a waterway.
(7-1-93)

13.

State Agency. Any board, commission, department or executive agency of the state of Idaho.
(7-1-93)

14.07. Stream Bed. A natural water course of perceptible extent with definite bed and banks that confines
and conducts the water of a waterway that lies below and between the ordinary high water mark on either side of that
waterway.
(7-1-93)
15.08. Waterway. A river, stream, creek, lake or spring, or a portion thereof, and does not include any
tributary thereof.
(7-1-93)
011. -- 014.
015.

(RESERVED)

INTERIM PROTECTED RIVERS (RULE 15).

01.
Legislative Directive. Pursuant to the legislative directive of Section 42-1734H, Idaho Code, the
Board by resolution at a regularly scheduled meeting on July 1, 1988, designated the following waterways as interim
protected rivers:
(7-1-93)
a.

Priest River, from the Canadian Border to the confluence of Priest Lake;

(7-1-93)

b.

South Fork of the Boise River, from Anderson Ranch Dam to Neal Bridge;

(7-1-93)

c.

Snake River, from Section 5, Township 11 South, Range 20 East, B.M. to King Hill;

(7-1-93)

d.

The following waterways within the Payette River Basin:

(7-1-93)

i.

North Fork of the Payette River, from Cabarton Bridge to Banks;

(7-1-93)

ii.

South Fork of the Payette River, from the Sawtooth Wilderness Boundary to Banks;

(7-1-93)

iii.

Main Payette River, from Banks to Black Canyon Dam; and

(7-1-93)

e.
Henry’s Fork of the Snake River from its point of origin at Henry’s Lake to the point of its
confluence with the backwaters of Ashton Reservoir.
(7-1-93)
02.
Designation. Prior to the adoption of a comprehensive plan for a waterway the board may designate
a waterway as an interim protected river.
(7-1-93)
03.01. Board Initiative. The board may consider a waterway for designation as an interim protected river
upon its own initiative.
(7-1-93)
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04.02. Petitions. The board will accept petitions requesting the board to designate a waterway as an interim
protected river only from a state agency. The acceptability of a petition requiring clarification or corrections shall be
determined by the director.
(7-1-93)
05.03. Form. Petitions shall be in writing, signed by the agency head, and shall describe the waterway, or
portion thereof, requested to be designated as an interim protected river.
(7-1-93)
06.04. Filing. Petitions shall be filed with the director. No petition will be considered by the board at a
board meeting unless it is filed with the director at least thirty (30) days prior to such board meeting.
(7-1-93)
07.
Notice of Consideration. The petitioning agency will be notified at least ten (10) days prior to the
meeting of the time, place, and agenda for the board meeting at which the petition will first be considered. (7-1-93)
08.05. Board Agenda. The board agenda will include time for representatives of the petitioning agency to
describe the affected waterway and the agency’s reasons for seeking interim protection for that waterway. (7-1-93)
09.

Public Notice. The board will publicize the proposed interim designation of the waterway.

(7-1-

93)
10.
Public Input. The board will hold either a public information meeting or a hearing, as the board
deems appropriate, to obtain public input on the merits of a proposed interim protected river designation. The board
is not limited to one (1) meeting or hearing, and may elect to hold more than one (1) of each, or any combination
thereof, as the board deems appropriate.
(7-1-93)
11.06. Board Determination. At a board meeting not more than six (6) months after a petition for interim
protected river designation has been filed with the director, the board shall determine whether the nominated waterway
merits designation as an interim protected river. The results of the board decision, including identification of any
prohibited activities under Rule 25, shall be publicized. The determination shall be based on a finding that: (7-1-93)
a.
Basis of Determination. Designation of a waterway as an interim protected river shall be based upon
a determination by the board that:
(7-1-93)
i.a.
water plan; and

It is probable that the waterway would be designated a protected river in the comprehensive state
(7-1-93)

ii.b.
Interim protected river status is necessary to protect the values that would support such waterway’s
designation as a protected river in a comprehensive state water plan.
(7-1-93)
b.
Staff and Funding Considerations. Since the designation of a waterway as an interim protected river
is limited to a term of two (2) years, unless extended by law, the board shall consider in its determination process the
availability of staff and funding to complete a comprehensive plan for the designated waterway during the two (2)
years following designation.
(7-1-93)
c.
Repeat Filing of Denied Petitions. If the board determines not to afford interim protection to a
nominated waterway, the board shall not subsequently entertain petitions seeking interim designation for that same
waterway for a period of one (1) year from the date of board action.
(7-1-93)
d.
Lack of Review. There shall be no review of any board decision rejecting or accepting a nomination
for an interim protected waterway.
(7-1-93)
12.
Relation to Comprehensive Water Plan. If a waterway is designated as an interim protected river,
then the board shall, pursuant to Subsection 6 of Section 42-1734D, Idaho Code, proceed to prepare a comprehensive
state water plan for the waterway. The board shall in preparing the state comprehensive water plan for the waterway
consider, after review of all relevant factors contained in Section 42-1734A, Idaho Code, whether the designation
should continue or whether modification of the designation is warranted.
(7-1-93)
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13.
Duration of Interim Protected Status. The designation of a waterway as an interim protected river
shall remain in effect, pursuant to Subsection 4 of Section 42-1734D, Idaho Code, until the earliest of:
(7-1-93)
a.
protected river;

The adoption of a comprehensive state water plan for the waterway designated as an interim
(7-1-93)

b.

Two (2) years following the designation of an interim protected river unless extended by law.
(7-1-93)

c.

The revocation of a waterway’s interim protected river status by law.

(7-1-93)

14.
Subsequent Designations. If the designation of a waterway as an interim protected river is either
revoked by law, or terminated as provided in Section 42-1734D, Idaho Code, then the waterway shall not be eligible
for designation as an interim protected river for a period of two (2) years following the revocation or termination of
its interim protected river status.
(7-1-93)
016. -- 024.

(RESERVED)

025.
PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES ON INTERIM PROTECTED RIVERS PETITIONS TO EXEMPT
SPECIFIC PROJECTS FROM INTERIM PROTECTED RIVERS (RULE 25).
01.
Board Identification. Upon designating a waterway for interim protected river status, the board
shall indicate which of the following activities listed in Subsection 5 of Section 42-1734A, Idaho Code, shall be
prohibited:
(7-1-93)
a.

Construction or expansion of dams or impoundments;

(7-1-93)

b.

Construction of hydropower projects;

(7-1-93)

c.

Construction of water diversion works;

(7-1-93)

d.

Dredge or placer mining;

(7-1-93)

e.

Alterations of the stream bed; and

(7-1-93)

f.

Mineral or sand and gravel extraction within the stream bed.

(7-1-93)

02.01. Petitions to Exempt Specific Action or Projects. Any person who is the owner, operator, or
authorized official of an organization proposing to undertake or construct a prohibited activity or project may petition
the board seeking a determination that the particular proposed action or project will not significantly impair the values
supporting a waterway’s designation as an interim protected river. Petitions proposing exemption for a specific project
from the interim protected river designation shall
(7-1-93)
a.
Form. Petitions shall be in writing, signed by the owner, operator, or designated official of the
petitioner, and describe the proposed action or project and its location.
(7-1-93)
b.
Filing. Petitions shall be filed with the director. No petition will be considered by the board at a
board meeting unless filed with the director at least thirty (30) days prior to such board meeting.
(7-1-93)
03.
Notice of Consideration. Petitioning parties will be notified at least ten (10) days prior to the
meeting of the time, place, and agenda for the board meeting at which their petition will first be considered. (7-1-93)
04.02. Board Agenda. The board agenda will include time for the petitioner or his representative to
describe the affected waterway or stream reach and to explain how the particular proposed action or project would not
significantly impair the values supporting a waterway’s designation as an interim protected river. The burden shall be
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on the petitioner to show that the proposed action will not impair those values supporting a waterway’s designation as
an interim protected river.
(7-1-93)
05.
Public Notice. The board will publicize the fact that the board is considering exempting the
particular proposed action or project from one or more of the activities prohibited by the designation of the waterway
as an interim protected river.
(7-1-93)
06.
Public Input. The board will hold a public hearing, and may hold one (1) or more information
meetings in the affected area if the board deems this to be appropriate, to obtain public input on the merits of a proposed
exemption. The public hearing may be scheduled in conjunction with the board meeting provided for in Rule
Subsection 025.07.
(7-1-93)
07.
Board Determination. At a board meeting not more than four (4) months after a petition for
exemption from the prohibitions of interim protected river status has been received by the director, the board shall
determine whether the proposed action or project would impair those values being protected by interim designation.
In unusual circumstances, the board may extend the four (4) month period allowed for board action.
(7-1-93)
a.
Basis of Determination. In determining whether a particular proposed action or project will
significantly impair the values supporting a waterway’s designation as an interim protected river, the board may
consider any relevant information including environmental impact statements, technical studies and any other relevant
comments or recommendations prepared for use before other state or federal agencies. The burden shall be on the
petitioner to show that the proposed action will not impair those values supporting a waterway’s designation as an
interim protected river.
(7-1-93)
b.
Approved Exemptions -- Conditions. If the board determines the proposed action or project will not
significantly impair the values supporting the waterway’s designation as an interim protected river, then the proposed
action or project shall be allowed to proceed, except that the board, after consultation with relevant state agencies,
may impose appropriate conditions on such action or project, and shall advise any affected regulatory agency of such
conditions.
(7-1-93)
c.
Emergency Waiver. The board delegates to the director the authority to determine if immediate
action is required because of a potential for loss of life, damage to structures, or damage to public utilities or
thoroughfares. In such cases alterations of a stream bed shall be allowed even though otherwise prohibited by board
action. Such alterations shall meet all other applicable state law.
(7-1-93)
08.
Judicial Review. Pursuant to Subsection 5 of Section 42-1734D, Idaho Code, an aggrieved party
may seek judicial review of the board’s decision in accordance with Sections 67-5215 and 67-5216, Idaho Code.
(7-1-93)
026. -- 029.999. (RESERVED)
030.

COMPREHENSIVE STATE WATER PLAN (RULE 30).

01.
Planning Authority. Pursuant to the provisions of Sections 42-1734A and 42-1734B, Idaho Code,
the board shall, subject to legislative approval, progressively formulate, adopt and implement a comprehensive state
water plan for conservation, development, management and optimum use of all unappropriated water resources and
waterways of the state in the public interest. As part of the comprehensive state water plan, the board may designate
selected waterways as protected rivers. The comprehensive state water plan shall contain a description of existing and
planned uses, and the impact of such uses at the local, state, and regional level for those resources and uses identified
in Subsection 3 of Section 42-1734A, Idaho Code. The plan shall quantify, insofar as possible, the unappropriated
waters of the planning area, and shall plan the allocation of such waters among the various competing uses.
(7-1-93)
a.
Coordination. The comprehensive state water plan shall be based upon studies and public hearings
in affected areas. In addition, the board will encourage the cooperation, participation and assistance of the state
departments of Lands, Parks and Recreation, Fish and Game, Health and Welfare, and Transportation, as well as
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federal agencies, local units of government, and affected Indian tribes.

(7-1-93)

b.
Local Advisory Group. The board will seek the involvement of volunteers from the geographic area
to be affected by a portion of the comprehensive water plan. These volunteers shall constitute a local advisory group
that shall inform the board of local concerns.
(7-1-93)
02.
Public Hearings. Prior to developing a comprehensive plan for any waterway, river basin, drainage
area, river reach, ground water aquifer or other geographic area, the board will hold at least one information meeting
in the affected area at which all interested parties will be given the opportunity to advise the board on the scope of the
proposed planning effort. Prior to adopting a comprehensive plan for any area the board will hold at least one (1)
hearing in the affected area at which all interested parties will be given the opportunity to appear or to present written
testimony in response to published proposals for adoption of a comprehensive plan.
(7-1-93)
a.
Public Notice. The board will publicize both information meetings and hearings that impact on the
development or adoption of a comprehensive plan for any area.
(7-1-93)
b.
Written Comments. A minimum of sixty (60) days shall be allowed by the board between the
announcing of a proposal for the adoption of a comprehensive state water plan or any component thereof and the close
of the comment period for such proposed action.
(7-1-93)
03.
Legislative Review. Upon adoption of a comprehensive state water plan or any component thereof,
the board shall present such plan for review to the Idaho legislature at the next regular legislative session following
adoption.
(7-1-93)
031. -- 034.
035.

(RESERVED)

AMENDING THE COMPREHENSIVE STATE WATER PLAN (RULE 35).

01.
Petitions. The board will accept written petitions seeking amendment of the comprehensive state
water plan only from a state agency.
(7-1-93)
02.
Form. Petitions shall be in writing, signed by the agency head, and shall describe those portions of
the comprehensive water plan to be amended and the reasons for the proposed amendments.
(7-1-93)
03.
Filing. Petitions shall be filed with the director. No petition shall be considered by the board at a
board meeting unless filed with the director at least thirty (30) days prior to such board meeting.
(7-1-93)
04.
Notice of Consideration. The petitioning state agency will be notified at least ten (10) days prior
to the meeting of the time, place, and agenda for the board meeting at which the agency’s petition will first be
considered.
(7-1-93)
05.
Board Agenda. The board agenda will include time for representatives of the petitioning agency to
explain why amending the comprehensive state water plan is considered necessary.
(7-1-93)
06.
Board Determination. At a board meeting not more than six (6) months after a petition to amend
the comprehensive state water plan has been filed with the director, the board shall either commence action to amend
the comprehensive plan or set forth its reason for denying the request in writing.
(7-1-93)
07.
Amending Procedure. If the board chooses to amend the comprehensive state water plan, the board
shall do so in the same manner as provided for adoption of the original plan.
(7-1-93)
08.
Amendment by Board Initiative. Nothing in these rules shall prevent the board from reviewing
and reevaluating portions of the plan upon its own initiative, and amending the plan in the same manner as provided
for adoption of the original plan.
(3-15-02)
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09.
Requests to Amend. The board will entertain requests from individuals to amend a component of
the comprehensive state water plan.
(7-1-93)
10.
Board Evaluation. The board shall determine whether to consider a proposed amendment based on
those factors contained in Section 42-1734A(3), Idaho Code, and their charge to plan for the conservation,
development, management and optimum use of all unappropriated water resources and waterways of the state in the
public interest.
(7-1-93)
11.
Legislative Review. The board shall submit the comprehensive state water plan and any component
thereof for a particular waterway, or any modification of the plan, to the legislature for review and possible amendment
by law at the next regular legislative session following adoption by the board.
(7-1-93)
036. -- 999.
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37.03.07 – STREAM CHANNEL ALTERATION RULES
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY (RULE 0).
The purpose of these rules and minimum standards is to specify procedures for processing and considering applications
for stream channel alterations under the provisions of Title 42, Chapter 38, Idaho Code.
(
)
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE (RULE 1).
01.

Title. These rules are titled IDAPA 37.03.07, “Stream Channel Alteration Rules.”

(

)

02.
Scope. The minimum standards are intended to enable the Director to process, in a short period of
time, those applications which are of a common type and which do not propose alterations which will be a hazard to
the stream channel and its environment. It is intended that these rules and minimum standards be administered in a
reasonable manner, giving due consideration, to all factors affecting the stream and adjacent property.
(
)
002. -- 009.
010.

(RESERVED)

DEFINITIONS (RULE 10).

01.
Alteration. To obstruct, diminish, destroy, alter, modify, relocate or change the natural existing
shape of the channel or to change the direction of flow of water of any stream channel within or below the mean high
water mark. It includes removal of material from the stream channel and emplacement of material or structures in or
across the stream channel where the material or structure has the potential to affect flow in the channel as determined
by the director.
(
)
02.
Applicant. Any individual, partnership, company, corporation, municipality, county, state or
federal agency, their agent, or other entity proposing to alter a stream channel or actually engaged in constructing a
channel alteration, whether authorized or not.
(
)
03.
Base Flood Elevation. The Base Flood (BF) is referred to as the one hundred (100) year flood and
is a measure of flood magnitude based on probability. The BF has a one percent chance of occurring or being exceeded
in any given year, with the Base Flood Elevation (BFE) being the level of flooding reached during the BF or the one
hundred (100) year flood event.
(
)
04.

Board. The Idaho Water Resource Board.

(

)

045.
Continuously Flowing Water. A sufficient flow of water that could provide for migration and
movement of fish, and excludes those reaches of streams which, in their natural state, normally go dry at the location
of the proposed alteration. IDWR will assume, subject to information to the contrary, that the USGS quadrangle maps
accurately depict whether a stream reach is continuously flowing, at the location of the proposed alteration. Such
exclusion does not apply to minor flood channels that are a part of a stream which is continuously flowing in the reach
where the alteration is located. Also, such exclusion does not apply to streams which may be dry as a result of upstream
diversion or storage of water.
(
)
056.

Department. The Idaho Department of Water Resources.

(

)

067.
Drop Structures, Sills and Barbs. Physical obstructions placed within a stream channel for the
purpose of stabilizing the channel by decreasing stream gradient and velocity and by dissipating stream energy.
(
)
078.

Director. The Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources.

089.

Human Life Support System. Any artificial or natural system that provides all or some of the items
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(

)

(such as oxygen, food, water, control of temperature, or disposition of carbon dioxide) necessary for maintaining
human life or health.
10.
Mean High Water Mark. AAs defined in Idaho Code, § 42-3802(h), the mean high water mark is
water level corresponding to the “natural or ordinary high water mark” as defined in Section 58-104(9), Idaho Code,
and is the line which the water impresses on the soil by covering it for sufficient periods of time to deprive the soil of
its terrestrial vegetation and destroy its value for commonly accepted agricultural purposes.
(
)
0911.

Non-Powered Sluice Equipment. Equipment which is powered only by human strength.
(
)

102.
Plans. Maps, sketches, engineering drawings, photos, work descriptions and specifications
sufficient to describe the extent, nature, and location of the proposed stream channel alteration and the proposed
method of accomplishing the alteration.
(
)
113.
Powered Equipment. Equipment which is powered by means other than human strength such as a
gasoline engine or electric motor.
14.
Repair. Any work needed or accomplished, to protect, maintain, or restore any water diversion
structure and the associated stream channel upstream and downstream as necessary for the efficient operation of the
water diversion structure.
(
)
125.
Stream Channel. A natural water course of perceptible extent with definite beds and banks which
confines and conducts continuously flowing water. The channel referred to is that which exists at the present time,
regardless of where the channel may have been located at any time in the past. For the purposes of these rules only,
the beds of lakes and reservoir pool areas are not considered to be stream channels.
(
)
13.
Base Flood Elevation. The Base Flood (BF) is referred to as the one hundred (100) year flood and
is a measure of flood magnitude based on probability. The base flood has a one percent chance of occurring or being
exceeded in any given year, with the Base Flood Elevation (BFE) being the level of flooding reached during the BF
or the one hundred (100) year flood event.
(
)
011. -- 024.
025.

(RESERVED)

EXEMPTIONS (RULE 25).

01.
Work on Existing or Proposed Reservoir Projects. Permits are not required under the provisions
of Title 42, Chapter 38 for construction work on any existing or proposed reservoir project, including the dam, and
such areas downstream as the Director may determine is reasonably necessary for construction and maintenance of
the dam.
(
)
02.
Snake and Clearwater Rivers. Permits are not required for work within that portion of the Snake
and Clearwater rivers from the state boundary upstream to the upper boundary of the Port of Lewiston Port District as
it now exists or may exist in the future.
(
)
03.
Cleaning, Maintenance, Construction or Repair Work. No permit is required of a water user or
his agent to clean, maintain, construct, or repair any diversion structure, canal, ditch, or lateral or to remove any
obstruction from a stream channel which is interfering with the delivery of any water under a valid existing water right
or water right permit.
(
)
04.
Removal of Debris. No permit is required for removal of debris from a stream channel provided
that no equipment will be working in the channel and all material removed will be disposed of at some point outside
the channel where it cannot again reenter the channel.
(
)
05.
Mining Operations Using Non-Powered Equipment. No permit is required for mining activities
using non-powered equipment to move one-quarter (1/4) cubic yard per hour or less below the mean high water mark,
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except as otherwise described in Rule 61.05.
026. -- 029.
030.

(

)

(RESERVED)

APPLICATIONS (RULE 30).

01.
Alteration of Stream Channels Permit Required. No person shall engage in any activity which
will alter a stream channel without first applying for a permit as provided by § 42-3803, Idaho Code.
(
)
02.
Joint Application Permit Form. The Department of Water Resources, Department of Lands, and
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have developed a joint application for permit form which will suffice for the
required permit application under the Stream Protection Act. An application should be filed at least sixty (60) days
before the applicant proposes to start the construction and shall be upon the joint application form furnished by the
Department. The application shall be accompanied by plans which clearly describe the nature and purpose of the
proposed work.
(
)
023.
Applicant Following Minimum Standards. In those cases where the applicant intends to follow
the minimum standards (Rule 055), detailed plans may be eliminated by referring to the specific minimum standard;
however, drawings necessary to adequately define the extent, purpose, and location of the work will stillmay be
required. Plans shall include some reference to water surface elevations and stream boundaries to facilitate review.
The application should show the mean high water mark on the plans; however, any water surface or water line
reference available will be helpful as long as this reference is described. (Examples: present water surface, low water,
high water).
(
)
034.
Submission of Copies. The applicant shall submit one (1) copy of all necessary plans along with
the application form. When drawings submitted are larger than eight and one half by eleven (8 1/2 x 11), the applicant
shall provide the number of copies specified by the department.
(
)
04.
Stream Channel Alteration Permit. Any applicant proposing to operate a vacuum or suction
dredge within or below the mean high water mark of a stream channel shall apply for and obtain a stream channel
alteration permit. The vacuum or suction dredge shall only be operated in accordance with the conditions of the permit
and with the applicable rules.
(
)
031. -- 034.
035.

(RESERVED)

APPLICATION REVIEW (RULE 35).

01.
Prior to Issuance of Permit. The following items shall be among those considered by the Director
prior to issuing a permit:
(
)
a.

What is the purpose of doing the work?

(

)

b.

What is the necessity and justification for the proposed alteration?

(

)

c.

Is the proposal a reasonable means of accomplishing the purpose?

(

)

d.

Will the alteration be a permanent solution?

(

)

e.
Will the alteration pass anticipated water flows without creating harmful flooding or erosion
problems upstream or downstream?
(
)
f.
g.
problems?
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What effect will the alteration have on fish habitat?

(

)

Will the materials used or the removal of ground cover create turbidity or other water quality
(
)
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h.

Will the alteration interfere with recreational use of the stream?

(

)

i.

Will the alteration detract from the aesthetic beauty of the area?

(

)

j.
What modification or alternative solutions are reasonably possible which would reduce the
disturbance to the stream channel and its environment and/or better accomplish the desired goal of the proposed
alteration?
(
)
k.

Is the alteration to be accomplished in accordance with the adopted minimum standards? (

)

l.

Are there public safety factors to consider?

)

(

02.
Proposed Alteration Which Does Not Follow Minimum Standards. In those cases where a
proposed alteration does not follow the minimum standards, a copy of the application will be sent for review to those
state agencies requesting notification. The Director shall provide for review by the Department of Lands, copies of
applications on navigable rivers. The Director will provide a copy of any other application requested by the
Department of Lands and may request review by other state agencies regardless of whether or not the proposed
alteration will comply with the minimum standards.
(
)
036. -- 039.
040.

(RESERVED)

APPROVAL (RULE 40).

01.
Conformance to Application. All work shall be done in accordance with the approved application,
subject to any conditions specified by the department.
(
)
02.
Permits Allowed Without Review. A permit may be approved by the Director of the Department
of Water Resources without review by other agencies in situations where the work is of a nature not uncommon to the
particular area and where it is clear that the work will not seriously degrade the stream values except on navigable
rivers which require review by the Department of Lands. All work approved in this manner shall be accomplished in
accordance with the minimum standards.
(
)
03.
Reinstatement of Expired Permit. A permit which has expired may be reinstated by the Director
after review by other agencies as determined by the Director.
(
)
041. -- 044.
045.

(RESERVED)

ENFORCEMENT OF ACT (RULE 45).

01.
Written Orders Issued by Designated Employees of Department. Employees of the Department
designated by the Director may issue written orders directing an applicant to cease and desist, to ensure proper notice
to applicants who are found to be altering a stream without a permit or not in compliance with the conditions of a
permit. Such orders shall be in effect immediately upon issuance and will continue in force until a permit is issued or
until the order is rescinded by the Director.
(
)
02.
Failure to Comply with Stream Protection Act. Failure to comply with any of the provisions of
the Stream Protection Act (Chapter 38, Title 42, Idaho Code), may result in issuance of an Idaho uniform citation
and/or the cancellation of any permit by the Director without further notice and the pursuit in a court of competent
jurisdiction, such civil or criminal remedies as may be appropriate and provided by law. The Director may allow
reasonable time for an applicant to complete stabilization and restoration work.
(
)
046. -- 049.
050.

(RESERVED)

EMERGENCY WAIVER (RULE 50).
01.
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of the provisions of the Stream Protection Act in emergency situations where immediate action must be taken to
protect life or property including growing crops. The Director will not consider failure to submit an application for a
stream channel alteration far enough ahead of the desired starting time of the construction work as an emergency
situation.
(
)
02.
Verbal Waivers. A verbal waiver may be granted initially; however, all verbal requests for waivers
shall be followed up by the applicant in writing within fifteen (15) days of any initial authorization to do work. If the
applicant is unable to contact the Director to obtain an emergency waiver, he may proceed with emergency work;
however, he must contact the Director as soon as possible thereafter. Proving that a bonafide emergency did actually
exist will be the responsibility of the applicant.
(
)
03.
Emergency Waiver. Work authorized by an emergency waiver shall be limited to only that which
is necessary to safeguard life or property, including growing crops, during the period of emergency.
(
)
04.
Conformance to Conditions of Waiver. The applicant shall adhere to all conditions set by the
Director as part of a waiver.
(
)
05.
Waivers Granted by Designated Employees. The Director may delegate the authority to grant
waivers to designated employees of the Department. Names and telephone numbers of such employees will be made
available to any interested applicant upon request.
(
)
051. -- 054.

(RESERVED)

055.
MINIMUM STANDARDS (RULE 55).
These standards are intended to cover the ordinary type of stream channel alteration and to prescribe minimum
conditions for approval of such construction. Unless otherwise provided in a permit, these standards shall govern all
stream channel alterations in this state. An applicant should not assume that because an application utilizes methods
set forth in these standards it will automatically be approved. These minimum standards include the following items:
(
)

056.

01.

Construction Procedures.

(

)

02.

Dumped Rock Riprap.

(

)

03.

Drop Structures, Sills and Barbs.

(

)

04.

Culverts and Bridges.

(

)

05.

Removal of Sand and Gravel Deposits.

(

)

06.

Small Scale Mining with Suction Dredges and, Powered Sluices, or Non-Powered Sluice
Equipment.
(
)

07.

Piling.

(

)

08.

Pipe Crossings.

(

)

09.

Concrete Plank Boat Launch Ramps.

(

)

CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES (RULE 56).

01.
Conformance to Procedures. Construction shall be done in accordance with the following
procedures unless specific approval of other procedures has been given by the Director. When an applicant desires to
proceed in a manner different from the following, such procedures should be described on the application.
(
)
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02.
Operation of Construction Equipment. No construction equipment shall be operated below the
existing water surface without specific approval from the Director except as follows: Fording the stream at one (1)
location only will be permitted unless otherwise specified; however, vehicles and equipment will not be permitted to
push or pull material along the streambed below the existing water level. Work below the water which is essential for
preparation of culvert bedding or approved footing installations shall be permitted to the extent that it does not create
unnecessary turbidity or stream channel disturbance. Frequent fording will not be permitted in areas where extensive
turbidity will be created.
(
)
03.
Temporary Structures. Any temporary crossings, bridge supports, cofferdams, or other structures
that will be needed during the period of construction shall be designed to handle high flows that could be anticipated
during the construction period. All structures shall be completely removed from the stream channel at the conclusion
of construction and the area shall be restored to a natural appearance.
(
)
04.
Minimizing Disturbance of Area. Care shall be taken to cause only the minimum necessary
disturbance to the natural appearance of the area. Streambank vegetation shall be protected except where its removal
is absolutely necessary for completion of the work adjacent to the stream channel.
(
)
05.
Disposal of Removed Materials. Any vegetation, debris, or other material removed during
construction shall be disposed of at some location out of the stream channel where it cannot reenter the channel during
high stream flows.
(
)
06.
New Cut of Fill Slopes. All new cut or fill slopes that will not be protected with some form of riprap
shall be seeded with grass and planted with native vegetation to prevent erosion.
(
)
07.
Fill Material. All fill material shall be placed and compacted in horizontal lifts. Areas to be filled
shall be cleared of all vegetation, debris and other materials that would be objectionable in the fill.
(
)
08.
Limitations on Construction Period. The Director may limit the period of construction as needed
to minimize conflicts with fish migration and spawning, recreation use, and other uses.
(
)
057.

DUMPED ROCK RIPRAP (RULE 57).

01.
embankment.

Placement of Riprap. Riprap shall be placed on a granular bedding material or a compact and stable
(
)

02.
Sideslopes of Riprap. Sideslopes of riprap shall not be steeper than 2:1 (2’ horizontal to 1’ vertical)
except at ends of culverts and at bridge approaches where a 1 1/2:1 sideslope is standard.
(
)
03.
Minimum Thickness of Riprap. The minimum thickness of the riprap layer shall equal the
dimension of the largest size riprap rock used or be eighteen (18) inches, whichever is greater. When riprap will be
placed below high water level, the thickness of the layer shall be fifty percent (50%) greater than specified below.
(
)
04.
Riprap Protection. Riprap protection must extend at least one (1) foot above the anticipated high
water surface elevation in the stream.
(
)
05.
Rock Used for Riprap. Rock for riprap shall consist of sound, dense, durable, angular rock
fragments, resistant to weathering and free from large quantities of soil, shale, and organic matter. The length of a
rock shall not be more than three (3) times its width or thickness. Rounded cobbles, boulders, and streambed gravels
are not acceptable as dumped riprap.
(
)
06.
Size and Gradation of Riprap. Riprap size and gradation are commonly determined in terms of
the weight of riprap rock. The average size of riprap rock shall be at least as large as the maximum size rock that the
stream is capable of moving. The maximum size of riprap rock used shall be two (2) to five (5) times larger than the
average size.
(
)
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07.
Methods Used for Determining Gradation of Riprap. There are many methods used for
determining the gradation of riprap rock. One of these many acceptable methods is shown in Table 1 below the Far
West States (FWS) method shown in APPENDIX A - Table 1A at the end of this chapter.
GRADATION OF RIPRAP IN POUNDS
Max. Weight of Stone
required (lbs)

Min. and Max. Range in
weight of Stones (lbs)

Weight Range 75 percent
of Stones (lbs)

150

25 - 150

50 - 150

200

25 - 200

50 - 200

250

25 - 250

50 - 250

400

25 - 400

100 - 400

600

25 - 600

150 - 600

800

25 - 800

200 - 800

1000

50 - 1000

250 - 1000

1300

50 - 1300

325 - 1300

1600

50 - 1600

400 - 1600

2000

75 - 2000

600 - 2000

2700

100 - 2700

800 - 2700

(

)

08.
Use of Filter Material. A blanket of granular filter material or filter fabric shall be placed between
the riprap layer and the bank in all cases where the bank is composed of erodible material that may be washed out
from between the riprap rock. Filter material shall consist of a layer of well-graded gravel and coarse sand at least six
(6) inches thick. (
)
09.
Toe Protection. Some suitable form of toe protection shall be provided for riprap located on
erodible streambed material.
(
)
a.
this chapter.

Various acceptable methods of providing toe protection are shown in APPENDIX B at the end of
(
)

b.
In addition to the approved methods of providing toe protection as shown in APPENDIX B at the
end of this chapter, any other reasonable method will be considered by the Director during review of a proposed
project.
(
)
10.
Extension of Riprap Area. Riprap shall extend far enough upstream and downstream to reach
stable areas, unless protected against undermining at ends by the method shown in APPENDIX C, Figure 3 at the end
of this chapter. On extremely long riprap sections, it is recommended that similar cutoff sections be used at several
intermediate points to reduce the hazard that would be created if failure of the riprap occurred at any one (1) location.
(
)
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11.
necessary.

Finished Surface. Placement shall result in a smooth, even finished surface. Compaction is not
(
)

12.
Placement of Riprap. The full course thickness of the riprap shall be placed in one (1) operation.
Dumping riprap long distances down the bank or pushing it over the top of the bank with a dozer shall be avoided if
possible. Material should be placed with a backhoe, loader, or dragline. Dumping material near its final position on
the slope or dumping rock at the toe and bulldozing it up the slope is a very satisfactory method of placement, if
approval is obtained for the use of equipment in the channel.
(
)
13.

Design Procedure. Design procedure using the Far West States (FWS) method.

(

)

a.

The FWS method uses a single equation to deal with variables for riprap.

(

)

(

)

D75 = 3.5/CK WDS for Channel Banks
where: D75 = Size of the rock at seventy five percent (75%) is finer in gradation, in inches.
W

=

Specific weight of water, usually 62.4 lbs./cu.ft.

D

=

Depth of flow in stream, in feet in flood stage

S

=

Channel slope or gradient, in ft/ft.

C

=

A coefficient relating to curvature in the stream

K

=

A coefficient relating to steepness of bank slopes

b.
The coefficient, C, is based on the ratio of the radius of curvature of the stream, (CR), to the water
surface width, (WSW), so it is necessary for the user to make field determination of these values. The coefficient
varies from 0.6 for a curve ratio of 4 to 6, up to 1.0 for a straight channel. If the computed ratio for a particular project
is less than 4, the designer should consider some modification less than 4.
CR/WSW

C

4-6

0.60

6-9

0.75

9 - 12

0.90

Straight Channel

1.00

(

)

c.
The coefficient, K, ranges from 0.5 for a 1.5:1 sideslope to 0.87 for 3:1 sideslope. No values are
given for steeper or flatter slopes. Slopes steeper than 1.5:1 are not recommended. If slopes flatter than 3:1 are desired,
it would be conservative to use the K-value for 3:1 slopes.
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1.75:1

0.63

2.0:1

0.72

2.5:1

0.80

3.0:1

0.87

(

)

Table 1A in APPENDIX A, located at the end of this chapter.
058.

DROP STRUCTURES, SILLS AND BARBS (RULE 58).

01.
Drop Structures. A drop structure shall be constructed of rocks, boulders and/or logs placed within
a stream channel to act as a low level dam. Placement of a drop structure perpendicular to stream flow will decrease
the stream gradient, dissipate stream energy and decrease stream velocity through an increase in water surface
elevation immediately above the structure. Drop structures shall comply with the following criteria:
(
)
a.
Maximum water surface differential across (upstream water surface elevation minus downstream
water surface elevation) a drop structure shall not exceed two (2) feet. The department shall approve the final elevation
of any structure.
(
)
b.
Rock drop structures shall be constructed of clean, sound, dense, durable, angular rock fragments,
and/or boulders of size and gradation, such that the stream is incapable of moving the material during peak flows.
Rocks shall be keyed into the stream banks to minimize the likelihood of bank erosion, (See Figure 8 in APPENDIX
H located at the end of this chapter).
(
)
c.
Log drop structures are acceptable in four (4) designs including the single log dam, the stacked log
dam, the three (3) log dam, and the pyramid log dam. Log ends shall be keyed into both banks at least one-third (1/3)
of the channel width or a distance sufficient to prevent end erosion. To prevent undercutting, the bottom log shall be
imbedded in the stream bed or hardware cloth, cobbles or boulders shall be placed along the upper edge. Minimum
log size for a single log structure shall be determined by on-site conditions and shall be placed to maintain flow over
the entire log to prevent decay. Each log drop structure must be accompanied by downstream scour protection, such
as a rock apron (See Figure 9 in APPENDIX I located at the end of this chapter.
(
)
d.
development.

All drop structures shall be constructed to facilitate fish passage and centralized scour pool
(
)

02.
Sills. A sill shall be constructed of the same material and in the same manner as a drop structure.
The top of the sill may not exceed the elevation of the bottom of the channel. The purpose of a sill is to halt the
upstream movement of a headcut, thus precluding the widening or deepening of the existing channel. (See Figure 10
in APPENDIX J located at the end of this chapter).
(
)
03.
Barb or Partial Drop Structure. A barb or partial drop structure shall be constructed in the same
manner and of the same material as a drop structure and placed into the stream channel to act as a low level dam and
grade control structure. The barb will decrease stream gradient, dissipate stream energy and redirect stream flow.
(
)
a.
Barbs shall be constructed of clean, sound, dense, angular rock fragments, of size and gradation
such that the stream is incapable of moving the material during peak flows.
(
)
b.
Barbs shall be constructed with a downstream angle of no less than one hundred (100) degrees and
no greater than one hundred thirty-five (135) degrees unless otherwise specified.
(
)
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c.
Barbs shall “extend” into the channel a distance of not more than twenty percent (20%) of the width
of the channel unless otherwise specified by the Director.
(
)
d.
Barbs shall be keyed into the bank a distance equal to or greater than the width of the structure and
down to bed level. Whenever moisture is encountered in the construction of the keyways, willow cuttings or clumps
shall be placed before and during rock placement in such a manner that the base of the cutting is in permanent moisture
and the top extends a minimum of six (6) inches above grade (see Figure 11 in APPENDIX K located at the end of
this chapter).
(
)
059.

CULVERTS AND BRIDGES (RULE 59).

01.
Culverts and Bridges. Culverts and bridges shall be capable of carrying streamflows and shall not
significantly alter conditions upstream or downstream by causing flooding, turbidity, or other problems. The
appearance of such installations shall not detract from the natural surroundings of the area.
(
)
02.
Location of Culverts and Bridges. Culverts and bridges should be located so that a direct line of
approach exists at both the entrance and exit. Abrupt bends at the entrance or exit shall not exist unless suitable erosion
protection is provided.
(
)
03.
Ideal Gradient. The ideal gradient (bottom slope) is one which is steep enough to prevent silting
but flat enough to prevent scouring due to high velocity flows. It is often advisable to make the gradient of a culvert
coincide with the average streambed gradient.
(
)
a.
Where a culvert is installed on a slope steeper than twenty percent (20%), provisions to anchor the
culvert in position will be required. Such provisions shall be included in the application and may involve the use of
collars, headwall structures, etc. Smooth concrete pipe having no protruding bell joints or other irregularities shall
have such anchoring provisions if the gradient exceeds ten percent (10%).
(
)
04.
Size of Culvert or Bridge Opening. The size of the culvert or bridge opening shall be such that it
is capable of passing design flows without overtopping the streambank or causing flooding or other damage.
(
)
a.

Design flows shall be based upon the following minimum criteria:
Drainage Area

Design Flow Frequency

Less than 50 sq. mi.

25 Years

Over 50 sq. mi. or more

50 years or greatest flow of record, whichever is more

(

)

b.
For culverts and bridges located on U.S. Forest Service or other federal lands, the sizing should
comply with the Forest Practices Act as adopted by the federal agencies or the Department of Lands.
(
)
c.
For culverts or bridges located in a community qualifying for the national flood issuance program,
the minimum size culvert shall accommodate the one hundred (100) year design flow frequency.
(
)
d.
If the culvert or bridge design is impractical for the site, the crossing may be designed with additional
flow capacity outside the actual crossing structure, provided there is no increase in the Base Flood Elevation.
(NOTE: When flow data on a particular stream is unavailable, it is almost always safe to maintain the existing gradient
and cross-section area present in the existing stream channel. Comparing the proposed crossing size with others
upstream or downstream is also a valuable means of obtaining information regarding the size needed for a proposed
crossing.)
(
)
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e.
Minimum clearance shall be at least one (1) foot at all bridges. This may need to be increased
substantially in the areas where ice passage or debris may be a problem. Minimum culvert sizes required for stream
crossings:
(
)
i.

Eighteen (18) inch diameter for culverts up to seventy (70) feet long;

(

)

ii.

Twenty-four (24) inch diameter for all culverts over seventy (70) feet long.

(

)

f.
In streams where fish passage is of concern as determined by the director, an applicant shall comply
with the following provisions and/or other approved criteria to ensure that passage will not be prevented by a proposed
crossing.(
)
g.
Minimum water depth shall be approximately eight (8) inches for salmon and steelhead and at least
three (3) inches in all other cases.
(
)
h.
Maximum flow velocities for streams shall not exceed those shown in Figure 17 in APPENDIX N,
located at the end of this chapter, for more than a forty-eight (48) hour period. The curve used will depend on the type
of fish to be passed.
(
)
i.
Where it is not feasible to adjust the size or slope to obtain permissible velocities, the following
precautions may be utilized to achieve the desired situation.
(
)
j.
Baffles downstream or inside the culvert may be utilized to increase depth and reduce velocity.
Design criteria may be obtained from the Idaho Fish and Game Department.
(
)
k.
Where multiple openings for flow are provided, baffles or other measures used in one (1) opening
only shall be adequate provided that the opening is designed to carry the main flow during low-flow periods.
(
)
05.
Construction of Crossings. When crossings are constructed in erodible material, upstream and
downstream ends shall be protected from erosive damage through the use of such methods as dumped rock riprap,
headwall structures, etc., and such protection shall extend below the erodible streambed and into the banks at least
two (2) feet unless some other provisions are made to prevent undermining.
(
)
a.
Where fish passage must be provided, upstream drops at the entrance to a culvert will not be
permitted and a maximum drop of one (1) foot will be permitted at the downstream end if an adequate jumping pool
is maintained below the drop.
(
)
b.
Downstream control structures such as are shown in Figure 18 in APPENDIX O, located at the end
of this chapter, can be used to reduce downstream erosion and improve fish passage. They may be constructed with
gabions, pilings and rock drop structures.
(
)
06.
Multiple Openings. Where a multiple opening will consist of two (2) or more separate culvert
structures, they shall be spaced far enough apart to allow proper compaction of the fill between the individual
structures. The minimum spacing in all situations shall be one (1) foot. In areas where fish passage must be provided,
only one (1) opening shall be constructed to carry all low flows. Low flow baffles may be required to facilitate fish
passage.
(
)
07.
Areas to be Filled. All areas to be filled shall be cleared of vegetation, topsoil, and other unsuitable
material prior to placing fill. Material cleared from the site shall be disposed of above the high water line of the stream.
Fill material shall be reasonably well-graded and compacted and shall not contain large quantities of silt, sand, organic
matter, or debris. In locations where silty or sandy material must be utilized for fill material, it will be necessary to
construct impervious sections both upstream and downstream to prevent the erodible sand or silt from being carried
away (see Figure 19, APPENDIX P, located at the end of this chapter), Sideslopes for fills shall not exceed one and
one half to one (1.5:1). Minimum cover over all culvert pipes and arches shall be one (1) foot.
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(

)

08.
Installation of Pipe and Arch Culvert. All pipe and arch culverts shall be installed in accordance
with manufacturer’s recommendations.
(
)
a.
The culvert shall be designed so that headwaters will not rise above the top of the culvert entrance
unless a headworks is provided.
(
)
060.

REMOVAL OF SAND AND GRAVEL DEPOSITS (RULE 60).

01.
Removal of Sand and Gravel. This work consists of removal of sand and gravel deposits from
within a stream channel. The following conditions shall be adhered to unless other methods have been specified in
detail on the application and approved by the Director.
(
)
02.
Removal Below Water Surface. Sand and gravel must not be removed below the water surface
existing at the time of the work. Where work involves clearing a new channel for flow, removal of material below
water level will be permitted to allow this flow to occur; however, this must not be done until all other work in the
new channel has been completed.
(
)
03.
Buffer Zone. A buffer zone of undisturbed streambed material at least five (5) feet in width or as
otherwise specified by the Director shall be maintained between the work area and the existing stream. The applicant
shall exercise reasonable precautions to ensure that turbidity is kept to a minimum and does not exceed state water
quality standards.
(
)
04.
Movement of Equipment. Equipment may cross the existing stream in one (1) location only, but
shall not push or pull material along the streambed while crossing the existing stream.
(
)
05.
Disturbing Natural Appearance of Area. Work must be done in a manner that will least disturb
the natural appearance of the area. Sand and gravel shall be removed in a manner that will not leave unsightly pits or
other completely unnatural features at the conclusion of the project.
(
)
061.
SMALL SCALE MINING WITH SUCTION DREDGES AND, POWERED SLUICES, OR NONPOWERED SLUICE EQUIPMENT (RULE 61).
01.
Small Scale Mining Permit. The Director may issue a permit for the operation of a powered suction
dredge or power sluice, or certain qualified non-powered mining activities that follow minimum standards (Rule 61),
within stream channels designated as open by the Department or Board. A powered suction dredge or power sluice
shall only be operated in accordance with the conditions of the Small Scale Mining Permit. A power sluice and a highbanker are synonymous for the purposes of these rules.
(
)
02.
Standards for Suction Dredges Small Scale Mining Permits. The following standards shall apply
only to uses of suction dredges and power sluices below the mean high water mark with nozzle diameters of five (5)
inches or less and powered equipment rated at fifteen (15) HP or less and, or the use of non-powered sluice equipment
moving more than one-quarter (1/4) cubic yard per hour.
(
)
02.
Operating Permit. A permit for the operation of a suction dredge may authorize the use of the
dredge within a drainage basin or a large portion of a drainage basin except as otherwise determined by the Director.
(
)
03.
Powered Mechanized Equipment Prohibited Below High Water Mark. There shall be no use of
mechanized powered equipment below the mean high water mark except for the suction dredge itself, or power sluice
and any human life support system necessary to operate the suction dredge or power sluice.
(
)
04.
Operation of Dredge Protection of Streambanks. The operation of the a suction dredge or power
sluice, or the use of non-powered equipment shall be done carried out in a manner so as to that prevents the
undercutting of streambanks.
(
)
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05.
Permit Required for Certain Non-Powered Operations -- More Than Five People. A permit
shall be Small Scale Mining Permit is required for any non-powered operation in which more than five (5) people are
working the same area.mining activities when those activities include: (1) the use of non-powered equipment by more
than five (5) people mining the same area, or (2) the use of non-powered equipment where the disturbed area at the
mining location exceeds thirty three (33) percent of the width of the wetted stream channel.
(
)
06.
Permit Required for Non-Powered Operation -- More Than Thirty-Three Percent of Stream
Width. A permit shall be required for any non-powered operation if the disturbed area exceeds thirty-three percent
(33%) of the stream width at the mining location.
(
)
076.
Limitation of Mining Sites. Only one (1) mining site per one hundred (100) linear feet of stream
channel shall be worked at one (1) time unless waived by the Director.
(
)
062.

PILING (RULE 62).

01.
Standards for Pilings. The following standards apply to a piling associated with a boat or
swimming dock, a log boom, a breakwater, or bridge construction.
(
)
02.
Replacement of Pilings. In replacing a piling the old piling shall be completely removed from the
channel, secured to the new piling or cut at stream bed level.
(
)
03.
Condition of Pilings. Chemicals or compounds used for protection of piles and lumber shall be
thoroughly dried to prevent bleeding, weeping or dissolution before placing such piles and lumber over, in or near
water.
(
)
04.
Prohibited Materials. The application of creosote, arsenicals or phentachlorophenol (Penta) to
timber shall not occur in, or over water.
(
)
063.

PIPE CROSSINGS (RULE 63).

01.
Standards for Pipe Crossings. The following standards apply to pipe crossings to be installed
below the bed of a stream or river such as utility crossings of a gas line, sewer line, electrical line, communication
line, water line or similar line.
(
)
02.
Depth of Line. The line shall be installed below the streambed to a depth which will prevent erosion
and exposure of the line to free flowing water. In areas of high stream velocity where scouring may occur, the pipe
shall be encased in concrete or covered with rock riprap to prevent the pipeline from becoming exposed.
(
)
03.
Pipe Joints. The joints shall be welded, glued, cemented or fastened together in a manner to provide
a water tight connection.
(
)
04.
Construction Methods. Construction methods shall provide for eliminating or minimizing
discharges of turbidity, sediment, organic matter or toxic chemicals. A settling basin or cofferdam may be required
for this purpose.
(
)
05.
Cofferdam. If a cofferdam is used, it shall be completely removed from the stream channel upon
completion of the project.
(
)
06.
Revegetation of Disturbed Areas. Areas disturbed as a result of the alteration shall be revegetated
with plants and grasses native to these areas.
(
)
064.

CONCRETE PLANK BOAT LAUNCH RAMPS (RULE 64).
01.
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be constructed with individual sections of precast, reinforced concrete planks linked together to provide a stable nonerosive water access. Typical plank size is twelve feet by fourteen inches by four inches (12’ x 14” x 4”). (See Figure
20, APPENDIX Q, located at the end of this chapter).
(
)
02.
cement.

Construction of Planks. All planks shall be constructed with Type II low alkali
(
)

03.
Concrete Planks. All concrete planks shall have a smooth form finish, free of rock pockets and
loose materials. Figure 22 shows a typical launch plank detail. (See Figures 21 and 22 in APPENDIXES R and S).
(
)
04.
Assembly of Planks. The planks shall be assembled out of the water and slid into place on a
constructed launch ramp where water velocities do not exceed two (2) feet per second. In waters exceeding (2) feet
per second the ramp sections shall be linked together and fastened to pre-positioned stringers anchored into the launch
ramp. (See Figure 23, APPENDIX T, located at the end of this chapter).
(
)
05.
Water Depth. The water depth above the lower end of the ramp section shall not be less than three
(3) feet during low level or low flow periods. (See Figure 20, APPENDIX Q, located at the end of this
chapter).
(
)
06.
Construction of Boat Ramp. The boat launch ramp shall have a base constructed of sound, dense,
durable, angular rock resistant to weathering and free from soil, shale and organic materials. Rounded cobbles,
boulders and streambed material are not acceptable as base material in areas with stream flow velocities greater than
two (2) fps. Base materials shall be covered with a layer of (three-fourths inches (3/4”) min.) crushed rock with a
minimum depth of two inches (2”). The ramp shall have a minimum and maximum slope of ten percent (10%) and
fifteen percent (15%) respectively, and shall be constructed in a manner to avoid long incursions into the stream
channel. All ramps and fill material shall be protected with rock riprap in accordance with Rule 057 when stream flow
velocities exceed two (2) fps. (See Figure 24, APPENDIX U, located at the end of this chapter).
(
)
065. -- 069.

(RESERVED)

070.
HEARINGS ON DENIED, LIMITED, OR CONDITIONED PERMIT OR OTHER DECISIONS OF
THE DIRECTOR (RULE 70).
Any applicant who is granted a limited or conditioned permit, or who is denied a permit, may seek a hearing on said
action of the Director by serving on the Director written notice and request for a hearing before the Board within
fifteen (15) days of receipt of the Director’s decision. Said hearing will be set, conducted, and notice given as set forth
in the Rules promulgated by the Board under the provisions of Title 67, Chapter 52, Idaho Code.
(
)
071. -- 999.

(RESERVED)

APPENDIX A
Table 1A
Riprap Gradation Using FWS Method

Section 000

% Finer by Weight
(Lbs.)

Minimum Size
(Lbs.)

Maximum Size
(Lbs.)

D100

1.33 X D75

2.0 X D75

D75

1.0 X D75

1.67 X D75

D50

0.67 X D75

1.17 X D75
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D25

0.33 X D75

0.77 X D75

D0

None

0.33 X D75
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IDAPA 37 – IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
37.01.01 – RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
AND IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD
DOCKET NO. 37-0101-2101 (NEW CHAPTER)
NOTICE OF RULEMAKING – ADOPTION OF PENDING FEE RULE
LINK: LSO Rules Analysis Memo and Cost/Benefit Analysis (CBA)

EFFECTIVE DATE: This rule has been adopted by the agency and is now pending review by the 2022 Idaho State
Legislature for final approval. Pursuant to Section 67-5224(5)(c), Idaho Code, this pending rule will not become final
and effective until it has been approved by concurrent resolution of the legislature because of the fee being imposed
or increased through this rulemaking. The pending fee rule becomes final and effective upon adoption of the
concurrent resolution or upon the date specified in the concurrent resolution unless the rule is rejected.
AUTHORITY: In compliance with Section 67-5224, Idaho Code, notice is hereby given that this agency has adopted
a pending fee rule. The action is authorized pursuant to Sections 42-1701A(1), 42-1734(19), 42-1805(8), and 675206(5), Idaho Code.
DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY: The following is a concise explanatory statement of the reasons for adopting the
pending fee rule and a statement of any change between the text of the proposed rule and the text of the pending fee
rule with an explanation of the reasons for the change:
This chapter sets forth procedural requirements for contested case proceedings before the Idaho Department of
Water Resources and Idaho Water Resource Board. Allowance for electronic filing with the agencies was
inadvertently left out of the proposed rule text of Rule 53.04. As a result, the rule was amended to include parameters
for both electronic service between parties and electronic filing with the agencies. The change represents the general
intent and shift to electronic filing expressed throughout the pending procedural rules.
The text of the pending fee rule has been amended in accordance with Section 67-5227, Idaho Code. Only those
sections that have changes that differ from the proposed text are printed in this bulletin. The complete text of the
proposed rule was published in the October 6, 2021, Idaho Administrative Bulletin, Vol. 21-10, pages 86-105.
FEE SUMMARY: The following is a specific description of the fee or charge imposed or increased:
Fees relevant to the pending rule are set forth at Idaho Code § 42-221. This rulemaking does not impose new fees
or increase any already-established statutory fees.
FISCAL IMPACT: The following is a specific description, if applicable, of any negative fiscal impact on the state
general fund greater than ten thousand dollars ($10,000) during the fiscal year: N/A
ASSISTANCE ON TECHNICAL QUESTIONS: For assistance on technical questions concerning this pending fee
rule, contact Mathew Weaver at mathew.weaver@idwr.idaho.gov, (208) 287-4800.
DATED this 4th day of November, 2021.

Gary Spackman, Director
Idaho Department of Water Resources
322 E. Front Street
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720
Phone: (208) 287-4800
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THE FOLLOWING NOTICE PUBLISHED WITH THE PROPOSED RULE

AUTHORITY: In compliance with Section 67-5221(1), Idaho Code, notice is hereby given that this agency has
initiated proposed rulemaking. This action is authorized by Sections 42-1701A(1), 42-1734(19), 42-1805(8), and 675206(5), Idaho Code.
PUBLIC HEARING SCHEDULE: Public hearing(s) concerning this rulemaking will be scheduled if requested in
writing by twenty-five (25) persons, a political subdivision, or an agency, not later than October 20, 2021.
The hearing site(s) will be accessible to persons with disabilities. Requests for accommodation must be made not
later than five (5) days prior to the hearing, to the agency address below.
DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY: The following is a non-technical explanation of the substance and purpose of the
proposed rule:
The Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) and the Idaho Water Resource Board (IWRB) (the
“Agencies”) initiated this rulemaking in compliance with Executive Order No. 2020-01, Zero-Based Regulation
(ZBR) (EO 2020-01), issued by Governor Little on January 16, 2020. Pursuant to EO 2020-01, each rule chapter
effective on June 30, 2020, must be reviewed by the promulgating agency over a five year period. This review is
being conducted according to a schedule established by the Division of Financial Management, Office of the
Governor (DFM), posted at https://adminrules.idaho.gov/forms_menu.html. This rule chapter was scheduled for
review in 2021.
With this Notice, the Agencies propose a new chapter of procedural rules. The new chapter is approximately
30% shorter than the existing chapter of procedural rules as a result of both internal agency analysis and external
stakeholder negotiation, commentary, and editing. This reduction comes through a combination of: (a) removal of
obsolete provisions (such as outdated references and processes for electronic signature); (b) the removal of Idaho
Administrative Procedures Act provisions inapplicable to contested cases before the Agencies; and (c) a complete
overhaul of the contested case process (including the condensing and use of plain language to describe intra-agency
appeals, filing and service, and informal versus formal proceedings). Definitions previously spread throughout the
rule chapter have been clarified and centralized in the definitional section. Distinctions between agency head,
presiding officers, and hearing officers have been delineated and clarified. Updates have also been made to comply
with the Agencies' understanding of current Idaho law (including clarification of party representation and
administrative exhaustion). The following processes have also been more clearly defined and described: petitions for
reconsideration, exceptions to final orders, contents of motions and pleadings, intervention versus protestation, and
ex parte communications. The Agencies also propose to rename the rule chapter the “Rules of Procedure of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources and Idaho Water Resource Board” to clarify that the chapter applies to both
Agencies. The new proposed rule also recognizes electronic filing and service in many instances (both by email and
through IDWR’s website).
Pursuant to the ZBR process, this Notice represents the promulgation of a new rule chapter. As a result, the
proposed rule does not contain strike-out/underline text in legislative format. The old rule has been repealed and
replaced in its entirety. However, the development of the proposed rule text through two publicly-released
preliminary rule draft iterations may be viewed at: https://idwr.idaho.gov/legal-actions/rules/procedure-rules.html. At
the same website, the Agencies also developed and provided two exhaustive response documents, which provide the
Agencies’ responses to each substantive comment received through the negotiated rulemaking process.
Citizens of the state of Idaho, the Idaho Water Bar and other attorneys and judges, water users, governmental
agencies, and environmental groups may be interested in commenting on the proposed rule text. After consideration
of public comments received in response to this Proposed Rule, the Agencies will present the final rule text to the
Idaho Legislature in December of 2021.
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FEE SUMMARY: The following is a specific description of the fee or charge imposed or increased:
Fees relevant to the proposed rule are set forth at Section 42-221, Idaho Code. This rulemaking does not impose
new fees or increase any already-established statutory fees.
FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT: The following is a specific description, if applicable, of any negative fiscal
impact on the state general fund greater than ten thousand dollars ($10,000) during the fiscal year: NA
NEGOTIATED RULEMAKING: Pursuant to Section 67-5220(1), Idaho Code, negotiated rulemaking was
conducted. The Notice of Intent to Promulgate Rules – Negotiated Rulemaking was published in the April 7, 2021,
Idaho Administrative Bulletin, Vol. 21-4, pages 51-52.
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE: Pursuant to Section 67-5229(2)(a), Idaho Code, the following is a brief
synopsis of why the incorporation by reference is necessary: NA
ASSISTANCE ON TECHNICAL QUESTIONS, SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN COMMENTS: For assistance
on questions concerning this proposed rulemaking, contact Mathew Weaver at mathew.weaver@idwr.idaho.gov,
(208) 287-4800.
Anyone can submit written comments by mail, fax or e-mail at the address below regarding this proposed rule.
The Department will consider all written comments received by the undersigned on or before October 27, 2021.
Dated this 30th day of August, 2021.

Substantive changes have been made to the pending rule.
Italicized red text indicates changes between the text of the proposed rule as adopted in the pending rule.

THE FOLLOWING IS THE TEXT OF PENDING FEE DOCKET NO. 37-0101-2101

37.01.01 – RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES AND
THE WATER RESOURCE BOARD

000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
This chapter is adopted under the legal authority of Sections 42-1701A(1), 42-1734(19), 42-1737(c), 42-1805(8), and
67-5206(5), Idaho Code.
(
)
001.
SCOPE.
This chapter contains the rules of procedure that govern contested case proceedings before the Idaho Department of
Water Resources and the Idaho Water Resource Board. These rules do not apply to enforcement actions under Section
42-1701B, Idaho Code.
(
)
002.

DEFINITIONS.

01.
Agency. The Idaho Department of Water Resources or the Idaho Water Resource Board acting
within their respective authority to determine contested cases. The term “agency” may include the Director of the
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Department, members of the Board, employees of the Department or Board, and any duly appointed hearing officers.
(
)
02.

Agency Action. Agency action means:

(

)

a.

The whole or part of an order;

(

)

b.

The failure to issue an order; or

(

)

c.

An agency’s performance of, or failure to perform, any duty placed on it by law.

(

)

03.

Agency Head. The Board or Director of the Department.

(

)

04.

Board. The Idaho Water Resource Board.

(

)

05.

Contested Case. A formal or informal proceeding which results in the issuance of an order. (

)

06.

Department. The Idaho Department of Water Resources.

(

)

07.

Director. The director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources.

(

)

08.

Exceptions. A petition asking the agency head to review a recommended or preliminary order.
(

)

09.
Hearing Officer. A hearing officer is a person other than the agency head appointed to preside over
a formal proceeding in a contested case on behalf of the agency. Agency heads are not hearing officers, even if they
are presiding at contested cases. The term “hearing officer” as used in these rules refers only to officers subordinate to
the agency head.
(
)
10.
License. The whole or part of any agency permit, license, approval, or similar form of
authorization required by law, but does not include a license required solely for revenue purposes.
(
)
11.
Order. An agency action of particular applicability that determines the legal rights, duties,
privileges, immunities, or other legal interests of one (1) or more specific persons.
(
)
12.
Party. Each person named or admitted as a party, or properly seeking and entitled as of right to be
admitted as a party, including an applicant, petitioner, respondent, protestant or intervenor.
(
)
13.
Person. Any individual, partnership, corporation, association, governmental subdivision, or public
or private organization or entity of any character.
(
)
14.
Petition. A pleading requesting a modification, amendment or stay of an existing order of the
agency, the clarification, declaration or construction of the law administered by the agency, the clarification,
declaration or construction of a person’s rights or obligations under law administered by the agency, rehearing of a
contested case, or intervention, or to otherwise request the agency take action that will result in the issuance of an
order.
(
)
15.
Presiding Officer. One (1) or more members of the Board, the Director, or duly appointed hearing
officer presiding over a formal proceeding as authorized by statute or rule. When more than one (1) member of the
Board conducts a formal proceeding, they may all jointly be presiding officers or may designate one (1) of them to be
the presiding officer.
(
)
16.

Protest. A pleading opposing or seeking to alter the outcome of an application.

(

)

17.

Response. A pleading responding to a motion or petition.

(

)

003. -- 049.

(RESERVED)
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050.
PROCEEDINGS GOVERNED.
These rules govern contested cases before the Department and the Board, unless otherwise provided by order of the
agency. The Department and the Board through the promulgation of these rules decline to adopt in whole the
contested case portions of the “Idaho Rules of Administrative Procedure of the Attorney General,” IDAPA
04.11.01.100 through 04.11.01.799. However, the majority of the rules adopted here are consistent with the
provisions of the Attorney General Rules. Certain provisions of the Attorney General Rules are not adopted or are
modified to reflect both the statutory authority of and administrative practice before the Department and the Board.
Rulemaking before the Department and the Board is governed by the Attorney General Rules, at IDAPA 04.11.01.05
and 04.11.01.800 through 860.
(
)
051.
LIBERAL CONSTRUCTION.
The rules in this chapter will be liberally construed to ensure just, speedy and economical determination of all issues
presented to the agency. The agency may permit deviation from these rules when it finds that compliance with them is
impracticable, unnecessary or not in the public interest. Unless required by statute, or otherwise provided by these
rules, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the Idaho Rules of Evidence do not apply to contested cases before the
agency.
(
)
052.
IDENTIFICATION OF CASE.
Communications pertaining to a contested case before the agency should include a reference to the case number or
case name.
(
)
053.

FILING AND SERVICE OF DOCUMENTS.
01.

Filing of Documents with the Agency.

(

)

a.
Documents may be filed with the agency by mail or personal delivery to the Department’s main
office or any of the Department’s regional or field offices. See https://idwr.idaho.gov/contact-us.html for address and
contact information. The agency will not accept filings by facsimile. A document sent by mail is considered filed on
the date received by the agency. A document required to be accompanied by a filing fee is not considered filed with
the agency until the fee is received.
(
)
b.
Documents may be filed by email as an alternative to filing by mail or personal delivery, at the
following email address: file@idwr.idaho.gov. For purposes of filing by email, a “day” begins at 12:01 a.m. and ends
at midnight, Mountain Time. Unless otherwise provided by statute, rule, order or notice, a document is considered
filed on the day the email is sent if done so before midnight, Mountain Time, unless that date is a Saturday, Sunday or
legal holiday, in which case it is deemed filed on the next available business day. Documents filed by email shall
include the case number or, if none, other identifying information in the email caption. A document required to be
accompanied by a filing fee is not considered filed with the agency until the fee is received.
(
)
c.
If the Department establishes an online process for filing specific applications or notices, filings
may occur through the specific online data submittal portal.
(
)
02.

Service on Parties and Other Persons.

(

)

a.
All documents filed with the agency must be sent by mail or delivered personally to the
representatives of each party concurrently with filing the original with the agency.
(
)
b.
If authorized by the presiding officer, documents that must be sent by mail or delivered personally
to the representatives of each party may be served by email as an alternative to service by mail or personal service. It
is not necessary to serve copies by mail or personal service if service is completed by email.
(
)
03.

Service of Documents by Agency.

(

)

a.
Any person designated by the agency to serve notices or orders issued by the agency shall serve
these documents by regular mail, or by certified mail, return receipt requested, or by personal service on the
representatives of each party designated pursuant to these rules.
(
)
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b.
If authorized by the presiding officer, the person designated to serve notices and orders in a
contested case may serve those notices and orders by email as an alternative to service by mail or personal service. It
is not necessary to serve copies by mail or personal service if service is completed by email.
(
)
04.
Format for Electronic Filing and Service. Documents filed or served by email must be in
Portable Document Format (PDF) and be text searchable. Each email filing or serving a document cannot be larger
than 15 megabytes in size. Documents exceeding 15 megabytes in size may be divided into multiple documents and
filed or served in multiple emails.
(
)
05.
Proof of Service. Every document filed or served must be accompanied by a proof of service
similar to the following certificate:
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on the ____ day of _____________ 20____, I served or caused to be served the
[insert title of document] to the parties by the following method(s):
[Insert name of party or attorney]
[Insert email address or mailing address]

•
•
•
•

Email
USPS Mail (postage paid)
Certified Mail / Return Receipt Requested
Hand Delivery

[Signature]
_________________________________________
[Insert name of person responsible for service]
(

)

06.
When Service Complete. Unless otherwise provided by statute, these rules, order or notice,
service is complete when a copy, properly addressed and stamped, is deposited in the United States mail or the
Statehouse mail, if the party is a State employee or State agency, or when there is an electronic verification that an
email has been sent.
(
)
054.
COMPUTATION OF TIME.
Whenever statute, these or other rules, order, or notice requires an act to be done within a certain number of days of a
given day, the given day is not included in the count, but the last day of the period so computed is included in the
count. If the day the act must be done is Saturday, Sunday or a legal holiday, the act may be done on the first day
following that is not Saturday, Sunday or a legal holiday.
(
)
055.
FEES.
If submitted by mail or in person, fees paid to the agency may be paid by cash, money order, bank draft or check
payable to the agency. Payments in cash, submitted by mail, are wholly at the risk of the remitter, and the agency
assumes no responsibility for their loss. Fees may also be paid by credit card or other digital methods, if allowed by
the agency. Filings required to be accompanied by a fee are not complete until the fee is paid.
(
)
056. -- 099.

(RESERVED)

100.
INFORMAL AND FORMAL PROCEEDINGS.
Contested cases before the agency shall be conducted as informal or formal proceedings.

(

)

01.
Informal Proceedings Defined. Informal proceedings are wholly administrative evaluations and
processes, without a presiding officer and hearing record to be preserved for later agency or judicial review, and with
representation according to Rule 201.01.
(
)
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02.
Formal Proceedings Defined. Formal proceedings are quasi-judicial proceedings conducted by a
presiding officer, with a hearing record to be preserved for later agency or judicial review, and with representation
according to Rule 201.02.
(
)
03.
Order of Proceedings. Unless otherwise directed by the agency, informal proceedings will be used
first in an effort to resolve the issues presented in a contested case. If, after the agency has commenced a formal
proceeding, the parties to a contested case settle or resolve the issues of the case, the case may return to an informal
proceeding. The agency may also utilize informal proceedings, such as settlement conferences, any time after
commencement of a formal proceeding.
(
)
101.

INFORMAL PROCEEDINGS.

01.
Initial Processing. Informal proceedings include correspondence and the exchange of information
between the agency and an applicant or petitioner during the agency’s review of an application or petition. If a protest
is filed opposing an application, or a response is filed to a petition, the agency will issue a Notice of Informal
Settlement Conference. The agency may also issue a Notice of Informal Settlement Conference in un-protested oneparty contested cases, where a party has requested a hearing before the agency.
(
)
02.
Informal Settlement Conference. All parties to a contested case or their representatives must
attend the informal settlement conference. The informal settlement conference may be conducted by an agency
employee. Informal settlement conferences are used to discuss applications or pleadings, explore settlement options,
discuss the commencement and scheduling of formal proceedings, discuss additional informational needs, and
evaluate the need for additional informal proceedings or alternative dispute resolution options such as mediation. The
agency may conduct additional informal proceedings, which all parties or their representatives must attend, to assess
the potential for settlement or resolution of all or a portion of the issues in a contested case.
(
)
03.
Stay of Informal Proceedings. During informal proceedings the agency may stay the contested
case at the request of the applicant or petitioner, upon stipulation of the parties, when the agency determines that such
delay will assist the agency in resolving or deciding the contested case, or when an agency moratorium prevents
consideration of the application or petition.
(
)
102.
FORMAL PROCEEDINGS.
When the agency determines that informal proceedings are unlikely to resolve a contested case, the agency will
initiate formal proceedings by issuing a Notice of Prehearing Conference and identifying a presiding officer.
Representation of parties and other persons in formal proceedings is governed by Rule 201.02.
(
)
103. -- 149.

(RESERVED)

150.
PARTIES TO CONTESTED CASES LISTED.
Parties to contested cases before the agency are called applicants, petitioners, respondents, protestants, or intervenors.
On reconsideration or exceptions within the agency parties are called by their original titles from the previous
sentence.
(
)
151.
APPLICANTS.
Persons who seek any right, license, award or authority from the agency.

(

)

152.
PETITIONERS.
Persons not applicants who seek to modify, amend or stay existing orders of the agency, to clarify or have the agency
declare or construe the law administered by the agency or a person’s rights or obligations under law administered by
the agency, to ask the agency to initiate or rehear a contested case (other than an application), to intervene in a
contested case, or to otherwise take action that will result in the issuance of an order.
(
)
153.
RESPONDENTS.
Persons who file responses to a petition.
154.

(

)

PROTESTANTS.
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Persons who oppose or seek to alter an application and who have a statutory right to contest or seek to alter the right,
license, or authority sought by an applicant.
(
)
155.
INTERVENORS.
Persons, not applicants, petitioners, respondents, or protestants to a proceeding, who are permitted to participate as
parties pursuant to Rules 350 through 354.
(
)
156.
RIGHTS OF PARTIES AND OF AGENCY STAFF.
Subject to Rules 558, 559, and 600, all parties and agency staff may appear at hearing or argument, introduce
evidence, examine witnesses, make and argue motions, state positions, and otherwise fully participate in a contested
case before the agency.
(
)
157. -- 199.

(RESERVED)

200.
IDENTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVES AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE.
The initial pleading of a party (be it application, petition, protest, or motion) must identify the party’s representative,
if any, and state the mailing address and email address, if any, to be used for service of all documents. If a
representative is identified, service of documents on the named representative is considered valid service upon the
party. If an initial pleading is signed by more than one (1) person without identifying a representative for service of
documents, the agency may select the person upon whom documents are to be served. A party is responsible for
updating the agency with changes to its contact information for service of documents.
(
)
201.

REPRESENTATION OF PARTIES.

01.
Representation at Informal Proceedings. Appearances and representation of parties or other
persons at an informal proceeding described in Rule 100 and Rule 101 must be as follows:
(
)
a.
Natural Person. A natural person may represent himself or herself or be represented by an
authorized employee, attorney, or family member, or by a next friend if the person lacks full legal capacity to act for
himself or herself.
(
)
b.

A partnership may be represented by a partner, authorized employee, or attorney.

(

)

c.

A corporation may be represented by an officer, authorized employee, or attorney.

(

)

d.
A municipal corporation, local government agency, unincorporated association or nonprofit
organization may be represented by an official, officer, authorized employee, or attorney.
(
)
e.
A state, federal or tribal governmental entity or agency may be represented by an officer,
authorized employee, or attorney.
(
)
02.
Appearances and Representation at Formal Proceedings. Appearances and representation of
parties or other persons at a formal proceeding described in Rule 100 and Rule 102 must be as follows:
(
)
a.

A party who is a natural person may represent himself or herself or be represented by an attorney.
(
)

b.

A federal or tribal governmental entity or agency may be represented as provided by law.

(

)

c.
All other parties shall appear and be represented by an attorney admitted to practice and in good
standing in the state of Idaho.
(
)
d.
argue motions.

Only parties or their representatives at hearing are entitled to examine witnesses and file, make or
(
)

202.
SERVICE ON PARTIES AND THEIR REPRESENTATIVES.
From the time a party files its initial pleading in a contested case, that party must serve all documents filed with the
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agency upon all other parties or their designated representatives unless otherwise directed by order or notice or by the
presiding officer on the record. The presiding officer may order parties to serve past documents filed in the case upon
parties or their representatives.
(
)
203.
WITHDRAWAL OF PARTIES.
Any party may withdraw from a contested case in writing or by confirming the withdrawal on the record at a
conference or hearing.
(
)
204.
SUBSTITUTION OR WITHDRAWAL OF REPRESENTATIVE.
A party’s representative may be changed by notice to the agency and all other parties. A presiding officer, if assigned,
may reject the substitution of representative if the substitution would result in an unreasonable delay of the
proceeding. Persons representing a party in a contested case before the agency who wish to withdraw their
representation must immediately file with the agency a notice of withdrawal of representation and serve that notice on
the party represented, and all other parties.
(
)
205.
STANDARDS OF CONDUCT.
All persons participating in or attending a contested case proceeding before the agency must conduct themselves in an
ethical, courteous, and respectful manner during all phases of the proceeding. The presiding officer may exclude a
person from a proceeding who in manner or appearance is disruptive or disrespectful. Disruptive conduct or
appearance that is serious in nature may be cause for dismissal of the disrupting party from the proceeding. (
)
206. -- 209.

(RESERVED)

210.
PLEADINGS ALLOWED IN CONTESTED CASES.
In contested cases, the agency allows the following pleadings to be filed: applications, petitions, protests, and
responses.
(
)
211. -- 219.
220.

(RESERVED)

MOTIONS.
01.

Motion - Defined. A “motion” is a request to the agency to take an action in a contested case.
(

)

02.

Procedure on Written Motions.

)

(

a.
A written motion, affidavit(s) supporting the motion, and briefs supporting the motion, if any, must
be filed with the agency and served on the parties.
(
)
b.
Briefs or affidavits responding to the motion, if any, must be filed with the agency and served on
the parties within fourteen (14) days of the filing of a motion.
(
)
c.
The moving party may file a reply brief, which must be filed with the agency and served on the
parties within 7 days of the filing of the responsive affidavits or briefs.
(
)
d.

The moving party must indicate on the face of the motion whether oral argument is desired. (

)

e.
If oral argument has been requested on any motion, the presiding officer may grant or deny oral
argument by written or oral notice. The presiding officer may limit oral argument at any time.
(
)
shown.

f.

Modifications to the time limits in this rule may be granted by the presiding officer for good cause
(
)

03.
Motions for Summary Judgment. Motions for summary judgment may be filed in any contested
case. Rule 56(a), (c), (d), (e), and (f) of the Idaho Rules of Procedure, apply to such motions before the agency.
(
)
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(RESERVED)

FORM AND CONTENT OF PLEADINGS AND WRITTEN MOTIONS.

01.
Form. Pleadings should be filed on standard forms created by the agency, if available. Pleadings
and written motions not filed on standard forms should include a caption identifying the case at the top of the first
page and shall:
(
)
a.
(1) side only;
b.
c.
document; and

Be submitted on white, eight and one-half inch (8 1/2”) by eleven inch (11”) paper printed on one
(
)
Identify the case name, case number (if applicable), and title of the document;

(

)

Include the mailing address, telephone number, and email address of the person(s) filing the
(
)

d.

Have at least one inch (1”) margins on the sides, top, and bottom.

(

)

02.

Content of Pleadings and Written Motions. A pleading or written motion shall fully state: (

)

a.

The facts upon which it is based;

(

)

b.

The provision of statute, rule, order, or other controlling law upon which it is based; and

(

)

c.
The relief sought, including any proposed limitation (or the denial) of any right, license, or permit
sought in an application.
(
)
d.

Petitions for declaratory orders shall state the declaratory ruling that the petitioner seeks.

(

)

301.
NOTICE OF PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING.
The agency may provide notice of a petition for declaratory ruling in a manner designed to call its attention to persons
likely to be interested in the subject matter of the petition.
(
)
302.
DEFECTIVE, INSUFFICIENT OR LATE PLEADINGS.
Defective, insufficient or late pleadings may be returned or dismissed.

(

)

303.
AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS -- WITHDRAWAL OF PLEADINGS.
The agency may allow amendments to pleadings during informal proceedings. The presiding officer may allow
amendments to pleadings during formal proceedings. Pleadings will be liberally construed, and defects that do not
affect substantial rights of the parties will be disregarded. A party desiring to withdraw a pleading must file a notice
of withdrawal of the pleading and serve all parties with a copy. Unless otherwise ordered by the presiding officer, the
notice is effective seven (7) days after filing.
(
)
304. -- 349.

(RESERVED)

350.
PETITIONS TO INTERVENE.
A person who is not already a party to a contested case and who has a direct and substantial interest in the proceeding
may petition for an order granting intervention as a party to the contested case.
(
)
351.
FORM AND CONTENTS OF PETITIONS TO INTERVENE.
Petitions to intervene must comply with Rules 52, 200, and 300. The petition must set forth the name and address of
the potential intervenor and must state the direct and substantial interest of the potential intervenor in the proceeding.
(
)
352.
TIMELY FILING OF PETITIONS TO INTERVENE.
Petitions to intervene must be filed at least fourteen (14) days before the date set for formal hearing, or by the date of
the initial prehearing conference, whichever is earlier, unless a different time is provided by order or notice. Petitions
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filed after this deadline are considered late and must state a good cause for delay.
353.

(

)

DECIDING PETITIONS TO INTERVENE.

01.
Timely-Filed Petitions. If a timely-filed petition to intervene shows direct and substantial interest
in any part of the subject matter of a contested case and does not unduly broaden the issues, the agency shall grant
intervention, subject to reasonable conditions, unless the applicant’s interest is adequately represented by existing
parties.
(
)
02.
Late Petitions. The agency may grant late petitions to intervene for good cause shown or may deny
or conditionally grant petitions to intervene that are late for failure to state good cause for the late filing, to prevent
disruption, to prevent prejudice to existing parties, to prevent undue broadening of the issues, or for other reasons.
(
)
03.
Order and Notices Issued Prior to Intervention. Intervenors are bound by orders and notices
entered in the contested case prior to the approval of the petition to intervene.
(
)
354.
ORDERS GRANTING INTERVENTION -- OPPOSITION.
Any party opposing a petition to intervene must file an objection within (7) days of the date the petition is filed.
Responses to the objection must be filed within seven (7) days of the service date of the objection. The objection and
responses to the proposed intervention must be served on all parties of record and on the person petitioning to
intervene.
(
)
355.
PUBLIC WITNESSES.
A person who is not a party and is not called by a party as a witness who desires to testify at hearing is a public
witness. Public witnesses do not have the right to examine witnesses or otherwise participate in the proceedings as
parties. Subject to Rules 555 and 557, public witnesses have a right to introduce evidence at hearing by written or oral
statements and to offer exhibits at hearing. Public witnesses are bound by scheduling orders issued in a contested case
regarding disclosure of expert reports and exhibits prior to the hearing. A person intending to present public witness
testimony shall notify the agency in writing at least five (5) days prior to the hearing and include the name and
address of the witness and the general nature or subject matter of the testimony to be given. If the notice is not given,
the public witness testimony will only be allowed at the discretion of the presiding officer upon a finding of good
cause. Public witnesses are subject to cross-examination and exhibits offered by public witnesses are subject to
objection. Public witnesses have no right to seek reconsideration, file exceptions, or appeal.
(
)
356. -- 409.

(RESERVED)

410.
APPOINTMENT OF HEARING OFFICERS.
Unless otherwise provided by statute or rule, hearing officers may be employees of the agency or independent
contractors. Hearing officers may be (but need not be) attorneys. Hearing officers who are not attorneys should
ordinarily be persons with technical expertise or experience in issues before the agency. The appointment of a hearing
officer is a public record available for inspection, examination and copying.
(
)
411.
DISQUALIFICATION OF OFFICERS HEARING CONTESTED CASES.
Presiding officers may be disqualified as provided in Section 67-5252, Idaho Code.

(

)

412.
SCOPE OF AUTHORITY OF HEARING OFFICERS.
The scope of hearing officers’ authority may be restricted in the appointment by the agency.

(

)

01.
authority to:
a.

Scope of Authority. Unless specified in an order from the agency, hearing officers have the
(
)
Decide petitions to intervene and motions;

(

)

b.
Schedule cases assigned to the hearing officer, including authority to issue notices of default, of
prehearing conference and of hearing;
(
)
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c.
Schedule and compel discovery, when discovery is authorized before the agency, and to require
advance filing of expert testimony, when authorized before the agency;
(
)
d.

Consider stipulations and settlements;

(

)

e.
Preside at and conduct conferences and hearings, accept evidence into the record, rule upon
objections to evidence, rule on dispositive motions, and otherwise oversee the orderly presentation of evidence at
hearing in accordance with these Rules; and
(
)
f.
Issue a written decision for a contested case, including a narrative of the proceedings, findings of
fact, conclusions of law, and a recommended or preliminary order.
(
)
02.
Limitation. The hearing officer’s scope of authority may be limited from the standard scope, either
in general, or for a specific proceeding.
(
)
413.
CHALLENGES TO STATUTES.
A hearing officer in a contested case has no authority to declare a statute unconstitutional. However, when a court of
competent jurisdiction whose decisions are binding precedent in the state of Idaho has declared a statute
unconstitutional, or when a federal authority has preempted a state statute or rule, and the hearing officer finds that
the same state statute or rule or a substantively identical state statute or rule that would otherwise apply has been
challenged in the proceeding before the hearing officer, then the hearing officer shall apply the precedent of the court
or the preemptive action of the federal authority to the proceeding before the hearing officer and decide the
proceeding before the hearing officer in accordance with the precedent of the court or the preemptive action of the
federal authority.
(
)
414.
EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS.
Unless required for the disposition of a matter specifically authorized by statute to be done ex parte, a presiding
officer serving in a contested case shall not communicate, directly or indirectly, regarding any substantive issue in the
contested case with any party, except upon notice and opportunity for all parties to participate in the communication.
The presiding officer may communicate ex parte with a party concerning procedural matters (e.g., scheduling).
Communications with a presiding officer regarding non-substantive issues from members of the general public not
associated with any party are not required to be reported by this rule. A party to a contested case before the agency
shall not communicate directly or indirectly with the presiding officer or the agency head regarding any substantive
issue in the contested case. When a presiding officer becomes aware of a communication regarding any substantive
issue from a party or representative of a party or a member of the general public during a contested case, the presiding
officer shall place a copy or written summary of the communication in the file for the case and order the party
providing the communication to serve a copy of the communication or written summary upon all parties of record.
Repeated violations of this rule are cause for the presiding officer to dismiss an action or to dismiss a party from a
contested case. Written communications from a party showing service upon all other parties are not ex parte
communications.
(
)
415. -- 509.

(RESERVED)

510.
PURPOSES OF PREHEARING CONFERENCE.
To initiate formal proceedings in a contested case pursuant to Rule 102, the agency will issue a Notice of Prehearing
Conference, identifying the presiding officer for the case and setting the date and time for prehearing conference. The
prehearing conference shall be convened for purposes of formulating or simplifying the issues, obtaining concessions
of fact or identification of documents to avoid unnecessary proof, scheduling discovery (when discovery is allowed),
arranging for the exchange of proposed exhibits or prepared testimony, limiting witnesses, discussing settlement
offers or making settlement offers, scheduling hearings, establishing procedure at hearings, and addressing other
matters that may expedite orderly conduct and disposition of the proceeding or its settlement.
(
)
511.
ADDITIONAL CONFERENCES.
The presiding officer may, following the initial prehearing conference, convene additional conferences. Additional
conferences will address the topics identified in Rule 510, unless the topics are further defined in the notice of such
conference.
(
)
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512.
NOTICE OF CONFERENCE.
Notice of the place, date and hour of a conference will be served on all parties at least fourteen (14) days before the
time set for the conference, unless the presiding officer finds it necessary or appropriate for the notice period to be
shortened. Notices must contain the same information as notices of hearing with regard to an agency’s obligations
under the American with Disabilities Act.
(
)
513.
RECORD OF CONFERENCE.
Prehearing conferences or status conferences may be held on the record or off the record. Agreements entered into by
the parties during a conference may be put on the record during the conference or may be reduced to writing and filed
with the agency after the conference.
(
)
514.
ORDERS RESULTING FROM CONFERENCE.
The presiding officer may issue a prehearing order or notice based upon the results of the agreements reached at or
rulings made at a conference. A prehearing order will control the course of subsequent proceedings unless modified
by the presiding officer for good cause.
(
)
515.
FACTS DISCLOSED NOT PART OF THE RECORD.
Facts disclosed, settlement offers made and all other aspects of negotiation (except agreements reached) in
conferences in a contested case are not part of the record unless ordered by the presiding officer upon a stipulation by
all parties to a contested case.
(
)
516. -- 519.
520.

(RESERVED)

DISCOVERY IN CONTESTED CASES.

01.
Kinds of Discovery. The following kinds of discovery may be authorized by presiding officers in
contested cases before the agency:
(
)
a.

Deposition through oral examination or written questions;

(

)

b.

Written interrogatories;

(

)

c.

Requests for Admission;

(

)

d.

Requests for production of documents, electronically stored information or tangible things; and
(

)

e.

Entry upon land or other property for inspection or other purposes;

)

(

02.
Rules of Civil Procedure. Unless otherwise provided by statute, rule, order or notice, the scope of
discovery is governed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure (see Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26).
(
)
521.
WHEN DISCOVERY AUTHORIZED.
No party in a contested case before the agency is entitled to engage in discovery unless the presiding officer issues an
order authorizing discovery, or upon agreement of all parties that discovery may be conducted. The presiding officer
may provide a schedule for discovery in an order authorizing discovery, but the order authorizing and scheduling
discovery need not conform to the timetables of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The order authorizing discovery
may provide that voluminous records need not be served in a discovery response so long as the records are made
available for inspection and copying under reasonable terms. A party, upon reasonable notice to other parties and all
persons affected thereby, may seek an order compelling discovery in a manner consistent with the provisions of Rule
37(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The presiding officer may limit the type and scope of discovery. (
)
522.
RIGHTS TO DISCOVERY RECIPROCAL.
All parties to a proceeding have a right of discovery of all other parties to a proceeding according to Rule 521 and to
the authorizing statutes and rules.
(
)
523.

SUBPOENAS.
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The presiding officer may issue subpoenas upon a party’s motion or upon its own initiative. The presiding officer
upon motion to quash made promptly, and in any event, before the time to comply with the subpoena, may quash the
subpoena, or condition denial of the motion to quash upon reasonable terms.
(
)
524.
STATUTORY INSPECTION, EXAMINATION, INVESTIGATION, ETC.
This rule recognizes, but does not enlarge or restrict, the agency’s statutory right of inspection, examination, or
investigation. This statutory right of the agency is independent of any right of discovery in formal proceedings and
may be exercised by the agency whether or not a person is party to a formal proceeding before the agency.
Information obtained from statutory inspection, examination, or investigation may be used in formal proceedings or
for any other purpose, except as restricted by statute or rule.
(
)
525.
FILING AND SERVICE OF DISCOVERY-RELATED DOCUMENTS.
Parties shall send the presiding officer copies of any notices of deposition or certificates of service stating that
discovery requests or responses have been served. Parties shall serve discovery requests and responses on all other
parties. Parties shall not serve the presiding officer copies of discovery responses unless it is part of a motion to
compel discovery. A motion to compel discovery must be filed within twenty-one (21) days from the day a discovery
response was due or twenty-one (21) days from the day a deficient response was served on the moving party. (
)
526.
PREPARED TESTIMONY AND REPORTS.
Presiding officers may require parties to exchange prepared testimony, expert witness reports or rebuttal reports, prior
to the hearing.
(
)
527.
SANCTIONS FOR FAILURE TO OBEY ORDER COMPELLING DISCOVERY.
The presiding officer may impose all sanctions recognized by statute or rules for failure to comply with an order
compelling discovery, including but not limited to the sanctions listed in paragraphs (A), (B), and (C) of Rule
37(b)(2) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
(
)
528.
PROTECTIVE ORDERS.
As authorized by statute or rule, the presiding officer may issue protective orders limiting access to information
generated during settlement negotiations, discovery, or hearing.
(
)
529. -- 549.

(RESERVED)

550.
NOTICE OF HEARING.
Notice of the place, date and hour of hearing will be served on all parties at least fourteen (14) days before the time
set for hearing, unless the presiding officer finds by order that it is necessary or appropriate that the notice period to
be shortened. Notices must comply with the requirements of Rule 551. Notices must list the names of the parties (or
the lead parties if the parties are too numerous to name), the case number or docket number, the names of the
presiding officer(s) who will hear the case, the name, address and telephone number of the person to whom inquiries
about scheduling, hearing facilities, etc., should be directed, and the names of persons with whom the documents,
pleadings, etc., in the case should be filed if the presiding officer is not the person who should receive those
documents. If no document previously issued by the agency has listed the legal authority of the agency to conduct the
hearing, the notice of hearing must do so. The notice of hearing shall state that the hearing will be conducted under
these rules of procedure and inform the parties where they may read or obtain a copy.
(
)
551.
FACILITIES AT OR FOR HEARING AND A.D.A. REQUIREMENTS.
All hearings must be held in facilities meeting the accessibility requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act,
and all notices of hearing must inform the parties that the hearing will be conducted in facilities meeting the
accessibility requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act. All notices of hearing must inform the parties and
other persons notified that if they require assistance of the kind that the agency is required to provide under the
Americans with Disabilities Act in order to participate in or understand the hearing, the agency will supply that
assistance upon request a reasonable number of days before the hearing. The notice of hearing shall explicitly state
the number of days before the hearing that the assistance request must be made.
(
)
552.
METHODS FOR CONDUCTING HEARINGS.
Hearings may be held in person or by telephone, video or other electronic means, as long as each participant in the
hearing has an opportunity to participate in the entire proceeding while it is taking place.
(
)
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553.
CONFERENCE AT HEARING.
In any proceeding the presiding officer may hold a conference with the parties before hearing or during a recess at the
hearing to discuss formulation or simplification of the issues, admissions of fact or identification of documents to
avoid unnecessary proof, exchanges of documents, exhibits or prepared testimony, limitation of witnesses,
establishment of order of procedure, and other matters that may expedite orderly conduct of the hearing. The
presiding officer shall state the results of the conference on the record.
(
)
554.
PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE AT HEARING.
Before taking evidence the presiding officer will call the hearing to order, take appearances of parties, and act upon
any pending motions or petitions. The presiding officer may allow opening statements as necessary or appropriate to
explain a party’s presentation of evidence.
(
)
555.
CONSOLIDATION OF PROCEEDINGS.
The agency may consolidate two (2) or more proceedings for hearing upon finding that they present issues that are
related and that the rights of the parties will not be prejudiced. In consolidated hearings the presiding officer
determines the order of the proceeding.
(
)
556.
STIPULATIONS.
Parties may stipulate among themselves to any fact at issue in a contested case by written statement filed with the
agency or by oral statement at hearing. A stipulation binds all parties agreeing to it only according to its terms. The
presiding officer may regard a stipulation as evidence or may require additional evidence supporting the facts
stipulated. The presiding officer is not required to adopt the facts set forth in a stipulation of the parties, but may do
so. If the presiding officer rejects a stipulation, they will do so before issuing a final order, and will provide an
additional opportunity for the parties to present evidence and arguments on the subject matter of the rejected
stipulation.
(
)
557.
ORDER OF PROCEDURE.
The presiding officer may determine the order of presentation of witnesses and examination of witnesses.

(

)

558.
TESTIMONY UNDER OATH.
All testimony presented in formal hearings will be given under oath. Before testifying each witness must swear or
affirm that the testimony the witness will give before the agency is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth.
(
)
559.
PARTIES AND PERSONS WITH SIMILAR INTERESTS.
If two (2) or more parties or persons have substantially like interests or positions, to expedite the proceeding and
avoid duplication, the presiding officer may limit the number of them who testify, examine witnesses, or make and
argue motions and objections.
(
)
560.
CONTINUANCE OF HEARING.
The presiding officer may continue proceedings for further hearing.

(

)

561.
ORAL ARGUMENT.
The presiding officer may set and hear oral argument on any matter in the contested case on reasonable notice
according to the circumstances.
(
)
562.
BRIEFS -- MEMORANDA -- PROPOSED ORDERS OF THE PARTIES -- STATEMENTS OF
POSITION -- PROPOSED ORDER OF THE PRESIDING OFFICER.
In any contested case, any party may ask to file briefs, memoranda, proposed orders of the parties or statements of
position, and the presiding officer may request briefs, proposed orders of the parties, or statements of position. The
presiding officer may issue a proposed order and ask the parties for comment upon the proposed order.
(
)
563. -- 599.

(RESERVED)

600.
RULES OF EVIDENCE -- EVALUATION OF EVIDENCE.
Evidence should be taken by the agency to assist the parties’ development of a record, not excluded to frustrate that
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development. The presiding officer is not bound by the Idaho Rules of Evidence. No informality in any proceeding or
in the manner of taking testimony invalidates any resulting order. The presiding officer, with or without objection,
may exclude evidence that is irrelevant, unduly repetitious, inadmissible on constitutional or statutory grounds, or on
the basis of any evidentiary privilege provided by statute, rule or recognized in the courts of Idaho. All other evidence
may be admitted if it is of a type commonly relied upon by prudent persons in the conduct of their affairs. The
agency’s experience, technical competence and specialized knowledge may be used in evaluation of evidence.(
)
601.
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE.
Documentary evidence may be received in the form of copies or excerpts. Upon request, parties shall be given an
opportunity to compare the copy with the original if available.
(
)
602.
OFFICIAL NOTICE -- AGENCY STAFF MEMORANDA.
The presiding officer may take official notice of any facts that could be judicially noticed in the courts of Idaho, of
generally recognized technical or scientific data or facts within the agency’s specialized knowledge and records of the
agency. The presiding officer may ask agency staff to prepare reports or memoranda to be used in deciding a
contested case, and all such reports and memoranda shall be officially noticed by the presiding officer. The presiding
officer shall notify the parties of specific facts or material noticed and the source of the material noticed, including
any agency staff memoranda and data. This notice should be provided either before or during the hearing, and must
be provided before the issuance of any order that is based in whole or in part on facts or material officially noticed.
Parties must be given an opportunity to contest and rebut the facts or material officially noticed. When the presiding
officer proposes to take official notice of agency staff memoranda or agency staff reports, responsible staff employees
or agents shall be made available for cross-examination if any party timely requests their availability.
(
)
603.
OBJECTIONS -- OFFERS OF PROOF.
Grounds for objection to the admission or exclusion of evidence must be stated briefly at the time the evidence is
offered. An offer of proof for the record consists of a statement of the substance of the excluded evidence. When a
party objects to the admission of evidence, the presiding officer will rule on the objection.
(
)
604.
EXHIBITS.
The presiding officer may assign exhibit numbers to be used by the parties in preparation of proposed exhibits.
Exhibits prepared for hearing should ordinarily be typed or printed on eight and one-half inch (8 1/2”) by eleven inch
(11”) white paper, except that maps, charts, photographs and non-documentary exhibits may be introduced on the size
or kind of paper customarily used for them. A copy of each documentary exhibit must be furnished to each party
present and to the presiding officer, except for unusually bulky or voluminous exhibits that have previously been
made available for the parties’ inspection. Copies must be of good quality. Exhibits identified at hearing are subject to
appropriate and timely objection before the close of proceedings. Exhibits to which no objection is made are
automatically admitted into evidence without motion of the sponsoring party.
(
)
605. -- 609.

(RESERVED)

610.
CONFIDENTIALITY OF SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS.
Settlement negotiations in a contested case are confidential, unless all participants to the negotiation agree to the
contrary in writing. Facts disclosed, offers made and all other aspects of negotiation (except agreements reached) in
settlement negotiations in a contested case are not part of the record unless ordered by the presiding officer upon a
stipulation by all parties to a contested case. If the parties to a contested case participate in mediation, I.R.E. 507
applies and the mediation privilege is recognized.
(
)
611.
SUGGESTION FOR OR INQUIRY ABOUT SETTLEMENTS.
Through notice or order or on the record at prehearing conference or hearing, the presiding officer may inquire of the
parties in any proceeding whether settlement negotiations are in progress or are contemplated or may invite the
parties to consider settlement of an entire proceeding or certain issues.
(
)
612.
CONSIDERATION OF SETTLEMENTS.
The presiding officer is not bound by settlement agreements and will independently review any proposed settlement.
When a settlement is presented to the presiding officer, the presiding officer will prescribe procedures appropriate to
the nature of the settlement to consider the settlement.
(
)
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(RESERVED)

RECORD FOR DECISION.

01.
Official Record. The agency shall maintain an official record including the items described in
section 67-5249, Idaho Code for each contested case and (unless statute provides otherwise) base its decision in a
contested case on the official record for the case.
(
)
651.
RECORDING OF HEARINGS.
The agency shall make an audio or video recording of all hearings at the agency’s expense. The agency may provide
a transcript of the proceeding at its own expense. Any party may have a transcript prepared at its own expense. If the
transcript prepared at the expense of a party is deemed by the presiding officer to be the official transcript of the
hearing, the party shall furnish the agency a copy of the transcript without charge.
(
)
652. -- 699.

(RESERVED)

700.
NOTICE OF PROPOSED DEFAULT AFTER FAILURE TO APPEAR OR RESPOND.
If a party fails to appear at the time and place set for hearing, prehearing conference, status conference, or informal
settlement conference, or fails to respond to a written information inquiry, the agency may serve upon all parties a
notice of a proposed default against the absent or non-responsive party. The notice of a proposed default order shall
include a statement that the default order is proposed to be issued because of a failure of the subject party to appear at
the time and place set for hearing or prehearing conference, or informal settlement conference or to respond to an
information inquiry. The notice of proposed default order shall be served consistent with Rule 53.
(
)
701.
SEVEN DAYS TO CHALLENGE PROPOSED DEFAULT ORDER.
Within seven (7) days after the service of the notice of proposed default order, the party against whom it was filed
may file a written petition requesting that a default order not be entered. The petition must state the grounds why the
petitioning party believes that default should not be entered.
(
)
702.
ISSUANCE OF DEFAULT ORDER.
The agency shall promptly issue a default order or withdraw the notice of proposed default order after expiration of
the seven (7) day time period to file a petition challenging the proposed default order. If a default order is issued, all
further proceedings necessary to complete the contested case shall be conducted without participation of the party in
default. All issues in the contested case shall be determined, including those affecting the defaulting party.
(
)
703. -- 709.

(RESERVED)

710.
INTERLOCUTORY ORDERS.
Interlocutory orders or intermediate orders are orders that do not decide all previously undecided issues presented in
a proceeding, except the presiding officer may by order decide some of the issues presented in a proceeding and
provide that the decision on those issues is final and subject to review by reconsideration or exceptions filed with the
agency head, or judicial review in district court, but is not final on other issues. Unless an order contains or is
accompanied by a document containing one (1) of the paragraphs set forth in Rules 720, 730 or 740 or a paragraph
substantially similar, the order is interlocutory. The following orders are always interlocutory: orders joining,
consolidating or separating issues, proceedings or parties; orders granting or denying intervention; orders scheduling
prehearing conferences, discovery, hearing, oral arguments or deadlines for written submissions; and orders
authorizing, compelling or refusing to compel discovery. Interlocutory orders may be reviewed by the presiding
officer issuing the order pursuant to Rules 711, 760, and 770.
(
)
711.
REVIEW OF INTERLOCUTORY ORDERS.
Any party or person affected by an interlocutory order may petition the presiding officer to review the interlocutory
order. The presiding officer may rescind, alter or amend any interlocutory order on the presiding officer’s own
motion, but will not on the presiding officer’s own motion review any interlocutory order affecting any party’s
substantive rights without giving all parties notice and an opportunity for written comment.
(
)
712.
CONTENTS OF ORDERS.
The contents of an order shall comply with Section 67-5248, Idaho Code.
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(RESERVED)

RECOMMENDED ORDERS.

01.
Definition. Recommended orders are orders issued by a person other than the agency head that will
become a final order of the agency only after review of the agency head (or the agency head’s designee) pursuant to
Section 67-5244, Idaho Code.
(
)
02.
Contents. Every recommended order must contain or be accompanied by a document containing
the following paragraphs or substantially similar paragraphs:
(
)
a.
agency head.

This is a recommended order of the hearing officer. It will not become final without action of the
(
)

b.
Any party may file a petition for reconsideration of this recommended order with the hearing
officer within fourteen (14) days of the service date of this order. The hearing officer issuing this recommended order
will dispose of any petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the petition will be
considered denied by operation of law. See Section 67-5243(3), Idaho Code.
(
)
c.
Any party may in writing support or file exceptions to any part of this recommended order and file
briefs in support of the party's position with the agency head or designee on any issue in the proceeding within
fourteen (14) days after (a) the service date of this recommended order, (b) the service date of a denial of a petition for
reconsideration from this recommended order, or (c) the failure within twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a
petition for reconsideration from this recommended order.
(
)
d.
If no party files exceptions to the recommended order with the agency head or designee, the agency
head or designee will issue a final order within fifty-six (56) days after:
(
)
i.

The last day a timely petition for reconsideration could have been filed with the hearing officer;
(

)

ii.

The service date of a denial of a petition for reconsideration by the hearing officer; or

)

iii.
hearing officer.

(

The failure within twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a petition for reconsideration by the
(
)

e.
Written briefs in support of or taking exceptions to the recommended order shall be filed with the
agency head (or designee of the agency head). Opposing parties shall have fourteen (14) days to respond. The agency
head or designee may schedule oral argument in the matter before issuing a final order. The agency head or designee
will issue a final order within fifty-six (56) days of receipt of the written briefs or oral argument, whichever is later,
unless waived by the parties or for good cause shown. The agency head or designee may hold additional hearings or
may remand the matter for further evidentiary hearings if further factual development of the record is necessary
before issuing a final order.
(
)
721. -- 729.
730.

(RESERVED)

PRELIMINARY ORDERS.

01.
Definition. Preliminary orders are orders issued by a person other than the agency head that will
become a final order of the agency unless reviewed by the agency head or designee pursuant to Section 67-5245,
Idaho Code.
(
)
02.
Contents. Every preliminary order must contain or be accompanied by a document containing the
following paragraphs or substantially similar paragraphs:
(
)
a.

This is a preliminary order of the agency. It can and will become final without further action of the
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agency unless a party petitions for reconsideration, files exceptions with the agency head, or requests a hearing
pursuant to Section 42-1701A(3), Idaho Code. Filing exceptions to the agency head is not required in order to exhaust
administrative remedies.
(
)
b.
A party may file a petition for reconsideration of this preliminary order with the agency within
fourteen (14) days of the service date of this order. The agency will dispose of the petition for reconsideration within
twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the petition will be considered denied by operation of law. See Section 675243(3), Idaho Code.
(
)
c.
Any party may in writing file exceptions to any part of the preliminary order and file briefs in
support of the party's position on any issue in the proceeding to the agency head (or designee of the agency head)
within fourteen (14) days after:
(
)
i.

The service date of this preliminary order;

(

)

ii.

The service date of the denial of a petition for reconsideration from this preliminary order; or
(

)

iii.
The failure within twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a petition for reconsideration from this
preliminary order.
(
)
d.
If any party files exceptions to this preliminary order, opposing parties shall have fourteen (14)
days to respond to any party's exceptions. Written briefs in support of or taking exceptions to the preliminary order
shall be filed with the agency head or designee. The agency head or designee may review the preliminary order on its
own motion.
(
)
e.
The agency head or designee may schedule oral argument in the matter before issuing a final order.
The agency head or designee will issue a final order within fifty-six (56) days of receipt of the written briefs or oral
argument, whichever is later, unless extended for good cause. The agency head or designee may hold additional
hearings or may remand the matter for further evidentiary hearings if further factual development of the record is
necessary before issuing a final order.
(
)
f.
Pursuant to Section 42-1701A(3), Idaho Code, unless the right to a hearing before the Director or
the Board is otherwise provided by statute, any person aggrieved by any action of the Director, including any
decision, determination, order or other action, including action upon any application for a permit, license, certificate,
approval, registration, or similar form of permission required by law to be issued by the Director, who is aggrieved by
the action of the Director, and who has not previously been afforded an opportunity for a hearing on the matter shall
be entitled to a hearing before the Director to contest the action. The person shall file with the Director, within fifteen
(15) days after receipt of written notice of the action issued by the Director, or receipt of actual notice, a written
petition stating the grounds for contesting the action by the Director and requesting a hearing. A preliminary order
shall not become final if a request for hearing under Section 42-1701A(3), Idaho Code is filed with the Department
within the time prescribed for filing a petition for reconsideration.
(
)
g.
Pursuant to Sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, if this preliminary order becomes final, all
administrative remedies shall be deemed exhausted, and any party aggrieved by the final order or orders previously
issued in this case may file a petition for judicial review of the final order and all previously issued orders in this case
(
)
to district court by filing a petition in the district court of the county in which:
i.

A hearing was held;

(

)

ii.

The final agency action was taken;

(

)

iii.

The party seeking review of the order resides; or

(

)

iv.

The real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency action is located. (

)

h.

A petition for judicial review must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of this preliminary order
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becoming final. See Section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of a petition for judicial review does not stay the
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under review.
(
)
731. -- 739.
740.

(RESERVED)

FINAL ORDERS.

01.
Definition. Final orders are preliminary orders that have become final pursuant to Section 67-5245,
Idaho Code, or orders issued by the agency head pursuant to Section 67-5246, Idaho Code, or emergency orders,
including cease and desist or show cause orders, issued by the agency head pursuant to Section 67-5247, Idaho Code.
(
)
02.
Content. Every final order issued by the agency head must contain or be accompanied by a
document containing the following, or substantially similar, paragraphs:
(
)
a.

This is a final order of the agency.

(

)

b.
Any party may file a petition for reconsideration of this final order within fourteen (14) days of the
service date of this order. The agency will dispose of the petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of
its receipt, or the petition will be considered denied by operation of law. See Section 67-5246(4), Idaho Code. (
)
c.
Pursuant to Section 42-1701A(3), Idaho Code, unless the right to a hearing before the Director or
the Board is otherwise provided by statute, any person aggrieved by any action of the Director, including any
decision, determination, order or other action, including action upon any application for a permit, license, certificate,
approval, registration, or similar form of permission required by law to be issued by the Director, who is aggrieved by
the action of the Director, and who has not previously been afforded an opportunity for a hearing on the matter shall
be entitled to a hearing before the Director to contest the action. The person shall file with the Director, within fifteen
(15) days after receipt of written notice of the action issued by the Director, or receipt of actual notice, a written
petition stating the grounds for contesting the action by the Director and requesting a hearing. This order shall not be
subject to judicial review in district court if a request for hearing under Section 42-1701A(3), Idaho Code is filed with
the Department within the time prescribed for filing a petition for reconsideration.
(
)
d.
Pursuant to Sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by this final order or
orders previously issued in this case shall be deemed to have exhausted all administrative remedies and may file a
petition for judicial review of this final order and all previously issued orders in this case to district court by filing a
petition in the district court of the county in which:
(
)
i.

A hearing was held;

(

)

ii.

The final agency action was taken;

(

)

iii.

The party seeking review of the order resides; or

(

)

iv.

The real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency action is located. (

)

e.
A petition for judicial review must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days (a) of the service date of
this final order, (b) of an order denying petition for reconsideration, or (c) the failure within twenty-one (21) days to
grant or deny a petition for reconsideration, whichever is later. See Section 67-5273, Idaho Code, and Rule 84 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The filing of a petition for judicial review does not stay the effectiveness or
enforcement of the order under review.
(
)
741. -- 749.

(RESERVED)

750.
ORDER NOT DESIGNATED.
If an order does not designate itself as recommended, preliminary or final at its release, but is designated as
recommended, preliminary or final after its release, its effective date for purposes of reconsideration or appeal is the
date of the order of designation. If a party believes that an order not designated as a recommended order, preliminary
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order or final order according to the terms of these rules should be designated as a recommended order, preliminary
order or final order, the party may move to designate the order as recommended, preliminary, or final, as appropriate.
(
)
751. -- 759.

(RESERVED)

760.
MODIFICATION OF ORDER ON PRESIDING OFFICER'S OWN MOTION.
A hearing officer issuing a recommended or preliminary order may modify the recommended or preliminary order on
the hearing officer’s own motion within fourteen (14) days after issuance of the recommended or preliminary order
by withdrawing the recommended or preliminary order or by issuing a substitute recommended or preliminary order.
The agency head may modify or amend a final order of the agency (be it a preliminary order that became final
because no party challenged it or a final order issued by the agency head itself) at any time before notice of appeal to
District Court has been filed or the expiration of the time for appeal to District Court, whichever is earlier, by
withdrawing the earlier final order or by substituting a new final order for it.
(
)
761. -- 769.

(RESERVED)

770.
CLARIFICATION OF ORDERS.
Any party may petition to clarify any order, whether interlocutory, recommended, preliminary or final. Petitions for
clarification from final orders do not suspend or toll the time to petition for reconsideration or appeal the order. A
petition for clarification may be combined with a petition for reconsideration or stated in the alternative as a petition
for clarification and/or reconsideration.
(
)
771. -- 779.

(RESERVED)

780.
STAY OF ORDERS.
Any party may petition the agency to stay any order, whether interlocutory or final. Interlocutory or final orders may
be stayed by the judiciary according to statute. The agency may stay any interlocutory or final order on its own
motion.
(
)
781. -- 789.

(RESERVED)

790.
PERSONS WHO MAY FILE A PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW.
Pursuant to Section 67-5270, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by a final order of an agency in a contested case may
file a petition for judicial review with the district court. Pursuant to Section 67-5271, Idaho Code, a party is not
entitled to judicial review of an agency action in district court until that person has exhausted all administrative
remedies available with the agency, but a preliminary, procedural, or intermediate agency action or ruling is
immediately reviewable in district court if review of the final agency action would not provide an adequate remedy.
(
)
791. -- 999.

(RESERVED)
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IDAPA 37 – IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
37.03.07 – STREAM CHANNEL ALTERATION RULES
DOCKET NO. 37-0307-2101 (NEW CHAPTER)
NOTICE OF RULEMAKING – ADOPTION OF PENDING FEE RULE
LINK: LSO Rules Analysis Memo and Cost/Benefit Analysis (CBA)

EFFECTIVE DATE: This rule has been adopted by the agency and is now pending review by the 2022 Idaho State
Legislature for final approval. Pursuant to Section 67-5224(5)(c), Idaho Code, this pending rule will not become final
and effective until it has been approved by concurrent resolution of the legislature because of the fee being imposed
or increased through this rulemaking. The pending fee rule becomes final and effective upon adoption of the
concurrent resolution or upon the date specified in the concurrent resolution unless the rule is rejected.
AUTHORITY: In compliance with Section 67-5224, Idaho Code, notice is hereby given that this agency has adopted
a pending fee rule. The action is authorized pursuant to Sections 42-1734(19), 42-1805(8), and 42-3803, Idaho Code.
DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY: The following is a concise explanatory statement of the reasons for adopting the
pending fee rule and a statement of any change between the text of the proposed rule and the text of the pending fee
rule with an explanation of the reasons for change:
This chapter sets forth procedures for processing and considering applications for stream channel alterations
under the provisions of Title 42, Chapter 38, Idaho Code.
There are no changes to the pending fee rule, and it is being adopted as originally proposed. The complete
description and text of the proposed rule was published in the September 1, 2021, Idaho Administrative Bulletin, Vol.
21-9, pages 108-132.
FEE SUMMARY: The following is a specific description of the fee or charge imposed or increased:
Idaho Code § 42-3803(a) authorizes the Idaho Water Resource Board to collect “statutory filing fees” in
association with stream channel alteration activities. This rulemaking does not change current application filing fee
amounts.
FISCAL IMPACT: The following is a specific description, if applicable, of any negative fiscal impact on the state
general fund greater than ten thousand dollars ($10,000) during the fiscal year resulting from this rulemaking: N/A
ASSISTANCE ON TECHNICAL QUESTIONS: For assistance on technical questions concerning this pending fee
rule, contact Mathew Weaver at mathew.weaver@idwr.idaho.gov, (208) 287-4800.
DATED this 4th day of November, 2021.

Gary Spackman, Director
Idaho Department of Water Resources
322 E. Front Street
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720
Phone: (208) 287-4800
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THE FOLLOWING NOTICE PUBLISHED WITH THE PROPOSED RULE

AUTHORITY: In compliance with Section 67-5221(1), Idaho Code, notice is hereby given that this agency has
initiated proposed rulemaking procedures. The action is authorized pursuant to Sections 42-1734(19), 42-1805(8),
and 42-3803, Idaho Code.
PUBLIC HEARING SCHEDULE: Public hearing(s) concerning this rulemaking will be scheduled if requested in
writing by twenty-five (25) persons, a political subdivision, or an agency, not later than September 15, 2021.
The hearing site(s) will be accessible to persons with disabilities. Requests for accommodation must be made not
later than five (5) days prior to the hearing, to the agency address below.
DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY: The following is a nontechnical explanation of the substance and purpose of the
proposed rulemaking:
Idaho Code § 42-3803(c) states that “[r]ules, regulations and orders adopted or issued pursuant to this section
may include, but are not limited to, minimum standards to govern projects or activities for which a permit or permits
have been received . . . .” Idaho Code § 42-3803(d) states that “the [Idaho Water Resource] Board may, by regulation,
dispense with procedural requirements for permit application and approval contained in this chapter for projects and
activities which, in all respects, at least meet minimum standards adopted pursuant to this section.”
Existing IDAPA 37.03.07 Rule 61 – Suction Dredges and Non-Powered Sluice Equipment (Rule 61), describes
minimum standards that allow the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) to expedite authorization of select
qualifying suction dredge mining operations in Idaho streams and rivers. Proposed projects meeting the minimum
standards removes the necessity for IDWR to furnish copies of applications to other state and federal agencies and
seek comment from those agencies. IDWR currently expedites authorization of suction dredge operations meeting
minimum standards with the Idaho Recreational Mining Authorization Letter Permit (“Letter Permit”). The Letter
Permit is an immediate authorization with no agency comment process. The Letter Permit is analogous to an Idaho
fishing license; it only requires an applicant to give his or her name, address, the name or names of streams the
applicant plans to dredge, and submission of a fee ($10 for Idaho resident, $30 for non-resident). The applicant’s
signature to the Letter Permit certifies that the applicant agrees to conduct his or her operations in accordance with
Letter Permit conditions and instructions, and the minimum standards set forth in Rule 61.
The Proposed Rule incorporates changes to Rule 61 as a result of negotiated rulemaking conducted as a part of
the Governor’s Executive Order 2020-01 zero-based regulation initiative and in response to concerns raised by
certain small scale suction dredge miners during the 2020 Legislative Session. The Proposed Rule makes certain
changes to the existing expedited minimum standard-based Idaho Recreational Mining Authorization Letter Permit
(“Letter Permit”), replacing it with a similarly functioning Small Scale Mining Permit regime. The majority of
stakeholders expressed support during negotiated rulemaking to maintain an expedited permit process for small scale
dredge mining (and similar) de minimis mining activities with some changes to the current requirements. The
Proposed Rule maintains and clarifies the expedited permitting processes, clarifies current permit exemptions for
select non-powered mining activities, and modifies and updates some of the minimum standards associated with Rule
61 that allow for an expedited permit process. Other areas of the Stream Channel Alteration Rules, such as the
definitional section at IDAPA 37.03.07.010, also needed to be updated as a result of changes made to Rule 61.
FEE SUMMARY: The following is a specific description of the fee or charge imposed or increased:
Idaho Code § 42-3803(a) authorizes the Idaho Water Resource Board to collect “statutory filing fees” in
association with stream channel alteration activities including permitted activities authorized under Rule 61. This
Proposed Rule does not change current application filing fee amounts.
FISCAL IMPACT: The following is a specific description, if applicable, of any negative fiscal impact on the state
general fund greater than ten thousand dollars ($10,000) during the fiscal year resulting from this rulemaking: N/A
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NEGOTIATED RULEMAKING: Pursuant to Section 67-5220(1), Idaho Code, negotiated rulemaking was
conducted. The Notice of Intent to Promulgate Rules – Negotiated Rulemaking was published in the April 7, 2021
Idaho Administrative Bulletin, Vol. 21-4, pages 53-54.
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE: Pursuant to Section 67-5229(2)(a), Idaho Code, the following is a brief
synopsis of why the materials cited are being incorporated by reference into this rule: N/A
ASSISTANCE ON TECHNICAL QUESTIONS, SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN COMMENTS: For assistance
on technical questions concerning the proposed rule, contact Mathew Weaver at (208) 287-4800.
Anyone may submit written comments regarding this proposed rulemaking. All written comments must be
directed to the undersigned and must be delivered on or before September 22, 2021.
DATED this July 30, 2021.

THE FOLLOWING IS THE TEXT OF PENDING FEE DOCKET NO. 37-0307-2101

37.03.07 – STREAM CHANNEL ALTERATION RULES

000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY (RULE 0).
The purpose of these rules and minimum standards is to specify procedures for processing and considering
applications for stream channel alterations under the provisions of Title 42, Chapter 38, Idaho Code.
(
)
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE (RULE 1).
01.

Title. These rules are titled IDAPA 37.03.07, “Stream Channel Alteration Rules.”

(

)

02.
Scope. The minimum standards are intended to enable the Director to process, in a short period of
time, those applications which are of a common type and which do not propose alterations which will be a hazard to
the stream channel and its environment. It is intended that these rules and minimum standards be administered in a
reasonable manner, giving due consideration, to all factors affecting the stream and adjacent property.
(
)
002. -- 009.
010.

(RESERVED)

DEFINITIONS (RULE 10).

01.
Alteration. To obstruct, diminish, destroy, alter, modify, relocate or change the natural existing
shape of the channel or to change the direction of flow of water of any stream channel within or below the mean high
water mark. It includes removal of material from the stream channel and emplacement of material or structures in or
across the stream channel where the material or structure has the potential to affect flow in the channel as determined
by the director.
(
)
02.
Applicant. Any individual, partnership, company, corporation, municipality, county, state or
federal agency, their agent, or other entity proposing to alter a stream channel or actually engaged in constructing a
channel alteration, whether authorized or not.
(
)
03.
Base Food Elevation. The Base Flood (BF) is referred to as the one hundred (100) year flood and
is a measure of flood magnitude based on probability. The BF has a one percent chance of occurring or being
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exceeded in any given year, with the Base Flood Elevation (BFE) being the level of flooding reached during the BF or
the one hundred (100) year flood event.
(
)
04.

Board. The Idaho Water Resource Board.

(

)

05.
Continuously Flowing Water. A sufficient flow of water that could provide for migration and
movement of fish, and excludes those reaches of streams which, in their natural state, normally go dry at the location
of the proposed alteration. IDWR will assume, subject to information to the contrary, that the USGS quadrangle maps
accurately depict whether a stream reach is continuously flowing, at the location of the proposed alteration. Such
exclusion does not apply to minor flood channels that are a part of a stream which is continuously flowing in the
reach where the alteration is located. Also, such exclusion does not apply to streams which may be dry as a result of
upstream diversion or storage of water.
(
)
06.

Department. The Idaho Department of Water Resources.

(

)

07.
Drop Structures, Sills and Barbs. Physical obstructions placed within a stream channel for the
purpose of stabilizing the channel by decreasing stream gradient and velocity and by dissipating stream energy.
(
)
08.

Director. The Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources.

(

)

09.
Human Life Support System. Any artificial or natural system that provides all or some of the
items (such as oxygen, food, water, control of temperature, or disposition of carbon dioxide) necessary for
maintaining human life or health.
(
)
10.
Mean High Water Mark. As defined in Idaho Code, § 42-3802(h), the mean high water mark is
water level corresponding to the “natural or ordinary high water mark” and is the line which the water impresses on
the soil by covering it for sufficient periods of time to deprive the soil of its terrestrial vegetation and destroy its value
for commonly accepted agricultural purposes.
(
)
11.

Non-Powered Equipment. Equipment which is powered only by human strength.

(

)

12.
Plans. Maps, sketches, engineering drawings, photos, work descriptions and specifications
sufficient to describe the extent, nature, and location of the proposed stream channel alteration and the proposed
method of accomplishing the alteration.
(
)
13.
Powered Equipment. Equipment which is powered by means other than human strength such as a
gasoline engine or electric motor.
(
)
14.
Repair. Any work needed or accomplished, to protect, maintain, or restore any water diversion
structure and the associated stream channel upstream and downstream as necessary for the efficient operation of the
water diversion structure.
(
)
15.
Stream Channel. A natural water course of perceptible extent with definite beds and banks which
confines and conducts continuously flowing water. The channel referred to is that which exists at the present time,
regardless of where the channel may have been located at any time in the past. For the purposes of these rules only,
the beds of lakes and reservoir pool areas are not considered to be stream channels.
(
)
011. -- 024.
025.

(RESERVED)

EXEMPTIONS (RULE 25).

01.
Work on Existing or Proposed Reservoir Projects. Permits are not required under the provisions
of Title 42, Chapter 38 for construction work on any existing or proposed reservoir project, including the dam, and
such areas downstream as the Director may determine is reasonably necessary for construction and maintenance of
the dam.
(
)
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02.
Snake and Clearwater Rivers. Permits are not required for work within that portion of the Snake
and Clearwater rivers from the state boundary upstream to the upper boundary of the Port of Lewiston Port District as
it now exists or may exist in the future.
(
)
03.
Cleaning, Maintenance, Construction or Repair Work. No permit is required of a water user or
his agent to clean, maintain, construct, or repair any diversion structure, canal, ditch, or lateral or to remove any
obstruction from a stream channel which is interfering with the delivery of any water under a valid existing water
right or water right permit.
(
)
04.
Removal of Debris. No permit is required for removal of debris from a stream channel provided
that no equipment will be working in the channel and all material removed will be disposed of at some point outside
the channel where it cannot again reenter the channel.
(
)
05.
Mining Operations Using Non-Powered Equipment. No permit is required for mining activities
using non-powered equipment to move one-quarter (1/4) cubic yard per hour or less below the mean high water mark,
except as otherwise described in Rule 61.05.
(
)
026. -- 029.
030.

(RESERVED)

APPLICATIONS (RULE 30).

01.
Alteration of Stream Channels Permit Required. No person shall engage in any activity which
will alter a stream channel without first applying for a permit as provided by § 42-3803, Idaho Code.
(
)
02.
Joint Application Permit Form. The Department of Water Resources, Department of Lands, and
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have developed a joint application for permit form which will suffice for the
required permit application under the Stream Protection Act. An application should be filed at least sixty (60) days
before the applicant proposes to start the construction and shall be upon the joint application form furnished by the
Department. The application shall be accompanied by plans which clearly describe the nature and purpose of the
proposed work.
(
)
03.
Applicant Following Minimum Standards. In those cases where the applicant intends to follow
the minimum standards (Rule 055), detailed plans may be eliminated by referring to the specific minimum standard;
however, drawings necessary to adequately define the extent, purpose, and location of the work may be required.
Plans shall include some reference to water surface elevations and stream boundaries to facilitate review. The
application should show the mean high water mark on the plans; however, any water surface or water line reference
available will be helpful as long as this reference is described. (Examples: present water surface, low water, high
water.)
(
)
04.
Submission of Copies. The applicant shall submit one (1) copy of all necessary plans along with
the application form. When drawings submitted are larger than eight and one half by eleven (8 1/2 x 11), the applicant
shall provide the number of copies specified by the department.
(
)
031. -- 034.
035.

(RESERVED)

APPLICATION REVIEW (RULE 35).

01.
Prior to Issuance of Permit. The following items shall be among those considered by the Director
prior to issuing a permit:
(
)
a.

What is the purpose of doing the work?

(

)

b.

What is the necessity and justification for the proposed alteration?

(

)

c.

Is the proposal a reasonable means of accomplishing the purpose?

(

)

d.

Will the alteration be a permanent solution?

(

)
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e.
Will the alteration pass anticipated water flows without creating harmful flooding or erosion
problems upstream or downstream?
(
)
f.
g.
problems?

What effect will the alteration have on fish habitat?

(

)

Will the materials used or the removal of ground cover create turbidity or other water quality
(
)

h.

Will the alteration interfere with recreational use of the stream?

(

)

i.

Will the alteration detract from the aesthetic beauty of the area?

(

)

j.
What modification or alternative solutions are reasonably possible which would reduce the
disturbance to the stream channel and its environment and/or better accomplish the desired goal of the proposed
alteration?
(
)
k.

Is the alteration to be accomplished in accordance with the adopted minimum standards?

(

)

l.

Are there public safety factors to consider?

(

)

02.
Proposed Alteration Which Does Not Follow Minimum Standards. In those cases where a
proposed alteration does not follow the minimum standards, a copy of the application will be sent for review to those
state agencies requesting notification. The Director shall provide for review by the Department of Lands, copies of
applications on navigable rivers. The Director will provide a copy of any other application requested by the
Department of Lands and may request review by other state agencies regardless of whether or not the proposed
alteration will comply with the minimum standards.
(
)
036. -- 039.
040.

(RESERVED)

APPROVAL (RULE 40).

01.
Conformance to Application. All work shall be done in accordance with the approved
application, subject to any conditions specified by the department.
(
)
02.
Permits Allowed Without Review. A permit may be approved by the Director of the Department
of Water Resources without review by other agencies in situations where the work is of a nature not uncommon to the
particular area and where it is clear that the work will not seriously degrade the stream values except on navigable
rivers which require review by the Department of Lands. All work approved in this manner shall be accomplished in
accordance with the minimum standards.
(
)
03.
Reinstatement of Expired Permit. A permit which has expired may be reinstated by the Director
after review by other agencies as determined by the Director.
(
)
041. -- 044.
045.

(RESERVED)

ENFORCEMENT OF ACT (RULE 45).

01.
Written Orders Issued by Designated Employees of Department. Employees of the Department
designated by the Director may issue written orders directing an applicant to cease and desist, to ensure proper notice
to applicants who are found to be altering a stream without a permit or not in compliance with the conditions of a
permit. Such orders shall be in effect immediately upon issuance and will continue in force until a permit is issued or
until the order is rescinded by the Director.
(
)
02.
Failure to Comply with Stream Protection Act. Failure to comply with any of the provisions of
the Stream Protection Act (Chapter 38, Title 42, Idaho Code), may result in issuance of an Idaho uniform citation and/
or the cancellation of any permit by the Director without further notice and the pursuit in a court of competent
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jurisdiction, such civil or criminal remedies as may be appropriate and provided by law. The Director may allow
reasonable time for an applicant to complete stabilization and restoration work.
(
)
046. -- 049.
050.

(RESERVED)

EMERGENCY WAIVER (RULE 50).

01.
Waiver of Provisions of Stream Protection Act. Section 42-3808, Idaho Code, provides for
waiver of the provisions of the Stream Protection Act in emergency situations where immediate action must be taken
to protect life or property including growing crops. The Director will not consider failure to submit an application for
a stream channel alteration far enough ahead of the desired starting time of the construction work as an emergency
situation.
(
)
02.
Verbal Waivers. A verbal waiver may be granted initially; however, all verbal requests for waivers
shall be followed up by the applicant in writing within fifteen (15) days of any initial authorization to do work. If the
applicant is unable to contact the Director to obtain an emergency waiver, he may proceed with emergency work;
however, he must contact the Director as soon as possible thereafter. Proving that a bonafide emergency did actually
exist will be the responsibility of the applicant.
(
)
03.
Emergency Waiver. Work authorized by an emergency waiver shall be limited to only that which
is necessary to safeguard life or property, including growing crops, during the period of emergency.
(
)
04.
Conformance to Conditions of Waiver. The applicant shall adhere to all conditions set by the
Director as part of a waiver.
(
)
05.
Waivers Granted by Designated Employees. The Director may delegate the authority to grant
waivers to designated employees of the Department. Names and telephone numbers of such employees will be made
available to any interested applicant upon request.
(
)
051. -- 054.

(RESERVED)

055.
MINIMUM STANDARDS (RULE 55).
These standards are intended to cover the ordinary type of stream channel alteration and to prescribe minimum
conditions for approval of such construction. Unless otherwise provided in a permit, these standards shall govern all
stream channel alterations in this state. An applicant should not assume that because an application utilizes methods
set forth in these standards it will automatically be approved. These minimum standards include the following items:
(
)
01.

Construction Procedures.

(

)

02.

Dumped Rock Riprap.

(

)

03.

Drop Structures, Sills and Barbs.

(

)

04.

Culverts and Bridges.

(

)

05.

Removal of Sand and Gravel Deposits.

(

)

06.

Small Scale Mining with Suction Dredges, Powered Sluices, or Non-Powered Equipment.
(

)

07.

Piling.

(

)

08.

Pipe Crossings.

(

)

09.

Concrete Plank Boat Launch Ramps.

(

)
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CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES (RULE 56).

01.
Conformance to Procedures. Construction shall be done in accordance with the following
procedures unless specific approval of other procedures has been given by the Director. When an applicant desires to
proceed in a manner different from the following, such procedures should be described on the application.
(
)
02.
Operation of Construction Equipment. No construction equipment shall be operated below the
existing water surface without specific approval from the Director except as follows: Fording the stream at one (1)
location only will be permitted unless otherwise specified; however, vehicles and equipment will not be permitted to
push or pull material along the streambed below the existing water level. Work below the water which is essential for
preparation of culvert bedding or approved footing installations shall be permitted to the extent that it does not create
unnecessary turbidity or stream channel disturbance. Frequent fording will not be permitted in areas where extensive
turbidity will be created.
(
)
03.
Temporary Structures. Any temporary crossings, bridge supports, cofferdams, or other structures
that will be needed during the period of construction shall be designed to handle high flows that could be anticipated
during the construction period. All structures shall be completely removed from the stream channel at the conclusion
of construction and the area shall be restored to a natural appearance.
(
)
04.
Minimizing Disturbance of Area. Care shall be taken to cause only the minimum necessary
disturbance to the natural appearance of the area. Streambank vegetation shall be protected except where its removal
is absolutely necessary for completion of the work adjacent to the stream channel.
(
)
05.
Disposal of Removed Materials. Any vegetation, debris, or other material removed during
construction shall be disposed of at some location out of the stream channel where it cannot reenter the channel
during high stream flows.
(
)
06.
New Cut of Fill Slopes. All new cut or fill slopes that will not be protected with some form of
riprap shall be seeded with grass and planted with native vegetation to prevent erosion.
(
)
07.
Fill Material. All fill material shall be placed and compacted in horizontal lifts. Areas to be filled
shall be cleared of all vegetation, debris and other materials that would be objectionable in the fill.
(
)
08.
Limitations on Construction Period. The Director may limit the period of construction as needed
to minimize conflicts with fish migration and spawning, recreation use, and other uses.
(
)
057.

DUMPED ROCK RIPRAP (RULE 57).

01.
Placement of Riprap. Riprap shall be placed on a granular bedding material or a compact and
stable embankment.
(
)
02.
Sideslopes of Riprap. Sideslopes of riprap shall not be steeper than 2:1 (2’ horizontal to 1’
vertical) except at ends of culverts and at bridge approaches where a 1 1/2:1 sideslope is standard.
(
)
03.
Minimum Thickness of Riprap. The minimum thickness of the riprap layer shall equal the
dimension of the largest size riprap rock used or be eighteen (18) inches, whichever is greater. When riprap will be
placed below high water level, the thickness of the layer shall be fifty percent (50%) greater than specified below.
(
)
04.
Riprap Protection. Riprap protection must extend at least one (1) foot above the anticipated high
water surface elevation in the stream.
(
)
05.
Rock Used for Riprap. Rock for riprap shall consist of sound, dense, durable, angular rock
fragments, resistant to weathering and free from large quantities of soil, shale, and organic matter. The length of a
rock shall not be more than three (3) times its width or thickness. Rounded cobbles, boulders, and streambed gravels
are not acceptable as dumped riprap.
(
)
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06.
Size and Gradation of Riprap. Riprap size and gradation are commonly determined in terms of
the weight of riprap rock. The average size of riprap rock shall be at least as large as the maximum size rock that the
stream is capable of moving. The maximum size of riprap rock used shall be two (2) to five (5) times larger than the
average size.
(
)
07.
Methods Used for Determining Gradation of Riprap. There are many methods used for
determining the gradation of riprap rock. One of these many acceptable methods is shown in Table 1 below. Another
acceptable method is the Far West States (FWS) method shown in APPENDIX A - Table 1A.
Table 1 – GRADATION OF RIPRAP IN POUNDS
Max. Weight of Stone
required (lbs)

Min. and Max. Range in
weight of Stones (lbs)

Weight Range 75 percent
of Stones (lbs)

150

25 - 150

50 - 150

200

25 - 200

50 - 200

250

25 - 250

50 - 250

400

25 - 400

100 - 400

600

25 - 600

150 - 600

800

25 - 800

200 - 800

1000

50 - 1000

250 - 1000

1300

50 - 1300

325 - 1300

1600

50 - 1600

400 - 1600

2000

75 - 2000

600 - 2000

2700

100 - 2700

800 - 2700

(

)

08.
Use of Filter Material. A blanket of granular filter material or filter fabric shall be placed between
the riprap layer and the bank in all cases where the bank is composed of erodible material that may be washed out
from between the riprap rock. Filter material shall consist of a layer of well-graded gravel and coarse sand at least six
(6) inches thick.
(
)
09.
Toe Protection. Some suitable form of toe protection shall be provided for riprap located on
erodible streambed material.
(
)
a.
Various acceptable methods of providing toe protection are shown in APPENDIX B, Figure 2 at the
end of this chapter.
(
)
b.
In addition to the approved methods of providing toe protection as shown in APPENDIX B, any
other reasonable method will be considered by the Director during review of a proposed project.
(
)
10.
Extension of Riprap Area. Riprap shall extend far enough upstream and downstream to reach
stable areas, unless the riprap is protected against undermining at its ends by the method shown in APPENDIX C,
Figure 3 at the end of this chapter. On extremely long riprap sections, it is recommended that similar cutoff sections
be used at several intermediate points to reduce the hazard that would be created if failure of the riprap occurred at
any one (1) location.
(
)
11.
necessary.

Finished Surface. Placement shall result in a smooth, even finished surface. Compaction is not
(
)
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12.
Placement of Riprap. The full course thickness of the riprap shall be placed in one (1) operation.
Dumping riprap long distances down the bank or pushing it over the top of the bank with a dozer shall be avoided if
possible. Material should be placed with a backhoe, loader, or dragline. Dumping material near its final position on
the slope or dumping rock at the toe and bulldozing it up the slope is a very satisfactory method of placement, if
approval is obtained for the use of equipment in the channel.
(
)
13.

Design Procedure. Design procedure using the Far West States (FWS) method.

(

)

a.

The FWS method uses a single equation to deal with variables for riprap.

(

)

(

)

D75 = 3.5/CK WDS for Channel Banks
where: D75 = Size of the rock at seventy five percent (75%) is finer in gradation, in inches.
W

=

Specific weight of water, usually 62.4 lbs./cu.ft.

D

=

Depth of flow in stream, in feet in flood stage

S

=

Channel slope or gradient, in ft/ft.

C

=

A coefficient relating to curvature in the stream

K

=

A coefficient relating to steepness of bank slopes

b.
The coefficient, C, is based on the ratio of the radius of curvature of the stream, (CR), to the water
surface width, (WSW), so it is necessary for the user to make field determination of these values. The coefficient
varies from 0.6 for a curve ratio of 4 to 6, up to 1.0 for a straight channel. If the computed ratio for a particular project
is less than 4, the designer should consider some modification less than 4.
CR/WSW

C

4-6

0.60

6-9

0.75

9 - 12

0.90

Straight Channel

1.00

(

)

c.
The coefficient, K, ranges from 0.5 for a 1.5:1 sideslope to 0.87 for 3:1 sideslope. No values are
given for steeper or flatter slopes. Slopes steeper than 1.5:1 are not recommended. If slopes flatter than 3:1 are
desired, it would be conservative to use the K-value for 3:1 slopes.
Bankslope

K

1.5:1

0.50

1.75:1

0.63

2.0:1

0.72

2.5:1

0.80

3.0:1

0.87

(
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DROP STRUCTURES, SILLS AND BARBS (RULE 58).

01.
Drop Structures. A drop structure shall be constructed of rocks, boulders and/or logs placed within
a stream channel to act as a low level dam. Placement of a drop structure perpendicular to stream flow will decrease
the stream gradient, dissipate stream energy and decrease stream velocity through an increase in water surface
elevation immediately above the structure. Drop structures shall comply with the following criteria:
(
)
a.
Maximum water surface differential across (upstream water surface elevation minus downstream
water surface elevation) a drop structure shall not exceed two (2) feet. The department shall approve the final
elevation of any structure.
(
)
b.
Rock drop structures shall be constructed of clean, sound, dense, durable, angular rock fragments,
and/or boulders of size and gradation, such that the stream is incapable of moving the material during peak flows.
Rocks shall be keyed into the stream banks to minimize the likelihood of bank erosion, (See APPENDIX D located at
the end of this chapter).
(
)
c.
Log drop structures are acceptable in four (4) designs including the single log dam, the stacked log
dam, the three (3) log dam, and the pyramid log dam. Log ends shall be keyed into both banks at least one-third (1/3)
of the channel width or a distance sufficient to prevent end erosion. To prevent undercutting, the bottom log shall be
imbedded in the stream bed or hardware cloth, cobbles or boulders shall be placed along the upper edge. Minimum
log size for a single log structure shall be determined by on-site conditions and shall be placed to maintain flow over
the entire log to prevent decay. Each log drop structure must be accompanied by downstream scour protection, such
as a rock apron (See APPENDIX E located at the end of this chapter.
(
)
d.
development.

All drop structures shall be constructed to facilitate fish passage and centralized scour pool
(
)

02.
Sills. A sill shall be constructed of the same material and in the same manner as a drop structure.
The top of the sill may not exceed the elevation of the bottom of the channel. The purpose of a sill is to halt the
upstream movement of a headcut, thus precluding the widening or deepening of the existing channel. (See
APPENDIX F located at the end of this chapter).
(
)
03.
Barb or Partial Drop Structure. A barb or partial drop structure shall be constructed in the same
manner and of the same material as a drop structure and placed into the stream channel to act as a low level dam and
grade control structure. The barb will decrease stream gradient, dissipate stream energy and redirect stream flow.
(
)
a.
Barbs shall be constructed of clean, sound, dense, angular rock fragments, of size and gradation
such that the stream is incapable of moving the material during peak flows.
(
)
b.
Barbs shall be constructed with a downstream angle of no less than one hundred (100) degrees and
no greater than one hundred thirty-five (135) degrees unless otherwise specified.
(
)
c.
Barbs shall “extend” into the channel a distance of not more than twenty percent (20%) of the width
of the channel unless otherwise specified by the Director.
(
)
d.
Barbs shall be keyed into the bank a distance equal to or greater than the width of the structure and
down to bed level. Whenever moisture is encountered in the construction of the keyways, willow cuttings or clumps
shall be placed before and during rock placement in such a manner that the base of the cutting is in permanent
moisture and the top extends a minimum of six (6) inches above grade (see APPENDIX G located at the end of this
chapter).
(
)
059.

CULVERTS AND BRIDGES (RULE 59).

01.
Culverts and Bridges. Culverts and bridges shall be capable of carrying streamflows and shall not
significantly alter conditions upstream or downstream by causing flooding, turbidity, or other problems. The
appearance of such installations shall not detract from the natural surroundings of the area.
(
)
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02.
Location of Culverts and Bridges. Culverts and bridges should be located so that a direct line of
approach exists at both the entrance and exit. Abrupt bends at the entrance or exit shall not exist unless suitable
erosion protection is provided.
(
)
03.
Ideal Gradient. The ideal gradient (bottom slope) is one which is steep enough to prevent silting
but flat enough to prevent scouring due to high velocity flows. It is often advisable to make the gradient of a culvert
coincide with the average streambed gradient.
(
)
a.
Where a culvert is installed on a slope steeper than twenty percent (20%), provisions to anchor the
culvert in position will be required. Such provisions shall be included in the application and may involve the use of
collars, headwall structures, etc. Smooth concrete pipe having no protruding bell joints or other irregularities shall
have such anchoring provisions if the gradient exceeds ten percent (10%).
(
)
04.
Size of Culvert or Bridge Opening. The size of the culvert or bridge opening shall be such that it
is capable of passing design flows without overtopping the streambank or causing flooding or other damage. (
)
a.

Design flows shall be based upon the following minimum criteria:
Drainage Area

Design Flow Frequency

Less than 50 sq. mi.

25 Years

Over 50 sq. mi. or more

50 years or greatest flow of record, whichever is more

(

)

b.
For culverts and bridges located on U.S. Forest Service or other federal lands, the sizing should
comply with the Forest Practices Act as adopted by the federal agencies or the Department of Lands.
(
)
c.
For culverts or bridges located in a community qualifying for the national flood issuance program,
the minimum size culvert shall accommodate the one hundred (100) year design flow frequency.
(
)
d.
If the culvert or bridge design is impractical for the site, the crossing may be designed with
additional flow capacity outside the actual crossing structure, provided there is no increase in the Base Flood
Elevation.
(NOTE: When flow data on a particular stream is unavailable, it is almost always safe to maintain the existing
gradient and cross-section area present in the existing stream channel. Comparing the proposed crossing size with
others upstream or downstream is also a valuable means of obtaining information regarding the size needed for a
proposed crossing.)
(
)
e.
Minimum clearance shall be at least one (1) foot at all bridges. This may need to be increased
substantially in the areas where ice passage or debris may be a problem. Minimum culvert sizes required for stream
crossings:
(
)
i.

Eighteen (18) inch diameter for culverts up to seventy (70) feet long;

(

)

ii.

Twenty-four (24) inch diameter for all culverts over seventy (70) feet long.

(

)

f.
In streams where fish passage is of concern as determined by the director, an applicant shall comply
with the following provisions and/or other approved criteria to ensure that passage will not be prevented by a
proposed crossing.
(
)
g.
Minimum water depth shall be approximately eight (8) inches for salmon and steelhead and at least
three (3) inches in all other cases.
(
)
h.

Maximum flow velocities for streams shall not exceed those shown in Figure 17 in APPENDIX H,
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located at the end of this chapter, for more than a forty-eight (48) hour period. The curve used will depend on the type
of fish to be passed.
(
)
i.
Where it is not feasible to adjust the size or slope to obtain permissible velocities, the following
precautions may be utilized to achieve the desired situation.
(
)
j.
Baffles downstream or inside the culvert may be utilized to increase depth and reduce velocity.
Design criteria may be obtained from the Idaho Fish and Game Department.
(
)
k.
Where multiple openings for flow are provided, baffles or other measures used in one (1) opening
only shall be adequate provided that the opening is designed to carry the main flow during low-flow periods. (
)
05.
Construction of Crossings. When crossings are constructed in erodible material, upstream and
downstream ends shall be protected from erosive damage through the use of such methods as dumped rock riprap,
headwall structures, etc., and such protection shall extend below the erodible streambed and into the banks at least
two (2) feet unless some other provisions are made to prevent undermining.
(
)
a.
Where fish passage must be provided, upstream drops at the entrance to a culvert will not be
permitted and a maximum drop of one (1) foot will be permitted at the downstream end if an adequate jumping pool
is maintained below the drop.
(
)
b.
Downstream control structures such as are shown in Figure 18 in APPENDIX I, located at the end
of this chapter, can be used to reduce downstream erosion and improve fish passage. They may be constructed with
gabions, pilings and rock drop structures.
(
)
06.
Multiple Openings. Where a multiple opening will consist of two (2) or more separate culvert
structures, they shall be spaced far enough apart to allow proper compaction of the fill between the individual
structures. The minimum spacing in all situations shall be one (1) foot. In areas where fish passage must be provided,
only one (1) opening shall be constructed to carry all low flows. Low flow baffles may be required to facilitate fish
passage.
(
)
07.
Areas to be Filled. All areas to be filled shall be cleared of vegetation, topsoil, and other unsuitable
material prior to placing fill. Material cleared from the site shall be disposed of above the high water line of the
stream. Fill material shall be reasonably well-graded and compacted and shall not contain large quantities of silt,
sand, organic matter, or debris. In locations where silty or sandy material must be utilized for fill material, it will be
necessary to construct impervious sections both upstream and downstream to prevent the erodible sand or silt from
being carried away (see Figure 19, APPENDIX J, located at the end of this chapter), Sideslopes for fills shall not
exceed one and one half to one (1.5:1). Minimum cover over all culvert pipes and arches shall be one (1) foot.
(
)
08.
Installation of Pipe and Arch Culvert. All pipe and arch culverts shall be installed in accordance
with manufacturer’s recommendations.
(
)
a.
The culvert shall be designed so that headwaters will not rise above the top of the culvert entrance
unless a headworks is provided.
(
)
060.

REMOVAL OF SAND AND GRAVEL DEPOSITS (RULE 60).

01.
Removal of Sand and Gravel. This work consists of removal of sand and gravel deposits from
within a stream channel. The following conditions shall be adhered to unless other methods have been specified in
detail on the application and approved by the Director.
(
)
02.
Removal Below Water Surface. Sand and gravel must not be removed below the water surface
existing at the time of the work. Where work involves clearing a new channel for flow, removal of material below
water level will be permitted to allow this flow to occur; however, this must not be done until all other work in the
new channel has been completed.
(
)
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03.
Buffer Zone. A buffer zone of undisturbed streambed material at least five (5) feet in width or as
otherwise specified by the Director shall be maintained between the work area and the existing stream. The applicant
shall exercise reasonable precautions to ensure that turbidity is kept to a minimum and does not exceed state water
quality standards.
(
)
04.
Movement of Equipment. Equipment may cross the existing stream in one (1) location only, but
shall not push or pull material along the streambed while crossing the existing stream.
(
)
05.
Disturbing Natural Appearance of Area. Work must be done in a manner that will least disturb
the natural appearance of the area. Sand and gravel shall be removed in a manner that will not leave unsightly pits or
other completely unnatural features at the conclusion of the project.
(
)
061.
SMALL SCALE MINING WITH SUCTION DREDGES, POWERED SLUICES, OR NONPOWERED EQUIPMENT (RULE 61).
01.
Small Scale Mining Permit. The Director may issue a permit for the operation of a powered
suction dredge or power sluice, or certain qualified non-powered mining activities that follow minimum standards
(Rule 61), within stream channels designated as open by the Department or Board. A powered suction dredge or
power sluice shall only be operated in accordance with the conditions of the Small Scale Mining Permit. A power
sluice and a high-banker are synonymous for the purposes of these rules.
(
)
02.
Standards for Small Scale Mining Permits. The following standards shall apply only to uses of
suction dredges and power sluices below the mean high water mark with nozzle diameters of five (5) inches or less
and powered equipment rated at fifteen (15) HP or less, or the use of non-powered sluice equipment moving more
than one-quarter (1/4) cubic yard per hour.
(
)
03.
Powered Equipment Prohibited Below High Water Mark. There shall be no use of powered
equipment below the mean high water mark except for the suction dredge, or power sluice and any human life
support system necessary to operate the suction dredge or power sluice.
(
)
04.
Protection of Streambanks. The operation of a suction dredge or power sluice, or the use of nonpowered equipment shall be carried out in a manner that prevents the undercutting of streambanks.
(
)
05.
Permit Required for Certain Non-Powered Operations. A Small Scale Mining Permit is
required for non-powered mining activities when those activities include: (1) the use of non-powered equipment by
more than five (5) people mining the same area; or (2) the use of non-powered equipment where the disturbed area at
the mining location exceeds thirty three (33) percent of the width of the wetted stream channel.
(
)
06.
Limitation of Mining Sites. Only one (1) mining site per one hundred (100) linear feet of stream
channel shall be worked at one (1) time unless waived by the Director.
(
)
062.

PILING (RULE 62).

01.
Standards for Pilings. The following standards apply to a piling associated with a boat or
swimming dock, a log boom, a breakwater, or bridge construction.
(
)
02.
Replacement of Pilings. In replacing a piling the old piling shall be completely removed from the
channel, secured to the new piling or cut at stream bed level.
(
)
03.
Condition of Pilings. Chemicals or compounds used for protection of piles and lumber shall be
thoroughly dried to prevent bleeding, weeping or dissolution before placing such piles and lumber over, in or near
water.
(
)
04.
Prohibited Materials. The application of creosote, arsenicals or phentachlorophenol (Penta) to
timber shall not occur in, or over water.
(
)
063.

PIPE CROSSINGS (RULE 63).
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01.
Standards for Pipe Crossings. The following standards apply to pipe crossings to be installed
below the bed of a stream or river such as utility crossings of a gas line, sewer line, electrical line, communication
line, water line or similar line.
(
)
02.
Depth of Line. The line shall be installed below the streambed to a depth which will prevent
erosion and exposure of the line to free flowing water. In areas of high stream velocity where scouring may occur, the
pipe shall be encased in concrete or covered with rock riprap to prevent the pipeline from becoming exposed. (
)
03.
Pipe Joints. The joints shall be welded, glued, cemented or fastened together in a manner to
provide a water tight connection.
(
)
04.
Construction Methods. Construction methods shall provide for eliminating or minimizing
discharges of turbidity, sediment, organic matter or toxic chemicals. A settling basin or cofferdam may be required
for this purpose.
(
)
05.
Cofferdam. If a cofferdam is used, it shall be completely removed from the stream channel upon
completion of the project.
(
)
06.
Revegetation of Disturbed Areas. Areas disturbed as a result of the alteration shall be revegetated
with plants and grasses native to these areas.
(
)
064.

CONCRETE PLANK BOAT LAUNCH RAMPS (RULE 64).

01.
Construction of Concrete Plank Boat Launch Ramps. Concrete plank boat launch ramps, shall
be constructed with individual sections of precast, reinforced concrete planks linked together to provide a stable nonerosive water access (see Figure 20, APPENDIX K, located at the end of this chapter).
(
)
02.
Construction of Concrete Planks. Typical concrete plank size is twelve feet by fourteen inches by
four inches (12’ x 14” x 4”). All planks shall be constructed with Type II low alkali cement. All planks shall have a
broom form finish, free of rock pockets and loose materials. Figures 21 and 22 shows a typical launch plank detail.
(See APPENDIXES L and M).
(
)
03.
Assembly of Planks. The planks shall be assembled out of the water and slid into place on a
constructed launch ramp where water velocities do not exceed two (2) feet per second. In waters exceeding (2) feet
per second the ramp sections shall be linked together and fastened to pre-positioned stringers anchored into the
launch ramp. (See Figure 23, APPENDIX N, located at the end of this chapter).
(
)
04.
Water Depth. The water depth above the lower end of the ramp section shall not be less than three
(3) feet during low level or low flow periods. (See Figure 20, APPENDIX K, located at the end of this chapter).
(
)
05.
Construction of Boat Ramp. The boat launch ramp shall have a base constructed of sound, dense,
durable, angular rock resistant to weathering and free from soil, shale and organic materials. Rounded cobbles,
boulders and streambed material are not acceptable as base material in areas with stream flow velocities greater than
two (2) fps. Base materials shall be covered with a layer of (three-fourths inches (3/4”) min.) crushed rock with a
minimum depth of two inches (2”). The ramp shall have a minimum and maximum slope of ten percent (10%) and
fifteen percent (15%) respectively, and shall be constructed in a manner to avoid long incursions into the stream
channel. All ramps and fill material shall be protected with rock riprap in accordance with Rule 057 when stream
flow velocities exceed two (2) fps. (See Figure 24, APPENDIX O, located at the end of this chapter).
(
)
065. -- 069.

(RESERVED)

070.
HEARINGS ON DENIED, LIMITED, OR CONDITIONED PERMIT OR OTHER DECISIONS OF
THE DIRECTOR (RULE 70).
Any applicant who is granted a limited or conditioned permit, or who is denied a permit, may seek a hearing on said
action of the Director by serving on the Director written notice and request for a hearing before the Board within
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fifteen (15) days of receipt of the Director’s decision. Said hearing will be set, conducted, and notice given as set
forth in the Rules promulgated by the Board under the provisions of Title 67, Chapter 52, Idaho Code.
(
)
071. -- 999.

(RESERVED)
APPENDIX A
Table 1A
Riprap Gradation Using FWS Method
% Finer by Weight
(Lbs.)

Minimum Size
(Lbs.)

Maximum Size
(Lbs.)

D100

1.33 X D75

2.0 X D75

D75

1.0 X D75

1.67 X D75

D50

0.67 X D75

1.17 X D75

D25

0.33 X D75

0.77 X D75

D0

None

0.33 X D75
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AGENDA

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW55
Monday, January 31, 2022
For members of the public to observe the meeting, please click on the following link:
https://www.idahoptv.org/shows/idahoinsession/ww55/
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

RS 29237

Relating to the Exchange of State Lands

Senator Harris

RS 29238

Relating to the Taylor Grazing Act

Senator Harris

15-0301-2100

IDAPA 15 - Idaho Forest Products Commission - Jennifer Okerland,
Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed Rule Director, Idaho Forest
Products

26-0000-2100

IDAPA 26 - Department of Parks and Recreation Susan Buxton,
Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed Rule Director, Department
of Parks and
Recreation

26-0000-2100F

IDAPA 26 - Department of Parks and Recreation Susan Buxton
Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule) Proposed Rule

Public Testimony Will Be Taken by Registering Through the Following Link:
Register to Testify
If you have written testimony, please provide a copy to the committee secretary.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Vick

Sen Guthrie

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Shelly Johnson

Vice Chairman Heider
Sen VanOrden (Bair)

Sen Burtenshaw

Room: WW37

Sen Stennett

Sen Blair (Johnson)

Sen Semmelroth

Phone: 332-1323
Email: sres@senate.idaho.gov

Sen Patrick

MINUTES

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, January 31, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman Heider, and Senators VanOrden (Bair), Blair
(Johnson), Patrick, Guthrie, Burtenshaw, Stennett, and Semmelroth

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

RS 29237

Relating to the Exchange of State Lands. Senator Mark Harris, Idaho State
Senate Legislative District 32, introduced RS 29237. Senator Harris explained this
proposed legislation clarifies existing authority for Idaho's State Board of Land
Commissioners (Land Board) to receive lands with pre-existing encumbrances
in land exchanges. It further clarifies responsibilities of the Land Board when
contemplating land exchanges with the federal government, and it provides for
continuation of existing land uses subsequent to exchanges as approved by the
Land Board.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Heider moved that RS 29237 be sent to print. Senator Blair
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 29238

Relating to the Taylor Grazing Act. Senator Mark Harris introduced RS 29238.
Senator Harris explained this legislation amends existing law to revise provisions
regarding grazing preference rights to clarify that grazing preferences can be
compensated as the taking of real property.

MOTION:

Senator Patrick moved that RS 29238 be sent to print. Senator VanOrden
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Vick then passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Heider.

DOCKET NO.
15-0301-2100

Idaho Forest Products Commission Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking. Jennifer
Okerland, Director of the Idaho Forest Products Commission presented Docket
No. 15-0301-2100, which is the sole chapter for her agency. Ms. Okerland reported
the Idaho Forest Products Commission worked with DFM (Department of Financial
Management) to identify duplicative language or language that was unnecessary,
but they did not change any fees, and nothing has changed in this Docket since last
seen and approved by the Committee.

DISCUSSION:

Motion was made and then withdrawn after discussion regarding the Docket No.
Ms. Okerland clarified that this is a fee rule. Vote will be postponed and made
when correct Docket No. 15-0301-2100F is on the agenda.

DOCKET NO.
26-0000-2100

Department of Parks and Recreation Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking Proposed Rule. Susan Buxton, Director of the Department of Parks and
Recreation (IDPR) presented Docket No. 26-0000-2100. Ms. Buxton provided a
handout titled, "IDPR Combined Rules with Edits". (Attachment 1) Ms. Buxton
explained rulemaking focused on revisions to rules governing the administration
of the state and federal grant funds provided by IDPR and to Rules Governing
the Administration of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Program. The area
receiving the most comments, and most significant rule change, was the Waterways
Improvement Fund (WIF) grant limit. The prior rule stated a total sum of WIF grant
funds approved to be used in any one county may not exceed thirty percent of the
total WIF grant funds approved to be used statewide in any fiscal year. This cap
was increased to 50 percent. In addition, all boating rules were moved from rule to
statute. This move will be completed by legislation currently in the House.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Vick referred to page 71 of Attachment 1 and 26.01.31.10.08 and
questioned the definition of Director as noted in the revised rule. A discussion
ensued regarding approving this rule, while rejecting the section with the erroneous
language.

MOTION:

Chairman Vick moved to approve Docket No. 26-0000-2100 with the exception of
26.01.31.10.08 10. Senator Stennett seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
26-0000-2100F

Department of Parks and Recreation Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee)
Rule - Proposed Rule. Susan Buxton, then reviewed changes to Docket No.
26-0000-2100F. Ms. Buxton reported that there are no fee changes since those
that were approved last year. The only changes made were to 26.01.33, Rules
Governing the Administration of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Program,
including changes as already mentioned, with additional changes to conform with
federal guidelines and remove redundancy.

MOTION:

Senator VanOrden moved to approve Docket No. 26-0000-2100F. Senator
Stennett seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Heider passed the gavel to Chairman Vick.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:02 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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IDAPA 26 – DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
Management Services Division
26.01.03 – Rules Governing Recreation Programs
Who does this rule apply to?
These rules apply to recreational registration program vendors.
What is the purpose of this rule?
These rules are promulgated by the Idaho Park and Recreation Board to further define and make
specific how recreation registration program vendors will administer the Idaho Safe Boating Act
and the statues regarding Recreational Activities in Idaho Code.
What is the legal authority for the agency to promulgate this rule?
This rule implements the following statutes passed by the Idaho Legislature:
State Government and State Affairs • Title 67, Chapter 70, et seq., Idaho Code – Idaho Safe Boating Act
Recreational Activities:
• Title 67, Chapter 71, Idaho Code – Recreational Activities
Who do I contact for more information on this rule?
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation
8:00 am to 5:00 pm MT
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720
5657 Warm Springs Avenue, Boise, ID 83716
Phone: (208) 334-4199
Fax: (208) 334-3741
Email: inquiry@idpr.idaho.gov
https://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov

Zero-Based Regulation Review – 2021 for Rulemaking and 2022 Legislative Review
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IDAPA 26 – DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
26.01.03 – RULES GOVERNING RECREATION PROGRAMS
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The Parks and Recreation Board, State of Idaho, acting pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act, Title 67,
Chapter 52, Idaho Code, and its powers and responsibilities under the Parks and Recreation Act, Title 67, Chapter 42,
Idaho Code, adopted the following rules. These rules are promulgated under the Department’s authority to administer
the following Acts: Recreational Activities, Sections 67-7101 through 67-7133, Idaho Code, and Idaho Safe Boating
Act, Section 67-7001 et seq., Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. The title of this chapter are cited in full as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Rules,
IDAPA 26.01.03, “Rules Governing Recreation Programs.”
(7-1-21)T
02.
Scope. These rules are intended to set forth the procedures for vendors to apply to sell Recreation
Program products and the formula for off-highway vehicle law enforcement fund distribution.
(7-1-21)T
002. -- 009.
010.

(RESERVED)

DEFINITION OF TERMS.
01.

Department. The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation.

(7-1-21)T

02.

Memorandum of Agreement. A contract between the Department and the Vendor.

(7-1-21)T

03.
Payment in Lieu of Taxes. The Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILT; 31 U.S.C. §§6901-6907)
program provides compensation for certain tax-exempt federal lands, known as entitlement lands. PILT payments are
made annually to units of general local government – typically counties – that contain entitlement lands. (7-1-21)T
04.
Recreation Program Products. Products include, but are not limited to, certificates of number,
permits, user certificates, and stickers.
(7-1-21)T
05.
011. – 099.

Vendor. Any business or agency authorized to sell products.

(7-1-21)T

(RESERVED)

100.
CRITERIA FOR APPLYING FOR VENDORSHIP.
A prospective vendor may apply to sell one (1) or more types of products. A prospective vendor may make a request
to the Department at any time by phone, mail, or in person to receive a copy of the applicable vendor Memorandum
of Agreement. The Memorandum of Agreement must be signed and returned to the Department for approval.
(7-1-21)T
101. – 199.
200.

(RESERVED)

NOTIFICATIONS AND TIME LIMITS.

01.
Action on Application. The Department must provide written notification within thirty (30) days
following receipt of a signed memorandum of agreement as to the approval or denial of same. This decision for
approval or denial is based on the ability of the business or agency to sell recreation program products.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Notification. If approved, a fully executed copy of the vendor memorandum of agreement will be
returned to the vendor. If denied, notification will outline reasons for such denial.
(7-1-21)T
201. -- 499.
500.

(RESERVED)

OFF-HIGHWAY LAW ENFORCEMENT FUND DISTRIBUTION FORMULA.

01.
Formula. As set forth in Section 7126, Idaho Code, the Department distributes the funds in the offhighway vehicle law enforcement fund based on the following formula:
(7-1-21)T
Section 000
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a.
Total federal acres with reference to the Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILT) number for each eligible
county minus large tracts of land not open to off-highway vehicle use. The result is the total off-highway vehicle
opportunity on federal public land for that county.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Calculate the percentage of the total off-highway vehicle opportunity on federal public land for
each eligible county as compared to the entire state.
(7-1-21)T
c.

Multiply this percentage by zero point six (0.6) to get sixty percent (60%) of the value. (7-1-21)T

d.
Calculate the percentage of off-highway vehicle certificate of number designations for each eligible
county as compared to the entire state.
(7-1-21)T
e.

Multiply this percentage by zero point four (0.4) to get forty percent (40%) of the value. (7-1-21)T

f.
Add the sixty percent (60%) value from the total off-highway vehicle opportunity on federal public
land to the forty percent (40%) value of the off-highway vehicle certificates of number. This total will be the
percentage of the off-highway vehicle law enforcement funds for which the individual county is eligible. (7-1-21)T
501. -- 999.

Section 500

(RESERVED)
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IDAPA 26 – DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
Operations Division
26.01.10 – Rules Governing the Administration of Temporary Permits on Lands
Owned by the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation
Who does this rule apply to?
These rules apply to any persons seeking to gain temporary permits from the Idaho Department of
Parks and Recreation.
What is the purpose of this rule?
These rules are promulgated by the Idaho Park and Recreation Board to further define and make
specific the administration of temporary permits on lands owned by the Idaho Department of
Parks and Recreation.
What is the legal authority for the agency to promulgate this rule?
This rule implements the following statute passed by the Idaho Legislature:
State Government and State Affairs State Parks:
• Section 67-4223, Idaho Code – Powers of Board
Who do I contact for more information on this rule?
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation
8:00 am to 5:00 pm MT
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720
5657 Warm Springs Avenue, Boise, ID 83716
Phone: (208) 334-4199
Fax: (208) 334-3741
Email: inquiry@idpr.idaho.gov
https://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov

Zero-Based Regulation Review – 2023 for Rulemaking and 2024 Legislative Review
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26.01.10 – RULES GOVERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF TEMPORARY PERMITS ON LANDS
OWNED BY THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
These rules set forth procedures concerning the issuance of temporary permits on all lands owned by the Idaho
Department of Parks and Recreation. Requests for permits on lands administered, but not owned by IDPR must be
made directly to the land owner. These rules are promulgated pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-4223(a) and are
construed in a manner consistent with the duties and responsibilities of the Idaho Parks and Recreation Board as set
forth in Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 42. These rules are not be construed as affecting any valid existing rights.
(7-1-21)T
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. The title of this chapter is cited in full as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Rules,
IDAPA 26.01.10, “Rules Governing the Administration of Temporary Permits on Lands Owned by the Idaho
Department of Parks and Recreation.”
(7-1-21)T
02.
Scope. These rules are intended to set forth the procedures for the administration of temporary
permits on lands owned by the department.
(7-1-21)T
002. -- 009.
010.
board.

(RESERVED)

DEFINITIONS.
01.

Board. The Idaho Parks and Recreation Board or such representative as may be designated by the
(7-1-21)T

02.

Department and IDPR. The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation.

(7-1-21)T

03.
Director. The director of the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation or such representative as
may be designated by the director.
(7-1-21)T
interest.

04.

Grantee. The party to whom a temporary permit is granted and their assigns and successors in
(7-1-21)T

05.

Grantor. The State of Idaho and its assigns and successors in interest.

(7-1-21)T

06.
Park Manager. The person responsible for administering and supervising a specific state park
area, or department owned land not yet a state park, as designated by the director of the Idaho Department of Parks
and Recreation.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Person. An individual, partnership, association, or corporation qualified to do business in the state
of Idaho, and any federal, state, county or local unit of government.
(7-1-21)T
08.
Temporary Permit. An instrument authorizing a temporary use of IDPR owned land for the
construction, operation and maintenance of specific typically linear elements including but not limited to power and
telephone lines, roadways, driveways, sewer lines, natural gas lines and water lines.
(7-1-21)T
011. -- 049.
050.

(RESERVED)

POLICY.

01.
Issuing Authority. Temporary permits are issued by the director in lieu of easements, and are
required for all activities on or over IDPR owned land.
(7-1-21)T
02.
which it owns.

Discretion. The board retains absolute discretion to grant or withhold a temporary permit on land
(7-1-21)T

03.
Consent Required. Temporary permits, their amendment, renewal and assignment and all
subsequent actions are not valid without the written consent of the director.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Modifications. Temporary permits and subsequent modifications, assignments and renewals
require a formal application, and payment of a processing fee to reimburse the agency for staff time devoted to
Section 000
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processing the request.

(7-1-21)T

05.
Purpose Compatible. The purpose for which the temporary permit is sought must not interfere
with the existing or anticipated values, objectives, or operation of department owned lands.
(7-1-21)T
06.
Compensation. An appropriate compensation for use of department-owned lands, as set out in
Section 150 of this chapter, must be paid to the IDPR in cash or in the form of offsetting benefits to be determined by
the director.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Control. At all times the control of gates, roads and park lands is retained by the State. The permit
granted is for the grantee’s use only, is revocable for cause, is issued for a specific period of time, not to exceed ten
(10) years, but usually five (5) years or less, and automatically expires if not used for a period of one (1) year.
(7-1-21)T
051. -- 099.
100.

(RESERVED)

PROCESSING FEES.

01.
Issuance or Modification. The processing fee for a new temporary permit, or modification of an
existing temporary permit, is one-hundred dollars ($100), which must be received from all applicants before
processing can proceed. The processing fees are designed to offset processing costs and are nonrefundable.(7-1-21)T
02.
Assignment or Renewal. The processing fee for assignment or renewal of an existing temporary
permit is twenty-five dollars ($25), and must be received before processing can proceed. The processing fees are
designed to offset processing costs and are nonrefundable.
(7-1-21)T
101. -- 149.
150.

(RESERVED)

COMPENSATION.

01.
Payable in Advance. Cash compensation for the entire term of the temporary permit will be
collected from the applicant prior to issuance.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Cost per Acre. Cash compensation for a temporary permit is charged at a rate of fifty dollars ($50)
per acre of IDPR land utilized per year or any portion thereof, and is specified in the temporary permit. Temporary
permits of less than one (1) year in duration will not be prorated.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Noncash Compensation. Offsetting (non-cash) compensation for a temporary permit may be
approved on an individual basis by the director, and the terms of the agreement must be outlined in the temporary
permit.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Nonrefundable. Compensation to IDPR for a temporary permit is non-refundable, except as set
out in Subsection 200.08 of this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
151. -- 199.

(RESERVED)

200.
STANDARD CONDITIONS.
All temporary permits issued are subject to the following standard conditions:

(7-1-21)T

01.
Term Limited. The use and term of a temporary permit is limited solely to that specifically stated
in the instrument.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Utilities. Except under special circumstances with approval of the director, all utilities must be
installed underground.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Construction, Operation and Maintenance. The grantee must construct, maintain and operate at
grantee’s sole expense the facility for which the temporary permit is granted, and maintain the permit site in a
Section 100
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condition satisfactory to the Park Manager.

(7-1-21)T

04.
Compliance with Laws. The grantee will comply with all applicable state and local laws, rules,
and ordinances, including but not limited to: state fire laws and all rules of the State Land Board pertaining to forest
and watershed protection, and with the Stream Channel Protection Act as designated in Chapter 38, Title 42 of the
Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Wetlands. The grantee will comply with all state and federal statutes, rules, and regulations
pertaining to wetlands protection.
(7-1-21)T
06.
Land and Water Conservation Fund. Temporary permits on land located within Land and Water
Conservation Fund 6(f) boundaries, their amendment, renewal, assignment and all subsequent actions must be subject
to the terms and the requirements of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 (P.L. 88-578, 16 U.S.C.S.
Section 4601-4 et seq.).
(7-1-21)T
07.
Hold Harmless. The grantee, its agents and contractors must indemnify and hold harmless the
department, the state of Idaho and its representatives against and from any and all demands, claims or liabilities of
every nature whatsoever, arising directly or indirectly from or in any way connected with the use authorized under the
temporary permit.
(7-1-21)T
08.
Withdrawal for Park Use. Should the land be needed for park development or recreation use, the
director reserves the right to order the change of location or the removal of any structure(s) or facility(ies) authorized
by a temporary permit at any time. Any such change or removal will be made at the sole expense of the grantee, its
successors or assigns. When a temporary permit is terminated prior to its stated expiration date pursuant to this
provision, the grantee will receive a pro-rata refund of compensation paid.
(7-1-21)T
09.
Permits Not Exclusive. The temporary permit is not exclusive to the grantee, and must not prohibit
the department from granting other permits or franchise rights of like or other nature to other public or private
entities, nor must it prevent the department from using or constructing roads and structures over or near the lands
encompassed by the temporary permit, or affect the department’s right to full supervision or control over any or all
lands which are part of the temporary permit.
(7-1-21)T
10.
Cancellation. The director may cancel the temporary permit or amend any of the conditions of the
temporary permit if the grantee fails to comply with any or all of the provisions, or requirements set forth or through
willful or unreasonable neglect, fails to heed or comply with notices given.
(7-1-21)T
11.
Removal of Facilities. Upon termination of the temporary permit for any reason including
cancellation, expiration, or relinquishment, the grantee must have thirty (30) days from the date of termination to
remove any facilities and improvements constructed by the grantee, and must restore the permit site to the satisfaction
of the park manager. Upon written request, and for good cause shown, the director may allow a reasonable additional
time for the removal of improvements and facilities and the restoration of the site.
(7-1-21)T
201. -- 249.

(RESERVED)

250.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS.
Special conditions addressing unique situations may be included in the temporary permit to protect natural or park
resources, or to safeguard public health, safety or welfare.
(7-1-21)T
251. -- 299.
300.

(RESERVED)

APPLICATION PROCEDURE.
01.

Contents of Application. A temporary permit application must contain:

(7-1-21)T

a.

A temporary permit application/action form;

(7-1-21)T

b.

A plat of the proposed permit location;

(7-1-21)T

Section 250
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The appropriate application fee;

(7-1-21)T

d.
An acceptable written legal description based on a survey of the centerline, or a metes and bounds
survey of the temporary permit tract. The survey must be performed by a registered professional land surveyor as
required by Idaho Code Section 54-1229.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Engineering Certification. As required in Section 58-601, Idaho Code, for any application for a
ditch, canal or reservoir, the plats and field notes must be certified by the engineer under whose direction such
surveys or plans were made and four (4) copies filed with the department and one (1) copy with the director, Idaho
Department of Water Resources.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Application Submission. Temporary permit applications must be submitted to the Park Manager
of the park in which the permit is requested. The park manager will forward it for processing as outlined in Section
800. of this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
301. -- 349.

(RESERVED)

350.
MODIFICATION OF EXISTING TEMPORARY PERMIT.
A modification of an existing temporary permit must be processed in the same manner as a new application.
Modification includes change of use, enlarging the permit area, or changing the location of the permit area.
Modification does not include ordinary maintenance, repair, or replacement of existing facilities.
(7-1-21)T
351. -- 399.

(RESERVED)

400.
ASSIGNMENT.
temporary permits issued by the director cannot be assigned without the approval of the director. To request approval
of an assignment, the assignor and assignee must complete the department’s standard temporary permit application/
action form and forward it and the assignment fee to the park manager, for processing as outlined in Section 800 of
this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
401. -- 449.

(RESERVED)

450.
RENEWAL.
Renewal of temporary permits may be sought by completing a temporary permit application/action form and
forwarding it together with the renewal fee to the park manager for processing as outlined in Section 800 of this
chapter. Renewal applications must be submitted at least forty-five (45) days prior to the expiration date of the
temporary permit.
(7-1-21)T
451. -- 499.

(RESERVED)

500.
ABANDONMENT.
A temporary permit not used for the purpose for which it was granted for a period of one (1) year is presumed
abandoned and must automatically terminate. The director must notify the grantee in writing of the termination. The
grantee must have thirty (30) days from the date of the written notice to reply in writing to the director to show cause
why the temporary permit should be reinstated. Within thirty (30) days of receipt of the statement to show cause, the
director must notify the grantee in writing as to the director’s decision concerning reinstatement. The grantee must
have thirty (30) days after receipt of the director’s decision to request to appear before the board as outlined in
Section 003 of this chapter. Removal of property from and restoration of the site is governed by Subsection 200.11 of
this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
501. -- 549.

(RESERVED)

550.
RELINQUISHMENT.
The Grantee may voluntarily relinquish a temporary permit any time by submitting a temporary permit application/
action Form to the park manager. Upon relinquishment, removal of property from and restoration of the site is
governed by Subsection 200.11 of this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
Section 350
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(RESERVED)

600.
EXPIRATION.
Upon expiration, and absent a request for renewal of the temporary permit, removal of property from and restoration
of the site is governed by Subsection 200.11 of this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
601. -- 649.

(RESERVED)

650.
CANCELLATION.
The director may cancel a temporary permit if the grantee fails to comply with any or all of its provisions, terms,
conditions, or rules; or through willful or unreasonable neglect, fails to heed or comply with notices given. (7-1-21)T
651. -- 699.

(RESERVED)

700.
ENFORCEMENT.
Should it become necessary to enforce the terms of a temporary permit in a court of law and the grantor prevails, the
grantee must pay all costs and fees.
(7-1-21)T
701. -- 749.
750.

(RESERVED)

ADMINISTRATION.

01.
Bureau Responsible. The IDPR Development Bureau must be responsible for uniform statewide
administration of all IDPR temporary permits.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Disposition of Fees. All processing and compensation fees collected from applicants must be sent
to the fiscal section for deposit into the appropriate account.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Status Report. The IDPR Development Bureau must maintain an up-to-date status report on all
temporary permits issued.
(7-1-21)T
751. -- 799.
800.

(RESERVED)

PROCESSING.

01.
Receipt of Application. Upon receipt of a properly filed temporary permit application/action form
and the appropriate application fee, the park manager must review the application and forward it, together with his
comments, to the region supervisor. The region supervisor must review the application and forward his comments
along with the temporary permit application/action package, to the chief, Development Bureau, IDPR for processing.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Time. Processing of temporary permit application/action forms must not exceed one hundred
twenty (120) days from the date of acceptance of a complete application by the park manager. Applications not acted
on within one hundred twenty (120) days are deemed denied.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Notification. All applicants must be notified in writing, by the development bureau chief, of the
approval or denial of their application.
(7-1-21)T
801. -- 999.

Section 600

(RESERVED)
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000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The Idaho Parks and Recreation Board is authorized under Section 67-4223, Idaho Code, to adopt, amend, or rescind
rules as may be necessary for the proper administration of Title 67, Chapter 42, Idaho Code, and the use and
protection of lands and facilities subject to its jurisdiction. The board is also authorized to further define and make
specific the provisions regarding the winter recreational parking permit program as set forth in Sections 67-7115
through 67-7118, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. The title of this chapter is cited in full as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Rules,
IDAPA 26.01.20, “Rules Governing the Administration of Park and Recreation Areas and Facilities.”
(7-1-21)T
02.
Scope. This chapter establishes fees for and rules governing the use of lands and facilities
administered by the Department and the winter recreational parking permit; establishes procedures for obtaining
individual and group use reservations; sets rules regarding visitor behavior and use of park lands and facilities; and
authorizes employees to enforce these rules.
(7-1-21)T
002. -- 009.
010.

(RESERVED)

DEFINITIONS.
01.

ADA. Americans with Disabilities Act

(7-1-21)T

02.
Annual Motor Vehicle Entrance Fee Sticker. A sticker that allows a single motor vehicle to enter
Idaho State Parks without being charged a motor vehicle entrance fee.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Annual Motor Vehicle Entrance Fee Sticker Replacement. Replacement due to a motor vehicle
sale or damage to an existing annual motor vehicle entrance fee sticker.
(7-1-21)T
04.
the Governor.

Board. The Idaho Parks and Recreation Board, a bipartisan, six (6) member board, appointed by
(7-1-21)T

05.
accommodate.

Camping Unit. The combined equipment and people capacity that a campsite or facility will
(7-1-21)T

06.

Camping Day.

(7-1-21)T

a.
For individual and group campsites the period between 2 p.m. of one (1) calendar day and 1 p.m. of
the following calendar day.
(7-1-21)T
b.
For individual and group facilities, the period between 4 p.m. of one (1) calendar day and 12 noon
of the following calendar day.
(7-1-21)T
07.

Campsite.

(7-1-21)T

a.
Individual. An area within a department managed campground designated for camping use by an
individual camping unit or camping party that includes a defined area for either a tent pad or RV pad/area and may
include a table and/or grill. The definition includes companion campsites.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Group. An area within a department managed campground designated for group camping use or a
block of individual campsites designated for group use within a campground primarily managed for individual use.
(7-1-21)T
08.
Commercial Motor Vehicle. A vehicle that has seating capacity of more than fifteen (15) persons
including the driver, or that is maintained for the transportation of persons for hire, compensation or profit. (7-1-21)T
09.
Day Use. Use of any non-camping lands and/or facilities between the hours of 7 a.m. and 10 p.m.
unless otherwise posted.
(7-1-21)T
10.
Section 000

Department. The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation.
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11.
Designated Beach. Waterfront areas designated by the park or program manager for water-based
recreation activities. The length and width of each designated beach will be visibly identified with signs. (7-1-21)T
12.
or posted rules.
13.

Designated Roads and Trails. Facilities recognizable by reasonable formal development, signing,
(7-1-21)T
Director. The director and chief administrator of the department, or the designee of the director.
(7-1-21)T

14.
Division Administrator. An employee, or designee, within the department that has supervisory
authority over park and program managers.
(7-1-21)T
15.
department.

Dock and Boating Facility. Floats, piers, and mooring buoys owned or operated by the
(7-1-21)T

16.
Encroachments. Non-recreational uses of lands under the control of the board including any
utilization for personal, commercial, or governmental use by a non-department entity.
(7-1-21)T
17.
Extra Vehicle. An additional motor vehicle without built-in temporary living quarters or sleeping
accommodations registered to a camp site.
(7-1-21)T
18.

Facilities.

(7-1-21)T

a.
Individual. A camping structure within department managed lands designated for use by an
individual camping unit.
(7-1-21)T
b.

Group. A camping structure within department managed lands designated for group use. (7-1-21)T

c.
Day Use. A non-camping area or structure within department managed lands designated for group
use during day use periods.
(7-1-21)T
19.
Group Use. Twenty-five (25) or more people, or any group needing special considerations or
deviations from normal department rules or activities.
(7-1-21)T
20.
Idaho State Parks Passport. A sticker, purchased from any county Department of Motor Vehicles’
office in the state of Idaho, that matches a particular motor vehicle license number and expiration date, allowing that
vehicle to enter Idaho State Parks without being charged a motor vehicle entrance fee.
(7-1-21)T
21.
Idaho State Parks Passport Replacement. Replacement due to a motor vehicle registration
transfer or damage to an existing passport.
(7-1-21)T
22.
Motor Vehicle. Every vehicle that is self-propelled except for vehicles moved solely by human
power, electric bikes, and motorized wheelchairs.
(7-1-21)T
23.
Motor Vehicle Entrance Fee (MVEF). A fee charged for entry to or operation of a motor vehicle
in an Idaho State Park.
(7-1-21)T
24.
Overnight Use. Use of any non-camping lands for the parking of motor vehicles or trailers not
associated with a campsite between the hours of 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. unless otherwise posted.
(7-1-21)T
25.
p.m. and 7 a.m.

Overnight Use Fee. A fee charged for overnight use of non-camping lands between the hours of 10
(7-1-21)T

26.
Park or Program Manager. The person, or the person’s designee, responsible for administering
and supervising particular lands, facilities, and employees that are under the jurisdiction of the department. (7-1-21)T
27.
Section 010

Recreational Vehicle (RV). A vehicular type unit primarily designed as temporary living quarters
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for recreational, camping, sleeping, or travel use, which either has its own motive power or is mounted on or drawn
by another vehicle. The entities are travel trailer, camping trailer, truck camper, fifth-wheel trailer, and motorhome
(all as defined in Section 39-4201, Idaho Code) and including buses or van type vehicles which are converted to
recreation, camping, or sleeping use. It does not include pickup hoods, shells, or canopies designed, created, or
modified for occupational use.
(7-1-21)T
28.
Vessel. Every description of watercraft, including a seaplane on the water, used or capable of being
used as a means of transportation on water, but not including float houses, diver’s aids operated and designed
primarily to propel a diver below the surface of the water, and non-motorized devices not designed or modified to be
used as a means of transportation on the water such as inflatable air mattresses, single inner tubes, and beach and
water toys as defined in Section 67-7003(22), Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
011.
PURCHASE, EXPIRATION, DISPLAY AND PLACEMENT OF MVEF AND PASSPORT
STICKERS.
01.

Daily MVEF.

(7-1-21)T

a.

The daily MVEF may be purchased at any Idaho state park or online.

(7-1-21)T

b.
The daily MVEF expires at 10 p.m. on date of purchase or as posted; MVEF for overnight camping
use expires upon checkout which is 1 p.m. for a campsite and 12 noon for a facility.
(7-1-21)T
c.

The proof of purchase of the MVEF must be visible and properly displayed.

(7-1-21)T

02.

Annual MVEF.

(7-1-21)T

a.
The Annual MVEF may be purchased at any Idaho state park, the department’s central or regional
offices, or online.
(7-1-21)T
b.

The Annual MVEF expires December 31 of the year issued.

(7-1-21)T

c.
The Annual MVEF sticker must be visible, legible at all times, and permanently affixed to the
vehicle as follows. For vehicles with a windshield, the sticker must be clearly displayed on the lower corner of the
driver’s side windshield. For vehicles without a windshield, the sticker must be clearly displayed in a similar location.
(7-1-21)T
03.

Annual MVEF Sticker Replacement.

(7-1-21)T

a.
The applicant may apply at any Idaho state park or at the department’s central or regional offices
for a replacement sticker due to damage.
(7-1-21)T

chapter.

b.

The applicant must establish proof of purchase of the original Annual MVEF.

c.

Display and placement of the replacement sticker must comply with Subsection 011.02.c. of this
(7-1-21)T

04.

Idaho State Parks Passport.

(7-1-21)T

(7-1-21)T

a.
The Idaho State Parks Passport may be purchased from any county department of motor vehicles
office in the state of Idaho.
(7-1-21)T
b.

Idaho State Parks Passport expires concurrent with the expiration of that vehicle’s registration.
(7-1-21)T

c.
Display and placement of the Idaho State Parks Passport sticker must comply with Subsection
011.02.c of this chapter.
(7-1-21)T

Section 011
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Idaho State Parks Passport Sticker Replacement.

(7-1-21)T

a.
The applicant may apply in person to a county department of motor vehicles office for a
replacement sticker.
(7-1-21)T
chapter.

b.

012. -- 074.
075.

Display and placement of the replacement sticker must comply with Subsection 011.02.c. of this
(7-1-21)T
(RESERVED)

AUTHORITY CONFERRABLE ON EMPLOYEES - ENFORCEMENT.

01.
Director Authority. The director may, pursuant to Section 67-4239, Idaho Code, authorize any
employee of the department to exercise any power granted to, or perform any duty imposed upon the director.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Park or Program Manager Authority. A park or program manager may establish and enforce all
rules, including interim rules. Interim rules apply to the public safety, use, and enjoyment or protection of natural,
cultural, or other resources within lands administered by the department. Interim rules will be posted for public view
and will be consistent with established state laws and these rules. Interim rules expire in one hundred twenty (120)
days from the established effective date unless approved by the board.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Additional Park or Program Manager Authority. A park or program manager may deny entry
to, or reservation of, any department day use area, campsite, or facility, to any individual or group whose prior
documented behavior has violated department rules, whose activities are incompatible with operations, or whose
activities will violate department rules.
(7-1-21)T
076. -- 099.

(RESERVED)

100.
PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS.
Failure of any person, persons, partnership, corporation, concessionaire, association, society, or any fraternal, social
or other organized groups to comply with these rules constitutes an infraction.
(7-1-21)T
01.
Civil Claim. The penalty established in this chapter does not prevent the department from filing a
civil claim against a violator to collect damages incurred to lands, resources, or facilities administered by the
Department.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Violators. In addition to the penalty provided in chapter, or any other existing laws of the state of
Idaho, any person failing to comply with any section of these rules or federal, state, or local laws, rules, or ordinances
applicable under the circumstances, is a trespasser upon state land and subject to expulsion from any department
managed lands for a period of time not less than forty-eight (48) hours.
(7-1-21)T
101. -- 124.

(RESERVED)

125.
PRESERVATION OF PUBLIC PROPERTY.
The destruction, injury, defacement, removal, or disturbance in or of any public building, sign, equipment,
monument, statue, marker, or any other structures; or of any tree, flower, or other vegetation; or of any cultural
artifact or any other public property of any kind, is prohibited unless authorized by the park or program manager of a
specific area.
(7-1-21)T
126. -- 149.

(RESERVED)

150.
USE OF MOTOR VEHICLES.
Except where otherwise provided, motor vehicles may enter or be operated in park and recreation areas and facilities
only upon payment of the motor vehicle entrance fee or display of a valid Idaho state Parks Passport or Annual Motor
Vehicle Entrance Fee sticker. All motor vehicles must stay on authorized established department roadways or parking
areas except for trails and areas which are clearly identified by signs for off-road use. Drivers and motor vehicles
Section 075
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operated within lands administered by the department must be licensed or certified as required under state law. The
operators of all motor vehicles must comply with the motor vehicle entrance fee requirements, speed and traffic rules
of the department, and all other federal, state, local laws, and ordinances governing traffic on public roads. (7-1-21)T
01.
Use of Parking Spaces for Persons With a Disability. Special zones and parking spaces within
state parks are designated and signed for exclusive use by vehicles displaying a special license plate or card denoting
legal handicap status as provided in Section 49-213, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Overdriving Road Conditions and Speeding Prohibited. No person may drive a vehicle at a
speed greater than the posted speed or a reasonable and prudent speed under the conditions, whichever is less. Every
person must drive at a safe and appropriate speed when traveling on park roads, in congested areas, when pedestrians
or bicyclists are present, or by reason of weather or hazardous highway conditions as provided in Section 49-654,
Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Safety Helmets. Persons under eighteen (18) years of age must wear a protective safety helmet
when riding upon a motorcycle, motorbike, utility type vehicle, or an all-terrain vehicle as operator or passenger as
provided in Section 49-666, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Snowmobile Operation. No person may operate a snowmobile on any regularly plowed park road
unless authorized by park or program manager. Access on non-plowed roads and trails are only permitted when
authorized by the park or program manager.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Compliance with Posted Regulatory Signs. Persons operating vehicles within state parks are
required to obey posted regulatory signs as provided in Section 49-807, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
06.
Obedience to Traffic Direction. No person may willfully fail or refuse to comply with any lawful
order or directions of any park employee invested with authority to direct, control, or regulate traffic within a state
park.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Restrictions. The operation of motor vehicles within a designated campground is restricted to
ingress and egress to a campsite or other in-park destination by the most direct route.
(7-1-21)T
08.
Official Use. This rule does not prohibit official use of motor vehicles by department employees
anywhere within lands administered by the department.
(7-1-21)T
09.
Commercial Motor Vehicle. Commercial motor vehicles may only enter or be operated in park
and recreation areas and facilities upon payment of the appropriate daily fee.
(7-1-21)T
151.

PARKING VIOLATIONS.

01.
Land or Facilities Administered by the Department. No person may stop, stand, or park a motor
vehicle or trailer anywhere within land or facilities administered by the department unless proof of payment of all
required fees or other lawful authorization for entry is plainly visible and properly displayed.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Designated Campgrounds. No person may stop, stand, or park a motor vehicle within designated
campgrounds unless proof of payment of the applicable campsite fees is plainly visible and properly displayed.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Designated Overnight Use Area. Except for authorized campers, no person may stop, stand, park,
or leave a motor vehicle or trailer unattended outside day use hours unless the motor vehicle or trailer is in a
designated overnight use area and proof of payment of the overnight-use fee is plainly visible and properly displayed.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Fee Collection Surcharge. Any person stopping, standing, or parking a motor vehicle or trailer
without payment or properly displaying proof of payment of all required fees is subject to the fee collection surcharge
as provided in Subsection 225.06 and Section 245 of this chapter.
(7-1-21)T

Section 151
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05.
Citations for Violations. Citations for violations of this section may be issued to the operator of
the motor vehicle. If the operator cannot be readily identified, the citation may be issued to the registered owner or
lessee of the motor vehicle, subject to the provisions of Section 67-4237, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
152. -- 174.
175.

(RESERVED)

PUBLIC BEHAVIOR.

01.
Resisting and Obstructing a Park Employee. Persons may not willfully resist, delay, obstruct, or
interfere with any park employee in his or her duties to protect the state’s resources and facilities and to provide a safe
place to recreate.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Day Use. Between the hours of 10 p.m. and 7 a.m., unless otherwise posted, all personal property
must be removed from day use areas.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Quiet Hours. Within lands administered by the department, the hours between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.
are considered quiet hours unless otherwise posted. During that time, users are restricted from the production of noise
that may be disturbing to other users.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Noise. Amplified sound, poorly muffled vehicles, loud conduct, or loud equipment are prohibited
within lands administered by the department, except in designated areas or by authority of the park or program
manager.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Alcohol. State laws regulating alcoholic beverages and public drunkenness are enforced within
lands administered by the department.
(7-1-21)T
06.
07.
outdoor areas.

Littering. Littering is prohibited within lands administered by the department.

(7-1-21)T

Smoking. Persons may not smoke within park structures or facilities, or at posted “no smoking”
(7-1-21)T

08.
Trespass. It is unlawful to enter, use, or occupy land or facilities administered by the department
where such lands or facilities are posted against entry, use, or occupancy, except as authorized by the department.
(7-1-21)T
09.
Pets. Pets are allowed within lands administered by the department only if confined or controlled
on a leash not longer than six (6) feet in length. No person may allow their pet to create a disturbance which might be
bothersome to other users. Excepting persons with disabilities who are assisted by service animals, no person may
permit their pet animals to enter or remain on any swim area or beach. Pet owners are responsible to clean up after
their animals. Pet owners may not leave pets unattended. Areas for exercising pets off leash may be designated by the
park or program manager. Department employees may impound or remove any stray or unattended animals at the
owner’s expense.
(7-1-21)T
10.
Fires. The use of fires is restricted to fire rings, grills or other places otherwise designated by the
park or program manager. All fires must be kept under control at all times and must be extinguished before checking
out of the campsite or whenever fire is left unattended. Areas may be closed to open fires during extreme fire danger.
(7-1-21)T
11.
Fireworks. No person may use fireworks of any kind within lands administered by the department,
except under special permit issued by the director for exhibition purposes, and then only by persons designated by the
director.
(7-1-21)T
12.
Protection of Wildlife. All molesting, feeding, injuring, or killing of any wild creature is strictly
prohibited, except as provided by action of the board and as established in board policy. Persons in possession of
wildlife, which may be legally taken within state park boundaries, must comply with Idaho Fish and Game rules.
(7-1-21)T
13.
Protection of Historical, Cultural and Natural Resources. The digging, destruction or removal
of historical, cultural or natural resources is prohibited. Collection for scientific and educational purposes may be
Section 175
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allowed through a permit.

(7-1-21)T

14.
Personal Safety, Firearms. No person may purposefully or negligently endanger the life of any
person or creature within any land administered by the department. No person may discharge firearms or other
projectile firing devices within any lands administered by the department, except as follows: in the lawful defense of
person, persons, or property; in the course of lawful hunting; for exhibition; or at designated ranges as authorized by
the director.
(7-1-21)T
15.
Non-traditional Recreational Activities. Non-traditional recreational activities such as model
airplane and glider operations, geo-caching, gold panning, drone operation, and metal detecting may be authorized by
the park or program manager if such activities do not interfere with traditional uses of the park and are consistent with
preservation of park resources.
(7-1-21)T
176. -- 199.
200.

(RESERVED)

CAMPING.
01.

Occupancy and Capacity.

(7-1-21)T

a.
Occupancy. Camping is permitted only in designated campsites, areas, or facilities. A campsite or
facility will be determined occupied only after all required fees have been paid, registration information completed,
and all permits properly displayed. Unique circumstances may arise, and specific sites or facilities by virtue of design
may require exceptions to the capacity limits.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Campsite Capacity. Maximum capacity limits on each campsite are subject to each site's design and
size. Unless otherwise specified, and provided the combined equipment and people fit within the designated camping
area of the site selected, the maximum capacity will be one (1) family unit or a party of no more than eight (8)
persons, two (2) tents and two (2) motor vehicles. No more than one (1) RV may occupy a site. Two (2) motorcycles
are the equivalent of one (1) motor vehicle when determining campsite capacity. Each motorcycle will be subject to
the MVEF. In general, companion campsites have double the capacity listed above.
(7-1-21)T
c.
Facility Capacity. Maximum capacity limits on each facility are based on facility design, size, and
applicable occupancy code.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Self Registration. In those areas so posted, campers must register themselves for the use of
campsites and facilities, paying all required fees as provided for herein and in accordance with all posted instructions.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Length of Stay. Except as provided herein, no person, party or organization may be permitted to
camp on any lands administered by the department for more than fifteen (15) days in any thirty (30) consecutive day
period. This applies to both reservation and “first come first served” customers. The department operations division
administrator may authorize shorter or longer periods for any individual area.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Registration. All required fees must be paid, registration information completed, and all permits
properly displayed prior to occupying a campsite or facility. Saving or holding campsites or facilities for individuals
not physically present at the time of registration for “first come first served” camping is prohibited.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Condition of Campsite. Campers must keep their individual or group campsite or facility and
other use areas clean.
(7-1-21)T
06.
Liquid Waste Disposal. All gray water and sewage wastes must be held in self-contained units or
collected in water-tight receptacles in compliance with state adopted standards and dumped in sanitary facilities
provided for the disposal of such wastes.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Motorized Equipment. No generators or other motorized equipment emitting sound and exhaust
are permitted to be operated during quiet hours.
(7-1-21)T

Section 200
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08.
Campsite Parking. All motor vehicles and trailers, must fit entirely within the campsite parking
pad/area provided with the assigned individual or group campsite or facility. All equipment that does not fit entirely
within the designated campsite parking area must be parked at another location within the campground, or outside the
campground, as may be designated by the park or program manager. If no outside parking is available, the park or
program manager may require the party to register on a second campsite, if available.
(7-1-21)T
09.
Equipment. All camping equipment and personal belongings of a camper must be maintained
within the assigned individual or group campsite or facility perimeter.
(7-1-21)T
10.
Check Out. Customers are required to clean, vacate, and check out of registered campsites or
facilities as follows:
(7-1-21)T
a.

Individual or group campsite by 1 p.m. of the day following the last paid night of camping.
(7-1-21)T

b.

Individual or group facility by 12 noon of the day following the last paid night of camping.
(7-1-21)T

11.
Visitors. Individuals visiting campers must park in designated areas, except with permission of the
park or program manager. Visitors must conform to established day use hours and day use fee requirements.
(7-1-21)T
12.
Responsible Party. The individual reserving or registering to use an individual or group campsite
or facility is responsible for ensuring compliance with the rules within this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
13.
Camping. Camping in individual or group facility sites is prohibited unless in areas specifically
designated for camping or by authorization of the park or program manager.
(7-1-21)T
14.
ADA Designated Campsites. Although the department offers campsites that are designated and
built to meet ADA accessibility requirements, these campsites are not managed exclusively for ADA use. (7-1-21)T
15.
ADA Accessible Facilities. Although the department offers facilities that provide for ADA
accessibility, these facilities are not managed exclusively for ADA use.
(7-1-21)T
201.
BOATING FACILITIES.
The provisions of this section do not apply to department-operated marinas which provide moorage on a lease or
long-term rental basis.
(7-1-21)T
01.
Moorage and Use of Marine Facilities. No person or persons may moor or berth a vessel of any
type in a department-owned or operated park or marine area that is signed for other use. Vessel moorage is limited to
no more than fifteen (15) days in any consecutive thirty (30) day period.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Moorage Fees. Vessels moored between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. at designated facilities will be charged
an overnight moorage fee.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Use of Onshore Campsites. If any person or persons from a vessel moored at a department boating
facility also occupies any designated campsite onshore, all required fees for such campsite(s) must be paid in addition
to any moorage fee provided herein.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Self-Registration. In those areas so posted, boaters must register themselves for the use of marine
facilities and onshore campsites, paying all required moorage and campsite fees as provided for herein and in
accordance with all posted instructions.
(7-1-21)T
202.

OVERNIGHT USE.

01.
Occupancy. Overnight use is permitted only in designated areas. Overnight use is only allowed
after all required fees have been paid, registration information completed, and all permits properly displayed. (7-1Section 201
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21)T
02.
Overnight Use Fees. Motor vehicles or trailers not associated with campers between 10:00 p.m.
and 7:00 a.m. at designated facilities will be charged an overnight use fee.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Self Registration. In those areas so posted, overnight users must register themselves for the use of
overnight use areas, paying the appropriate fees as provided for herein and in accordance with all posted instructions.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Length of Stay. Except as provided herein, no person, party, or organization may be permitted to
utilize overnight use areas on any lands administered by the department for more than fifteen (15) days in any thirty
(30) consecutive-day period. This applies to both reservation and “first come first served” customers. The director
may authorize shorter or longer periods for any individual area.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Registration. All required fees must be paid, registration information completed, and all permits
properly displayed prior to occupying an overnight use area.
(7-1-21)T
06.
Check Out. Overnight users are required to check out by 1 p.m. of the day following the last paid
overnight of use.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Responsible Party. The individual purchasing an overnight use permit or the registered owner of
the motor vehicle or trailer is responsible for ensuring compliance with the rules within this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
08.
Overnight Use. Overnight use is prohibited except in areas specifically designated for overnight
use or by authorization of the park or program manager.
(7-1-21)T
203.

WATERFRONT AREAS.
01.

Swimming. Swimming or water contact is at an individual’s own risk.

(7-1-21)T

02.
Restrictions on Designated Beaches. No glass containers or pets are allowed on designated
beaches or swim areas.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Restricted Areas. Vessels must remain clear of designated beaches and other areas signed and
buoyed for public safety.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Ramps and Docks. The use of docks located next to boat ramps is limited to the active launching
and loading of boats.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Compliance with Laws. Vessels operating on public waters administered by the department must
fully comply with the Idaho Safe Boating Act, Title 67, Chapter 70 and the Marine Sewage Disposal Act, Title 67,
Chapter 75, Idaho Code, and the rules promulgated thereunder. The director may establish rules prohibiting the use of
boat motors or to limit the horsepower capacity on those vessels operating on waters administered by the department.
(7-1-21)T
204.
WINTER RECREATION PROGRAMS.
The department manages two winter recreation programs: the winter access program which provides for recreation
within state parks and the winter recreational parking pass program which provides for recreation outside of state
parks.
(7-1-21)T
01.
Winter Access Program. The purpose of the winter access program is to fund state park services
such as maintaining parking areas, providing warming facilities and winter-accessible restroom facilities, regularly
grooming trails, signing ski routes, and having ski patrol services available. Any person using winter access program
facilities must purchase and properly display a daily or season pass. Winter access program areas are designated by
board policy.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Section 203
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program, known as “Park N Ski”, is to designate winter recreational parking locations and use the funds from permit
sales to maintain the designated parking areas. Winter recreational parking areas are designated by board policy.
(7-1-21)T
a.
Permit. Any person parking a vehicle in a designated winter recreation parking location must
purchase and properly display a winter recreation parking permit, except, snowmobilers may park their transportation
vehicles in a designated parking area without displaying a parking permit when a current snowmobile validation
sticker is affixed to the snowmobile.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Designation of Primary Use Area. The purchaser of a permit will be allowed to designate on the
appropriate form, a primary winter recreational parking use area. The full portion of fees not allocated to the vendor
or the department will be apportioned to the designated use area. Should a purchaser fail to designate a primary use
area, those fees will be apportioned to a use area determined by the department.
(7-1-21)T
c.
Parking Restrictions. No person may park a vehicle in a designated winter recreational parking
location in such a manner as to deprive other users of reasonable access to all or part of the remainder of that parking
area.
(7-1-21)T
d.
Permit Location. An annual winter recreational parking permit must be permanently affixed on the
front window of the vehicle nearest the driver’s seat. A temporary three-day permit must be displayed on the
vehicle’s dashboard with the dated side displayed to the front of the vehicle in such a manner that it is completely
visible and kept in legible condition.
(7-1-21)T
e.
Replacement Permits. No person may file or attempt to file for a duplicate annual winter
recreational parking permit unless the original permit was stolen or destroyed. A temporary three (3) day winter
recreational parking permit which is lost, stolen, or destroyed will not be reissued.
(7-1-21)T
f.
Transfer. No person may transfer or attempt to transfer an annual winter recreational parking permit
decal or a temporary three-day permit from the vehicle upon which it was legally permitted and placed.
(7-1-21)T
g.
Permit Expiration. The annual winter recreational parking permit is valid until the expiration date
printed on the decal. The temporary winter recreational parking permit is valid for only the three (3) consecutive days
written on the permit.
(7-1-21)T
205. -- 224.
225.

(RESERVED)

FEES AND SERVICES.
01.

Authority.

(7-1-21)T

a.
All fees in this chapter are maximum fees unless otherwise stated. The board has the authority to
set actual fees by board policy.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Park and program managers have the authority to set fees for goods available for resale, equipment
rentals, and services provided by employees to enhance the users experience unique to the individual park or
program.
(7-1-21)T
02.

Payment. Visitors must pay all required fees.

(7-1-21)T

03.
Camping. Camping fees include the right to use designated campsites and facilities for the period
camp fees are paid. Utilities and facilities may be restricted by weather or other factors.
(7-1-21)T
04.

Group Use.

(7-1-21)T

a.
Groups of twenty-five (25) persons or more, or any group needing special considerations or
deviations from these rules must obtain a permit. Permits may be issued after arrangements have been made for
proper sanitation, population density limitations, safety of persons and property, and regulation of traffic. (7-1-21)T
Section 225
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b.
Permits for groups of up to two hundred fifty (250) people may be approved by the park manager
with thirty (30) days advance notice. Permits for groups of two hundred fifty (250) or more people may be approved
by the director with forty-five (45) days advance notice.
(7-1-21)T
c.
Group use fees for day use facilities, general use areas, and events may be negotiated by the park or
program manager and will generally not fall below the cost of providing services. MVEF is required unless
specifically waived by the park or program manager.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Fees and Deposits. Fees and deposits, including cleaning fees or damage/cleaning deposits, may
be required for certain uses or the reservation of certain facilities unique to an individual park. Where deposits are
required, they are to be paid prior to check-in
(7-1-21)T
06.
Fee Collection Surcharge. A surcharge may be added to all established fees when the operator of
a motor vehicle or responsible party of a camping unit fails to pay all required fees or fails to properly display proof
of payment for required fees prior to entering a park area or occupying a campsite. If the surcharge is assessed, and
the operator of the vehicle or responsible party is not present, all required fees in addition to the surcharge will be
assessed against the registered owner of the motor vehicle or camping unit.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Admission Fees. An admission fee may be charged for internal park facilities which provide an
educational opportunity or require special accommodations.
(7-1-21)T
08.
Cooperative Fee Programs. The department may collect and disperse fees in cooperation with fee
programs of other state and federal agencies.
(7-1-21)T
09.
Encroachment Permit Application Fee. The department may assess an encroachment application
fee as set by the board to cover administrative costs incurred by the department in reviewing the application and the
site, and in preparing the appropriate document(s).
(7-1-21)T
10.

Sales Tax. Applicable sales tax may be added to all sales.

(7-1-21)T

11.
Returned Checks. The cost to the agency for returned checks will be passed on to the issuer of the
insufficient funds check.
(7-1-21)T
226. -- 244.
245.

(RESERVED)

FEE SCHEDULE: FEE COLLECTION SURCHARGE.

Category

Fee

Fee Collection Surcharge

$25/day

(7-1-21)T
246.

(RESERVED)

247.

FEE SCHEDULE: ENTRANCE.

Category

Fee

Daily MVEF

$7/day/vehicle

Annual MVEF

$80/year/vehicle

Annual MVEF Replacement

$5/vehicle

Commercial Motor Vehicle Entrance

Section 245

$50/day/vehicle
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Category

Fee

Admission

$20/person

(7-1-21)T
248. -- 249.
250.

(RESERVED)

FEE SCHEDULE: INDIVIDUAL CAMPSITE OR FACILITY.

Category

Fee

Basic Campsite: site may have water

$34/day

Electric Campsite: site has electricity and may have water

$42/day

Full Hook-up Campsite: site has electricity, water, and sewer

$46/day

Companion Campsite: site has electricity and may have water

$84/day

Hike-in/Bike-in Campsite

$12/person/day

Extra Vehicle

$8/day
$20/night/vehicle, trailer, or vehicle
with attached trailer

Overnight Use of Parking Areas
Use of Campground Showers by Non-campers

$3/person/day

Camping Cabins and Yurts

$500/night

Each additional person above the base occupancy of camping cabin or yurt
Pets

$12/person/night
$15/pet/night

Cleaning

$50

(7-1-21)T
251. -- 253.

(RESERVED)

254.
FEE SCHEDULE: GROUP CAMPSITE OR FACILITY.
Group Facility Fees. Reservation service fee, designated group campground or facility.

(7-1-21)T

Category

Fee

Reservation Service Charge (non-transferable, non-refundable)

$25

Group use of day use facility, overnight facility, or group camp (set by park or
program manager)
Each additional person above the base occupancy of the overnight facility

Varies
$12/person/night

(7-1-21)T
255.

(RESERVED)

256.
FEE SCHEDULE: BOATING FACILITIES.
Boating Facilities:

Section 250
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Category

Fee
MVEF or $7/
day/vessel

Vessel Launching
Overnight moorage at dock or buoy, person staying at campsite or facility and not staying on the
vessel

$9/night

Overnight moorage at dock, person staying on vessel

$10/night

Overnight moorage at buoy, person staying on vessel

$9/night

(7-1-21)T
257. -- 258.
259.

(RESERVED)

FEE SCHEDULE: WINTER RECREATION PROGRAMS.

Category

Fee

Winter Access Daily Pass, individual

$6/person/day

Winter Access Daily Pass, family

$100/family/season

Winter Access Season Pass, individual

$50/person/season

Winter Access Season Pass, couple

$75/couple/season

Winter Recreation Parking, temporary three-day permit
Winter Recreation Parking, annual permit

$10/three days
$30/year

(7-1-21)T
260. -- 274.
275.

(RESERVED)

CRITERIA FOR RESERVATIONS.
01.

Responsible Party.

(7-1-21)T

a.
The person booking reservations for an individual campsite or facility is responsible for ensuring
compliance with the rules within this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
b.
The person booking reservations for multiple individual campsites is designated the group leader
and is responsible for ensuring compliance with the rules within this chapter. The group leader may approve another
person to register for a campsite as the primary occupant prior to check-in or at the park. Once the primary occupant
registers for the campsite, the primary occupant becomes the responsible party.
(7-1-21)T
c.
The person booking reservations for a group campsite or facility is designated the group leader and
is responsible for ensuring compliance with the rules within this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Reservation Service Charges, Individual or Group Campsite or Facility. Reservations are nontransferable (from one party to another). Reservation fees are non-refundable.
(7-1-21)T
a.
reserved.

A reservation service charge may be assessed for each individual or group campsite or facility
(7-1-21)T

b.
The service charge for an individual campsite or facility will be waived for campers with a current
Idaho RV registration sticker and reimbursed to the department by the RV Program.
(7-1-21)T
Section 259
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03.
Cleaning Fee. A cleaning fee or a damage/cleaning deposit may be required by the park or
program manager as a condition of reservation.
(7-1-21)T
04.

Confirmation Requirements.

(7-1-21)T

a.
Confirmation of an individual campsite or facility reservation. Full payment of all required fees
must be made before a reservation is confirmed.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Confirmation of a designated group campground, group campsite, or group facility reservation.
Before a reservation is confirmed, the group leader must:
(7-1-21)T
i.
Supply primary occupant (point of contact) name, address, and phone number for multiple
bookings of individual campsites for a group.
(7-1-21)T
ii.

Pay all required fees for each campsite or facility reserved.

(7-1-21)T

05.
Reservation Modifications. A reservation service fee will be assessed for any modification to a
previously made reservation that involves reducing the planned length of stay, or to change the reservation dates
where part of the new stay includes part of the original stay booked (rolling window). Modifications that change the
original stay so that no part of the new stay includes part of the original stay are to be considered a cancellation and
re-book will be mandatory to keep a reservation. With the exception of the reservation service charge as defined in
Section 276, any overpaid fees will be reimbursed at the time the reservation is modified.
(7-1-21)T
06.

Reservation Cancellations.

(7-1-21)T

a.
Individual Campsite or Facility. A reservation service fee will be assessed for the cancellation of a
reservation. This service fee will be assessed for each campsite or facility involved. If the customer cancels after the
scheduled arrival date the customer forfeits all usage fees for the time period already expired. Cancellations received
after checkout time will result in the forfeiture of that day’s usage fees for the campsite or facility. At no time will the
customer be charged a cancellation fee that exceeds the amount originally paid. The IDPR or its reservation service
provider may cancel a customer’s reservation for insufficient payment of fees due. With the exception of the
reservation service fees, all fees paid will be reimbursed at the time the reservation is cancelled.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Park Board Designated Special Use Campsites and Facilities. A reservation service fee will be
assessed for the cancellation of a reservation. If a cancellation for a group facility occurs twenty-one (21) or fewer
calendar days prior to arrival, the customer forfeits the first night or daily facility usage fees (base rate). If a
cancellation for a group facility occurs more than twenty-one (21) calendar days prior to arrival, a cancellation charge
will be assessed. If the customer cancels after the arrival date the customer forfeits all usage fees for the time period
already expired. Cancellations received after checkout time will result in the forfeiture of that day’s usage fees for the
campsite or facility. At no time will the customer be charged a cancellation fee that exceeds the amount originally
paid. The department or its reservation service provider may cancel a customer’s reservation for insufficient payment
of fees due. An individual site cancellation fee applies to each campsite in a group campground. With the exception
of the reservation service fees, all fees paid will be reimbursed at the time the reservation is cancelled.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Insufficient Payment. The department may cancel a customer’s reservation for insufficient
payment of fees due.
(7-1-21)T
276.

FEE SCHEDULE: RESERVATIONS.

Category

Fee

Reservation Service Charge, individual campsite or facility
Reservation Service Charge, group reservation for campsite or facility

Section 276
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Category

Fee

Modification

$10/campsite or
facility

Cancellation, individual campsite or facility, prior to check-in time

$10/campsite or
facility

Cancellation, individual campsite or facility, after check-in time

First night’s fee

Cancellation, special use campsite or facility, more than 21 days in advance
Cancellation, individual campsite or facility, 21 days or less in advance

$50/facility
First night’s or daily
usage fee

(7-1-21)T
277. -- 399.

(RESERVED)

400.
PARK CAPACITIES.
Where applicable, park or program managers may limit or deny access to an area whenever it has reached its
designated capacity.
(7-1-21)T
401. -- 499.

(RESERVED)

500.
LIVESTOCK.
Grazing of livestock is not permitted within lands administered by the department. Exceptions may be made by the
board for grazing permits or otherwise permitting the use of lands administered by the department for livestock. The
use of saddle or other recreational livestock is prohibited on trails, roadways, and other areas unless designated
through signing for that purpose or with permission of the park or program manager.
(7-1-21)T
501. -- 576.

(RESERVED)

577.
SPREADING OF HUMAN ASHES.
Persons may spread human ashes on lands owned by the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation. The exact
location must be pre-approved by the park or program manager. Persons may not spread ashes in the water within a
state park. The department does not assign or convey any rights or restrictions by allowing the placement of ashes on
the land, and there are no restrictions in the ability of the landowner to operate, develop, or otherwise use the land at
their sole discretion without any obligation associated with the placement of ashes on the land.
(7-1-21)T
578. -- 624.
625.

(RESERVED)

ADVERTISEMENTS/PROMOTIONS/DEMONSTRATIONS.

01.
Printed Material. Public notices, public announcements, advertisements, or other printed matter
may only be posted or distributed in a special area approved by the park or program manager.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Political Advertising. Political advertising is strictly prohibited within any lands administered by
the Department.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Demonstrations. Public demonstrations are limited to areas approved by the park or program
manager and subject to an approved permit issued after arrangements for sanitation, population density limitations,
safety of persons and property, and regulation of traffic are made.
(7-1-21)T
626. -- 649.

(RESERVED)

650.
AUTHORIZED OPERATIONS.
No person, firm, or corporation may operate any concession, business, or enterprise within lands administered by the
Section 400
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Department without written permission or permit from the board. No person(s), partnership, corporation, association
or other organized groups may:
(7-1-21)T
01.

Beg or Solicit for Any Purpose.

(7-1-21)T

02.

Game or Operate a Gaming Device of Any Nature.

(7-1-21)T

03.
Abandon Any Property. Leave any property on department lands. Leaving property is prohibited
unless registered in a campsite or permitted by the park or program manager. Property left on department lands for
more than twenty-four (24) hours may be removed at the owner’s expense.
(7-1-21)T
651. -- 674.

(RESERVED)

675.
DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITY.
The department is not responsible for damage to, or theft of personal property within lands administered by the
department. All visitors use facilities and areas at their own risk.
(7-1-21)T
676.
NONDISCRIMINATION.
No person may discriminate in any manner against any person or persons because of race, color, national origin,
religion, gender, age or disability within lands administered by the department. Facilities constructed or maintained
with, and programs supported by the cross-country skiing recreation account must be available for public use without
discrimination and must comply with requirements as set out in the Americans with Disabilities Act.
(7-1-21)T
677. -- 999.

Section 675
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Operations Division
26.01.21 – Rules Governing Leasing Practices and Procedures for
Recreational Residences Within Heyburn State Park
Who does this rule apply to?
These rules apply to recreational residence site lease holders within Heyburn State Park.
What is the purpose of this rule?
These rules are promulgated by the Idaho Park and Recreation Board to further define and make
specific the administration of recreational residence site leases within Heyburn State Park.
What is the legal authority for the agency to promulgate this rule?
This rule implements the following statute passed by the Idaho Legislature:
State Government and State Affairs State Parks:
• Section 67-4223, Idaho Code – Powers of Board
Who do I contact for more information on this rule?
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation
8:00 am to 5:00 pm MT
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720
5657 Warm Springs Avenue, Boise, ID 83716
Phone: (208) 334-4199
Fax: (208) 334-3741
Email: inquiry@idpr.idaho.gov
https://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov

Zero-Based Regulation Review – 2025 for Rulemaking and 2026 Legislative Review

Ta b l e o f C o n t e n t s
26.01.21 – Rules Governing Leasing Practices and Procedures
for Recreational Residences Within Heyburn State Park
000. Legal Authority. ................................................................................................. 3
001. Title And Scope. ................................................................................................ 3
002. -- 009. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 3
010. Definitions. ........................................................................................................ 3
011. -- 049. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 3
050. Lease Term. ...................................................................................................... 3
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071. -- 089. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 3
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091. -- 109. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 4
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111. -- 129. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 4
130. Use. ................................................................................................................... 4
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26.01.21 – RULES GOVERNING LEASING PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
FOR RECREATIONAL RESIDENCES WITHIN HEYBURN STATE PARK
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
These rules are promulgated by the Idaho Park and Recreation Board pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 67-4223 and
are intended to further define and make specific Idaho Code, Section 67-4223 as it pertains to the administration of
recreational residence site leases within Heyburn State Park.
(7-1-21)T
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. The title of this chapter is cited in full as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Rules,
IDAPA 26.01.21, “Rules Governing Leasing Practices and Procedures for Recreational Residences Within Heyburn
State Park.”
(7-1-21)T
02.
Scope. This chapter establishes rules to effectuate the purposes of and aid in the administration of
recreational residence site leases within Heyburn State Park.
(7-1-21)T
002. -- 009.

(RESERVED)

010.
DEFINITIONS.
As used in this chapter:
01.
Governor.

(7-1-21)T

Board. The Idaho Park and Recreation Board, a bipartisan, six (6) member board, appointed by the
(7-1-21)T

02.

Department. The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation.

03.

Director. The director and chief administrator of the Department, or the designee of the director.
(7-1-21)T

(7-1-21)T

04.
Lease. The contract defining the rights and duties of the parties regarding a recreational residence
site within Heyburn State Park.
(7-1-21)T

Park.

05.

Lease Payment. The annual fee paid by a Lessee to the Lessor.

06.

Lessee. A person who holds a valid lease for a recreational residence site within Heyburn State
(7-1-21)T

07.

Lessor. The Board or it’s authorized representative.

(7-1-21)T

(7-1-21)T

08.
Recreational Residence Site. A particularly described parcel of real property, located within
Heyburn State Park and owned by the Department, which has been made available to private individuals through a
lease for the purpose of constructing and maintaining a recreational residence.
(7-1-21)T
011. -- 049.
050.

(RESERVED)

LEASE TERM.

01.
Cottage Site Leases. Leases are issued for a term not to exceed ten (10) years commencing upon
January 1 of the year the lease is entered into and ending upon December 31 of the final year of the term. (7-1-21)T
02.
Float Home Moorage Site Leases. Lease of a float home moorage site may be issued for a period
of up to thirty (30) years commencing upon January 1 of the year the lease is entered into and ending upon December
31 of the final year of the term.
(7-1-21)T
051. -- 069.

(RESERVED)

070.
RENEWAL.
No lease may include any right of renewal, whether expressed or implied.
071. -- 089.
090.

(RESERVED)

LEASE RATES.

Section 000
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01.
Base Rates. Base lease rates are set so as to provide the Department a reasonable return based upon
the fair market value of the lease site.
(7-1-21)T
02.
091. -- 109.
110.

Lease Rate Adjustments. The lease provides for annual adjustments.

(7-1-21)T

(RESERVED)

OCCUPANCY.

01.
Recreational Occupancy. With the exception of those leases that have been grandfathered for fulltime occupancy, the leased premises may be used solely for recreational residential purposes. Use may be intermittent
or seasonal but in no event may the residence be occupied in excess of six (6) months in any twelve (12) consecutive
months or more than one hundred eighty five (185) days in any three hundred sixty five (365) day cycle. (7-1-21)T
02.
Full-Time Occupancy. Leases that have been grandfathered for full-time occupancy revert to
recreational residential purposes when they are transferred, whether by gift, sale, or devise.
(7-1-21)T
111. -- 129.
130.

(RESERVED)

USE.

01.
Commercial Use Prohibited. Leased premises may not be used for commercial purposes. This
includes, but is not limited to, short- or long-term rental for profit, and the conduct of any enterprise of a commercial
nature.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Public Use. Heyburn State Park is a public facility that is managed for the use and benefit of the
public. Recreational residence leases reserve to the Department and its agents the right of ingress and egress across
lease premises. Recreational residence leases preserve the right of the general public to cross the leased premises for
any lawful purpose.
(7-1-21)T
131. -- 999.

Section 110

(RESERVED)
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IDAPA 26 – DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
Management Services Division
26.01.22 – Rules Governing Cooperating Associations
Who does this rule apply to?
These rules apply to how the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation manages their
relationships with cooperating associations.
What is the purpose of this rule?
These rules are promulgated by the Idaho Park and Recreation Board to further define and make
specific how recreation registration program vendors will administer the Idaho Safe Boating Act
and the statues regarding Recreational Activities in Idaho Code.
What is the legal authority for the agency to promulgate this rule?
This rule implements the following statute passed by the Idaho Legislature:
State Government and State Affairs State Parks:
• Section 67-4223, Idaho Code – Powers of Board
Who do I contact for more information on this rule?
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation
8:00 am to 5:00 pm MT
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720
5657 Warm Springs Avenue, Boise, ID 83716
Phone: (208) 334-4199
Fax: (208) 334-3741
Email: inquiry@idpr.idaho.gov
https://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov

Zero-Based Regulation Review – 2024 for Rulemaking and 2025 Legislative Review
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26.01.22 – RULES GOVERNING COOPERATING ASSOCIATIONS
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
These rules, promulgated by the Idaho Parks and Recreation Board pursuant to Section 67-5201, et seq., Idaho Code,
and Section 67-4223, Idaho Code, are intended to further define and make specific Section 67-4238, Idaho Code,
which deals with establishment of cooperating associations.
(7-1-21)T
001. -- 009.

(RESERVED)

010.
DEFINITIONS.
When used in these rules, the terms set forth below have the following definitions:

(7-1-21)T

01.
Agreement. A written document between the association and the Department which defines a
specific facility, terms, and conditions of operation to which both parties agree.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Cooperating Association. Any private, nonprofit organization that enters into an agreement with
the Department to aid the interpretive, educational, and related visitor service activities of a state park facility in
which the cooperating association is authorized to function.
(7-1-21)T
03.

Department. The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation.

04.

Director. The director of the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation or his designee. (7-1-21)T

(7-1-21)T

05.
State Park Facility. A structure or area within an Idaho state park, the entire state park, state park
region or state park system.
(7-1-21)T
011. -- 049.
050.

(RESERVED)

PURPOSE OF COOPERATING ASSOCIATIONS.

01.
Generally. The purpose of a cooperating association is to assist the Department at a local, regional,
or statewide level to enhance the interpretive, educational, and/or related visitor services activities.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Authorized Organizations and Activities. The Department may enter into agreements with
private nonprofit scientific, historic or educational organizations for the purpose of providing interpretive services to
state park facilities in Idaho. Said associations may provide such services as educational or interpretive material for
sale; acquire display materials and equipment for exhibits; provide support for park interpretive programs or
environmental education programs; support park facility libraries; provide support for other interpretive projects
related to a specific park facility; provide fund raising activities within the park facility; or other specifically
approved activities. All proposed services or activities must receive approval of the director prior to the activity
taking place.
(7-1-21)T
051. -- 099.
100.

(RESERVED)

CRITERIA FOR COOPERATING ASSOCIATIONS.
01.

Number Limited. No more than one (1) association may be created on behalf of any park.
(7-1-21)T

02.
Requirements. Associations are encouraged to incorporate under the laws of the state of Idaho and
to attain nonprofit, tax-exempt status under provisions of Section 501(c)3 of the federal Internal Revenue Service tax
code, but it is neither a requirement nor a responsibility of the Department. Requirements of an association are that
they have, as a minimum, a chairman, vice-chairman, secretary and treasurer, who may also serve on the board of
directors of the association. Each association determines the number of association board members. Summary
minutes of official association meetings must be forwarded to the Department within thirty (30) days after the
meeting. A department representative, designated by the director, is an ex-officio member of the board. Association
membership dues may be established by the association.
(7-1-21)T
101. -- 149.

(RESERVED)

150.
DEPARTMENT ASSISTANCE TO ASSOCIATIONS.
If the association desires, the Department, in its discretion, may provide assistance to the association on an incidental
basis. The Department may provide space at a state park facility for the interpretive materials provided by the
Section 000
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association.
151. -- 199.

(7-1-21)T
(RESERVED)

200.
AGREEMENT REQUIRED/PRIOR APPROVAL OF ACTIVITIES REQUIRED.
An agreement must be signed between officials of the association and the Department prior to an association
undertaking activities enumerated under Subsection 050.02 of this chapter. Agreements signed by officials of the
association and the Department are binding on successor officers of the association and the Department. Association
activities at a park may not conflict with park resources or objectives, must comply with all applicable statutes, rules
and regulations, and are subject to prior approval of the director. Decisions of the director are deemed to be a final
decision.
(7-1-21)T
201. -- 249.
250.

(RESERVED)

DISPOSITION OF ASSETS AND PROFITS.

01.
Profits to Benefit Park Facilities. Any profits received from the sale of publications or other
materials provided by an association pursuant to an agreement entered into under these rules must be used by the
association for interpretive or educational purposes to benefit the state park facility for which the association provides
services.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Dissolution of Association. In the event that the association disbands, dissolves, or the agreement
between the association and the Department is terminated for any reason whatsoever, all profits that have accrued to
the association as a result of the association/Department agreement must be donated to the Department. The
Department will use such assets or profits for interpretive and educational purposes at the designated state park
facility.
(7-1-21)T
251. -- 299.
300.

(RESERVED)

ACCOUNTABILITY.

01.
Annual Statements Required. An annual financial statement of the association must be prepared
and presented to the department director by May 1 of each year.
(7-1-21)T
02.
the association.

Department Not Liable. In no event will the Department be held liable for any debts incurred by
(7-1-21)T

301. -- 349.

(RESERVED)

350.
TERMINATION.
An agreement between an association and the Department may be terminated upon thirty (30) days written notice by
either party to the other at the address for “Notices” listed in the agreement.
(7-1-21)T
351. -- 999.

Section 200

(RESERVED)
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IDAPA 26 – DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
Management Services Division
26.01.24 – Rules Governing the Administration of the Sawtooth
National Recreation Area Special License Plate Funds
Who does this rule apply to?
These rules apply to the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation employees that administer the
Sawtooth National Recreation Area Special License Plate funds.
What is the purpose of this rule?
These rules are promulgated by the Idaho Park and Recreation Board to further define and make
specific the administration of the Sawtooth National Recreation Area Special License Plate funds.
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26.01.24 – RULES GOVERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE SAWTOOTH NATIONAL
RECREATION AREA SPECIAL LICENSE PLATE FUNDS
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The Idaho Park and Recreation Board is authorized under Section 67-4223(a), Idaho Code, to adopt, amend, or
rescind rules as may be necessary for proper administration of the Department and its programs.
(7-1-21)T
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. The title of this chapter is cited in full as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Rules,
IDAPA 26.01.24, “Rules Governing the Administration of the Sawtooth National Recreation Area Special License
Plate Funds.”
(7-1-21)T
02.
Scope. This chapter establishes procedures for the administration of the Sawtooth National
Recreation Area special plate funds, received pursuant to Section 49-419A, Idaho Code, including requirements for
project application, eligibility, review, award and management.
(7-1-21)T
002. -- 009.
010.

(RESERVED)

DEFINITIONS.

01.
Applicant. A public entity, user group, organization, or individual that identifies a need for a
project and applies for a sawtooth national recreation area special license plate fund grant through the Department.
(7-1-21)T
02.
governor.

Board. The Idaho Park and Recreation Board, a bipartisan, six (6) member board, appointed by the
(7-1-21)T

03.

Department. The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation.

04.

Director. The director and chief administrator of the Department or the designee of the director.
(7-1-21)T

05.

Park and Recreation Fund. That fund created in Section 67-4225, Idaho Code.

(7-1-21)T

(7-1-21)T

06.
Project. Any effort in compliance with applicable rules and policies governing the use of Sawtooth
National Recreation Area special license plate funds.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Sawtooth National Recreation Area (SNRA) Special License Plate Funds. Those funds derived
from the sale and purchase of Sawtooth National Recreation Area special license plates pursuant to Section 49-419A,
Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
011. -- 049.

(RESERVED)

050.
ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS FOR SAWTOOTH NATIONAL RECREATION AREA SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATE FUNDS.
Any public entity or private group, organization or individual which provides evidence of its ability to implement or
operate and maintain the project following the completion of the project.
(7-1-21)T
051. -- 099.
100.

(RESERVED)

ELIGIBLE PROJECTS.

01.
Determination of Eligibility. The director determines eligibility of projects in accordance with
Section 49-419A, Idaho Code, and this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Eligible Projects. Eligible projects are limited to planning, design, development, construction,
repair and maintenance of:
(7-1-21)T
a.

Motorized and non-motorized trails;

(7-1-21)T

b.

Camping facilities;

(7-1-21)T

Section 000
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c.

Bridges located on a motorized or non-motorized trail;

(7-1-21)T

d.

Restrooms used primarily by recreationists;

(7-1-21)T

e.

Parking areas used primarily to access outdoor recreation facilities;

(7-1-21)T

f.

Boat launch facilities;

(7-1-21)T

g.

Boat docks;

(7-1-21)T

h.

Interpretive centers, facilities and services for recreationists including informational and directional
(7-1-21)T

i.

Emergency medical facilities and services for recreationists; and

(7-1-21)T

j.

Unpaved roads leading to recreation areas.

(7-1-21)T

03.
Location of Eligible Projects. All eligible projects must be located within the SNRA and must be
open to the public regardless of race, color, religion, national origin, gender, age or disability.
(7-1-21)T
101. -- 149.

(RESERVED)

150.
APPLICATION PROCEDURES.
To be considered for a grant, an applicant must file with the Department a memorandum of understanding in a form
prescribed by the director and bearing original signatures no later than January 1 of each year.
(7-1-21)T
151. -- 199.

(RESERVED)

200.
DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS.
The Department will remit to the applicant at least eighty-five percent (85%) of all moneys collected pursuant to
Section 49-419A, Idaho Code, not later than January 25, April 25, July 25 and October 25 of each year. The
Department retains up to fifteen percent (15%) to cover costs related to the administration of this chapter. (7-1-21)T
201. -- 249.

(RESERVED)

250.
EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS.
The applicant must expend all funds received pursuant to this chapter within two (2) years of receipt.
251. -- 299.

(7-1-21)T

(RESERVED)

300.
RETURN OF FUNDS.
Any funds required by these rules to be returned from the applicant to the Department will be credited to the park and
recreation account and disbursed on or before the dates provided in Section 150 of this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
301. -- 349.
350.

(RESERVED)

DOCUMENTATION.

01.
Allowable Costs. Applicable Office of Management and Budget (OMB) cost principles must be
followed in determining reasonable and allowable costs.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Documentation and System of Internal Controls. The applicant must maintain a system of
internal controls in order to identify the source and disbursement of funds provided for all project costs by project.
Accounting records must be supported by source documentation such as vouchers, canceled checks, invoices, payroll,
time and attendance records, contract and sub-grant award documents, and other required billing forms. (7-1-21)T
03.
Section 150

Record Retention. The applicant must retain all financial information referenced in these rules
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regarding a project for a time period of three (3) years from the date of the receipt of funds, or until the satisfactory
completion of any litigation or audit concerning the project, whichever date is later.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Audit Authority. The Department has the right of access to any pertinent books, documents,
papers, or other records of applicant which are pertinent to these rules, in order to make audits, examinations,
excerpts, and transcripts. An audit may result in the disallowance of costs incurred by the applicant and the
establishment of a debt (account receivable) due the Department.
(7-1-21)T
351. -- 399.

(RESERVED)

400.
MAINTENANCE STANDARDS.
The applicant must ensure facilities developed, constructed or repaired with SNRA special license plate funds are
maintained and operated in a condition equivalent to that existing when it was funded, normal wear and tear excepted.
Maintenance standards must be adopted by the applicant during the application phase of the grant.
(7-1-21)T
401. -- 449.

(RESERVED)

450.
PROJECT CONVERSIONS.
No project funded by SNRA special license plate funds may, without prior approval of the Department, be converted
to uses other than for the authorized purpose of the original grant. The Department must approve a conversion only
when the SNRA special license plate funds expended on the project can be returned to the Department, or the
applicant can provide an immediate substitution of other projects of at least equal current fair market value and of
reasonable equivalent usefulness and location.
(7-1-21)T
451. -- 499.

(RESERVED)

500.
PURCHASE AND BIDDING REQUIREMENTS.
All local, state and federal laws pertaining to the expenditure of SNRA special license plate funds must be followed
by the applicant.
(7-1-21)T
501. -- 999.

Section 400

(RESERVED)
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Who does this rule apply to?
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Safe Boating Act.
What is the legal authority for the agency to promulgate this rule?
This rule implements the following statutes passed by the Idaho Legislature:
State Government and State Affairs • Title 67, Chapter 70, et seq., Idaho Code – Idaho Safe Boating Act
Who do I contact for more information on this rule?
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation
8:00 am to 5:00 pm MT
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720
5657 Warm Springs Avenue, Boise, ID 83716
Phone: (208) 334-4199
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26.01.30 – IDAHO SAFE BOATING RULES
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The Idaho Park and Recreation Board is authorized under Section 67-7002, Idaho Code to promulgate rules to
effectuate the purposes of and aid in the administration of the Idaho Safe Boating Act, Title 67, Chapter 70, Idaho
Code.
(7-1-21)T
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. The title of this chapter is cited in full as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Rules,
IDAPA 26.01.30, “Idaho Safe Boating Rules.”
(7-1-21)T
02.
Scope. This chapter establishes rules to effectuate the purposes of and aid in the administration and
enforcement of the Idaho Safe Boating Act, Title 67, Chapter 70, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
002. -- 009.

(RESERVED)

010.
DEFINITIONS.
As used in this chapter:

(7-1-21)T

01.
Duly Constituted Water Ski School. A profit-making business that files Idaho income tax returns
in accordance with the Idaho Income Tax Act (Title 63, Chapter 30, Idaho Code) substantiating that instruction of
water ski students for the making of a profit is or was being performed by the instructor.
(7-1-21)T
02.

Lifeboat. A vessel that:

a.

Is owned by the owner of a vessel for which a valid certificate of number has been issued;
(7-1-21)T

b.

Is kept with the numbered vessel during normal operation of the numbered vessel; and

(7-1-21)T

c.

Is used solely in life threatening situations.

(7-1-21)T

(7-1-21)T

03.
Motorboat. Any vessel propelled by machinery, which is powered by an energy source other than
human effort, whether or not such machinery is the principal source of propulsion.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Sailboat. Any vessel equipped with mast(s) and sail(s), dependent upon the wind to propel the
vessel in the normal course of operation of the vessel.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Sailboard. A surfboard type sailboat with no freeboard and using a triangular sail on a swivel
mounted mast not secured to a hull by guys or stays.
(7-1-21)T

purpose.

06.

Tender. A vessel equipped with propulsion machinery of less than ten (10) horsepower that:
(7-1-21)T

a.

Is owned by the owner of a vessel for which a valid certificate of number has been issued;
(7-1-21)T

b.

Displays the number of that numbered vessel followed by the suffix “1”; and

c.

Is used for direct transportation between the numbered vessel and the shore and for no other
(7-1-21)T

(7-1-21)T

07.
Watercraft. Those devices designed as a means of transportation on water. The following devices
are not considered watercraft:
(7-1-21)T
a.

Diver’s aids operated and designed primarily to propel a diver below the surface of the water; and
(7-1-21)T

b.
Non-motorized devices not designed as a means of transportation on water, such as inflatable air
mattresses, single inner tubes, and beach and water toys.
(7-1-21)T
c.
Section 000

Float houses as defined in Section 67-7003(8), Idaho Code.
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08.
Whistle or Horn. Any sound producing appliance capable of producing the prescribed blasts and
which complies with the specifications of 33 U.S.C. Section 2001 et seq. and 33 CFR Section 86.01 et seq. (7-1-21)T
09.
Other Definitions. Other definitions set forth in the Idaho Safe Boating Act (Title 67, Chapter 70,
Idaho Code) are incorporated herein by reference.
(7-1-21)T
011. -- 049.
050.

(RESERVED)

PERSONAL FLOTATION DEVICES (PFD'S).

01.
Personal Flotation Devices Required. Except seaplanes, sailboards, and as provided in
Subsections 050.03 and 050.04 of this chapter, no person may operate or permit to be operated any vessel on the
waters of this state without carrying on board personal flotation devices (Type I life preservers, Type II buoyant vests,
Type III special purpose marine buoyant devices, Type IV buoyant cushions or ring life buoys, or Type V restricted
use devices) as follows:
(7-1-21)T
a.
Recreational vessels (used for non-commercial use) less than sixteen (16) feet in length, and canoes
and kayaks of any length, must have one (1) type I, II, or III wearable personal flotation devices of a suitable size for
each person on board.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Recreational vessels sixteen (16) feet in length and over, except as stated in Subsection 050.01.a. of
this chapter, must have one (1) type I, II, or III wearable personal flotation device of a suitable size for each person on
board and, in addition, one (1) type IV throwable device.
(7-1-21)T
c.
Commercial vessels less than forty (40) feet in length not carrying passengers for hire must have at
least one (1) Type I, II, or III wearable personal flotation device of a suitable size for each person on board.
(7-1-21)T
d.
Commercial vessels carrying passengers for hire and commercial vessels forty (40) feet in length or
longer not carrying passengers for hire must have at least one Type I wearable personal flotation device of a suitable
size for each person on board.
(7-1-21)T
e.
Commercial vessels twenty-six (26) feet in length or longer must have at least one (1) Type IV
throwable ring life buoy in addition to other requirements.
(7-1-21)T
f.
Children fourteen (14) years of age and younger, onboard vessels nineteen (19) feet or less, must
wear an approved flotation device when the vessel is underway.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Location and Condition. All personal flotation devices required by Section 050 of this chapter
must be readily accessible to persons on board and be of good and serviceable condition. When aboard a personal
watercraft (Jet Ski, Wave Runner, etc.) or being towed by a boat (water ski, wake board, knee board, tube, etc.), an
approved flotation device must be worn to be considered readily accessible. All such devices must be approved by the
U.S. Coast Guard, and must be marked in accordance with U.S. Coast Guard standards. All such devices must
comply with the construction and design standards set forth by 46 U.S.C. Section 2101 et seq. and Section 4301 et
seq., and applicable federal regulations.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Alternative PFD Requirement. A Type V personal flotation device may be carried in lieu of any
required personal flotation device if U.S. Coast Guard approved for the activity engaged in.
(7-1-21)T
04.

Exemptions.

(7-1-21)T

a.
Racing shells, rowing sculls and racing kayaks are exempt from the requirements of Section 050 of
this chapter provided they are manually propelled, recognized by a national or international racing association and
designed solely for competitive racing.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Section 050

Float tubes are exempt from the requirements of Section 050 of this chapter while being operated
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on lakes and reservoirs of this state of less than two hundred (200) surface acres in size at natural or ordinary high
water.
(7-1-21)T
051. -- 074.
075.

(RESERVED)

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.

01.
Fire Extinguishers Required. Except seaplanes and those motorboats less than twenty-six (26)
feet in length, propelled by outboard motors, of open construction that will not permit the entrapment of explosive or
flammable gases or vapors, and not carrying passengers for hire, no person may operate or permit to be operated any
motorboat on the waters of this state unless it carries on board and have readily accessible at least the minimum
number of serviceable U.S. Coast Guard approved fire extinguishers as set forth below.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Type and Size -- Table. Extinguishers approved for use on motorboats are hand portable of either
B-I or B-II classification. “B” type is for gasoline, oil and grease fires. “I” and “II” denotes size as follows:
Classification

Foam Dioxide

Carbon Chemical

Dry Freon

Halon/

B-I

1.25 gals.

4 lbs.

2 lbs.

2.5 lbs.

B-II

2.50 gals.

15 lbs.

10 lbs.

(7-1-21)T
03.
Inspections. Dry chemical fire extinguishers without gauges or indicating devices must be
inspected every six (6) months. If the gross weight of a carbon dioxide (CO2) fire extinguisher is reduced by more
than ten percent (10%) of the net weight, the extinguisher is not acceptable and must be recharged.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Specific Requirements. Except as provided in Subsection 075.01 of this chapter, the requirements
for fire extinguishers by length of motorboat are as follows:
(7-1-21)T

required.

a.

Less than twenty-six (26) feet in length: At least one (1) B-1 fire extinguisher is required.
(7-1-21)T

b.

Twenty-six (26) feet to less than forty (40) feet in length: At least two (2) B-1 fire extinguishers are
(7-1-21)T

c.
Forty (40) feet to not more than sixty-five (65) feet in length: At least three (3) B-1 fire
extinguishers are required.
(7-1-21)T
d.
Over sixty-five (65) feet in length: Federal requirements apply as stated in 46 U.S.C. Section 2101
et seq. and Section 4301 et seq., and 46 CFR Section 25.30-1 et seq.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Alternative Fire Extinguisher Requirement. One (1) B-II fire extinguisher may be substituted
for two (2) B-I fire extinguishers.
(7-1-21)T
06.
Fixed Systems. When a fixed fire extinguishing system is installed in machinery space(s), one (1)
less B-I fire extinguisher is required.
(7-1-21)T
076. -- 099.
100.

(RESERVED)

LIGHTS AND SHAPES.

01.
Lights Required. No person may operate or permit the operation of any vessel on the waters of this
state between sunset and sunrise or in other times of restricted visibility unless the vessel is equipped with and
displays the lights herein specified, and during such time no other lights which may be mistaken for those prescribed
must be exhibited.
(7-1-21)T
Section 075
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02.
Motorized Vessels. A motorboat less than sixty-five and six-tenths (65.6) feet in length must
exhibit navigation lights as follows:
(7-1-21)T
a.
A white light placed over the fore and aft centerline of the vessel showing an unbroken light over
an arc of the horizon of two hundred twenty-five (225) degrees (twenty (20) points) and so fixed as to show the light
from right ahead to twenty-two and five-tenths (22.5) degrees (two (2) points) abaft (toward the stern from) the beam
on either side of the vessel.
(7-1-21)T
b.
A white light placed as nearly as practicable at the stern showing an unbroken light over an arc of
the horizon one hundred thirty-five (135) degrees (twelve (12) points) and so fixed as to show the light sixty-seven
and five-tenths (67.5) degrees (six (6) points) from right aft on each side of the vessel.
(7-1-21)T
c.
On the starboard side a green light and on the port side a red light each showing an unbroken light
over an arc of the horizon of one hundred twelve and five-tenths (112.5) degrees (ten (10) points) and so fixed as to
show the light from right ahead to twenty-two and five-tenths (22.5) degrees (two (2) points) abaft (toward the stern
from) the beam on its respective side. These sidelights may be combined in one (1) lantern carried on the fore and aft
centerline of the vessel.
(7-1-21)T
d.
A motorboat less than thirty-nine and four-tenths (39.4) feet in length may exhibit a white light aft
visible all around the horizon in lieu of the white lights prescribed in Subsections 100.02.a. and 100.02.b. of this
chapter.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Non-Motorized Vessels. A sailboat, under sail alone, and a vessel under oars or paddles, must
exhibit navigation lights as follows:
(7-1-21)T
a.
On the starboard side a green light and on the port side a red light each showing an unbroken light
over an arc of the horizon of one hundred twelve and five-tenths (112.5) degrees (ten (10) points) and so fixed as to
show the light from right ahead to twenty-two and five-tenths (22.5) degrees (two (2) points) abaft (toward the stern
from) the beam on its respective side. These sidelights may be combined in one (1) lantern carried on the fore and aft
centerline of the vessel.
(7-1-21)T
b.
A white light placed as nearly as practicable at the stern showing an unbroken light over an arc of
the horizon one hundred thirty-five (135) degrees (twelve (12) points) and so fixed as to show the light sixty-seven
and five-tenths (67.5) degrees (six (6) points) from right aft on each side of the vessel.
(7-1-21)T
c.
A sailboat of less than twenty-three (23) feet in length or a vessel under oars or paddles must, if
practicable, exhibit the lights prescribed in Subsections 100.03.a. and 100.03.b. of this chapter, but if it does not, it
must have ready at hand an electric torch or lighted lantern showing a white light that must be exhibited in sufficient
time to prevent collision.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Anchorage. All vessels must display a white light visible all around the horizon when anchored on
the waters of this state, unless anchored in a designated mooring area.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Seaplanes. Where it is impracticable for a seaplane to exhibit lights of the characteristics or in the
positions prescribed in Section 100 of this chapter, it must exhibit lights as similar in characteristics and position as is
possible.
(7-1-21)T
06.
Sailboats. Between sunrise and sunset, a vessel proceeding under sail when also being propelled by
machinery must exhibit forward where it can best be seen a conical shape, apex downward. A vessel of less than
thirty-nine and four-tenths (39.4) feet in length is not required to exhibit this shape, but may do so.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Visibility. Every white light prescribed by Section 100 of this chapter must be of such character as
to be visible at a distance of at least two (2) miles. Every other colored light must be fitted with inboard screens of
sufficient height so set as to prevent these lights from being seen across the bow and must be of such character as to
be visible at a distance of at least one (1) mile. The word “visible” in Section 100 of this chapter means visible on a
dark night with clear atmosphere.
(7-1-21)T
Section 100
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08.
Alternative Lights and Shapes. In lieu of the lights and shapes required in Section 100 of this
chapter, a vessel may exhibit those lights and shapes provided for by 33 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seq., or 33 U.S.C.
Section 2001 et seq. and applicable regulations, and as published by the U.S. Coast Guard in the Navigational Rules
International - Inland.
(7-1-21)T
101. -- 124.
125.

(RESERVED)

VENTILATION.

01.
Ventilation Required. Except seaplanes, no person may operate or permit to be operated any
vessel having aboard a gasoline engine used for any purpose, unless it is provided with proper ventilation. (7-1-21)T
02.
Compartments With Gasoline Engines. Each compartment in a vessel that has a permanently
installed gasoline engine with a cranking motor must be open to the atmosphere, or be ventilated by a natural
ventilation system and a mechanical exhaust blower system as required by 46 U.S.C. Section 2101 et seq. and Section
4301 et seq., and 33 CFR Section 183.601 et seq.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Collection of Vapors or Gases. Each compartment or tank in a vessel that may permit the
entrapment of explosive or flammable gases or vapors must be ventilated by a natural ventilation system. (7-1-21)T
04.
Natural Ventilation System. A natural ventilation system must be approved for use by the U.S.
Coast Guard and include a supply opening or duct from the atmosphere or from a ventilated compartment or from a
compartment that is open to the atmosphere, and an exhaust opening into another ventilated compartment or an
exhaust duct to the atmosphere. Each exhaust opening or duct must originate in the lower third of the compartment;
and each supply opening or duct and each exhaust opening or duct in a compartment must be above the normal
accumulation of bilge water. Each supply opening must be forward facing and located on the exterior surface of a
vessel, or be constructed so that air effectively flows into or out of the supply or exhaust openings.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Exhaust Blowers. Each vessel that is required to have an exhaust blower must have a label that is
located as close as practicable to each ignition switch, is in plain view of the operator, and has at least the following
information:
“WARNING -- GASOLINE VAPORS CAN EXPLODE. BEFORE STARTING ENGINE
OPERATE BLOWER FOR FOUR (4) MINUTES AND CHECK ENGINE
COMPARTMENT BILGE FOR GASOLINE VAPORS.”

(7-1-21)T

06.
Alternative Ventilation System. In lieu of the ventilation and warning label required in Section
125 of this chapter, a vessel may be provided with any type of ventilating system as required by 46 U.S.C. Section
2101 et seq. and Section 4301 et seq., and applicable federal regulations.
(7-1-21)T
126. -- 149.

(RESERVED)

150.
SOUND PRODUCING DEVICES.
No person may operate or permit to be operated any vessel on the waters of this state without carrying on board sound
producing devices as follows:
(7-1-21)T
01.
Vessels Thirty-Nine and Four-Tenths Feet and Over. A vessel of thirty-nine and four-tenths
(39.4) feet or more in length must be provided with a whistle or horn capable of making the prescribed signals
provided for by 33 U.S.C. Section 2001 et seq., and a bell. The whistle or horn must be audible for at least one-half
(1/2) nautical mile, and the bell, when struck, must produce a clear bell-like tone of full sound characteristic.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Vessels Under Thirty-Nine and Four-Tenths Feet. A vessel of less than thirty-nine and fourtenths (39.4) feet in length must be provided with a whistle or horn capable of making the prescribed signals provided
for by 33 U.S.C. Section 2001 et seq. The whistle or horn must be audible for at least one-half (1/2) nautical mile.
Section 125
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(7-1-21)T

151. -- 174.

(RESERVED)

175.
BACKFIRE FLAME CONTROL.
Except seaplanes, no person may operate or permit to be operated any motorboat on the waters of this state unless
each carburetor on every inboard gasoline engine installed in a motorboat must be equipped with a U.S. Coast Guard
approved backfire flame arrester or other means of backfire flame control approved for use by the U.S. Coast Guard,
each of which is securely attached to the carburetor and in proper working order.
(7-1-21)T
176. -- 199.

(RESERVED)

200.
WARNING FLAGS FOR DOWNED SKIERS.
No person may operate or permit to be operated any vessel used for towing waterskiers or similar devices in which
persons or objects are being towed above, in, or on the waters of this state unless it has on board and displays a
warning flag as specified in Section 200 of this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
01.
Size and Color. A warning flag must be international orange or red in color and must be at least
one (1) foot square.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Use. When any person being towed by the vessel becomes disengaged from the towline and is
down in the water, a person in the vessel must immediately hold the warning flag aloft, visible from all sides, as an
indicator to other vessels in the area that a person is down in the water. As long as such downed person is in the water,
the flag must remain displayed to prevent danger to that person and hazards to passing vessels.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Use Limited. Such warning flag must be displayed only under the conditions set forth in Section
200 of this chapter or when other eminent danger exists.
(7-1-21)T
201. -- 224.

(RESERVED)

225.
VESSEL LIVERIES -- EQUIPMENT.
Neither the owner of a vessel livery nor his agent or employee may permit any vessel permitted by him to be operated
as a vessel to depart from his premises unless it has been provided, either by owner or renter, with the equipment
required pursuant to Title 67, Chapter 70, Idaho Code and this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
226.

PERSONAL WATERCRAFT LIVERIES.

01.
Education Required. All liveries renting, leasing or hiring out any personal watercraft must
provide education in the laws, rules and safe operation of the personal watercraft to each person that will operate the
personal watercraft. No person may operate any personal watercraft that is rented, leased or hired without first
completing instruction in the laws, rules and safe operation of the personal watercraft. This instruction must include:
(7-1-21)T
and

a.

b.
Association.

The complete reading of “Personal Watercraft Laws and Safe Operation,” IDPR form REV 50.13;
(7-1-21)T
The complete viewing of the video “Play It Safe” produced by the Personal Watercraft Industry
(7-1-21)T

02.
Acknowledgment Required. All persons operating a rented, leased or hired personal watercraft
must carry on board for inspection by any law enforcement officer a valid “Idaho PWC Renter’s Acknowledgment of
Education” form, IDPR form REV 50.14.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Provision of Forms, Videos, Publications. All forms, videos and other required educational
materials will be provided to personal watercraft liveries by the Department at no charge to the livery.
(7-1-21)T
227. -- 249.
Section 175

(RESERVED)
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VESSEL NUMBERS -- DISPLAY, SIZE, COLOR.
01.

Requirements. Each vessel number required by Section 67-7008, Idaho Code, must:

(7-1-21)T

a.

Be in plain vertical block characters of not less than three (3) inches in height;

(7-1-21)T

b.

Contrast with the color of the background;

(7-1-21)T

c.
Have spaces or hyphens that are equal to the width of a letter other than “I” or a number other than
“1” between the letter and number groupings (Example: ID 5678 A or ID-5678-A);
(7-1-21)T
d.

Read from left to right;

(7-1-21)T

e.

Be maintained in legible condition;

(7-1-21)T

f.

Be as high above the waterline as practicable without decreasing the visibility of the number.
(7-1-21)T

02.
Manufacturers and Dealers. When a vessel is used by a manufacturer or dealer for testing or
demonstrating, the vessel number may be painted on or attached to removable plates that are temporarily but firmly
attached to each side of the forward half of the vessel.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Special Circumstances. On vessels so configured that a vessel number on the hull or
superstructure would not be easily visible, the vessel number must be painted on or attached to a backing plate that is
attached to the forward half of the vessel so that the vessel number is visible from each side of the vessel. (7-1-21)T
251. -- 274.
275.

(RESERVED)

VESSEL NUMBERS -- FORM.

01.
Numbering. Each vessel number issued according to Section 67-7008, Idaho Code, must consist of
the prefix “ID,” which denotes Idaho as the State of issuing authority, followed by:
(7-1-21)T
a.
1234 AB); or

Not more than four (4) numerals followed by not more than two (2) capital letters (Example: ID
(7-1-21)T

b.
123 ABC).

Not more than three (3) numerals followed by not more than three (3) capital letters (Example: ID
(7-1-21)T

02.
Prohibited Letters. A vessel number suffix may not include the letters “I,” “O,” or “Q,” which
may be mistaken for numerals.
(7-1-21)T
276. -- 299.
300.

VALIDATION STICKERS.

01.
Code, must:
vessel;

(RESERVED)

Size and Location of Stickers. Validation stickers issued according to Section 67-7008, Idaho
(7-1-21)T

a.

Be displayed within six (6) inches of and directly in line with the vessel number displayed on the
(7-1-21)T

b.

Be approximately three (3) inches square; and

(7-1-21)T

c.
Indicate the year in which each validation sticker expires by the colors, green, red, blue, and
international orange, in rotation beginning with green for stickers that expire in 1987.
(7-1-21)T
Section 250
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02.
Removal of Stickers. Validation stickers issued according to Sections 67-7008 or 67-7011, Idaho
Code, that have become invalid must be removed from the vessel.
(7-1-21)T
301. -- 324.
325.

(RESERVED)

APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE OF NUMBER -- CONTENTS.

01.
Requirements. Except as allowed in Subsections 325.03 and 325.04 of this chapter, each
application for a certificate of number and each certificate of number, referred to in Section 67-7008, Idaho Code,
must contain the following information:
(7-1-21)T
a.

Number issued to the vessel;

(7-1-21)T

b.

Expiration date of the certificate;

(7-1-21)T

c.

State of principal use;

(7-1-21)T

d.

Name of the owner;

(7-1-21)T

e.

Address of owner, including ZIP code;

(7-1-21)T

f.
Whether the vessel is used for pleasure, rent or lease, dealer or manufacturer demonstration,
commercial passenger carrying, commercial fishing or other use;
(7-1-21)T
g.

Manufacturer’s hull identification number (if any);

(7-1-21)T

h.

Make of vessel;

(7-1-21)T

i.

Year vessel was manufactured;

(7-1-21)T

j.

Overall length of vessel;

(7-1-21)T

k.

Whether the vessel is an open boat, cabin cruiser, houseboat, or other type;

(7-1-21)T

l.

Hull material;

(7-1-21)T

m.

Whether the propulsion is inboard, outboard, inboard-outdrive, or sail;

(7-1-21)T

n.

Whether the fuel is gasoline, diesel, or other;

(7-1-21)T

o.

The number previously issued by an issuing authority for the vessel, if any;

(7-1-21)T

p.
Whether the application is for a new certificate of number, renewal of a certificate of number, or
transfer of ownership;
(7-1-21)T
q.

The signature of the owner.

(7-1-21)T

02.
Manufacturer or Dealer. A certificate of number issued to a manufacturer or dealer to be used on
a vessel for test or demonstration purposes may omit the requirements of Subsections 325.01.g. through 325.01.n. of
this chapter if the word “manufacturer” or “dealer” is plainly marked on the certificate.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Livery Vessels. A certificate of number issued to a vessel that is to be rented or leased without
propulsion machinery may omit the requirements of Subsections 325.01.m. and 325.01.n. of this chapter if the words
“livery vessel” are plainly marked on the certificate.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Section 325

Proof of Ownership. Each applicant for a certificate of number as prescribed in Section 67-7008,
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Idaho Code, must submit one (1) of the following documents to the Department or authorized vendor:
a.

The bill of sale from the dealer or a bill of sale from the previous owner of the vessel;

(7-1-21)T
(7-1-21)T

b.
If the vessel is home built, a sworn statement attesting to the identity of the builder, the location or
place of construction, the source of the material used for construction and a description of the vessel. The statement
must also be accompanied by any receipts received from the purchase or acquisition of the materials used in the
construction of the vessel and a copy of the construction plans, if any;
(7-1-21)T
c.
If the vessel has been rebuilt, a sworn statement attesting to the identity of the builder, the location
or place of rebuilding, the source of the material used for rebuilding and a description of the vessel. The statement
must also be accompanied by any receipts received for the purchase or acquisition of the materials used in the
rebuilding of the vessel and documentation indicating the source of the original hull and proof of ownership from the
previous owner;
(7-1-21)T
d.
If none of the documents listed in Subsections 325.04.a. or 325.04.b. of this Section are available,
the applicant must submit an affidavit of ownership to the Department.
(7-1-21)T
326. -- 349.

(RESERVED)

350.
NUMBERING - EXEMPTIONS.
The following vessels are exempt from the numbering provisions of Title 67, Chapter 70, Idaho Code, pursuant to
Section 67-7009(5), Idaho Code:
(7-1-21)T
01.

Rowboats. Rowboats without motors;

(7-1-21)T

02.

Canoes. Canoes without motors;

(7-1-21)T

03.

Kayaks. Kayaks without motors;

(7-1-21)T

04.

Inflatables. Inflatable vessels without motors;

(7-1-21)T

05.

Paddle Vessels. Paddle vessels without motors;

(7-1-21)T

06.

Sailboards. Sailboards without motors;

(7-1-21)T

07.

Tenders. Tenders;

(7-1-21)T

08.
Documented Vessels. Vessels properly documented with the U.S. Coast Guard, according to 46
U.S.C. 12101 et seq.; and
(7-1-21)T
09.
Government Vessels. Vessels exempted in Section 67-7009(3), Idaho Code, include those vessels
owned by the United States, another state or a political subdivision thereof, which are used principally for
governmental purposes other than recreation, and which are clearly identifiable as a government-owned vessel.
(7-1-21)T
351. -- 399.
400.

(RESERVED)

COUNTY ELIGIBILITY TO RECEIVE MONEYS FROM THE STATE VESSEL ACCOUNT.

01.
Boating Improvement Program. Only those counties in the state with a boating improvement
program, as recognized by the Department, are eligible to receive moneys from the state vessel account. A “boating
improvement program” means that one (1) or more recognized boating facilities are being developed and/or
maintained within the county’s jurisdiction and/or that the county has or is actively developing a recognized boating
law enforcement program” (Section 67-7013(6), Idaho Code).
(7-1-21)T
02.
Section 350

Requirements for Boating Improvement Program. A boating improvement program is
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recognized if it contains one (1) or more of the following:

(7-1-21)T

a.
Boating facilities that are being maintained within the county’s jurisdiction. A boating facility is an
improved public boating access site, which includes at least an improved (concrete or asphalt) boat ramp and any type
parking area for vehicles and their attached boat trailers.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Boating facilities that are being developed within the county’s jurisdiction. “Being developed”
means that substantiating evidence can and must be presented in proof of the development.
(7-1-21)T
c.
The county has a boating law enforcement program. A boating law enforcement program is a
program whereby an agent of the county sheriff’s Department is currently, or has in the recent past, patrolled the
county’s waterways and enforced Title 67, Chapter 70, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
d.
The county is actively developing a boating law enforcement program. “Actively developing”
means that substantiating evidence can and must be presented in proof if the development.
(7-1-21)T
401. -- 424.
425.

(RESERVED)

HULL IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS - REQUIRED.

01.
Obtaining a Hull Identification Number. A person who builds or imports a vessel for his own use
and not for the purposes of sale must request a hull identification number from the director and affix the number as
instructed (Section 67-7004(2), Idaho Code).
(7-1-21)T
02.
Displaying the Hull Identification Number. A person must identify a vessel with the display of
two (2) identical hull identification numbers, or as otherwise provided by 46 U.S.C. Section 2101 et seq. and Section
4301 et seq., and 33 CFR Section 181.21 et seq.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Duplicate Numbers Prohibited. The same hull identification number may not be assigned to more
than one (1) vessel.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Proof of Ownership. Each applicant for a hull identification number as prescribed in Sections 677004(2) and 67-7004(4), Idaho Code, must submit one (1) of the following documents to the Department: (7-1-21)T
a.

The bill of sale from the dealer or a bill of sale from the previous owner of the vessel;

(7-1-21)T

b.
If the vessel is home built, a sworn statement attesting to the identity of the builder, the location or
place of construction, the source of the material used for construction and a description of the vessel. The statement
must also be accompanied by any receipts received from the purchase or acquisition of the materials used in the
construction of the vessel and a copy of the construction plans, if any;
(7-1-21)T
c.
If the vessel has been rebuilt, a sworn statement attesting to the identity of the builder, the location
or place of rebuilding, the source of the material used for rebuilding and a description of the vessel. The statement
must also be accompanied by any receipts received for the purchase or acquisition of the materials used in the
rebuilding of the vessel and documentation indicating the source of the original hull and proof of ownership from the
previous owner;
(7-1-21)T
d.
If none of the documents listed in Subsections 425.04.a. or 425.04.b. of this Section are available,
the applicant must submit an affidavit of ownership to the Department.
(7-1-21)T
426. -- 449.

(RESERVED)

450.
HULL IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS -- FORM.
Each hull identification number issued according to Section 67-7004(2), Idaho Code, consists of twelve (12)
characters, uninterrupted by slashes, hyphens, or spaces, as follows:
(7-1-21)T
01.
Section 425

Prefix. The first three (3) characters (prefix) are “IDZ,” which denotes Idaho as the issuing
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authority.

(7-1-21)T

02.
Hull Serial Number. Characters four (4) through eight (8) are the hull serial number assigned by
the director in letters of the English alphabet, or Arabic numerals, or both, except the letters “I,” “O,” and “Q.”
(7-1-21)T
03.
Date of Manufacture. Characters nine (9) and ten (10) indicate the month and year of
manufacture. The date indicated can be no earlier than the date construction or assembly began and no later than the
date construction or assembly is completed or the vessel is imported into the United States. Character nine (9) are
indicated using letters of the English alphabet. The first month of the year, January, is designated by the letter “A,”
the second month, February, by the letter “B,” and so on until the last month of the year, December. Character ten (10)
is the last digit of the year of manufacture or import and must be an Arabic numeral.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Model Year. Characters eleven (11) and twelve (12) indicate the model year using Arabic numerals
for the last two (2) numbers of the model year such as “87” for 1987 and “88” for 1988.
(7-1-21)T
451. -- 474.

(RESERVED)

475.
HULL IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS -- DISPLAY.
Each hull identification number issued according to Section 67-7004(2), Idaho Code must be displayed as follows:
(7-1-21)T
01.

Primary Number. The primary hull identification number must be affixed:

(7-1-21)T

a.
On vessels with transoms, to the starboard outboard side of the transom within two (2) inches of the
top of the transom, gunwale, or hull/deck joint, whichever is lowest.
(7-1-21)T
b.
On vessels without transoms or on vessels on which it would be impractical to use the transom, to
the starboard outboard side of the hull, aft, within one (1) foot of the stern and within two (2) inches of the top of the
hull side, gunwale or hull/deck joint, whichever is lowest.
(7-1-21)T
c.
On catamarans and pontoon vessels which have readily replaceable hulls, to the aft crossbeam
within one (1) foot of the starboard hull attachment.
(7-1-21)T
d.
If the hull identification number would not be visible, because of rails, fittings, or other accessories,
the number must be affixed as near as possible to the location specified in Subsection 475.01 of this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Duplicate Number. The duplicate hull identification number must be affixed in an unexposed
location on the interior of the vessel or beneath a fitting or item of hardware.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Hull Identification Number to Be Permanently Affixed. Each hull identification number must be
carved, burned, stamped, embossed, molded, bonded, or otherwise permanently affixed to the vessel so that
alteration, removal, or replacement would be obvious. If the number is on a separate plate, the plate must be fastened
in such a manner that its removal would normally cause some scarring of or damage to the surrounding hull area. A
hull identification number may not be attached to parts of the vessel that are removable.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Size of Characters. The characters of each hull identification number may be no less than onefourth (1/4) of an inch high.
(7-1-21)T
476. -- 499.
500.

(RESERVED)

IDAHO WATERWAY MARKING SYSTEM.

01.
Uniform System. In the marking of water areas, as described in Section 67-7031, Idaho Code, the
Uniform State Waterway Marking System is used for the placement of aids to navigation and regulatory markers in
the waters of the state.
(7-1-21)T
Section 475
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02.
Regulatory Markers. Regulatory markers are used to indicate to a vessel operator the existence of
dangerous areas as well as those which are restricted or controlled, such as speed zones and areas dedicated to a
particular use, or to provide general information and directions.
(7-1-21)T
03.

Colors. Each regulatory marker must be colored white with international orange geometric shapes.
(7-1-21)T

04.
Buoys. When a buoy is used as a regulatory marker it must be white with horizontal bands of
international orange placed completely around the buoy circumference. One (1) band must be at the top of the buoy
body, with a second band placed just above the waterline of the buoy so that both international orange bands are
clearly visible to approaching vessels. The area of buoy body visible between the two (2) bands must be white.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Geometric Shapes. Geometric shapes must be placed on the white portion of the buoy body and
must be colored international orange. The authorized geometric shapes and meanings associated with them are as
follows:
(7-1-21)T
a.

A vertical open faced diamond shape to mean danger.

(7-1-21)T

b.
A vertical open faced diamond shape having a cross centered in the diamond to mean that a vessel
is excluded from the marked area.
(7-1-21)T
c.
restrictions.
d.

A circular shape to mean that vessel operated in the marked area is subject to certain operating
(7-1-21)T
A square or rectangular shape with directions or information lettered on the inside.

(7-1-21)T

06.
Signs. Where a regulatory marker consists of a square or rectangular shaped sign displayed from a
structure, the sign must be white, with an international orange border. When a diamond or circular geometric shape
associated with meaning of the marker is included it must be centered on the signboard.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Navigation Aids. Aids to navigation are used to supplement the federal lateral system of buoyage
and have either a lateral or cardinal meaning.
(7-1-21)T
08.
Defined Channel. On a well defined channel including a river or other relatively narrow natural or
improved waterway, an aid to navigation is normally a solid colored buoy. A buoy that marks the left side of the
channel viewed looking upstream or toward the head of navigation must be colored all black. A buoy that marks the
right side of the channel viewed looking upstream or toward the head of a navigation must be colored all red. On a
well defined channel, solid colored buoys are established in pairs, one (1) on each side of the navigable channel that
they mark, and opposite each other to inform the user that the channel lies between the buoys and that he should pass
between the buoys.
(7-1-21)T
09.
Irregularly Defined Channel. On an irregularly defined channel, solid colored buoys may be used
singly in staggered fashion on alternate sides of the channel provided they are spaced at sufficiently close intervals to
inform the user that the channel lies between the buoys and that he should pass between the buoys.
(7-1-21)T
10.
Undefined Channel. Where there is no well defined channel or when a body of water is obstructed
by objects whose nature or location is such that the obstruction can be approached by a vessel from more than one (1)
direction, supplemental aids to navigation having cardinal meaning (i.e., pertaining to the cardinal points of the
compass, north, east, south, and west) may be used. The use of an aid to navigation having cardinal meaning is
discretionary provided that the use of such a marker is limited to wholly state owned waters and the state waters for
private aids to navigation as defined and described in Section 500 of this chapter.
(7-1-21)T
11.
Cardinal System. Aids to navigation conforming to the cardinal system consist of three (3)
distinctly colored buoys.
(7-1-21)T

Section 500
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a.
A white buoy with a red top may be used to indicate to a vessel operator that he will pass to the
south or west of the buoy.
(7-1-21)T
b.
A white buoy with a black top may be used to indicate to a vessel operator that he will pass to the
north or east of the buoy.
(7-1-21)T
c.
In addition, a buoy showing alternate vertical red and white stripes may be used to indicate to a
vessel operator that an obstruction to navigation extends from the nearest shore to the buoy and that he may not pass
between the buoy and shore. The number of white and red stripes is discretionary, provided that the white stripes are
twice the width of the red stripes.
(7-1-21)T
12.
Markers to Be Visible. The size, shape, material, and construction of all markers, both fixed and
floating, must be such as to be observable under normal conditions of visibility at a distance such that the significance
of the marker or aid must be recognizable before the observer stands into danger.
(7-1-21)T
13.
Lettering to Be Visible. Numbers, letters or words on an aid to navigation or regulatory marker
must be placed in a manner to enable them to be clearly visible to an approaching and passing vessel. They must be
block style, well proportioned, and as large as the available space permits. Numbers and letters on red or black
backgrounds must be white; numbers and letters on white backgrounds must be black.
(7-1-21)T
14.
Numbering Buoys. Odd numbers must be used to identify solid colored black buoys or black
topped buoys; even numbers must be used to identify solid colored red buoys or red topped buoys. All numbers must
increase in an upstream direction or toward the head of navigation. The use of numbers to identify buoys is
discretionary.
(7-1-21)T
15.
Lettering Markers. Letters only may be used to identify regulatory and the white and red
vertically striped obstruction markers. When used the letters must follow alphabetical sequence in an upstream
direction or toward the head of navigation. The letters “I” and “O” are omitted to preclude confusion with numbers.
The use of letters to identify regulatory markers and obstruction markers is discretionary.
(7-1-21)T
16.

Reflective Material. The use of reflectors or retroreflective materials is discretionary.

(7-1-21)T

17.
Color of Reflective Material. When used on buoys having lateral significance, red reflectors or
retroreflective materials must be used on solid colored red buoys; green reflectors or retroreflective materials must be
used on solid colored black buoys; white reflectors or retroreflective materials only may be used for all other buoys
including regulatory markers, except that orange reflectors or retroreflective materials may be used on the orange
portions of regulatory markers.
(7-1-21)T
18.
Lights. The use of navigational lights on state aids to navigation, including regulatory markers, is
discretionary. When used, lights on solid colored buoys must be regularly flashing, regularly occulting, or equal
interval lights. For ordinary purposes the frequency of flashes may not be more than thirty (30) flashes per minute
(slow flashing). When it is desired that lights have a distinct cautionary significance, as at sharp turns or sudden
constrictions in the channel or to mark wrecks or other artificial or natural obstructions, the frequency of flashes may
not be less than sixty (60) flashes per minute (quick flashing). When a light is used on a cardinal system buoy or a
vertically striped white and red buoy it must always be quick flashing. The colors of the lights must be the same as for
reflectors; a red light only on a solid colored red buoy; a green light on solid colored black buoy; white light only for
all other buoys including regulatory markers.
(7-1-21)T
19.
Ownership Identification. The use and placement of ownership identification is discretionary,
provided that ownership identification is worded and placed in a manner that avoids detracting from the meaning
intended to be conveyed by a navigational aid or regulatory marker.
(7-1-21)T
20.
Mooring Buoys. Mooring buoys instate waters for private aids to navigation must be colored white
and must have a horizontal blue band around the circumference of the buoy centered midway between the top of the
buoy and the waterline.
(7-1-21)T
21.
Section 500
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light. When its location in a waterway is such that it constitutes an obstruction to a vessel operated during hours of
darkness, it must display a quick flashing white light.
(7-1-21)T
22.
Identifying Mooring Buoys. A mooring buoy may bear ownership identification provided that the
manner and placement of the identification does not detract from the meaning intended to be conveyed by the color
scheme or identification letter when assigned.
(7-1-21)T
501. -- 524.

(RESERVED)

525.
NEGLIGENT OPERATION.
Negligent operation, as used in Section 67-7017, Idaho Code, includes, but not be limited to, the following:
(7-1-21)T
01.
Airborne. Becoming airborne or completely leaving the water while crossing the wake of another
vessel at an unsafe distance from the vessel creating the wake; or
(7-1-21)T
02.

Weaving. Weaving through congested traffic; or

(7-1-21)T

03.
Speed or Proximity. Operating at such a speed and proximity to another vessel, a person, or
property of other persons so as to require the operator to swerve at the last moment to avoid collision.
(7-1-21)T
526. -- 999.

Section 525

(RESERVED)
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26.01.31 – RULES GOVERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT
OF PARKS AND RECREATION STATE AND FEDERAL GRANT FUNDS

00.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The Idaho Park and Recreation Board is authorized under Section 67-4223(a), Idaho Code, to adopt, amend, or
rescind rules as may be necessary for proper administration of the Department and its programs.
(7-1-99)
01.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. The title of this chapter is cited in full as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Rules,
IDAPA 26.01.31, “Rules Governing the Administration of the Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation State and
Federal Grant Funds.”
(4-11-06)
02.
Scope. This chapter establishes procedures for grants administration of the Off-Road Motor
Vehicle Account, the Recreational Vehicle Account, the Waterways Improvement Fund, the State Trust for Outdoor
Recreation Enhancement, the Recreational Trails Program, the Motorbike Recreation Account, the Cutthroat License
Plate Fund, and the Recreational Road and Bridge Fund. This chapter includes requirements for project application,
eligibility, review, award and management.
(4-11-06)

The purpose of this chapter is to ensure consistent administration of state and federal grant
programs. It is the intent of the department, through the state and federal grant programs, to provide funds
and planning assistance to entities consistent with the purpose statement outlined in Idaho Code for each
program and the provisions detailed in this chapter and the recreation grant program guidance. ( )
02. -- 009.

(RESERVED)

10.
DEFINITIONS.
As used in this chapter:

(7-1-99)

01.
2CFR 200: Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for
Federal Awards as set forth in 2 CRF 200 (Code of Federal Regulations.
(
)
02.
Applicant. An IDPR approved entity, that identifies a need for a project, supplies initial support
data, and applies for program grant through the Department.
(4-11-06)
03.

ATV: All-terrain vehicle.

04.

Board. The Idaho Park and Recreation Board.

(

)
(7-1-99)

05.
County Waterways Committee. Those committees created by Section 67-7012, Idaho Code,
whose purpose is to advise the county on the maintenance and improvements of waterways and expenditures of
moneys deposited in the county vessel account.
(4-11-06)
06.
Cutthroat License Plate Fund (CLP). That portion of the Park and Recreation fund created in
Section 67-4225, Idaho Code, received from the sale of cutthroat wildlife license plates.
(4-11-06)
07.

Department. The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation.

08.

Director. The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Director chief administrator of the
Department, or the designee of the Director.
(7-1-99)

09.

Grant. A grant from programs or funds as described in Section 001.02 050 of this chapter.(4-11-06)

(7-1-99)

10.
Grantee. An applicant who receives a grant from the Department for the programs or funds as
described in Section 001.02 050.
Section 350
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Match. The grantee’s contribution of cash, material, labor, and third-party in-kind services needed
11.
to complete the project as defined in the grant agreement.
(
)

12.
Non-Profit: An organization that qualifies for tax-exempt status by the IRS because its mission
and purpose are to further a social cause and provide a public benefit. As used in this chapter, the term includes
qualified non-for-profit organizations that benefit outdoor. Recreation.
13.
IDPR Grant Guidelines. A compilation of state procedures, rules, and instructions assembled in
manual form for dissemination to the potential applicant and public entities that may wish to apply for grants.
(4-11-06)
10.
Management. The actions taken in exercising control over, regulating the use, operation, and
maintenance of facilities or programs.
(7-1-99)
11.
Motorbike Recreation (MBR) Account. This account, created by Section 67-7126, Idaho Code,
may be used for all of the purposes outlined in Subsection 010.11 of this chapter and rider education programs. When
reference is made to the ORMV Account in this chapter, it is intended to include the MBR Fund the same as if it was
specifically denoted as such except enforcement of laws and rules governing the use of off-road motor vehicles in
Idaho.
(4-11-06)
12.
Off-Road Motor Vehicle (ORMV) Account. That account created by Section 57-1901, Idaho
Code. These moneys may be used to acquire, purchase, improve, repair, maintain, furnish and equip off-road motor
vehicle facilities and sites or areas used by off-road vehicles on public or private land, and to assist with enforcement
of laws and regulations governing the use of off-road vehicles in the state of Idaho.
(7-1-99)
13.
Off-Road Motor Vehicle (ORMV) Account Advisory Committee. A nine (9) member
committee appointed by the Board to advise the Department on matters involving ORMV Fund grants. (7-1-99)
14.
Project. An effort to comply with Idaho statutes and rules for which grant funds are used to assist
the grantee in achieving the objectives of the grant programs.
(4-11-06)
The purchases, construction, or other activities proposed by the applicant and documented in the grant agreement. ( )
15.
Project Manager. Any individual who has the principle responsibility for the ongoing
management of projects.
(7-1-99)
16.

Public Entity. The state, federal or local government or a subdivision thereof (including recreation
districts), or an Indian tribe a Native American Tribe.
(
)

17.

Recreational Grant Program Guidance: A compilation of state procedures, rules, policies, and
instructions assembled for dissemination to the potential entities that may wish to apply for grants.
(
)(7-1-99)

18.
Recreational Road and Bridge Fund (RRBF). That portion of the park and recreation capital
improvement account designated for grants to improve roads, bridges, and parking lots in or leading to park and
recreation areas of the state.
(4-11-06)
19.
Recreational Trails Program (RTP). The account created by the Transportation Equity Act for
the 21st Century (Section 1112). This fund may be used for maintenance and restoration of existing recreational trails,
development and rehabilitation of trailside and trailhead facilities and trail linkages for recreational trails, purchase
and lease of recreational trail construction equipment, construction of new recreational trails, acquisition of
easements and fee simple title to property for recreational trails or recreational trail corridors, and the operation of
education programs to promote safety and environmental protection as those objectives relate to the use of
recreational trails.(4-11-06)
20.
Recreational Trails Program (RTP) Advisory Committee. A ten (10) member advisory
committee appointed by the Board to advise the Department on matters related to the Recreational Trails Program.
(4-11-06)
Section 350
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Recreational Vehicle (RV) Account. That account created by Section 49-448, Idaho Code. The
21.
moneys may be used for the acquisition, lease, development, improvement, and maintenance of facilities designed to
promote the health, safety, and enjoyment of recreational vehicle users.
(7-1-99)

22.
Recreational Vehicle (RV) Advisory Committee. A six (6) member committee appointed by the
Board to advise the Board and Department on matters involving the RV Account.
(7-1-99)
23.

Staff. Any individual employed by the Department.

(7-1-99)

24.
State and Federal Grant Manager. The Department employee administrator in charge of Sstate
and Ffederal grant programs.
(4-11-06)
25.
State and Federal Grant Program. That section of the Department responsible for the
administration of state and federal grant programs.
(4-11-06)
26.
State Trust for Outdoor Recreation Enhancement (STORE). The recreation account created by
Section 67-4247, Idaho Code.
(7-1-99)
27.
Waterways Improvement Fund (WIF). That fund created by Section 57-1501, Idaho Code.
These moneys may be used for the protection and promotion of safety, waterways improvements, creation and
improvement of parking areas for boating purposes, making and improving boat ramps and moorings, marking of
waterways, search and rescue, and all things incident to such purposes including the purchase of real and personal
property. No such improvements may constructed in any county of the state without the approval of the county
waterways committee of the plan for such improvements.
(4-11-06)
28.
Waterways Improvement Fund Grant Advisory Committee. A six (6) member committee
appointed by the Board to advise the Department on matters relating to Waterways Improvement Fund grants.
(7-1-99)
11. -- 049.

(RESERVED)

50.
GENERAL PROVISIONS OF THE STATE AND FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAM.
It is the intent of the Department, through the State and Federal Grant program, to provide funds and planning
assistance to entities for the acquisition, lease, development, improvement and maintenance of facilities and
equipment to promote the health, safety, enjoyment and general welfare of recreational users in the state of Idaho.
(4-11-06)

51. -- 074.

(RESERVED)

52.
GRANT CYCLES. Applications for Off-Road Motor Vehicle (ORMV) Fund, Recreational
Vehicle Fund (RV), Waterways Improvement Fund (WIF), Motorbike Recreation Account (MB), Mountain Bike
License Plate (BK), Cutthroat License Plate (CP), and Recreational Road and Bridge (RB) grants will be considered
at least once each state fiscal year (July 1 through June 30) dependent upon adequate funding availability.
Applications for Recreational Trails Program (RTP) projects will be considered at least once each federal fiscal year
(October 1 thought September 30) dependent upon adequate funding availability.
(
)
75.
ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS.
Public entities are eligible to apply for all grant programs. Non-profit organizations are eligible to apply for the
Recreational Trails Program and Mountain Bike Plate program. The state and federal grant manager determines if
applicants are eligible based on federal code, state statutes and past performance of the applicant. Based on an
applicant’s past performance in managing a grant with the department the state and federal grant manager may
recommend to the board that the applicant be considered ineligible for the current funding cycle. as defined in
Section 350
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Subsection 010.16, and sponsors as defined by Federal Highway AdministrationRecreation Trail Program Interim
Guidance, are eligible to apply for and receive grants as described on Subsection
001.02 of this chapter.
(4-11-06)

76. -- 099.
100.

(RESERVED)

APPLICATION PROCEDURE.

01.
Submittal. Eligible applicant submits application prior to the stated deadline in the Recreational
Grant Program Guidance. To be considered for a grant, an applicant must propose an eligible project and submit all
documentation required by this chapter.
( )
02.
Public Comment. As part of the application, the applicant must provide an opportunity for
public comment. The applicant must include proof of public comment regarding the project in the application. The
opportunity for public comment should begin within one (1) year of submitting the application. Any projects with
public comment conducted over one (1) year prior to application may be rejected by the state and federal grant
manager and the project will be deemed ineligible. ( )
03.
Complete Application. Materials submitted by the sponsor are reviewed by the department
for completeness and eligibility. ( )
04.
Ranking. The appropriate advisory committee establishes project rankings by rating each
eligible project using criteria established by the board. To objectively rate competing eligible projects, the
committee considers the application and how the project meets the criteria and established priorities for the program.
( )
05.
Board Review. The board reviews the priority list for awards and sets funding line based
on recommendation of the advisory committees and the state and federal grant manager.
( )
06.
Grant Award. Upon grant approval by the board, the department will present the sponsor
with a grant agreement that identifies eligible costs and obligates the applicant to a specified project scope and
performance period.
( )
07.
Grant Agreement The applicant must sign the agreement prior to initiating work on the
project. The signed agreement obligates the applicant to complete all elements of the project as described in the
agreement and any applicable approved amendment.
( )
All forms and documents required by these rules and the Department must be completed and submitted according to
these rules in order for a grant application to be considered for approval.
(7-1-99)

01.
Forms. To be considered for a grant, an applicant must file with the Department a completed grant
application form and other documentation specified in the IDPR Grant Guidelines, all of which must have original
signatures. An applicant must file with the Department a completed grant agreement form, with original signatures,
within sixty (60) calendar days of written notification of grant approval. The application and grant agreement forms
must be provided to the applicant by the Department.
(4-11-06)
02.
Review. The applicant or applicant’s representative may review the project and all associated
documentation with the Department prior to submitting the application to ensure the project and documentation meet
the criteria of the State and Federal grant program. When possible, Department staff may perform an on-site visit to
the project site for preliminary fact finding and to evaluate the viability and eligibility of the project.
(4-11-06)
03.
Public Comment. The applicant must submit to the Department proof of public comment
regarding the project. Proof of public comment may include the results of public meetings, scoping of National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) processes, individual contacts with recreationists and others that may be affected
by the project, newspaper articles and/or other media releases that describe the project and request public input.
(4-11-06)
04.
Deadline. The deadline for grant applications is established by the Department. The Department
announces the availability of funds at least sixty (60) days prior to the deadline date for receipt of applications.
(4-11-06)
101. -- 149.
150.

(RESERVED)

ELIGIBILITY AND PRIORITY RATING OF PROJECTS. PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

Section 350
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01. Real Property. The grantee must include any proposals to purchase real
property with grant moneys in the grant application and must provide an appraisal consistent
with Section 175 of this chapter.
( )
02.
Fees. The applicant is required to identify any existing or proposed fees associated with the
grant request, including existing or proposed facilities. The applicant may propose fees for the use of or
access to facilities or real property developed or purchased with grant funds at a level commensurate with the
costs of maintenance and upkeep of the facility or real property Requests for donations and fees for special
events of limited duration at the facility are exempt when such are intended to cover extraordinary expenses.
( )
03.
Grant Modification. Only for good cause, and upon the submission of detailed justification
in writing and approval by the state and federal grant manager, may the terms and obligations of the grant
application or grant agreement be modified. Examples of “good cause” include extraordinary physical
barriers, project re-routing necessary to avoid critical habitat, and other constraints beyond the control of the
grantee.
( )
Eligibility of all projects or applicants is determined by the State and Federal Grant Manager who considers relevant
rules, statutes and past performance of the applicant.
(4-11-06)
Pre-Application Activities. Projects, or any part thereof, either paid for by the grantee or
01.
completed prior to the grant application deadline date established by the Department, are ineligible for grant funding
or to be considered as match. However, costs for design and engineering incurred within one (1) year prior to the
application deadline date may be considered as match, provided they are listed as a scope element on the application.
Recreational Trail Program projects, or any part thereof, completed prior to the execution of the project agreement
must be ineligible for grant funding or to be considered as match.
(4-11-06)

02.
Priority Rating Criteria. The Department and/or appropriate advisory committee establishes
project rankings by rating each eligible project using criteria established by the Board. Specific evaluation criteria is
listed in the IDPR Grant Guidelines.
(4-11-06)
151. -- 174.
175.

(RESERVED)

PROJECT TIME PERIOD. REAL PROPERTY APPRAISALS.

01. Appraisal Required. A real estate appraisal is required for all real property to be acquired
with grant funds. The appraisal must be paid for by the grantee but may be included as part of eligible
project costs in the application.
( )
02. Appraisal Review. The state and federal grant manager reviews appraisals for
reasonableness at the time of application. The state and federal grant manager may reject a grant
application that includes an unreasonable appraisal.
( )
03.
Negotiated Price. An approved appraisal is an acceptable estimate of property
value. The negotiation between a willing seller and a willing buyer may set a price that is higher than the
appraisal, and this value can be considered along with the appraised value in establishing the reasonable
limits of grant assistance. If the grantee believes the negotiated price is a better indication of market value,
yet is higher that the appraised value, a detailed statement of this difference must be submitted to the state
and federal grant manager.
( )
04.
Adequate Title and Public Access. The grantee must have clear title to, or
adequate control and tenure of, the real property (land, land improvement, structures, and appurtenances)
to be developed. The term “adequate control and tenure” of real property means a lease or an easement
Section 350
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that provides the grantee sufficient control over the real property to permit the proposed development and
use for a period of at least twenty-five (25) years from the date of application, unless specifically
approved in writing by the department for a shorter term. The grantee must list all outstanding rights or
interests held by others in the real property to be developed. If access to the real property to be developed
is over private property, then the grantee must describe the provisions made to ensure adequate public
access. In the event the real property becomes unusable for its intended purposes or if such use ceases, the
grantee is responsible for conversion of the project.
( )
05.
Limitations on Use. Property rights obtained with grant funds must be free of all
reservations or encumbrances that would limit the use of the site disproportionate to the public benefit. (
)
01.
Grant Cycle. Applications for ORMV Fund, RV Account, WIF, Motorbike Recreation Account
(MRB), Cutthroat License Plate Fund, (CLP), Recreational Road and Bridge Fund (RRBF), or STORE will be
considered at least once each state fiscal year (July 1 through June 30) dependent upon adequate funding availability.
Applications for RTP projects will be considered at least once each federal fiscal year (October 1 through September
30) dependent upon adequate funding availability.
(4-11-06)
02.
Expenditure of Grant Funds. Except as herein provided, the grantee has only the designated state
or federal fiscal year or years to expend grant funds. If the grant funds are not expended within the designated fiscal
year or years, the grant will be revoked unless the applicant requests and receives an extension of time from the
Department.
(4-11-06)
03.
Requests for Extension. A written request for an extension of the project period must be received
by the Department prior to the end of the project period. The State and Federal Grant Manager must make the final
determination of extensions. No project extension will be granted for more than one (1) year, however, project
extensions may be granted in consecutive years.
(4-11-06)
176. -- 199.

(RESERVED)

200.

AUTHORITY FOR FUNDING APPROVAL. GRANT STANDARDS

01.

Minimum Project Match. Applicants must provide a minimum match of five percent (5%) of
the total project cost, except recreational trails program which has a federal minimum match. (
)

02.

Minimum Motorized Equipment Match. Grants for motorized equipment are allowed in the waterways
improvement fund, recreational vehicle, off-road motor vehicle, recreational trails program, motorbike
recreation, and mountain bike plate grant programs. Applicants must provide a minimum match of twenty
percent (20%) of the total equipment purchase. An applicant may claim up to fifteen percent (15%) match
from the trade-in value of other equipment. A minimum of five percent (5%) must be a cash match. ( )

03.

Waterways Improvement Fund Grant Limit. The total sum of WIF grant funds approved to be used in
any one (1) county may not exceed thirty percent (30%) fifty percent (50%) of the total WIF grant funds
approved to be used statewide in any state fiscal year.

04.
201.

MATCHING FUNDS. The following types of match may be used:

(

)

01.
Force Account Labor and Equipment. Documentation of force account must include: the
name of each employee, dates worked, hourly rate of pay, number of hours worked, and the total cost by
each employee. Documentation of equipment costs includes the type of equipment used, dates used, hourly
rate value, number of hours used, how the hourly rate was determined, and total cost.
( )
02.
Section 350
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costs of the materials as documented in an invoice or receipt, or the market price at the time the grantee
requests reimbursement for the material, whichever is less. The grantee must provide a detailed invoice
marked “donation” or a letter from the donor (including the value) as documentation of donated material. (
)
03.
Donated Contract Labor. When an employer, other than the grantee, donates the services
of an employee, these services are valued at the employee’s regular rate of pay (not including fringe benefits
and overhead costs). These services must be for the same skill for which the employee is normally paid. The
grantee must provide documentation that includes the employee’s name, dates worked, hourly rate, number
of hours worked, and total cost.
( )
04.
Rates for Volunteers. Skilled and unskilled volunteer labor rates must be consistent with the rate the
grantee would pay for similar work in the grantee’s labor market. If the volunteer is professionally skilled and employed
in the work being performed on the project, the grantee may use the volunteer’s normal wage rate. If the volunteer is not
professionally employed in the work being performed on the project, the grantee must value the donated labor at the
federal minimum wage rate. The grantee must provide documentation that includes the volunteer’s name, date worked,
hourly rate, number of hours worked, and total cost.
( )
202. -- 299.

(RESERVED)

300.
EXPENDITURE OF GRANT FUNDS. Grant funds not expended within the designated fiscal year or years
as established by the project period in the project agreement, may be revoked unless the applicant requests and receives
an extension of time from the state and federal grant manager.
( )
301.
PROJECT EXTENSION. A written request for an extension of the project period must be received and
reviewed by the state and federal grant manager prior to the end of the project period. No project extension will be
granted for more than one (1) year; however, an applicant may request project extensions in consecutive years. ( )
302.

COST INCREASES.

(

)

01.
Cost Overruns. Twenty percent of any program allocation may be held out by the
department for necessary cost overruns related to previously awarded grants. Any unused funds will be
redistributed in the next funding cycle.
( )
02.
Minor Cost Increases. Cost increases of fifteen percent (15%) or less of the original grant
amount that are less than or equal to twenty thousand dollars ($20,000), may be approved by the director.
Cost increases of fifteen percent (15%) or less of the original grant amount that exceed twenty thousand
dollars ($20,000) may be approved by the board.
( )
03.
Major Cost Increases. Cost increases of more than fifteen percent (15%) of the original
grant amount are not allowed. The applicant must either resubmit the project or submit a new grant request to
increase the current project.
( )
303. -- 349.
350.

(RESERVED)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS.

(

)

01.
Grant Agreement. A grantee must complete the grant agreement form, with original or
authenticated digital signatures, within sixty (60) calendar days of written notification of grant award. The
Section 350
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agreement obligates the applicant to complete all elements of the project as specified in the signed grant
agreement.
( )
02.
Purchase and Bidding Requirements. The grantee must follow all local, state and federal
laws pertaining to the expenditure of public funds.
( )
03.
Permits. The grantee must legally acquire all required local, state and federal permits for the
construction or development of the project before grant funds are expended. Construction must comply with
the then current codes and standards.
( )
04.
Reimbursement of Project Costs. The grantee must initially pay all project costs and then
seek reimbursement through the department. The grantee must complete the appropriate form provided by
the department certifying that the data is correct and submit the form to the department with an original or
authenticated signature.
( )
05.
Allowable Costs. The State and Federal Grant Manager determines what expenses are
eligible for reimbursement based on federal code, state statutes and rules. Grantees must follow 2 CFR 200,
in determining the reasonableness and allowability of costs.
( )
a.
Projects, or any part thereof, either paid for by the grantee or completed prior to the grant
application deadline, are ineligible for grant funding or to be considered as match. However, costs for design
and engineering incurred within one (1) year prior to the application deadline date may be considered as
match, provided they are listed as a scope element on the application.
( )
b.
For Recreational Trail Program projects, any project activity conducted prior to the
execution of the project agreement is ineligible for reimbursement or to be considered as match. (

)

06.
Matching Funds. All matching funds must meet the allowable costs criteria outlined in
Section 201 of this chapter.
( )
07.
Documentation and System of Internal Controls. Grantees must follow 2 CFR 200 in
maintaining a system of internal controls that provides reasonable assurance the grantee is managing the
award in compliance with this chapter. Accounting records must be supported by source documentation such
as vouchers, canceled checks, invoices, payroll, time and attendance records, contract and sub-grant award
documents, and other required billing forms.
( )
08.
Reimbursement Requests and Reporting. Grantees must remit a performance report to
the department with each reimbursement request. Failure of the grantee to report or poor performance
indicated by the inspection report may disqualify grantee from any future grant applications with the
department.
( )
09.
Grant Closeouts. Within forty-five (45) days after the completion of the project, the grantee
must submit an appropriate closeout form as provided by the department.
( )
10.
Record Retention. The records relative to any grant project are public records. The grantee
must retain all financial information referenced in this chapter regarding a project for a time period of three
(3) years from the date of the final grant payment, unless any litigation or audit concerning the project has
Section 350
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(

)

11.
Audit Authority. The department has the right of access to any books, documents, papers,
or other records of grantees that are pertinent to the grant, in order to make audits, examinations, excerpts,
and transcripts. An audit of the grant may result in the disallowance of costs incurred by the recipient and the
establishment of a debt (account receivable) due the department. The department may perform an audit
randomly and without prior notice.
( )
12.
Failure to Comply. If a grantee fails to comply with the obligations as set forth in the
signed grant agreement, the applicant must repay all or a portion of the expended grant funds as determined
by the state and federal grant manager.
( )
351. -- 399.

(RESERVED)

Projects up to, and including, twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) may be approved by the Director. Projects over
twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) must be presented to the Board for approval.
(4-11-06)

05.
Minor Cost Increases. Cost increases of fifteen percent (15%) or less of the original grant amount
may be approved by the Director.
(4-11-06)
06.
Major Cost Increases. Cost increases of more than fifteen percent (15%) of the original grant
amount require the project be presented as a totally new proposal and compete through the general application
process described herein. Should the revised project not receive approval for cost increase grant funding, the grantee
will be required to complete the scope of the project as originally proposed at its expense or return any project grant
funds paid to it so that the project may be canceled and the grant funds reallocated.
(4-11-06)
07.
Waterways Improvement Fund Grant Limit. The total sum of WIF grant funds approved to be
used in any one (1) county may not exceed thirty percent (30%) of the total WIF grant funds approved to be used
statewide in any state fiscal year.
(4-11-06)
201. -- 249.
250.

(RESERVED)

DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS.

01.
Allowable Costs. Applicable Office of Management and Budget (OMB) cost principles, program
regulations, and the terms of grant agreements must be followed in determining the reasonableness and allowability
of costs.
(7-1-99)
02.
Documentation and System of Internal Controls. The grantee must maintain a system of internal
controls in order to identify the source and disbursement of funds provided for all project costs and match by grant or
project. Accounting records must be supported by source documentation such as vouchers, canceled checks, invoices,
payroll, time and attendance records, contract and sub-grant award documents, and other required billing forms.
(4-11-06)
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03.
Match. Match is the donation of cash, product or service used to complete the grant project as
approved. The following types of match may be used:
(4-11-06)
a.
Force account labor and equipment, i.e., the use of the grantee’s staff (labor) and equipment costs.
Documentation of force account must include: the name of each worker, dates worked, hourly rate of pay, number of
hours worked, and the total cost by each person. Documentation of equipment costs includes the type of equipment
used, dates used, hourly rate value, number of hours used, how the hourly rate was determined, and total cost.
(7-1-99)
b.
Donated material that is used as match must be reasonable and cannot exceed the costs of the
materials to the donor or the market price at the time they are charged to the project, whichever is less. A detailed
invoice marked “donation” or a letter from the donor must be used as documentation of donated material. (7-1-99)
c.
Donated Contract Labor. When an employer, other than the grantee, furnishes the services of an
employee, these services are valued at the employee’s regular rate of pay (not including fringe benefits and overhead
costs). These services must be for the same skill for which the employees is normally paid. Documentation must
include the employee’s name, dates worked, hourly rate, number of hours worked, and total cost.
(7-1-99)
d.
Rates for Volunteers. Skilled and unskilled must be consistent with the rate regularly paid by the
grantee for similar work or must be consistent with those paid for similar work in the grantee’s labor market. If the
volunteer is professionally skilled and employed in the work he is performing on the project, the grantee may use the
individual’s normal wage rate. If the volunteer is unskilled and not professionally employed in the work he is
performing the grantee must value the donated labor at the national minimum wage rate. Documentation must include
the volunteer’s name, date worked, hourly rate, number of hours worked, and total cost.
(7-1-99)
Disbursement of Funds. Except as provided in Subsection 250.05 herein, the Department will
04.
authorize disbursement of funds allocated to a project on a reimbursement basis. This means that the grantee must
initially pay all project costs and then seek reimbursement through the Department.
(4-11-06)

a.
General. Grantees must use only the forms specified in this section, and such supplementary or
other forms as may from time to time be authorized by the Department.
(7-1-99)
b.
Request for Reimbursement. The grantee must complete an Idaho Department of Parks &
Recreation (IDPR), Request for Reimbursement/Close-out Report form certifying that the data is correct and submit
the form to the State and Federal grant program with an original signature.
(4-11-06)
c.
Extend the Due Date. The Department may extend the due date of any financial report upon
receiving a justified request from a grantee.
(7-1-99)
d.
Accounting Basis. Each grantee must report program outlays and program income on a cash or
accrual basis pursuant to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
(7-1-99)
05.
Cash Advances. When approved for an advance grantees will be paid in advance no sooner than
thirty (30) days prior to project start, provided they maintain or demonstrate the willingness and ability to maintain
procedures to minimize the time elapsing between the transfer of funds and their disbursement by the grantee.
(4-11-06)
a.
Requesting an Advance. A disbursement of funds may be made on an advance basis by submitting
an IDPR Request for Advancement form provided by the Department. Written Justification for an advance is required
unless there is a Memorandum of Understanding or Collection Agreement on file.
(4-11-06)
b.
Interest Earned on Advances. Grantees and subgrantees must promptly, at grant close-out, remit
interest earned on advances to the Department.
(7-1-99)
06.
Reporting. Each grantee receiving grant funds that require reporting must remit a complete
activities report to the Department no later than January 31 of each year that covers the preceding calendar year and
must be on forms provided by the Department. Failure to report or poor performance indicated by the report may
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disqualify grantee from future grant application.

(4-11-06)

07.
Grant Closeouts. Within forty-five (45) days after the completion of the project, the grantee must
submit an IDPR Request for Reimbursement/Close-out form and immediately refund to the Department any balance
of unobligated cash advanced and interest earned.
(4-11-06)
08.
Record Retention. The grantee must retain all financial information referenced in these rules
regarding a project for a time period of three (3) years from the date of the final grant payment, unless any litigation
or audit concerning the project has been started or announced.
(4-11-06)
Audit Authority. The Department has the right of access to any pertinent books, documents,
09.
papers, or other records of grantees that are pertinent to the grant, in order to make audits, examinations, excerpts, and
transcripts. An audit of the award may result in the disallowance of costs incurred by the recipient and the
establishment of a debt (account receivable) due the Department.
(7-1-99)
10. Contingency Fund. The Department may retain grant funds from each recreational program grant
account for the exclusive purpose of providing facilities or services.
(7-1-99)

251.

OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE LAW ENFORCEMENT FUND DISTRIBUTION.

01.
Deposits Into and Usage of Fund. One dollar ($1) of every off-highway vehicle certificate of
number will be deposited into the off-highway vehicle law enforcement fund. Moneys in this fund are paid out and
used as follows: (4-11-15)
a.
Sheriffs of counties with a current or an actively developing off-highway vehicle law enforcement
program recognized by the Department receive moneys from the fund based upon the formula provided in this rule.
(3-29-10)
b.
A program is recognized as an off-highway vehicle law enforcement program if it is sponsored by a
county sheriff to promote off-highway vehicle safety, education, and law enforcement and is overseen by an advisory
committee of three (3) or more individuals to include at least one (1) sheriff or deputy sheriff, one (1) motorbike
representative, and one (1) all-terrain vehicle or utility type vehicle representative.
(3-29-10)
c.
The Department must not withhold recognition of an off-highway vehicle law enforcement
program unless it is clearly demonstrated that the program has not performed its off-highway vehicle enforcement
duties within the past calendar year. An annual report of accomplishments of the previous calendar year by each
participating sheriff must be delivered to the Department by March 1 of each year and includes
(3-29-10)
i.

The number of citations issued;

(3-29-10)

ii.

Assistance calls responded to;

(3-29-10)

iii.

Off-highway vehicle contacts made; and

(3-29-10)

iv.

Safety classes held.

(3-29-10)

d.
Money from the off-highway vehicle law enforcement fund will be used to defray costs for
enforcement by sheriffs’ offices pertaining to the use of all terrain vehicles, motorbikes, specialty off-highway
vehicles, and utility type vehicles as defined in section 67-7101, Idaho Code.
(3-29-10)
e.
Money in the off-highway vehicle law enforcement fund will be used by the Department for the
purpose of defraying costs of off highway vehicle related law enforcement activities that are conducted by a county
sheriff’s office and for no other purpose. Defrayable costs include:
(3-29-10)
i.
Wages (including overtime wages) of county sheriff’s deputies directly engaged in off-highway
vehicle law enforcement, as described in this Section;
(3-29-10)
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ii.
Wages for court appearances pertaining to violations of Idaho law pertaining to off-highway
vehicles, as described in this Section; and
(3-29-10)
iii.
Direct costs to the sheriff’s office required to facilitate the enforcement of off-highway vehicle
laws, including vehicle purchase costs, fuel costs, supply costs and vehicle maintenance costs.
(3-29-10)
02.
Annual Notification of Qualifying Offices. Each year no later than April 1, the Department will
notify the Idaho Sheriffs’ Association in writing regarding which sheriff’s offices are recognized by the Department
as qualifying for enforcement funding under Section 67-7126, Idaho Code, and the balance of the off-highway
vehicle law enforcement fund. It is the responsibility of each sheriff’s office to provide information regarding its offhighway vehicle enforcement program in order for the Department to determine whether it recognizes the program. A
sheriff’s office has fourteen (14) days to request reconsideration of the Department’s decision withholding
recognition, and the Department must act upon such request within fourteen (14) days.
(3-29-10)
03.
Formula for Distribution of Funds. The Department distributes the funds in the off-highway
vehicle law enforcement fund based on the following formula:
(3-29-10)
a.
Total federal acres with reference to the Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILT) number for each eligible
county minus large tracts of land not open to off-highway vehicle use. The result is the total off-highway vehicle
opportunity on federal public land for that county.
(3-29-10)
b.
Calculate the percentage of the total off-highway vehicle opportunity on federal public land for
each eligible county as compared to the entire state.
(3-29-10)
c.

Multiply this percentage by point zero six (0.6) to get sixty percent (60%) of the value.

(3-29-10)

d.
Calculate the percentage of off-highway vehicle certificate of number designations for each eligible
county as compared to the entire state.
(4-11-15)
e.

Multiply this percentage by point zero four (0.4) to get forty percent (40%) of the value. (3-29-10)

f.
Add the sixty percent (60%) value from the total off-highway vehicle opportunity on federal public
land to the forty (40%) value of the off-highway vehicle certificates of number. This total will be the percentage of
the off-highway vehicle law enforcement funds for which the individual county is eligible.
(4-11-15)
04.
Distribution of Funds Not Used. For the off-highway vehicle law enforcement funds that are not
allocated to a county because they do not have an off-highway vehicle enforcement program as described by this rule,
or for funds from undesignated certificates of number, the funds return to the off-highway vehicle law enforcement
fund. Any undistributed money must be allocated as follows:
(4-11-15)
a.
Fifty percent (50%) of the unallocated money must be distributed as per the distribution formula
previously listed; and
(3-29-10)
b.
Fifty percent (50%) of the unallocated money will be held by the Idaho Sheriff’s Association to be
used for emphasis areas of off-highway vehicle law enforcement.
(3-29-10)
05.
Annual Audit. All counties that receive off-highway vehicle law enforcement funding are subject
to an annual audit of the expenditure of the funds.
(3-29-10)
252. -- 299.
300.

(RESERVED)

GRANTEE OBLIGATIONS.

01.
Project Completion. Except as herein proved, upon approval of a grant application the grantee is
obligated to complete all elements of a project as described on the approved grant application, grant agreement, or
approved amendment.
(4-11-06)
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02.
Project Management. Except as herein provided, upon approval of a grant application the grantee
must ensure adequate management of the project as specified in the approved grant application or grant agreement.
(4-11-06)
03.
Grant Modification. Only for good cause, and upon the submission of detailed justification shown
in writing and approval by the State and Federal Grant Manager may the terms and obligations of the grant
application or grant agreement be modified.
(4-11-06)
04.
Maintenance and Operation. Real property, physical facilities and equipment funded by a grant
must be maintained and operated in the condition or state equivalent to that existing when such facility was
completed or property or equipment purchased, normal wear and tear excepted.
(4-11-06)
05.
Public Use/Nondiscrimination. Physical facilities and real property purchased in whole or in part
with grant moneys must be available for public use regardless of race, color, religion, national origin, gender, age, or
disability. Facilities constructed with grant moneys must meet the requirements as set by the Americans with
Disabilities Act Guidelines.
(4-11-06)
06.
Fees And Donations. Except as herein provided, fees may be charged or donations subscribed for
the use of or access to facilities or real property developed or purchased with grant funds at a level commensurate
with the costs of maintenance and upkeep of the facility or real property with the approval of the Board. Fees may be
charged or donations subscribed for special events of limited duration at the facility when approved by the
Department.
(4-11-06)
07.
Acknowledgment of Funding Assistance. Grantee must post and maintain appropriate permanent
signs or decals upon project sites or equipment acknowledging funding assistance from the appropriate grant fund
and the Department upon start of the project or purchase of equipment.
(4-11-06)
08.
Notice Of Numbering Requirements. Off-Road Motor Vehicle Account project applicants and
sponsors are responsible for posting a written notice of the requirement of applicable certificate of number
requirements and enforcing such requirements for special events as well as general use.
(4-11-15)
09.
Project Liability. Grantees, through a signed agreement, assume all project liability and hold the
Department harmless.
(4-11-06)
10.
Purchase and Bidding Requirements. The grantee must follow all local, state and federal laws
pertaining to the expenditure of public funds.
(4-11-06)
11.
Permits. The grantee must legally acquire all required local, state and federal permits for the
construction or development of the project before grant funds are expended. Construction must comply with the then
current codes and standards as set by the Uniform Building Code, Uniform Plumbing Code, and the National
Electrical Code. (4-11-06)
12.
Failure to Comply. Failure by the grantee to comply with such terms and obligations as set forth in
the approved grant application or grant agreement will result in the immediate revocation of an approved grant or
constitutes a conversion pursuant to Section 350 of this chapter, as applicable.
(4-11-06)
301. -- 349.
400.

(RESERVED)

ONGOING GRANTEE OBLIGATIONS.

(

)

01.
Maintenance. The grantee must maintain any facilities, real property, and equipment
funded by a grant in the condition equivalent to that existing when such facility was completed or
property or equipment purchased, normal wear and tear excepted.
( )

02. Public Use. The grantee must ensure that facilities and real property are available to the
general public.
( )
Section 350
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03. Nondiscrimination. The grantee must ensure that facilities and real property purchased in
whole or in part with grant moneys are available for public use regardless of race, color, religion, national
origin, gender, age, or disability. The grantee must ensure that facilities constructed with grant moneys
meet the requirements as set by the Americans with Disabilities Act. ( )
04. Acknowledgment of Funding Assistance. Grantee must post and maintain appropriate
permanent signs or decals upon project sites or equipment acknowledging funding assistance from the
appropriate grant fund and the department upon start of the project or purchase of equipment. ( )
05. Project Liability. Grantees, through a signed agreement, assume all project liability and
hold the department harmless. ( )
06. Responsibility for Equipment. Motorized equipment purchased with grant funds becomes
the property of the grantee and must be maintained for public use.
( )
07. Failure to Comply. Failure by the grantee to comply with the ongoing obligations may
require repayment all or a portion of the grant funding.

350.
PROJECT CONVERSIONS.
No grant funded project may, without the prior written approval of the Board, be converted to uses other than for the
authorized purposes specified in the original grant application or grant agreement.
(4-11-06)
01.
Approval of a Conversion. The Board may approve a conversion only when the grant moneys
spent on the project can be returned to the appropriate grant fund or the grantee can provide an immediate substitution
of other projects of at least equal current fair market value and of reasonably equivalent recreational usefulness and
location.
(4-11-06)
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02.
Resolving a Conversion. If there is a project conversion, the grantee is responsible for repaying
the appropriate grant fund an amount determined by investment amortization through use, project life expectancy,
and depreciation or appreciation of the facilities or equipment.
(4-11-06)
03.
Conversion Requests. Project conversion requests must be in writing by the grantee prior to any
conversion attempts.
(7-1-99)
351. -- 399.

(RESERVED)

RESPONSIBILITY FOR EQUIPMENT.
400.
Motorized equipment purchased with grant funds become property of the grantee. Such units of motorized equipment
are subject to Subsection 250.06 and Section 350 of this chapter.
(4-11-06)

401. -- 449.
450.

(RESERVED)

REAL PROPERTY.

01.
Appraisals. A real estate appraisal is required for all real property to be acquired with grant funds.
All appraisals must be prepared according to Department procedures. The appraisal must be paid for by the grantee,
but may be included as part of eligible project costs. The selection of the appraiser must be approved by the
Department.
(4-11-06)
02.
Appraisal Review. The Department reviews appraisals as necessary. Any appraisal report that does
not meet content requirements or use correct analysis procedures must be corrected to the satisfaction of the
Department. All costs are covered by the grantee.
(4-11-06)
03.
Negotiated Price. An approved appraisal is an acceptable estimate of property value. The
negotiation between a willing seller and a willing buyer may set a price that is higher than the appraisal, and this
value can be considered along with the appraised value in establishing the reasonable limits of assistance. If the
grantee believes the negotiated price is a better indication of market value, yet is higher that the appraised value, a
detailed statement of this difference must be submitted to the Department.
(4-11-06)
04.
Adequate Title and Public Access. The grantee must have clear title to, or adequate control and
tenure of, the real property (land, land improvement, structures, and appurtenances) to be developed. The term
“adequate control and tenure” of real property means a lease or an easement that provides the grantee sufficient
control over the real property to permit the proposed development and use for a period of at least twenty-five (25)
years from the date of application, unless specifically approved in writing by the Department for a shorter term. The
grantee must list all outstanding rights or interests held by others in the real property to be developed. If access to the
real property to be developed is over private property, then the grantee must describe the provisions made to ensure
adequate public access. In the event the real property becomes unusable for its intended purposes or if such use
ceases, the grantee is responsible for conversion of the project as described in Section 350 of this chapter. (4-11-06)
05.
Limitations on Use. Property rights obtained with grant funds must be free of all reservations or
encumbrances that would limit the use of the site disproportionate to the public benefit.
(4-11-06)
451. -- 999.
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26.01.33 – RULES GOVERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAND
AND WATER CONSERVATION FUND PROGRAM

00.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The Idaho Parks and Recreation Board is authorized under Section 67-4223, Idaho Code, to adopt, amend, or rescind
rules as may be necessary for proper administration of the department and its programs.
(3-20-20)T
01.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. The title of this chapter is cited in full as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Rules,
IDAPA 26.01.33, “Rules Governing the Administration of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Program.”
(3-20-20)T
02.
Scope. This chapter establishes procedures for the administration of the Land and Water
Conservation Fund program, including requirements for project application, eligibility, review, award, and
management.
(3-20-20)T
02. -- 009.

(RESERVED)

10.
DEFINITIONS.
As used in this chapter:

(3-20-20)T

01.
2 CFR 200: Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit requirements for
Federal Awards as set forth in 2 CFR 200 (Code of Federal Regulations).
(
)
02.
Acquisition. The gaining of rights of public use by purchase or donation of fee or less than fee
interests in real property.
03.
Alternate State Liaison Officer (ALSO): State official designated by the governor of Idaho to
assist the State Liaison Officer in managing the LWCF Program. The State and Federal Grant Manager is the ALSO.
(
)
04.
the governor.

Board. The Idaho Parks and Recreation Board, a bipartisan, six (6) member board, appointed by
(3-20-20)T

05.
Development. The act of physically improving an area or constructing facilities necessary to
increase its ability to serve outdoor recreation purposes.
06.

Department: The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation.

(

)

07.
Director. The director and chief administrator of the Department or designee. IDPR or the
designee of the director. Designated by the governor to serve as the State Liaison Officer for the LWCF program.
(3-20-20)T
08.
LWCF: The Land and Water Conservation Fund, a federal grant program that provides matching
grants to states, and through states to local governments, for the planning, acquisition and development of public
outdoor recreation areas and facilities. Evaluation Committee. Representatives from federal, state and local
agencies with expertise in community development or public outdoor recreation needs. The committee determines
acceptability of projects based on technical criteria, rates LWCF projects, and assists IDPR staff in making funding
priority recommendationsto the Idaho Parks and Recreation Board.
(3-20-20)T
09.
LWCF Advisory Committee: Representatives from federal, state and local entities and other subject
matter experts with expertise in community development or public outdoor recreation needs. (
) Grants Program.
All funding programs administered by IDPR.
(3-20-20)T
10.
Section 335

NPS: The National Park Service.
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11.
Open Project Selection Process (OPSP): The decision-making process and criteria by which the
Department selects projects for the LWCF funding. The OPSP defines the criteria that propose LWCF projects must
meetin in order to be eligible for funding and establish priorities to objectively rate competing eligible projects. (
)
LWCF. The Land and Water Conservation Fund, a federal grant program that provides fifty percent (50%) matching
grants to states, and through states to local governments, for the planning, acquisition and development of public
outdoor recreation areas and facilities.
(3-20-20)T
12.
SCORP: Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan.
(
) NPS. The National
Park Service.
(3-20-20)T
13.
Sponsor: A state or local government agency that solicits a grant from the Department for a
project or is responsible for administering the grant of an approved application or completed project.
( )
State Liaison Officer (SLO): State official designated by the governor of Idaho to manage the
14.
LWCF Program with the assistance of the Alternate State Liaison Officer. The director is designated as the SLO. (
)

10.
Open Project Selection Process (OPSP). The overall objective decision making process by which
IDPR selects LWCF projects for funding.
(3-20-20)T
11.
Participation Manual and Internal Procedures Manuals. A compilation of state procedures,
rules, and instructions that have been assembled in manual form and that have been approved by the board for
dissemination to the public and public agencies that may wish to participate in grant programs of IDPR or that outline
operation of the Land and Water Conservation Program by IDPR for staff use.
(3-20-20)T
12.
Planning. The development of documents and programs to identify and propose actions for
managing recreational resources and the preparation and review of designs and specifications for such resources.
(3-20-20)T
Priority Needs Assessment. Incorporates SCORTP related activities that refined Idaho’s priorities
13.
for LWCF obligation. These area are reflected in the OPSP criteria (see Section 440 of this chapter). (3-20-20)T

IDPR.

14.

Project. The undertaking that is or may be funded in whole or in part with funds administered by
(3-20-20)T

15.
Retroactive Cost. Costs incurred after receipt of application but prior to the execution of the
project contract. (3-20-20)T
16.
SCORP/SCORTP. Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan/Statewide Comprehensive
Outdoor Recreation and Tourism Plan.
(3-20-20)T
17.
Scope Element. A specific item, for example, one (1) facility or amenity, listed on a project
application or project agreement that is a part of the whole.
(3-20-20)T
18.
Sponsor. A state or local government agency that solicits a grant of funds from IDPR for a
projector is responsible for administering the grant or funding of an approved application or completed project.
(3-20-20)T
19.
State Liaison Officer (SLO). The director is designated by the governor to serve as the State
Liaison Officer to the National Park Service for the LWCF program. The chief of the Recreation Resources Bureau is
designated as the Alternate State Liaison Officer.
(3-20-20)T
11. -- 049. 039. (RESERVED)
40.

LWCF ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBER SELECTION AND APPOINTMENT. (

01.

Members. The advisory committee includes nine (9) members as follows:

)

a.Three (3) members are representatives of state and federal agencies with a technical relationship to
community development or the outdoor recreation needs in the state.
(
)
Section 335
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b. One (1) member represents a community of five thousand (5,000) population or more ( )
c. One (1) members represents a community of five thousand (5,000) population or less.(
d. One (1) member represents the interests of ethnic minorities.(
e. One (1) member represents the interests of the elderly.(

)

)

f. One (1) member represents the interests of people with disabilities.(
g. One (1) member must be from the board.(

)

)

)

02. Quorum. A quorum is required to conduct committee business. Five (5) people constitute a quorum.(
)
03.
Appointment and Term. Members are appointed by and serve at the discretion of the board for three
(3) funding sessions and may be reappointed.
(
)
041. -- 049.

(RESERVED)

50.

GRANT CYCLE: The funding cycle must occur at least once every two years and may occur at any other regular
interval within the fiscal year as determined by the state. (
) GENERAL PROVISIONS.
Federal Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) grants are available through IDPR for the acquisition or
development of land to be used for outdoor recreation or for the combined acquisition and development of land to be
used for outdoor recreation. Any land acquired or developed with these funds are held in perpetuity for outdoor
recreation or, with approval from IDPR abd NPS, be replaced with land of equal or higher fair market value,
recreation utility and location. LWCF grants may be used for SCORTP activities.
(3-20-20)T
51. -- 064.
65.

(RESERVED)

ELIGIBLE SPONSORS. Governmental agencies that are eligible to receive or apply for the grant funds include
incorporated cities, counties, state agencies, recreation districts, and other state or local governmental agencies
authorized to provide general public recreation facilities.
(
)
COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS. LWCF

administration is subject to all applicable state and federal statutes, rules, regulations, ordinances and
requirements.
(3-2020)T
66.

ELIGIBLE PROJECTS. LWCF grants are available to acquire or develop land that is to be used for outdoor
recreation purposes and is to be held in perpetuity for public outdoor recreation uses. The sponsor must have title to
or adequate control and tenure of the area to be developed. Projects clearly designed and located to meet identified
needs for general public recreation, as well as to provide school districts with outdoor education, physical education,
and recreation facilities may be eligible for funding, provided general public recreation is clearly the primary use.
Projects must be consistent with the current LWCF Federal Assistance Manual.
(
)

67.

INELIGIBLE PROJECTS. Acquisitions or development that do not contribute directly to general public outdoor
recreation facilities or activities are ineligible for LWCF funding. Acquisition of leases are not eligible for LWCF
funding. The cost to a sponsor of land purchased from another public agency is not eligible for LWCF funding.

68. -- 079.
80.

(RESERVED)

FUND ALLOCATION. APPLICATION PROCEDURE

01.
Procedure: To be considered for a grant, a sponsor must follow the procedural requirements, file a
completed grant application form prior to the stated deadline, propose an eligible project, and submit all other
documentation specified in this rule. (
) Eligible Applicants. Governmental agencies that are eligible to receive or
Section 335
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apply for the grant funds include incorporated cities, counties, state agencies, recreation districts and other state or
local governmentalagencies authorized to provide general public recreation facilities.
(3-20-20)T
Review for Completeness and Eligibility. Materials submitted by the sponsor are reviewed by
02.
the Department for completeness and for project eligibility.
(
) Allocation of Funds. Idaho’s cost of
administering the SCORTP program, the LWCF program and a contingency fund are deducted from the state’s annual
apportionment. The remaining funds are divided fifty percent(50%) for local governmental agencies and fifty percent
(50%) for state agencies. This policy may be altered in any year at the discretion of the board.
(3-20-20)T

a.
To assure that the needs of rural areas are met, twenty percent (20%) of the amount dedicated for
local governmental agencies is dedicated for use by governmental agencies of five thousand (5,000) population or
less. If the cumulative request of the governmental agencies of five thousand (5,000) population or less is more than
the twenty percent (20%) of the amount dedicated for local governmental agencies, governmental agencies of five
thousand (5,000) population or less may compete for the total remaining allocation.
(3-20-20)T
b.
If the total cost for a single project of a governmental agency with a population of five thousand
(5,000) or less requires over one-half (1/2) of the twenty percent (20%) dedicated for use by governmental agencies
of five thousand (5,000) population or less, that project will compete with the large governmental agency projects.
(3-20-20)T
LWCF Advisory Committee Rating. The LWCF Advisory Committee rates projects and assists
03.
the Department in making funding priority recommendations to the Idaho Park and Recreation Board. To
objectively rate competing eligible projects, the committee considers the application, the presentation by the
sponsor, and how the project meets the OPSP criteria and established priorities. ( ) Exceptions. The board may
suspend (through formal action at the board meeting at which LWCF grant requests are considered) any provision of
Subsection 080.02 of this chapter if the allocation is too small to warrant viable projects.
(3-20-20)T

04.
Board and NPS Approval. The board reviews and approves a priority list for submission to NPS.
Applications are submitted to NPS according to priority after LWCF moneys have been appropriated by Congress
and allocated to the state.
(
) Project Requests Insufficient. The board is not required to distribute all
available funds. IDPR staff may recommend, and the board determine, to reject projects with evaluation scores so
low as to be noncompetitive.
(3-20-20)T
05.
Grant Agreement. Upon approval of a grant application by NPS, the Department will present the
sponsor with a grant agreement that identifies eligible costs and obligates the sponsor to a specified project scope.
The sponsor must sign the agreement prior to initiating work on the project. The signed agreement obligates the
sponsor to complete all elements of the project as described in the agreement and any applicable approved
amendment. The signed agreement must include a proclamation from the sponsor’s governing body committing the
project and the sponsor to LWCF requirements in perpetuity.
(
)
81. -- 094. 099. (RESERVED)
100.

FEES AND INCOME.

(

)

01.
User Fees. User or other types of fees may be charged in connection with facilities developed with
LWCF grants, provided that the fees and charges are commensurate with the value of recreation services or
opportunities furnished and are in the prevailing range of public fees and charges for the particular activity involved.
Discrimination on the basis of residence, including preferential reservation or membership systems and annual
permit systems, is prohibited except to the extent that reasonable differences in admission and other fees may be
maintained on the basis of residence.
(
)
02.
Nonrecreational Income. Nonrecreational income that accrues to an outdoor recreation area other
than the intended recreational use, including income from land management practices, must derive from use that is
consistent with, and complementary to, the intended outdoor recreational use of the area. Gross nonrecreational
income that accrues during the project period established in the project contract must be used to reduce the total cost
of the project. Gross nonrecreational income that accrues subsequent to the ending date identified in the project
contracts must be used only to offset the expense of operation and maintenance of the facility.
(
)
Section 335
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101.
SPONSOR'S MATCHING SHARE. The sponsor must match a portion of the approved project cost as
determined by the National Park Service. The sponsor’s share can be either local funds, acceptable state funds, force
account (labor or equipment), or donation of privately owned lands, goods or services. All matching funds must meet
LWCF Program rules as well as the allowable cost rules under 2 CFR 200.
(
)
102.
APPRAISAL REQUIREMENTS. A real estate appraisal is required for all land to be acquired. The appraisal
must be prepared and paid for by the sponsor. All appraisals must be done according to “Uniform Appraisal Standards
for Federal Land Acquisitions.” NPS requires that the Department has each appraisal reviewed by a qualified appraiser.
Any appraisal report that does not meet the basic content requirement or use correct analysis procedures must
be corrected to the satisfaction of the Department. All costs are paid by the sponsor.
(
)
103. -- 299.

(RESERVED)

95.
CONTINGENCY FUND.
Twenty percent (20%) of the total allocation may be held out for needed cost overruns, special projects, and
emergency needs. Any unused funds at the end of the funding cycle are obligated through the normal process.
(3-20-20)T
96. -- 109.

(RESERVED)

110.
SPONSOR'S MATCHING SHARE.
The sponsor will be reimbursed up to fifty percent (50%) of the approved project cost. The sponsor’s share can be
either local funds, acceptable state funds, force account, or donation of privately owned lands, goods or services.
Reimbursement varies according to the type of project and total project cost (see Section 515 of this chapter). The use
of specific types of sponsor’s share match may be adjusted in any year at the discretion of the board (see Section
140.04 of this chapter).
(3-20-20)T
111. -- 124.

(RESERVED)

125.
PROJECT TIME LIMITATIONS.
The project must be completed by the applicant within twenty-four (24) months of the federal contract signing.
(3-20-20)T
126. -- 139.
140.

(RESERVED)

ELIGIBLE PROJECTS.

01.
Generally. LWCF grants are available for up to fifty percent (50%) of the cost to acquire or
develop land that is to be used for outdoor recreation purposes and is to be held in perpetuity for public outdoor
recreation uses. (3-20-20)T
02.
Less Than Fee Acquisition. Acquisition of less than fee interest, such as easements and
development right, must be considered in the same manner as simple fee acquisition subject to the following
conditions:
(3-20-20)T
a.

The interest cannot be revocable;

(3-20-20)T

b.

The value can be supported through standard appraisal techniques; and

(3-20-20)T

c.

Recreation can be demonstrated as the primary purpose of the acquisition.

(3-20-20)T

03.
Ineligible Projects. Acquisitions or developments that do not contribute directly to general public
outdoor recreation facilities or activities are ineligible for LWCF funding. Acquisition of leases are not eligible.
(3-20-20)T
04.

Section 335
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155.
ELIGIBLE PROJECT COSTS.
IDPR may place restrictions on reimbursement of some acquisition and development costs.
156. -- 169.

(3-20-20)T

(RESERVED)

ACQUISITION OF PUBLICLY OWNED LANDS.
170.
The cost to the sponsor of land purchased from another public agency is generally not eligible for matching
assistance.
(3-20-20)T

171. -- 184.

(RESERVED)

185.
ACQUISITION OF STRUCTURES.
Structures that are proposed to be retained and are incidental to the land are eligible for LWCF matching funds if they
are to be used primarily for support facilities for outdoor recreation activities. The anticipated used must be clearly
identified in the project application so that IDPR may exercise reasonable judgment in determining the eligibility of
the structure for funding assistance.
(3-20-20)T
186. -- 199.
200.

(RESERVED)

WAIVER OF RETROACTIVELY.

01.
Generally. The SLO may grant permission to a sponsor to proceed prior to normal processing of an
application through a written waiver of retroactively. This is not be construed as a qualitative approval of the
proposed project. Should the project subsequently be approved, the costs incurred must be eligible for assistance.
(3-20-20)T
02.
NPS Waiver Required. The SLO may not grant a waiver of retroactivity until the NPS has issued
its waiver of retroactivity. A waiver may be granted only if LWCF moneys are available and only if an emergency
situation warrants it.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Limitations. Retroactive development costs are not eligible for reimbursement, other than
expenses necessary for planning a development project and then only if it is specifically requested in the project
application.
(3-20-20)T
201. -- 214.

(RESERVED)

215.
ENCUMBRANCES.
Property rights obtained with LWCF assistance must be free of all reservations or encumbrances that would limit the
use of the site disproportionate to the public benefit.
(3-20-20)T
216. -- 229.

(RESERVED)

230.
ACQUISITION COSTS EXCEEDING FAIR MARKET VALUE.
An approved appraisal is an acceptable estimate of property value (see Section 350 of this chapter). The negotiation
between a willing seller and a willing buyer may set a price that is higher than the appraisal, and this market place
value can be considered along with the appraised value in establishing the reasonable limits of assistance. If the
sponsor believes that the negotiated price is a better indication of market value, yet it is higher than the appraised
value, a detailed and well documented statement of this differences must be submitted, together with a formal request
for a cost increase (see Section 620 of this chapter).
(3-20-20)T
231. -- 259.

(RESERVED)

260.
ACQUISITIONS INVOLVING COMPATIBLE MULTIPLE USES.
Nonrecreation uses, such as timber management, grazing, and other natural resource uses, may be carried out on
lands acquired with LWCF assistance if they are clearly compatible with and secondary to recreation use, and are
approved by IDPR prior to execution of the project contract.
(3-20-20)T
261. -- 274.
Section 335
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275.
ACQUISITIONS INVOLVING NONRECREATION USE.

01.
Nonrecreation Use Limited. Lands acquired with LWCF assistance are immediately dedicated to
public outdoor recreation and therefore, in the interim period between acquisition and planned development, the
public cannot be denied use. In some instances during this period the temporary continuation of nonrecreation uses of
LWCF assisted areas may be appropriate if not at the expense of public use. Continuation of existing nonrecreation
uses must be approved by IDPR. When approved by IDPR, the used will be phased out within three (3) years from
the date of the acquisition.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Life Estates. Life estates, whereby an owner is allowed to use the property to the end of his life, is
an allowable nonrecreation use provided all of the following conditions are met:
(3-20-20)T
a.

The life estate must not totally limit public use of the site;

(3-20-20)T

b.
The value of the life estate is not included within the total project cost as established through
acceptable appraisal techniques; and
(3-20-20)T
c.
276. -- 289.

The life estate provisions are approved by IDPR.

(3-20-20)T

(RESERVED)

290.
PUBLIC PARK AND SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS.
Projects clearly designed and located to meet identified needs for general public recreation, as well as to provide
school districts with outdoor education, physical education, and recreation facilities may be eligible for funding,
provided general public recreation is clearly the primary use.
(3-20-20)T
300.

FUND ALLOCATION.

(

)

01.
Administration Costs. Idaho’s cost of administering the SCORP program, the LWCF program and a
contingency fund are deducted from the state’s annual apportionment. The remaining funds are divided fifty percent
(50%) for local governmental agencies and fifty percent (50%) for state agencies. This standard may be altered in any
year at the discretion of the board.
(
)
02.

ALLOCATION BY POPULATION.

(

)

a.
To assure that the needs of rural areas are met, twenty percent (20%) of the amount dedicated for
local governmental agencies is dedicated for use by governmental agencies of five thousand (5,000) population or less.
If the cumulative request of the governmental agencies of five thousand (5,000) population or less is more than the
twenty percent (20%) of the amount dedicated for local governmental agencies, governmental agencies of five thousand
(5,000) population or less may compete for the total remaining allocation.
(
)
b.
If the total cost for a single project of a governmental agency with a population of five thousand
(5,000) or less requires over one-half (1/2) of the twenty percent (20%) dedicated for use by governmental agencies of
five thousand (5,000) population or less, that project will compete with the large governmental agency projects.
(
)
c.
The board may suspend (through formal action at the board meeting at which LWCF grant requests
are considered) any provision of this section if the allocation is too small to warrant viable projects.
(
)
03.
Less Than Full Distribution. The board is not required to distribute all available funds. The
Department may recommend, and the board determine, to reject projects with evaluation scores so low as to be
noncompetitive.
(
)
04.
Section 335
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overruns. Any unused funds at the end of the funding cycle are obligated through the normal process.
(
)
301. -- 514.

291. -- 304.
305.

(RESERVED)
(RESERVED)

DONATED REAL PROPERTY AS MATCHING SHARE.

01.
Generally. The value of privately owned donated real property may be used as a portion or as all of
the sponsor’s matching share of an approved project when the transfer of title to the sponsor has not been
accomplished prior to the execution by IDPR of the project contract, unless such action has been previously approved
by IDPR under the waiver of retroactivity procedure (see Section 200 of this chapter).
(3-20-20)T
02.
Limitations. The donation must consist of real property that would normally qualify for LWCF
funding. If the donation does not adjoin the tract being acquired or is not being developed as part of the project then it
must stand on its own merits as an acceptable public recreation area in order to be considered an eligible donation. It
also must be within the jurisdiction of the sponsor.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Appraisal Required. The value of the donation must be established by an appraisal report
prepared under the provision of Section 350 of this chapter. Any portion of the value of the donation not utilized by
the sponsor for matching in the project is not available for subsequent projects. The amount of donation that is
matchable is the value of the land donation up to the limit of the local agency’s share of the project. The maximum
reimbursed by IDPR may never exceed the cash expended on the project.
(3-20-20)T
306. -- 319.
320.

(RESERVED)

DONATED GOODS AND SERVICES AS MATCHING SHARE.

01.
Generally. Donated services, materials and equipment are eligible for reimbursement. Allowable
rates must be agreed upon by IDPR prior to initiation of construction and must be in accordance with current federal
regulations and state rules. Partial reimbursement on projects involving such donations are limited to the amount of
actual cash outlay by the grantee.
(3-20-20)T
02.
assistance.

Excess Value. Donated services above the needs for a project are not eligible for further funding
(3-20-20)T

03.
Requirements. Donated services may be furnished by professional and technical personnel,
consultants, and other skilled or unskilled labor. The services must be an integral and necessary part of an approved
project. Rates for donated services must be consistent with those paid for similar work in other activities of the state
or local government. In those instances in which the required skills are not found in the sponsor’s organization, rates
must be consistent with those paid for similar work in the labor market in which the sponsor competes for the kind of
services involved.(3-20-20)T
321. -- 334.

(RESERVED)

335.
FORCE ACCOUNT AS MATCHING SHARE.
All or a portion of the sponsor’s share can be provided through force account (i.e., use of sponsor’s staff and
equipment) when such contributions are verifiable from the sponsor’s records, are not included as contributions for
any other IDPR program, and are necessary and reasonable for proper and efficient accomplishment of the project.
(3-20-20)T
336. -- 349.

(RESERVED)

350.
APPRAISAL REQUIREMENTS.
A real estate appraisal is required for all land to be acquired. The appraisal must be prepared and paid for by the
sponsor. The type of appraisal to be used must be determined by the cost of the property, and difficulty of the
appraisal assignment. All appraisal must be done according to “Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land
Acquisitions.”
(3-20-20)T
Section 335
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365.
APPRAISAL REVIEWS.
IDPR reviews appraisals as necessary. Any appraisal report that does not meet the basic content requirement or use
correct analysis procedures must be corrected to the satisfaction of IDPR. All costs are paid by the sponsor.
(3-20-20)T
366. -- 379.

(RESERVED)

380.
REVENUE FEASIBILITY STUDIES.
At the discretion of the SLO, a feasibility report prepared by a fiscal specialist may be required prior to funding
consideration by the board. Specifically, it must provide the SLO with detailed financial information and data that is
incorporated in staff recommendations to the board. This report is paid for by the sponsor.
(3-20-20)T
381. -- 394.

(RESERVED)

395.
TECHNICAL REVIEW.
At the discretion of the SLO, a technical report prepared by a licensed, certified engineer may be required prior to
funding consideration by the board. This report is paid for by the sponsor.
(3-20-20)T
396. -- 409.
410.

(RESERVED)

FUNDING CYCLE.

01.
Generally. A funding cycle is held at a minimum of once every two (2) years with the following
exception: subject to the level of funding, the board may suspend (through formal action at any regular meeting) a
funding cycle.
(3-20-20)T
02.

Procedure. The funding cycle consists of the following:

(3-20-20)T

a.
Notification to begin a funding cycle must be made no less than ninety (90) days before
applications are due.
(3-20-20)T
b.
The evaluation committee meeting must be held within one hundred twenty (120) days of the
application due date.
(3-20-20)T
c.
Recommendations must be formulated by IDPR staff within thirty (30) days following the
evaluation committee meeting and must be made to the board no later than the next regularly scheduled meeting.
(3-20-20)T
d.
Subject to the level of funding, the board may suspend (through formal action at any regular
meeting) the evaluation committee meeting and may elect to adopt staff recommendations.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Fees. At the discretion of the SLO, fees may be charged for the various stages of any funding cycle.
When charged, fees are assessed equally on all applicants. Fees charge may not exceed fifty dollars ($50) for all
stages combined. (3-20-20)T
411. -- 424.
425.

(RESERVED)

APPLICATION PROCEDURE.

01.
Initial Review. Participation manuals are available to guide sponsors in preparing projects for
funding consideration. Materials submitted for consideration are reviewed by IDPR staff for completeness and for
project eligibility. Once all application materials are submitted and a project is determined to be potentially eligible
under criteria established in the OPSP, IDPR will ask the sponsor to make a presentation to the evaluation committee.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Eligible Projects. Eligible projects are ranked according to the (OPSP (see Section 440 of this
chapter) and approved by the board (see Section 470 of this chapter). Full federal application materials must be
submitted to NPS for final funding approval (see Section 485 of this chapter).
(3-20-20)T
Section 335
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OPEN PROJECT SELECTION PROCESS (OPSP).

Generally. The procedures outlined in OPSP through the SCORTP process are for the purpose of
01.
defining criteria that a proposed LWCF project must meet in order to be eligible for funding, and to establish
priorities on the basis of which competing eligible projects can be rated objectively. The intent is to ensure that
available funds are used to fund those projects that most nearly satisfy the intent of the LWCF Act, and the
recreational needs of the people of Idaho.
(3-20-20)T

02.
Requirements. Requirements for the SCORTP and the OPSP can be found in the “LWCF
Participation Manual,” available from IDPR or NPS.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Availability. Copies of the SCORTP and the OPSP criteria used in prioritizing those projects
submitted for LWCF assistance may be obtained from IDPR or NPS. Typically, this criteria is provided in all LWCF
application guidelines.
(3-20-20)T
04.
Suspension of OPSP. Subject to the level of funding, the board may elect to suspend OPSP
(through formal action at any regular meeting).
(3-20-20)T
441. -- 454.
455.

(RESERVED)

EVALUATION COMMITTEE.

01.
Composition. The evaluation committee includes representatives with experience in community
development or public outdoor recreation. The committee ranks projects based on its review of the application and a
presentation by the sponsor. It rates all projects based on the selected criteria found in OPSP. The evaluation
committee includes nine (9) members as follows:
(3-20-20)T
a.
Three (3) members are representatives of state and federal agencies with a technical relationship to
community development or the outdoor recreation needs in the state.
(3-20-20)T

quorum.

b.

One (1) member represents a community of five thousand (5,000) population or more (3-20-20)T

c.

One (1) members represents a community of five thousand (5,000) population or less. (3-20-20)T

d.

One (1) member represents the interests of ethnic minorities.

(3-20-20)T

e.

One (1) member represents the interests of the elderly.

(3-20-20)T

f.

One (1) member represents the interests of people with disabilities.

(3-20-20)T

g.

One (1) member must be from the board.

(3-20-20)T

02.

Quorum. A quorum is required to conduct committee business. Five (5) people constitute a
(3-20-20)T

03.
Appointment and Term. Members are appointed by and serve at the discretion of the SLO for
three (3) funding sessions and may be reappointed, except, the board member must be selected by and serve at the
discretion of the board. As necessary, the SLO provides public notice of available seats. Any interested individual or
organization may nominate individuals to serve on the committee.
(3-20-20)T
456. -- 469.

(RESERVED)

BOARD REVIEW AND APPROVAL.
470.
The board reviews and approves projects according to the priority list provided by IDPR staff. Applications are
submitted to NPS according to priority after LWCF moneys have been appropriated by congress and allocated to the
state.
(3-20-20)T
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NPS PROJECT APPROVAL.
485.
When a project is approved by NPS, the announcement is made by one of the state’s congressional delegation
following notification from IDPR. All appraisals, title and deed work must be finalized prior to submitting a project
to NPS.
(3-20-20)T
486. -- 499.

(RESERVED)

500.
PROCEEDING ON THE PROJECT.
After project approval, the IDPR staff assists the sponsor in meeting the requirements of the LWCF including
providing information on the steps and required documentation for acquisition and development projects along with
financial responsibilities and allowable costs. The sponsor must complete work on the project according to the scope
elements in the state/local agreement.
(3-20-20)T
301. -- 514.
515.

(RESERVED)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS.

(

)

01.
Authorization. Except as otherwise provided herein, the SLO must authorize disbursement of funds
allocated to a project through reimbursement basis. The LWCF program is a reimbursement program, which means that
the sponsors initially pay all project costs and then seek reimbursement through the Department.
(
)
02.
Documentation of Property Purchase. Prior to submitting for property acquisition cost
reimbursement, the sponsor must document that all deed, title insurance and appraisal requirements are satisfied
03.
Reimbursement. The sponsor must request reimbursement on forms provided by the Department
and must include all required documentation. The amount of reimbursement must never exceed the cash expended on
the project.
(
)
04.
Development Project Contract Requirements. Development projects require competitive bidding
and must comply with all local, state and federal requirements.
(
)
05.
Records. Project records must be maintained by the state and sponsor for three (3) years after final
payment. The material must be maintained beyond the required three (3) year period if audit findings have not been
resolved.
(
)
516. -- 649.
501. -- 514.
515.

(RESERVED)
(RESERVED)

DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS.

01.
Authorization. Except as otherwise provided herein, the SLO must authorize disbursement of
funds allocated to a project through reimbursement basis. The LWCF program is a reimbursement program, which
means that the participants initially pay all project costs and then seek reimbursement through IDPR. (3-20-20)T
02.
Documentation. Reimbursement not be made by IDPR until deed, title insurance and appraisal
requirements are satisfied on all projects. Reimbursement may be made on development or combination acquisition
and development projects once construction shows evidence and reasonable progress toward the completion of all
scope elements and LWCF requirements.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Partial Reimbursement. Partial reimbursement is not made for projects where the project
sponsor’s matching share is less than fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000). When reimbursement is granted prior to
project completion, the sponsor receives a reimbursement for fifty percent (50%) of the eligible costs incurred less a
fifteen percent (15%) hold back. When the project has been completed and receives final approval from IDPR, the
Section 335
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sponsor is paid the fifteen percent (15%) hold back. If multiple payments are to be incurred as part of the project, the
final payment may be used as the fifteen percent (15%) hold back.
(3-20-20)T
Request for Reimbursement. Reimbursement must be requested by local governmental agencies
04.
on voucher forms provided by IDPR and includes all required documentation. The sponsor will receive a
reimbursement for fifty percent (50%) of the eligible costs incurred. The amount of reimbursement must never
exceed the cash expended on the project.
(3-20-20)T

05.
Advance Payment. An advance payment is a payment made to a sponsor upon its request before
cash outlays are made by the sponsor or payment made through the use of predetermined payment schedules before
such payments are due. Advance payment may be made subject to the conditions outlined below:
(3-20-20)T
a.
IDPR will consider the payment of advances on development projects where the matching share is
non-cash, and on acquisition projects where funds must be available up front in order to prevent the loss of an
available site to other interested buyers. Such advances must receive prior approval of NPS. A written request must
be submitted by the sponsor to IDPR to initiate the process.
(3-20-20)T
b.
Advances must be timed and procedures observed to assure that cash withdrawals occur only as
and when essential to meet the needs of the project sponsors. Advances are limited to the minimum amounts needed
and timed to be in accord with the requirements of carrying out the purpose of the approved project. Any moneys
advanced to the sponsor are public moneys (owned by the federal government and the State of Idaho) and must be
deposited in a bank with FDIC insurance coverage and the balances exceeding the FDIC coverage must be
collaterally secure.
(3-20-20)T
c.
One (1) month after the advance has been received, the sponsor must submit a billing indicating
expenditures made from the advanced funds. This will be used by IDPR as a basis for liquidating obligations,
reducing the advance account and making charges to the appropriate cost account.
(3-20-20)T
d.
At least monthly, IDPR reviews the sponsor’s disbursements of advanced funds for reasonableness
of cash balances on hand. In the event IDPR determines a sponsor is making insufficient progress using advanced
funds, IDPR may request an immediate refund.
(3-20-20)T
516. -- 529.

(RESERVED)

530.
PROJECT CONTRACT.
For every funded project, a project contracts must be executed. The project contract must be prepared by the IDPR
staff subsequent to approval of the project. Upon execution by the sponsor, the parties are thereafter bound by the
project contract terms. The sponsor may not proceed with the project until the project contract has been executed.
IDPR may not execute a project contract until federal funding has been authorized by NPS.
(3-20-20)T
531. -- 544.

(RESERVED)

CONTROL AND TENURE.
545.
The sponsor has title to or adequate control and tenure of the area to be developed. The sponsor must list all
outstanding rights or interests held by others in the property to be developed. In the event that outstanding rights later
prove to be incompatible with public outdoor recreation uses of the site, the sponsor assumes the responsibility for
having to replace the facilities developed with state or federal assistance with others of at least equal value and
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reasonably equivalent usefulness and location at the sole cost of the sponsor.
546. -- 559.

(3-20-20)T

(RESERVED)

560.
APPLICABILITY.
All LWCF requirements apply to each area or facility, regardless of the extent of LWCF assistance. When LWCF
development assistance is given to a project limited to less than a complete recreational property, all lands
immediately adjacent to that LWCF development that are designated as recreational property must be identified as
being within the LWCF project boundary and must be subject to LWCF guidelines.
(3-20-20)T
561. -- 574.

(RESERVED)

575.
SPONSOR COMMITMENT.
A proclamation from the sponsor’s governing body committing the project and the sponsor to LWCF requirements
must be submitted to IDPR prior to IDPR project approval.
(3-20-20)T
576. -- 589.

(RESERVED)

590.
RESTRICTION ON TITLE.
Land acquired in fee or developed with outdoor recreation funds must be dedicated to outdoor recreation use in
perpetuity by a recorded “Deed of Right to Use Land for Public Recreation Purposes” (Deed of Right) that conveys a
real property interest to the public. This must be executed and recorded by the sponsor after it has taken title to the
property, and before it applies for reimbursement.
(3-20-20)T
591. -- 604.

(RESERVED)

605.
RECORDS.
Project records must be maintained by the state and sponsor for three (3) years after final payment. The material must
be maintained beyond the required three (3) year period if audit findings have not been resolved. Property records
must be maintained in perpetuity.
(3-20-20)T
606. -- 619.

620.

(RESERVED)

PROJECT AMENDMENTS, COST INCREASES AND TIME EXTENSIONS.

01.
Amendments. The project contract may be amended by execution of a project amendment. All
amendment requests must be made in writing and must include a detailed justification. Sponsors are expected to
complete projects as originally proposed and evaluated. However, amendments for minor changes in scope may be
requested. Cost increases of twenty-five percent (25%) or more or changes in project elements that change the total
project cost by twenty-five percent (25%) or more require that the project be presented as a totally new proposal and
compete through the OPSP (see Sections 440 through 485 of this chapter) during a current funding cycle. Should the
revised project not receive enough points to be funded, the sponsor is required to complete the scope of the project as
originally proposed at its expense or return any funds reimbursed so that the project may be canceled and the funds
reallocated. This does not apply to SCORTP projects.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Cost Increases on Development Projects. For cost increase requests on development projects to
be considered, all of the following requirements must be met:
(3-20-20)T
a.
The increase, or any portion thereof, is to be used only for costs incurred on elements specified in
the project agreement; and
(3-20-20)T
b.
The sponsor has initiated implementation of the project in a timely manner and has had little
control over the condition causing the cost overrun.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Cost Increases on Acquisition Projects. Acquisition project cost increases must meet all of the
following conditions:
(3-20-20)T
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a.

The increased market value is supported by an acceptable appraisal;

(3-20-20)T

b.

The sponsor has diligently pursued the acquisition; and

(3-20-20)T

c.

If increased relocation costs have caused a cost overrun, an explanation is required.

(3-20-20)T

Condemnation. Acquisition cost increases based on condemnation awards, if granted, must be
04.
based on compensation for the property and direct relocation costs; no court or legal costs are eligible for
reimbursement. (3-20-20)T
Basis for Cost Increase. Cost increase requests for development projects are based on the total
05.
approved costs. Cost increase requests for acquisition projects are based on a parcel by parcel determination.
(3-20-20)T

06.
Extensions of Time. Extensions of time limitations will be considered if based on unavoidable
circumstances such as condemnation of property for acquisition projects and delays due to unusually poor weather or
unavailability of supplies for a development project. Extensions are generally granted in six (6) month intervals.
Avoidable project delays may result in loss of funding with the sponsor being required to return any funds reimbursed
so that the project can be canceled.
(3-20-20)T
621. -- 634.

(RESERVED)

635.
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS.
Development projects require competitive bidding according to state and federal statutes.
636. -- 649.
516. -- 649.
650.

(3-20-20)T

(RESERVED)
(RESERVED)

CONVERSION TO OTHER USES.

(

)

01.
Conversion. The term “conversion” is used to identify properties that were acquired or developed
with LWCF assistance that have been converted from a public outdoor recreation to other than public outdoor recreation
uses without prior approval of NPS.
(
)
02.
651. -- 724.
650.

Fees. The sponsor must pay all costs associated with the LWCF conversion process.

(

)

(RESERVED)

CONVERSION TO OTHER USES.

01.
Generally. Property acquired or developed with LWCF assistance is not converted to other than
public outdoor recreation uses without prior approval of the SLO and the NPS regional director. The SLO has
authority to disapprove conversion requests or to reject proposed property substitutions.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Prerequisites to Approval of Conversion. IDPR will only consider a conversion request once the
following prerequisites have been met:
(3-20-20)T
a.

All practical alternatives to the conversion have been evaluated and rejected on a sound basis.
(3-20-20)T

b.
At least thirty (30) days prior to IDPR submitting a request to NPS to convert LWCF properties, the
sponsors must hold a public hearing.
(3-20-20)T
c.
The fair market value of the property to be converted has been established and the property
proposed for substitution is of at least equal fair market value as established by a state approved appraisal.
(3-20-20)T
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The property proposed for replacement is of reasonably equivalent usefulness and location as that
d.
being converted. It must be administered by the same political jurisdiction as the converted property.
(3-20-20)T

e.
The property proposed for substitution meets the eligibility requirements for LWCF assisted
acquisition. The replacement property constitutes or is part of a viable recreation area.
(3-20-20)T
f.
Public land may not be used for substitution on acquisition projects unless it meets the criteria for
an eligible acquisition project. However, in the case of development projects for which the state match was not
derived from the cost of the purchase or value of a donation of the land to be converted, public land not currently
dedicated to recreation or conservation use may be used as replacement land even if this land is transferred from one
public agency to another without cost.
(3-20-20)T
g.

All necessary coordination with other federal agencies has been satisfactorily accomplished.
(3-20-20)T

h.

The guidelines for environmental evaluation have been satisfactorily completed and considered.
(3-20-20)T

i.

The proposed conversion and substitution are in accord with the SCORTP.

j.
documented.

(3-20-20)T

Staff consideration of the above points reveals no reason for disapproval and the project files are so
(3-20-20)T

k.
It should also be noted that the acquisition of one (1) parcel of land may be used in satisfaction of
several approved conversions. However, previously acquired property cannot be used to satisfy substitution
requirements except in the case of development projects.
(3-20-20)T
03.
Project Amendments. Approved conversions require amendments in the project contract when the
property to be substituted is off site or when replacement of property is deferred.
(3-20-20)T
04.
Fees. Deposit, cost and fees for the administration and management of the LWCF conversion
process must be as follows:
(3-20-20)T
a.
The sponsor is required to pay a deposit of two and five-tenths percent (2.5%) of the appraised
value of the property or the total cost of the project grant, whichever is greater. This deposit may not be less than one
thousand dollars ($1,000).
(3-20-20)T
b.
IDPR will charge the sponsor for all administrative costs relating to the conversion and a service
fee of one percent (1%) of the current appraised value of the converted property. The service fee may not exceed three
thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500) for each converted tract of property.
(3-20-20)T
c.
The administrative costs and the service fee will be deducted from the deposit. The sponsor will be
reimbursed the remaining amount upon the successful completion of the conversion. Any incidental costs exceeding
the deposit will be paid by the sponsor.
(3-20-20)T
651. -- 664.
665.

(RESERVED)

USER FEES, CHARGES AND INCOME.

01.
User Fees. User or other types of fees may be charged in connection with facilities developed with
LWCF grants, provided that the fees and charges are commensurate with the value of recreation services or
opportunities furnished and are in the prevailing range of public fees and charges for the particular activity involved.
Discrimination on the basis of residence, including preferential reservation or membership systems and annual permit
systems, is prohibited except to the extent that reasonable differences in admission and other fees may be maintained
on the basis of residence.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Nonrecreational User Fees. Nonrecreational income that accrues to an outdoor recreation area
other than the intended recreational use, including income from land management practices, must derive from use
that is consistent with, and complementary to, the intended outdoor recreational use of the area. Gross
nonrecreational income that accrues during the project period established in the project contract must be used to
Section 335
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reduce the total cost of the project. Gross nonrecreational income that accrues subsequent to the ending date
identified in the project contracts must be used only to offset the expense of operation and maintenance of the facility.
(3-20-20)T
666. -- 679.

(RESERVED)

680.
PERMANENT PROJECT SIGNS.
Permanent public acknowledgment of LWCF assistance at project sites is required on at least one (1) prominently
placed area identification sign. The LWCF symbol established and provided by IDPR must be used for such
acknowledgment at the project site entrance, or other appropriate locations. The sponsor may desire to provide a more
detailed identification. IDPR staff must approve the sponsor’s park sign prior to its construction to ensure proper
designation is included.
(3-20-20)T
681. -- 694.

(RESERVED)

ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS.
695.
Sponsors in the LWCF programs must assure that persons with disabilities are not precluded from the use of LWCF
assisted recreational facilities.
(3-20-20)T
696. -- 709.

(RESERVED)

710.
UNIFORM RELOCATION COMPLAINT PROCEDURE.
The two (2) appeal procedure recommended by NPS are an appeal to the SLO and then to the board for resolution
(see IDAPA 26.01.01, Section 250, “Rules of Administrative Procedure of the Idaho Park and Recreation Board”).
(3-20-20)T
651. -- 724.
(RESERVED)
725.

ONGOING SPONSOR OBLIGATIONS.

(

)

01.
Permanent Project Signs. The sponsor is required to install permanent public acknowledgment of
LWCF assistance at project sites on at least one (1) prominent location, such as the project site entrance. The sponsor
must use the LWCF symbol established and provided by the Department for such acknowledgment. If the sponsor
wants to provide a more detailed sign, the Department must approve the sign prior to construction to ensure proper
designation.
(
)
02.
perpetuity.

In Perpetuity. The sponsor must maintain any outdoor recreation use within LWCF boundaries in
(
)

726 -- 999.

(RESERVED)

711. -- 724.
725.

(RESERVED)

AVAILABILITY TO USERS.

01.
Nondiscrimination. Property must be open to entry and use by all persons regardless of race,
color, or national origin. Discrimination is also prohibited on the basis of age, disability, religion or gender.
(3-20-20)T
02.
Seasons and Hours. Facilities must be kept open for public use at reasonable hours and times of
the year based on intended use.
(3-20-20)T
726. -- 739.

(RESERVED)

CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT PROCEDURE.
740.
An opportunity is provided for filing civil rights complaints. A written complaint must be filed with the SLO within
one hundred eighty (180) days from the date the alleged discrimination occurred. Within ten (10) working days of
IDPR receiving the complaint, the complainant must be notified of action that has been or must be taken to resolve
the complaint. An investigation must be conducted by the deputy director or his designee within thirty (30) working
Section 335
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days of IDPR’s receipt of the complaint. The SLO or SLO’s designee must send a written response to the complainant
regarding the results of the investigation within thirty (30) working days of the time the investigation began. If
dissatisfied with the results of the investigation, the complainant may submit a written request for reconsideration to
the SLO within ten (10) days of the receipt of resolution. The complainant may also file a complaint with the Idaho
Human Rights Commission and The Office of Equal Opportunity. Addresses are available from IDPR. (3-20-20)T
741. -- 999.
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IDAPA 26 – DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
Operations Division
26.01.34 – Idaho Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker Rules
Who does this rule apply to?
These rules apply to all boat owners recreating in Idaho waters.
What is the purpose of this rule?
These rules are promulgated by the Idaho Park and Recreation Board to administer the Idaho
Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker Rules.
What is the legal authority for the agency to promulgate this rule?
This rule implements the following statutes passed by the Idaho Legislature:
State Government and State Affairs Idaho Safe Boating Act:
• Section 67-7002, Idaho Code – Jurisdiction and Authority
• Section 67-7008A, Idaho Code – Additional Fess – Deposit into Invasive Species Fund
Who do I contact for more information on this rule?
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation
8:00 am to 5:00 pm MT
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720
5657 Warm Springs Avenue, Boise, ID 83716
Phone: (208) 334-4199
Fax: (208) 334-3741
Email: inquiry@idpr.idaho.gov
https://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov

Zero-Based Regulation Review – 2022 for Rulemaking and 2023 Legislative Review

Ta b l e o f C o n t e n t s
26.01.34 – Idaho Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker Rules
000. Legal Authority. ................................................................................................. 3
001. Title And Scope. ................................................................................................ 3
002. -- 009. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 3
010. Definitions. ........................................................................................................ 3
011. -- 049. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 3
050. Collection Of Fees And Distribution Of Revenues Into Fund. ........................... 3
051. -- 074. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 4
075. Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker. .................................................... 4
076. Placement Of Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker. ............................. 4
077. Enforcement. ..................................................................................................... 4
078. -- 999. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 4
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26.01.34 – IDAHO PROTECTION AGAINST INVASIVE SPECIES STICKER RULES
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The Idaho Park and Recreation Board is authorized under Section 67-7002, Idaho Code to promulgate rules to aid in
the administration of the Idaho Safe Boating Act, Title 67, Chapter 70, Idaho Code; and is authorized under Section
67-7008A, Idaho Code, to promulgate rules prescribing the display of protection against invasive species stickers.
(7-1-21)T
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. The title of this chapter is cited in full as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Rules,
IDAPA 26.01.34, “Idaho Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker Rules.”
(7-1-21)T
02.
Scope. This chapter establishes rules to aid in the administration and enforcement of the Idaho Safe
Boating Act, Title 67, Chapter 70, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
002. -- 009.

(RESERVED)

010.
DEFINITIONS.
As used in this chapter:

(7-1-21)T

01.

Commercial Outfitters. As defined in Section 36-2102(b), Idaho Code.

(7-1-21)T

02.

Department. The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation.

(7-1-21)T

03.

Fund. Invasive Species Fund as defined in Section 22-1911, Idaho Code.

(7-1-21)T

04.
Idaho Invasive Species Act. The Idaho Invasive Species Act of 2008 as established in Title 22,
Chapter 19, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Motorized Vessel. Any watercraft requiring certificate of number under Section 67-7008, Idaho
Code, or any comparable U.S. vessel certificate of number program.
(7-1-21)T
06.
Non-Motorized Vessel. Any watercraft used or capable of being used as a means of transportation
on water that is propelled by human effort. For the purpose of this chapter this term does not include small inflatable
rafts or other inflatable vessels less than ten (10) feet in length.
(7-1-21)T
07.
Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker. Any sticker issued by the Department in accordance
with the provisions of Section 67-7008(A), Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
08.
Validation Sticker. Any sticker issued by the Department in accordance with the provisions of
Section 67-7008, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
011. -- 049.

(RESERVED)

050.
COLLECTION OF FEES AND DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUES INTO FUND.
In addition to any other moneys or fees collected pursuant to Section 67-7008 or any other provision of Title 67,
Chapter 70, Idaho Code, all vessels are required to pay an additional fee as established in Section 67-7008A, Idaho
Code.
(7-1-21)T
01.
Operator Responsibilities. The operator of any watercraft required to display a Protection Against
Invasive Species Sticker pursuant to this chapter will ensure that fees are paid and that a Protection Against Invasive
Species Sticker is displayed on the vessel, except as provided in Subsection 075.01 of this chapter, prior to launch
into the public waters of Idaho.
(7-1-21)T
02.

Prorated Group Rates for Commercial Outfitters.

(7-1-21)T

a.
Group rates for commercial outfitters with nonmotorized fleets exceeding five (5) vessels will be
determined using the number of vessels within the fleet at the time of purchase of the stickers, as provided in Section
67-7008A(1)(c). Previous or future sticker purchases will be prorated separately.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Protection Against Invasive Species Stickers purchased by outfitters or guides who are duly
licensed in accordance with Title 36, Chapter 21, Idaho Code, must be accompanied by an affidavit that must be
Section 000
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signed by the outfitter or guide. The signed affidavit verifies the number of vessels within the covered fleet and that
the appropriate number of Protection Against Invasive Species Stickers has been purchased. The Protection Against
Invasive Species Stickers and affidavit must be kept on file at the outfitter or guide’s physical address and must be
made available for inspection upon request of the Department or upon request by law enforcement. Non-motorized
commercial outfitters and guides are not required to place a Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker on their
vessels. Identification of commercial outfitted and guided boats must be in compliance with IDAPA 25.01.01, “Rules
of the Outfitters and Guides Licensing Board,” Subsection 054.03.a.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Transfer of Funds. Fees collected will be transferred and deposited into the Fund no less than
quarterly during any fiscal year.
(7-1-21)T
051. -- 074.
075.

(RESERVED)

PROTECTION AGAINST INVASIVE SPECIES STICKER.

01.
Motorized Vessels. Beginning with the 2010 boating season, upon payment of the fees required by
Section 050 of these rules, the validation sticker as identified in IDAPA 26.01.30, “Idaho Safe Boating Rules,” will
also serve as the Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker for those vessels numbered pursuant to Section 67-7008,
Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
02.
All Other Watercraft. A separate Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker will be issued for all
other watercraft upon payment of the fees required under Section 050 of these rules.
(7-1-21)T
076.

PLACEMENT OF PROTECTION AGAINST INVASIVE SPECIES STICKER.
01.

Location.

(7-1-21)T

a.
Motorized vessel. Except as provided in Subsection 075.01 of this chapter, the Protection Against
Invasive Species Sticker should be affixed next to the current year validation sticker on the port (left) side of the
vessel.
(7-1-21)T
b.
Non-motorized. Except as provided in Subsection 050.02.a. of this chapter, the Protection Against
Invasive Species Sticker should be affixed in the following manner.
(7-1-21)T
i.
For canoes, kayaks, and other small rigid vessels, the Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker
should be affixed near the bow above the waterline on the port (left) side, or on top of the vessel if there is little or no
waterline distinction.
(7-1-21)T
ii.
For inflatable (non-rigid) vessels, the Protection Against Invasive Species Sticker can be modified
to allow attachment of a zip tie, plastic attachment, or other similar mechanism, or be laminated into a hang tag.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Removal. Protection Against Invasive Species Stickers issued in accordance with Section 677008A, Idaho Code, that have become invalid, must be removed from the vessel.
(7-1-21)T
077.
ENFORCEMENT.
All operators of vessels as defined in this chapter must ensure their vessel is in compliance with the provisions of this
chapter when launched upon the public waters of the state of Idaho. Non-compliance with the provisions of this
chapter will result in possible assessment of penalties as described in Sec. 67-7033, Idaho Code, the Idaho Safe
Boating Act.
(7-1-21)T
078. -- 999.

Section 075
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IDAPA 26 – DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
Operations Division
26.01.37 – Rules Governing Test Procedures and Instruments for
Noise Abatement of Off Highway Vehicles
Who does this rule apply to?
These rules apply to any person seeking to measure the noise emission of an off-highway vehicle
in meeting the decibel limit set forth in Section 67-7125, Idaho Code.
What is the purpose of this rule?
These rules are promulgated by the Idaho Park and Recreation Board to further define and make
specific how to measure the noise emission of an off-highway vehicle.
What is the legal authority for the agency to promulgate this rule?
This rule implements the following statute passed by the Idaho Legislature:
State Government and State Affairs • Section 67-7125, Idaho Code – Recreational Activities: Noise Abatement
Who do I contact for more information on this rule?
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation
8:00 am to 5:00 pm MT
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720
5657 Warm Springs Avenue, Boise, ID 83716
Phone: (208) 334-4199
Fax: (208) 334-3741
Email: inquiry@idpr.idaho.gov
https://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov

Zero-Based Regulation Review – 2024 for Rulemaking and 2025 Legislative Review

Ta b l e o f C o n t e n t s
26.01.37 – Rules Governing Test Procedures and Instruments
for Noise Abatement of Off Highway Vehicles
000. Legal Authority. ................................................................................................. 3
001. Title And Scope. ................................................................................................ 3
002. -- 009. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 3
010. Definitions. ........................................................................................................ 3
011. -- 049. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 3
050. Test Procedure. ................................................................................................ 3
051. -- 099. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 4
100. Measurement. ................................................................................................... 4
101. -- 149. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 5
150. Equipment. ........................................................................................................ 5
151. -- 999. (Reserved) .............................................................................................. 5
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26.01.37 – RULES GOVERNING TEST PROCEDURES AND INSTRUMENTS
FOR NOISE ABATEMENT OF OFF HIGHWAY VEHICLES
000.
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The Idaho Park and Recreation Board is authorized under Section 67-7125, Idaho Code to promulgate rules to
effectuate the purposes of and aid in the administration of Section 67-7125, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE.

01.
Title. The title of this chapter is cited in full as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation Rules,
IDAPA 26.01.37, “Rules Governing Test Procedures and Instruments for Noise Abatement of Off Highway
Vehicles.”
(7-1-21)T
02.
Scope. This chapter establishes rules to effectuate the purposes of and aid in the administration and
enforcement of Section 67-7125, Idaho Code.
(7-1-21)T
002. -- 009.

(RESERVED)

010.
DEFINITIONS.
As used in this chapter:

(7-1-21)T

01.
All Terrain Vehicle (ATV). Any recreation vehicle with three (3) or more tires, under eight
hundred fifty (850) pounds and less than forty-eight (48) inches in width, having a wheelbase of sixty-one (61) inches
or less, traveling on low pressure tires, less than ten (10) pounds per square inch (psi).
(7-1-21)T
02.
A-Weighting Scale. A sound filtering system contained in a sound meter which adjusts (weights)
the incoming sound energy to approximate human hearing.
(7-1-21)T
03.

Calibrator. A device used to standardize the reading of a sound level meter.

(7-1-21)T

04.
CC. The displacement (size) of an engine in cubic centimeters. The kc’s of an engine refers to the
piston displacement or engine size.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Db or Decibel. A unit used to measure the amplitude of sounds. As a sound measured in decibels
increases, so does its loudness.
(7-1-21)T
06.
Off Highway Vehicle (OHV). Any ATV or motorbike as defined in Section 67-7101, Idaho Code,
used off public highways but excluding those vehicles used exclusively on private land for agricultural use or used
exclusively for snow removal purposes. These vehicles, together with others not covered by these rules, are
sometimes commonly known as off-road vehicles or ORMV’s.
(7-1-21)T
07.

Operator. Any person who is in physical control of an OHV.

(7-1-21)T

08.
Red-Line Speed. The lowest numerical engine speed included in the red zone on the OHV
tachometer or prescribed by the manufacturer as compiled in the “Off-Highway Motorcycle and ATV Stationary
Sound Test Manual” published by the Motorcycle Industry Council, Inc.
(7-1-21)T
09.
(1) minute.

Revolutions per Minute (RPM). The number of times the crankshaft of an engine revolves in one
(7-1-21)T

10.
Sound Level Meter. An instrument used for measuring sound levels, which includes a
microphone, an amplifier, and meter with frequency weighing networks, such as the A-weighting scale.
(7-1-21)T
11.
Tachometer. A device used to measure RPM of an engine. Tachometers used to obtain sound level
measurements may be permanently affixed to the OHV or may be portable units such as hand-held electric, vibrating
reed, or inductive tachometers.
(7-1-21)T
011. -- 049.
050.

(RESERVED)

TEST PROCEDURE.

01.
Test Site. The test site must be a flat, open surface free of large reflecting surfaces, other than the
ground, such as parked vehicles, signboards, or hillsides located within sixteen (16) feet of the (OHV) being tested
Section 000
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and the location of the microphone of the sound level meter.

(7-1-21)T

a.
Ambient sound level. The ambient sound level, including wind effects, at the test site due to
sources other than the OHV being measured must be at least ten (10) dB lower than the sound produced by the OHV
under test.
(7-1-21)T
b.

Wind speed. Wind speed at the test site must be less than twenty (20) miles per hour.

(7-1-21)T

c.
Persons in test area. While making sound level measurements, not more than one (1) person other
than the operator, the measurer, and the assistant, if necessary, may be within ten (10) feet of the OHV under test or
the microphone of the sound level meter, and that person must be directly behind the measurer on a line through the
microphone of the sound level meter and the measurer.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Test Surface. The surface of the ground within the test area must be paving or hard packed earth,
level within an average slope of five (5) inches per foot and must be free of loose or powdered snow, plowed soil,
grass of a height greater than six (6) inches, trees, or other extraneous materials.
(7-1-21)T
03.

Position of OHV.

(7-1-21)T

a.
For two (2) wheeled OHV’s, the operator may sit astride of the OHV, in normal riding position with
both feet on the ground. If this is not possible because of the seat height of the OHV, an assistant may hold the OHV
by the forks, front wheel, or handlebars so that it is stationary with its longitudinal plane of symmetry vertical. If an
assistant is not available to assist in holding the OHV upright, the operator may use a box, rock or other object to rest
his feet upon to steady the OHV, so long as the OHV longitudinal plane of symmetry is vertical and stationary.
(7-1-21)T
b.
For three (3) wheeled and four (4) wheeled ATV’s, the operator may sit in the normal riding
position with one (1) or both feet on the footrests.
(7-1-21)T
04.

Operation of OHV.

(7-1-21)T

a.
If the OHV has a neutral gear, the operator must run the engine with the gear box in neutral at a
speed equal to one-half (1/2) of the rated engine speed or one-half (1/2) of the red line speed specified by the
manufacturer as compiled in the “Off Highway Motorcycle and ATV Stationary Sound Test Manual.”
(7-1-21)T
b.
If the OHV has no neutral gear, it must be operated either with the rear wheel(s) at least two (2)
inches clear of the ground or with the drive chain or belt removed, or the clutch, if the OHV is so equipped,
disengaged.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Engine Temperature. The engine of the OHV being tested must be at a normal operating
temperature during the test.
(7-1-21)T
051. -- 099.
100.

(RESERVED)

MEASUREMENT.

01.
Sound Level Meter Settings. The sound meter must be set for the A-weighing scale and may be
set for either slow or fast dynamic response.
(7-1-21)T
02.

Exhaust Outlets. Tests must be made on each side of the OHV having an exhaust outlet.(7-1-21)T

03.

Location of the Microphone of the Sound Level Meter.

(7-1-21)T

a.
The microphone of the sound level meter must be located twenty (20) inches - one-half (1/2) inch
behind the exhaust. If there is more than one (1) exhaust outlet per side, the microphone of the sound level meter must
be located with reference to the rear most outlet.
(7-1-21)T
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The microphone of the sound level meter must be within one-half (1/2) inch of the height of the
(7-1-21)T

c.
The microphone of the sound level meter must be at a forty-five (45) degree - ten (10) degree angle
to the normal line of travel of the OHV.
(7-1-21)T
d.
ground plane.

The longitudinal axis of the microphone of the sound level meter must be in a plane parallel to the
(7-1-21)T

e.
The axis of the microphone of the sound level meter must be oriented as specified for field response
by the manufacturer.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Attachments Prohibited. No wire or other rigid means of distance measurement may be attached
to the sound level meter measuring system.
(7-1-21)T
05.
Sound Level. The sound level recorded must be that measured during steady state operation at the
engine speed specified in Subsections 050.04 and 050.05 of this chapter, two hundred (200) RPM, measured on the
loudest side of the OHV. The test speed in RPM must also be recorded.
(7-1-21)T
06.
Calibration. Calibration of the sound level meter using a sound level calibrator with an accuracy of
one-half (1/2) dB must be made immediately before the first test of each day. Field calibration should by made at
intervals of no more than one (1) hour.
(7-1-21)T
101. -- 149.
150.

(RESERVED)

EQUIPMENT.

01.
Sound Level Meter. A type one (1) sound level meter, which generally can provide the most
accurate measurements, must be used for certification of exhaust systems and for law enforcement purposes.
(7-1-21)T
02.
Tachometer. A hand-held tachometer of the type described in Subsection 010.11 must be used if
the OHV does not have a permanently affixed tachometer.
(7-1-21)T
03.
Calibrator. A calibrator appropriate for use with the sound level meter must be used to calibrate
the sound level meter.
(7-1-21)T
04.
Manual. Persons measuring sound levels for law enforcement purposes must use the “OffHighway Motorcycle and ATV Stationary Sound Test Manual,” published by the Motorcycle Industry Council, Inc.
for current information concerning manufacturer’s specifications for OHV operation.
(7-1-21)T
151. -- 999.

Section 150

(RESERVED)

Page 5

Sub ject Index
D

Definitions, IDAPA 26.01.37 3
All Terrain Vehicle (ATV) 3
A-Weighting Scale 3
Calibrator 3
CC, Cubic Centimeters 3
Db or Decibel 3
Off Highway Vehicle (OHV) 3
Operator 3
Red-Line Speed 3
Revolutions Per Minute (RPM) 3
Sound Level Meter 3
Tachometer 3

E

Equipment 5
Calibrator 5
Manual 5
Sound Level Meter 5
Tachometer 5

L

Legal Authority 3

M

Measurement 4
Attachments Prohibited 5
Calibration 5
Exhaust Outlets 4
Location of the Microphone of the
Sound Level Meter 4
Sound Level 5
Sound Level Meter Settings 4

T

Test Procedure 3
Engine Temperature 4
Operation of OHV 4
Position of OHV 4
Test Site 3
Test Surface 4
Title & Scope 3
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AMENDED AGENDA #2

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW55
Wednesday, February 02, 2022
For members of the public to observe the meeting, please click on the following link:
https://www.idahoptv.org/shows/idahoinsession/ww55/
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

S 1227

WATER - Repeals existing law relating to the
Coeur d'Alene River and Lake Commission.

Colby Cameron,
Regulatory Analyst,
Idaho Division
of Financial
Management

S 1228

FENCES - Repeals existing law relating to
inclosures of reservoirs and dumps.

Colby Cameron

26-0000-2100

IDAPA 26 - Department of Parks and Recreation
- Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed
Rule Discussion

RS 29013C1

DEQ's Voluntary Cleanup Program

15-0301-2100F

IDAPA 15 - Idaho Forest Products Commission - Vote Only
Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed Rule

58-0000-2100

IDAPA 58 - Department of Environmental
Quality - Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking Proposed Rule

Vote Only

58-0000-2100F

IDAPA 58 - Department of Environmental
Quality - Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee
Rule) - Proposed Rule

Vote Only

Michael McCurdy,
Waste Management
& Remediation
Division Administrator,
Idaho Department of
Environmental Quality

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial
APPOINTMENT:
Appointment of David Bobbitt of Coeur d'Alene,
ID to the Idaho Fish and Game Commission

David Bobbitt, Idaho
Fish and Game
Commission

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial
APPOINTMENT:
Appointment of Mike Edmondson of Boise,
ID as Administrator of the Office of Species
Conservation

Mike Edmondson,
Office of Species
Conservation

PRESENTATION:

Jeffrey Reybould,
Chairman, Idaho
Water Resource
Board
Gary Spackman,
Director, Idaho
Department of Water
Resources

Idaho Department of Water Resources Annual
Update

Public Testimony Will Be Taken by Registering Through the Following Link:
Register to Testify
If you have written testimony, please provide a copy to the committee secretary.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Shelly Johnson

Chairman Vick

Sen Guthrie

Vice Chairman Heider
Sen VanOrden (Bair)

Sen Burtenshaw

Room: WW37

Sen Stennett

Sen Blair (Johnson)

Sen Semmelroth

Phone: 332-1323
Email: sres@senate.idaho.gov

Sen Patrick

MINUTES

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, February 02, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman Heider, and Senators Blair (Johnson), Patrick,
Guthrie, Burtenshaw, Stennett, and Semmelroth

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senator VanOrden (Bair)

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

S 1227

Water - Repeals existing law relating to the Coeur d'Alene River and Lake
Commission. Colby Cameron, Bureau Chief, Legislative and Regulatory
Affairs, Idaho Division of Financial Management, explained this legislation repeals
the inactive Coeur d'Alene River and Lake Commission. This Commission was
put in the statute in 1931 and has not served since before World War II. It was
enacted for a specific cleanup purpose.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to send S 1227 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote. Chairman Vick will carry the bill on the floor.

S 1228

Fences - Repeals existing law relating to inclosures of reservoirs and
dumps. Mr. Cameron explained this is an 1872 statute that concerned quartz
milling facilities that were used to crush rocks for iron ore or gold. They often
used flowing water to power rock crushing systems and water would accumulate
in settling ponds. This statute required that adequate fencing kept livestock out
of these ponds. Use of this process ended at the turn of the century.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Semmelroth commented that the remains of an old mill can be found at
a ghost town called Spanish Town outside of Featherville. Senator Vick asked if
this practice ended at the turn of the nineteenth century or the twentieth century.
Mr. Cameron responded that this process ended at the end of the nineteenth
century. Vice Chairman Heider asked how many of these mills there were and
where they were located in the state. Mr. Cameron responded that he did not
have a total number, but the Idaho Geological Survey did some reports of these
mills in the past, with the last report done in the 80's. He believed there were
quite a few of these mills in Idaho at one time and he saw pictures of them in
Idaho City, in the Owyhees, and in the desert south of Boise.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to send S 1228 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Blair seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote. Senator Burtenshaw will carry the bill on the floor.

DOCKET NO.
26-0000-2100

Department of Parks and Recreation - Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking Proposed Rule Discussion. Susan Buxton, Director, Department of Parks and
Recreation, shared that one of the more preserved stamp mills in the State is
Bayhorse at Land of Yankee Fork State Park near Challis. Ms. Buxton stated
that the section to be excluded from approved Parks and Recreation fee rules
was 26.01.33.10.07. She noted this section was excluded by the House during
their meeting yesterday.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Vick clarified that by rejecting this section the Committee was
not reverting to the past rule, but deleting it from the rule, which will have no
consequences as the definition is already in statute.

MOTION:

Chairman Vick moved to rescind the motion from Monday's meeting to approve
Docket No. 26-0000-2100. Senator Stennett seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote.

MOTION:

Senator Stennett moved to approve Docket No. 26-0000-2100, except
26.01.33.10.07. Senator Guthrie seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

RS 29013C1

Division of Environmental Quality (DEQ) Voluntary Cleanup Program.
Michael McCurdy, Waste Management & Remediation Division Administrator,
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), explained the proposed changes
to the Idaho Land Remediation Act, which is Idaho Code Chapter 72 Title 39.
DEQ's voluntary cleanup program was created in 1996 by the Idaho Land
Remediation Act to encourage innovation and cooperation between the State,
local communities, and private parties to revitalize properties with hazardous
substance or petroleum contamination. The voluntary clean up program has been
successful, but DEQ feels it has been under-utilized. Currently, there are only
eight active sites in the program and 40 other sites that are inactive or closed.
Mr. McCurdy noted proposed revisions to Idaho Code § 39-7202 clarify
several elements, mainly revolving around increasing eligibility. Proposed
revisions include expanding participation beyond commercial and industrial sites,
investigation as well as remediation activities, including sites with perceived
contamination as well as known contamination, and removing outdated and
redundant information. Revisions to Idaho Code § 39-7203(3) change the term
"eligible property owner" to "eligible participant" and expand program eligibility to
include responsible parties or owners of property where the release occurred.
Revisions to Idaho Code § 39-7208 clarify the rescission of the voluntary
mediation agreement, certificate of completion, or the covenant not to sue.
Revisions in Idaho Code § 39-7211(6)(d) clarify when a rebate issued under the
Community Reinvestment Pilot may be returned by the participant.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett and Senator Guthrie expressed concerns about the changed
language related to qualifications required to participate and the apparent ability
for any person to join this program on a property without the property owner's
consent. Mr. McCurdy responded that DEQ wanted to broaden participation in
the program and include as many people who wanted to participate as possible.
A discussion ensued between the Committee and Mr. McCurdy regarding the
changed qualifications to participate in the program.

MOTION:

Senator Stennett moved that RS29013C1 be sent to print. Senator Blair
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
15-0301-2100F

Idaho Forest Products Commission - Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking
-Proposed Rule. Vote only.

MOTION:

Senator Blair moved to approve Docket No. 15-0301-2100F. Senator Stennett
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
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DOCKET NO.
58-0000-2100

DEQ - Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed Rule. Vote only.

DOCKET NO.
58-0000-2100F

DEQ - Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule) - Proposed Rule. Vote only.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Heider moved to approve Docket No. 58-0000-2100 and
Docket No. 58-0000-2100F. Senator Burtenshaw seconded the motion. The
motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Appointment of David
APPOINTMENT:
Bobbitt of Coeur d'Alene, ID to the Idaho Fish and Game Commission. Mr.
Bobbitt introduced himself and shared that he has been a resident of Coeur
d'Alene since his family moved there in 1958, except between 1989 and 1996,
when he lived in Boise due to his job in banking. He grew up on a little farm
in Coeur d'Alene. His father had cows, but his family never ate one because
they were a cash crop. His dad would take him out of high school for a week
and they would go camping and fill the freezer. He has been passionate about
hunting and fishing his whole life. He started banking in 1969 and was popular
with the other bankers because he could take them all hunting. While he was
banking, he became a licensed outfitter and guide on the Clearwater, which he
did successfully for seven years. He kept his day job in banking because he had
a family to raise. In 1989, he took a position in Boise with Idaho First (or West
One) to run the branches in the region. Mr. Bobbitt shared that he has remained
an active hunter and fisherman. He enjoys hunting and fishing at his place at
Priest Lake. He has two sons and three daughters. He wanted to serve as a
Fish and Game Commissioner because they have been a very important part of
his life, and he wanted to be able to pass this on to his kids and their kids and
future generations of citizens of Idaho.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked Mr. Bobbitt about his initial experience starting with the
Commission in August. Mr. Bobbitt responded that it required a fast learning
curve, but he learned a lot of decisions are made on science or biology, and what
is sustainable for future generations, rather than on political whim. Senator
Stennett asked Mr. Bobbitt if he has some unique personal experience, such as
his experience as an outfitter, to lend to the Commission. Mr. Bobbitt responded
that while outfitting and guiding, it was easy to make general observations about
what affects the big game herds, such as habitat, bears, cougars, or wolves, but
it really is a combination of all those, along with the population increase in Idaho
causing a reduction in habitat.
Vice Chairman Heider asked what Mr. Bobbitt's stand was on wolves and the
decisions the Legislature made last year to kill wolves on sight. Mr. Bobbitt
responded that he believes wolves are a management issue, and a long term
management plan that manages wolf numbers down is needed. He did not want
to see wolves managed to a level where wolf management was taken out of
state control.
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GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Appointment of Mike
APPOINTMENT:
Edmondson of Boise, ID as Administrator of the Office of Species
Conservation. Mr. Edmondson shared that he has been an Idaho resident
since 1993 or 1994. His father served in the Navy, and he was born in Southern
California. He was educated at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo. Upon graduation, he
moved to Idaho and he has lived in Idaho ever since. He is here with his wife
of 25 years, Amy, and two of their three daughters. He has served the state of
Idaho since 1994. He was originally hired by DEQ as a water quality scientist.
In 2008, he joined the Office of Species Conservation to become an aquatic
program manager and policy advisor. He served three of the four previous
administrators, and if confirmed, he will be the fifth administrator of the Office of
Species Conservation. Mr. Edmondson stated since 2008, he has been a party
to or involved in most actions of the office, although his primary focus was on
aquatic species. He worked through the wolf controversies, watched the sage
grouse saga unfold, and now, with the governor's appointment, he is taking on
the terrestrials and the conversations about sage grouse and grizzly bears. He
believes the work the office does to compensate producers for livestock losses
due to wolves and to provide dollars for wolf prevention is meaningful. He enjoys
spending as much time as he can out on the ground, talking to producers and
understanding their issues.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked what Mr. Edmondson would bring to the position of
administrator, after having observed others in the position for so many years. Mr.
Edmondson responded that due to his specific knowledge and experience,
he would be able to support a focus on aquatic species. He was also excited
about being involved with terrestrials and the enforcement world and the issues
revolving around grizzly bears and sage grouse management, while also keeping
Idaho's economy vibrant.
Senator Blair asked for Mr. Edmondson's thoughts on the movement to take
out dams in order to save salmon and steelhead populations. Mr. Edmondson
responded that he does not believe the removal of Snake River dams would
save these species. He stated the mission of his office is to preclude the listing of
species and to recover species. He added that dams produce necessary energy
and load-following balanced to a transmission system, and they provide the
transportation of agricultural products from Idaho to port for sale. He stated these
services cannot be replaced at this time.

PRESENTATION:

Idaho Department of Water Resources Annual Update. Jeffrey Reybould,
Chairman of the Idaho Water Resource Board, presented Water Sustainability
Project Funding. (Attachment 1) He was followed by Gary Spackman, Director
of Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR), who presented IDWR's
Annual Legislative Report - 2022. (Attachment 2)

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:58 p.m.
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___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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AMENDED AGENDA #1

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW55
Monday, February 07, 2022
For members of the public to observe the meeting, please click on the following link:
https://www.idahoptv.org/shows/idahoinsession/ww55/
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

RS 29348

Relating to Irrigation Districts and Oaths

Norman Semanko,
Presenting for Paul
Arrington, Idaho Water
User's Association

RS 29349

Relating to Irrigation and Canal Companies

Norman Semanko

RS 29350

Relating to Irrigation Districts and Voters

Norman Semanko

RS 29351

Relating to Real Property

Norman Semanko

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial
APPOINTMENT
Appointment of David Bobbitt of Coeur d'Alene,
VOTE:
ID to the Idaho Fish and Game Commission
GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial
APPOINTMENT
Appointment of Mike Edmondson of Boise,
VOTE:
ID as Administrator of the Office of Species
Conservation
MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Minutes of January 24, 2022

Senator Semmelroth
Senator Patrick

PRESENTATION:

ARPA Funding of Wastewater and Drinking
Water Projects

Alex Adams,
Administrator,
Department
of Financial
Management
Jess Byrne, Director,
Department of
Environmental Quality

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Shelly Johnson

Chairman Vick

Sen Guthrie

Vice Chairman Heider
Sen VanOrden (Bair)

Sen Burtenshaw

Room: WW37

Sen Stennett

Sen Blair (Johnson)

Sen Semmelroth

Phone: 332-1323
Email: sres@senate.idaho.gov

Sen Patrick

MINUTES

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, February 07, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman McClusky (Heider), and Senators VanOrden
(Bair), Blair (Johnson), Patrick, Guthrie, Stennett, and Semmelroth

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senator Burtenshaw

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

RS 29348

Relating to Irrigation Districts and Oaths. Norman Semanko introduced RS
29348 on behalf of Paul Arrington, Executive Director of the Idaho Water Users
Association. Mr. Semanko explained this legislation amends Idaho Code §
Section 43-201, to include residency requirements as part of the nominee's oath
for irrigation district board elections. The current statutory for the nominee’s oath
includes language for all criteria except the residency requirement, which has
allowed ineligible board candidates to sign the oath.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked for clarification on the residency requirement, as far as
length of time living in Idaho or the district. Mr. Semanko responded that this
legislation only refers to residing in the district, not a length of time residing in
the district or the State.

MOTION:

Senator Stennett moved that RS 29348 be sent to print. Senator Blair
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 29349

Relating to Irrigation and Canal Companies. Mr. Semanko explained RS
29349 amends Idaho Code § 42-2401 to provide consistency in the notice
requirements for canal companies. Idaho Code § 42-2401(6) currently requires
that notice of changes to a canal company’s articles of incorporation or bylaws be
published in the newspaper once a week for four weeks prior to the meeting at
which proposed changes will be considered. Idaho Code § 42-2401(10) currently
requires that notice of the meeting be published in the newspaper for two weeks
prior to the meeting. This amendment would align the notice required for changes
to articles of incorporation and bylaws with the notice requirement for meetings.

MOTION:

Senator VanOrden moved that RS 29349 be sent to print. Senator Patrick
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 29350

Relating to Irrigation Districts and Voters. Mr. Semanko explained RS 29350
amends Idaho Code § 43-111 to clarify that only those who own lands that are
subject to assessment and entitled to receive water are eligible to vote in an
irrigation district election. Current law provides that anyone living within the
greater irrigation district boundary may vote in an election even when they are
not entitled to receive water and are not assessed by the irrigation district.

MOTION:

Senator Guthrie moved that RS 29350 be sent to print. Senator Blair seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 29351

Relating to Real Property. Mr. Semanko explained RS 29351 creates new
Idaho Code § 55-616, which outlines what happens with water rights and
entitlements when a property changes hands. The bill codifies existing common
law and practice relating the conveyance of water rights and entitlements,
including that all appurtenant water rights are conveyed unless expressly
retained by the seller. In addition, all entitlements to receive water from an
irrigation district, city irrigation system, or canal company are conveyed as are
the obligations associated with membership in a ground water district.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Patrick asked for clarification on the buying and selling of water rights
when they do not go with the land, and if that would continue to be acceptable
under this legislation. Mr. Semanko answered yes. He referred to Line 33, "a
transfer of real property that is entitled to receive water from the water rights of a
canal company, ditch company, association, or other water delivery entity, passes
the rights and obligations of the property relative to the entity's distribution of
water and assessments, subject to the bylaws of the water delivery entity." Mr.
Semanko stated those bylaws will, in most cases, allow this kind of transfer,
subject to board approval.
Senator Guthrie asked for confirmation that under this legislation, the default
would be that the water goes with the land, unless specified otherwise. Mr.
Semanko responded that this is correct.

MOTION:

Senator Blair moved that RS 29351 be sent to print. Senator Stennett
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Patrick moved to send the gubernatorial appointment of Mr. David
APPOINTMENT
Bobbitt to the Idaho Fish and Game Commission to the floor with recommendation
VOTE:
that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Guthrie seconded the motion.
The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Riggs will carry the appointment
on the floor.
GUBERNATORIAL Senator Guthrie moved to send the gubernatorial appointment of Mr.
APPOINTMENT
Mike Edmondson to the Office of Species Conservation to the floor with
VOTE:
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Stennett
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Patrick will
carry the appointment on the floor.
MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Semmelroth moved to approve the Minutes of January 24, 2022.
Senator Stennett seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PRESENTATION:

American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) Funding of Wastewater and Drinking
Water Projects. Alex Adams, Administrator, Division of Fiscal Management
(DFM), presented an overview of ARPA, and reviewed the Governor's
recommendations relative to how to spend ARPA funds on natural resources
related projects. (Attachment 1)
Mr. Adams provided some details on the Governor's recommendations
(Attachment 1, page 6). Funding for the first three areas, recharge and
water storage projects, water quality and remediation, and local drinking and
wastewater, would be overseen by the Idaho Department of Water Resources
(IDWR). Funding for outdoor recreation projects would be overseen by the Idaho
Department of Parks and Recreation (IDPR).
Requested funding for recharge and water storage projects would fully fund
the Anderson Ranch dam raising, the Mountain Home Air Force Base pipeline
project, and the upper Snake River recharge projects.
Requested funding for water quality and remediation projects would primarily be
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for Coeur d'Alene Lake cleanup. The Coeur d'Alene Lake Advisory Committee
submitted $20 or $30 million worth of projects. Funding would also be for
abandoned mine cleanup, such as cleanup at the Triumph Mine site, or projects
of this nature.
Mr. Adams stated the majority of states are allocating ARPA resources towards
local drinking and wastewater projects. He explained that ARPA funding is
structured like grants and projects have to be completed by December 2026, so
the Legislature has to obligate the funds by 2024. As there is a long lead time
for these kinds of projects, funded projects should be "shovel ready" projects
that can start soon and be completed on time. Due to the significant response
to a letter of intent sent by the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), the
Governor recommended $300 million go to DEQ, who would use their existing
processes to prioritize how best to spend that $300 million. The prioritization
criteria would be the project's ability to be completed by December 2026 with top
priority going to communities with the least ability to pay. Ability to pay would be
determined by factors such as the size of the system, the number of users on the
system, monthly user rates, tax base, median income, and readiness to proceed.
Mr. Adams stated the Governor recommended $45 million for outdoor
recreation. The Governor recommends this for increased access as well as
deferred maintenance. Funding would increase the number of campsites
statewide by 12.6 percent and the number of day use areas by 10 percent. It
would also address the $75 million deferred maintenance backlog for everything
from showers to trails.
DISCUSSION:

Chairman Vick asked how "shovel ready" projects will be determined. Mr.
Adams stated it is likely that applicants will be required to attest that their project
can be completed by 2026. DEQ will also review where applicants are in the
design process based on completed design work as well as environmental
impact studies. They will use this criteria to determine if they are likely to
complete their project by the deadline. Jess Byrne, Director for DEQ, added that
representatives from his office already work closely with the systems that are
seeking this funding. DEQ is reaching out to the ones that completed letters of
interest to determine more details on each project and the likelihood that they
can be completed by 2026. Chairman Vick asked if funds required money from
communities in order to participate. Mr. Byrne responded that they do not,
although ARPA grants may not provide 100 percent funding.
Senator Patrick asked about the financial risk to applicants who, if they are far
along in the design process, have already spent a good deal of money. Mr. Byrne
responded it is unlikely that they will have a clear criteria for "shovel ready", but
the further along the project is in the planning and engineering process, the more
likely it is that it could be funded. He added that DFM used two million of ARPA
money appropriated by the Legislature last year to fund planning grants, and this
may be why they saw a high number of construction grant applications this year.
Senator Guthrie asked about the deadline for ARPA funding applications. Mr.
Byrne stated their letter of interest solicitation period already closed for this cycle.
If they open another cycle will depend on funding allocated by the Legislature. Mr.
Guthrie asked who would be financially liable if ARPA funded projects were not
completed on time. Mr. Byrne stated the Treasury was clear that the State would
be liable for funds to applicants that did not meet the deadline. Mr. Adams added
that the deadline could be flexible if the State is able to document circumstances
beyond their control and demonstrate a good faith effort to meet the deadline.
Senator Guthrie asked if the State or another entity would be liable. Mr. Adams
responded that details on how grants are structured have not been determined.
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Chairman Vick asked for more details about funding for the Coeur d'Alene River
Basin and Lake. Mr. Adams responded based on applications for $2 million in
one-time funds appropriated by the Legislature last year to use for lake cleanup
projects, he believes there are a substantial number of projects in this area that
could be quickly mobilized to improve the quality of the Coeur d'Alene Lake,
although the Governor recommended that DEQ prioritize what remediation is
most needed in the State. Mr. Byrne added the minimum amount allocated for
Coeur d'Alene Lake nutrient reduction projects was $20 million, and for Triumph
Mine about $7 million, with the remainder going towards other contaminated site
cleanup and abandoned mines. Mr. Byrne confirmed funding for the Coeur
d'Alene River Basin and Lake has the same 2026 completion deadline.
ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:45 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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AGENDA

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW55
Wednesday, February 09, 2022
For members of the public to observe the meeting, please click on the following link:
https://www.idahoptv.org/shows/idahoinsession/ww55/
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial
APPOINTMENT:
Appointment of Dean Stevenson of Paul, ID to
the Idaho Water Resource Board

Dean Stevenson

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial
Brian Olmstead
APPOINTMENT:
Appointment of Brian Olmstead of Twin Falls, ID
to the Idaho Water Resource Board
GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial
REAPPOINTMENT: Reappointment of Albert Barker of Boise, ID to
the Idaho Water Resource Board

Albert Barker

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial
Roger Chase
REAPPOINTMENT: Reappointment of Roger Chase of Pocatello, ID
to the Idaho Water Resource Board
PRESENTATION:

Jervois: Building a Leading Independent Cobalt
and Nickel Company

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Matt Lengerich,
Jervois, Executive
General Manager

Chairman Vick

Sen Guthrie

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Shelly Johnson

Vice Chairman Heider
Sen VanOrden (Bair)

Sen Burtenshaw

Room: WW37

Sen Stennett

Sen Blair (Johnson)
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SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, February 09, 2022

TIME:
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PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman McClusky (Heider), and Senators VanOrden
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NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

TESTIMONY:

Jeff Raybould, Chairman, Idaho Water Resource Board (IWRB) testified in favor
of the four nominees to the IWRB on the agenda today.

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Appointment of Dean
APPOINTMENT:
Stevenson of Paul, ID to the Idaho Water Resource Board. Mr. Stevenson
introduced himself and shared that he was born and raised in Minidoka County.
He has a bachelor's degree in Agri-business from Utah State University. He
was involved with the Idaho Grain Producers Association and groundwater
districts in the Magic Valley, and in the Hagerman water settlement cases and
the Surface Water Coalition agreements. He farms with his family in Minidoka
and Lincoln counties.
DISCUSSION:

Chairman Vick asked why Mr. Stevenson was interested in this position. Mr.
Stevenson responded he farms in a desert and it is hard to farm in a desert
without water, and he would like to be able to help solve water related problems.
Senator Stennett referred to the recent management agreement for the very
complicated watershed, Basin 37, and asked what Mr. Stevenson saw going
forward, especially in light of the current low water year. Mr. Stevenson
responded that the Basin 37 deal was a good start. He stated it would have been
nice to start this agreement in a high water year, but he believes that the basis
of the agreement is on the right path. He stated there were some good people
involved, but they will need to make some difficult decisions. Senator Stennett
asked how Mr. Stevenson would be able to help facilitate the efforts in managing
the Basin 37 agreement so that it was successful. Mr. Stevenson stated he
could use some of his past experience to keep those involved on a path moving
forward, and he could facilitate infrastructure improvements that would probably
help with water management.
Senator Burtenshaw and Senator Blair expressed their support for Mr.
Stevenson based on their work with him in the past.

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Appointment of Brian
APPOINTMENT:
Olmstead of Twin Falls, ID to the Idaho Water Resource Board. Mr.
Olmstead introduced himself and shared that he is a fourth generation farmer in
Idaho. His great grandfather cleared their farm in 1904. He has worked for 22
years in the water management and water delivery business since he went to
work for Twin Falls Canal Company in 2000. He understands that different parts
of the State have different climates and different issues, but all of them need to
manage their water, which is the most precious resource in all areas of the State.
His goal is to solve the future of water in Idaho.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett praised Mr. Olmstead on his work as a facilitator on the
Basin 37 discussion and asked Mr. Olmstead what he would do to continue to
assist watersheds. Mr. Olmstead responded that with better management,
infrastructure improvements, and probably some outside water when the Big
Wood River does not produce enough, everyone in the area could prosper.
Senator Patrick praised Mr. Olmstead on his efforts with the Twin Falls Canal
Company to clean up the Snake River and asked him to talk about this project.
Mr. Olmstead responded that clean up of the Snake River was one of his first
and biggest responsibilities when he was originally hired by the Twin Falls Canal
Company. Although agriculture was not regulated under the Clean Water Act, he
recognized agriculture needed to be addressed as part of the cause of problems
in the Snake River. He pushed for sprinkler conversions, built large water quality
ponds, and encouraged better farming and soil health practices. The result was
an 80 percent improvement.
Senator Guthrie asked if Mr. Olmstead and the IWRB shared his concern
about the growth in the State and the pressure this puts on water resources.
Mr. Olmstead agreed that increases in municipal water needs as a percentage
of overall water consumption will be huge. He would like to see water remain
available for agriculture as much as possible. He did not believe we were in as
bad as shape as other states, but we could be if we do not find balanced solutions.

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Reappointment of Albert
REAPPOINTMENT: Barker of Boise, ID to the Idaho Water Resource Board. Mr. Barker
introduced himself and shared he is the only attorney on the IWRB. He has been
practicing in Idaho, primarily in the area of water and natural resources, for about
40 years. He primarily works for irrigation delivery entities. He is familiar with the
adverse impact of growth on the delivery of water. He stated the purpose of the
IWRB is limited, but they are statutorily committed to writing a water plan to deal
with the unappropriated waters of the State and to do projects. This is where he
would like to continue to provide assistance to the IWRB.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked several questions related to how Mr. Barker handles
representing his clients and introducing legislation without conflicting with his role
as an IWRB member, including how he handles cases after his representation
ends. Mr. Barker responded that if an issue affects his own personal property or
his client's property or legal interests, he has to declare a conflict of interest to the
other IWRB members and he cannot discuss or vote on the issue. He added that
water cases rarely end. In a case such as the Basin 37 agreement negotiated
last year, he would likely recuse himself, but in a case such as the Snake River
adjudication he worked on in 1984, he might feel free to participate. He explained
that if he introduced legislation that had no effect on IWRB, he would advise the
board. If the legislation was water related, he would have a discussion through
the Attorney General's Office, who would advise IWRB.
Senator Guthrie asked how aware IWRB was about compromised natural
recharge and groundwater caused by converting to more efficient sprinkler
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systems. Mr. Barker stated that IWRB is acutely aware of this problem. They
have an aquifer stabilization committee that looks at aquifers all over the state.
Aquifers everywhere are in a decline for this reason, and also due to greater
demand. IWRB looks for projects, such as Anderson Ranch, that they can help
fund to address these concerns.
GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Reappointment of Roger
REAPPOINTMENT: Chase of Pocatello, ID to the Idaho Water Resource Board. Mr. Chase
introduced himself and shared his original appointment to IWRB was as a
politician. He was on the Pocatello City Council, then a State Legislator, and
then Mayor of Pocatello. He shared Idaho should be careful on how it manages
growth and at the same time, find innovative ways to meet its water needs. In
his years with IWRB he tried to emphasize that water was a finite resource. He
stated Idaho should be wise about preserving its great outdoors and remember
the importance of its rivers and lakes.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked about ideas to allow water for growth in housing in the
area of the Mountain Home Air Force Base. Mr. Chase responded that finding
solutions to the water problems in Mountain Home has been tough. He added
that as Idaho has grown, IWRB has been more comfortable with looking at water
issues in Idaho as a whole. They understand that there are water shortages in
the state, but they also understand taking water from one place might solve one
problem, but create another.
Senator VanOrden asked how water resources play into municipalities annexing
agricultural land. Mr. Chase responded that municipalities need to consider the
water they would bring in and the tools they have. They must work hard to make
sure they do not bring in something in the water that they do not want. All parties
need to communicate and make sure everyone understands that things are
different in the city than they are at the farm.
Senator Guthrie expressed his support for Mr. Chase based on his work with
him in the past.

PRESENTATION:

Jervois: Building a Leading Independent Cobalt and Nickel Company.
Matthew Lengerich, Executive General Manager for Mining, Jervois Global
Idaho Cobalt Operations, presented on Jervois Global and their Idaho Cobalt
Operations Project (Attachment 1). Jervois Idaho Cobalt Operations is a low
impact underground mining operation in the middle of the Salmon Challis
National Forest that was planned for over 20 years. When operational in the
second half of this year, it will be the first primary cobalt production mine in the
United States since the early 1980s.

DISCUSSION:

In response to questions from Senators Blair, Guthrie, Burtenshaw, Patrick,
and Stennett, and Chairman Vick, Mr. Lengerich expanded on his presentation
and provided some additional information:
• Batteries and some of their components, such as nickel and cobalt, can be
recycled.
• Jervois expects to be competitive with China's price per ton of cobalt.
• Jervois is not certain about the life of the Salmon cobalt mine, but they
estimate it is around seven or eight years.
•

Idaho Cobalt Operations sits within the Idaho Cobalt Belt, which is a large
regional mineralization of cobalt. They only have claims on a very small part,
so their geologists expect cobalt mineralization to continue, and possibly
extend the mine life a number of years.
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• The last primary cobalt producer in the United States was Blackbird Mine,
which is nearby.
• Jervois headquarters are in Melbourne, Australia.
• They are financed by a $100 million Nordic Bond.
• The mine is entirely on Forest Service land.
• Jervois purchased the company that owned the mining claims in 2019. The
prior owner obtained their operating permit in 2009, but never actually did
any mining.
• The mine operates under a plan of operations, which is submitted to the
United States Forest Service. That plan of operations will change over time as
Jervois learns more about the site.
• Their refinery is in Sao Paulo, Brazil. They will take concentrate material off
of the mine site and ship it to their refinery in Brazil for processing. Refined
cobalt will then return to the United States.
ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:43 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman McClusky (Heider), and Senators VanOrden
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None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:32 p.m.

RS 29327

50th Anniversary of the Sawtooth National Recreation Act. Senator
Stennett presented RS 29327. Senator Stennett stated this concurrent
resolution recognizes the 50th anniversary of the Sawtooth National Recreation
Act and celebrates the contributions made by Idahoans to protect and appreciate
the incredible beauty of its landscape and the importance of its economic
contributions. Congress approved the Sawtooth National Recreation Act on
August 22, 1972, to preserve its natural, scenic, historic, pastoral, and recreation
values. The Sawtooth National Recreation Area (SNRA) was dedicated to
the people of Idaho and to the United States on September 1, 1972. The
SNRA consists of 756,000 acres including the Sawtooth Wilderness, the Cecil
Andrus Whitecloud Wilderness, Jim McClure Jerry Peak Wilderness and the
Hemingway-Boulders Wilderness areas. It includes the Sawtooth, Whitecloud,
Boulder, Pioneer, and Smoky Mountain Ranges, and over 700 miles of trails, 40
peaks rising over 10,000 feet, and more than 300 high elevation alpine lakes.
This resolution includes recognition of the efforts of those involved in fifty years
of work to maintain the area, and encourages the federal government and its
agencies to work with state partners and stakeholders to preserve and protect
the area.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Semmelroth asked if the resolution included recognition of this area as
a dark-sky area. Senator Stennett responded that recognition of the dark-sky
preserve in the SNRA was a recent designation and was overlooked in the
resolution. She added that she will mention this designation if this succeeds and
goes to the floor. She added that this designation took ten years to establish and
it was the first dark-sky preserve in the United States.
Senator Patrick asked if there was any plan to handle the increase in
the number of people visiting this area. Senator Stennett responded that
addressing this issue is ongoing. She added that part of the celebration will
include a call to visitors to help with preservation activities. The area is not called
a wilderness, but a recreation area, because Congress wanted it to be multi-use.
As a result, communities remain in the area and help support it, as do non-profits
and agencies such as the Sawtooth Society.

MOTION:

Senator Blair moved that RS 29327 be sent to print. Senator Semmelroth
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 29551

Priest, Pend d'Oreille, and Coeur d'Alene Lakes - Appropriation of Waters
in Trust for People. Teresa Molitor, representing Avista Corporation, presented
RS 29551. Ms. Molitor explained this proposed legislation will provide the
Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) with clear authority to administer
water rights associated with maintaining the elevations of Priest, Pend Oreille,
and Coeur d'Alene in accordance with their natural attributes. To provide some
background, Ms. Molitor shared that in 1927, and in response to the federal
government attempting to use Priest, Pend Oreille, and Coeur d'Alene Lakes
as irrigation storage reservoirs for reclamation of arid lands in the state of
Washington, which would have resulted in unpredictable summertime lake water
elevations, the legislature enacted Idaho Code § 67-4304. This legislation
appropriated water rights in the name of the governor, in trust, for the people of
the state of Idaho, for preservation of said lakes for their scenic beauty, health,
recreation, transportation, and commercial purposes necessary and desirable
for all inhabitants of the state. The proposed legislation adds language to Idaho
Code § 67-4304 to underscore the original intent of the 1927 law and aligns the
long standing public interest in maintaining the natural lakes of North Idaho with
the need to express the water rights necessary to do so within the adjudication
process.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Patrick requested a discussion on this legislation that included the
Idaho Department of Water Resources and adjudication. Ms. Molitor agreed to
follow up with Senator Patrick.

MOTION:

Senator Stennett moved that RS 29551 be sent to print. Senator Blair
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Stennett moved to send the Gubernatorial appointments of Mr. Dean
APPOINTMENT
Stevenson and Mr. Brian Olmstead to the Idaho Water Resource Board to the
VOTE:
floor with the recommendation that they be confirmed by the Senate. Vice
Chairman McClusky seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Senator Anthon will carry the appointment of Dean Stevenson on the floor.
Senator Patrick will carry the appointment of Brian Olmstead on the floor.
GUBERNATORIAL Senator Guthrie moved to send the Gubernatorial appointments of Mr. Albert
REAPPOINTMENT Barker and Mr. Roger Chase to the Idaho Water Resource Board to the floor
VOTE:
with the recommendation that they be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Blair
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Burtenshaw
will carry the appointment of Albert Barker on the floor. Senator Guthrie will carry
the appointment of Roger Chase on the floor.
S 1264

Revisions to the Department of Environmental Quality's Voluntary
Cleanup Program and the Idaho Land Remediation Act. Michael McCurdy,
Waste Management & Remediation Division Administrator, Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ), explained the proposed changes to the Idaho Land
Remediation Act, or Idaho Code § 72 Title 39. DEQ's voluntary cleanup program
was created in 1996 by the Idaho Land Remediation Act to encourage innovation
and cooperation between the State, local communities, and private parties to
revitalize properties with hazardous substance or petroleum contamination.
The voluntary clean up program has been successful, but DEQ feels it was
under-utilized. Currently, there are only eight active sites in the program and 40
other sites that are inactive or closed.
Mr. McCurdy noted proposed revisions to Idaho Code § 39-7202 to clarify
several elements, mainly revolving around increasing eligibility. Proposed
revisions included expanding participation beyond commercial and industrial
sites, investigation as well as remediation activities, including sites with perceived
as well as known contamination, and removing outdated and redundant
information. Revisions to Idaho Code § 39-7203(3) changed the term "eligible
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property owner" to "eligible participant" and expand program eligibility to include
responsible parties or owners of property where the release occurred. Revisions
to Idaho Code § 39-7208 clarifed the rescission of the voluntary mediation
agreement, certificate of completion, or the covenant not to sue. Revisions in
Idaho Code § 39-7211(6)(d) clarifed when a rebate issued under the Community
Reinvestment Pilot may be returned by the participant.
DISCUSSION:

In response to questions from Senator Stennett, Mr. McCurdy made some
clarifications. He stated revisions to 39-7203(3) expand eligibility to essentially
anybody. He reviewed the steps in the application process and determining
eligibility for the voluntary cleanup program, including obtaining permission
to access to the property, if needed. He clarified only the ten sites that were
included in the Community Reinvestment Pilot were eligible for the $150,000
rebate, and the rebate was up to 70 percent of the total remediation costs.
For those sites that were in the Community Reinvestment Pilot, the applicant
provides information regarding what they spent and DEQ verifies this prior to
issuing a rebate. For those who are not in the Community Reinvestment Pilot,
DEQ evaluates their application, and then negotiates a voluntary remediation
agreement that outlines what the applicant is going to do and in what time
frames. This agreement includes DEQ oversight. DEQ will review critical
aspects of the project, and spot check work throughout the process. Often,
environmental consultants and other contractors do the work, so DEQ relies on
professional practice. At completion, the applicant provides a report on what they
did and how they might have deviated from the initial plan. DEQ reviews and
verifies this final report.
Senator Burtenshaw requested a definition of perceived contamination, as on
revised 39-7202(2). Mr. McCurdy responded this a potential, but unconfirmed,
situation based on prior use of the property.
After some discussion between Chairman Vick and Mr. McCurdy regarding the
definitions of a certificate of completion and the covenant not to sue, Chairman
Vick suggested amending the bill to add these definitions.

MOTION:

Senator Patrick moved to send S 1264 to the 14th order of business for
possible amendment. Senator Blair seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:32 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to approve the Minutes of January 19, 2022.
Senator Blair seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator VanOrden moved to approve the Minutes of January 26, 2022. Senator
Semmelroth seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Guthrie moved to approve the Minutes of January 31, 2022. Senator
Patrick seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Appointment of Ray
APPOINTMENT:
Hinchcliff of Driggs, ID to the Oil & Gas Conservation Commission. Mr.
Hinchcliff introduced himself and shared he lives in Teton County. He earned an
accounting degree from Weber State University and a Petroleum Engineering
degree from the University of Wyoming. He worked in the oil and gas industry for
thirty two years and half of that time was internationally. He retired in 2015 and
was recently elected to the Teton School District 401 school board.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked what particular expertise, as required by the Oil and
Gas Conservation Commission, Mr. Hinchcliff would bring to this commission.
Mr. Hinchcliff responded legislation requires that three of the members of the
committee hold at least ten years of oil and gas experience and an engineering
degree, and he meets that requirement.
In response to a question from Chairman Vick, Mr. Hinchcliff described some
of his experience working in Russia. In response to a question from Senator
VanOrden, Mr. Hinchcliff stated he was only very recently elected to the school
board and this was an entirely different calling than his work in oil and gas, but
he saw a need and wanted to serve his community.

S 1275

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS - Amends existing law to revise provisions
regarding nominee oaths. Paul Arrington, Executive Director, Idaho Water
Users Association, explained this legislation amended Idaho Code § Section
43-201, to include residency requirements as part of the nominee's oath for
irrigation district board elections. The current statutory for the nominee’s oath
includes language for all criteria except the residency requirement, which allowed
ineligible board candidates to sign the oath.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Heider asked for clarification on the residency requirement. Mr.
Arrington responded that you have to be a member of the irrigation district.

MOTION:

Senator Guthrie moved to send S 1275 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote. Senator Guthrie will carry on the floor.

S 1276

IRRIGATION AND CANAL COMPANIES - Amends existing law to revise
provisions regarding notice. Mr. Arrington explained this legislation amended
Idaho Code § 42-2401 to provide consistency in the notice requirements for canal
companies. Idaho Code § 42-2401(6) currently requires that notice of changes
to a canal company’s articles of incorporation or bylaws be published in the
newspaper once a week for four weeks prior to the meeting at which proposed
changes will be considered. Idaho Code § 42-2401(10) currently requires that
notice of the meeting be published in the newspaper for two weeks prior to the
meeting. This legislation would align the notice required for changes to articles
of incorporation and bylaws with the notice requirement for meetings. Mr.
Arrington referred the Committee to a draft amendment to this legislation. The
draft amendment corrected some language errors discovered after printing.

MOTION:

Senator Patrick moved to send S 1276 to the 14th Order of Business for
possible amendment. Vice Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote. Senator Patrick will carry on the floor.

S 1277

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS - Amends existing law to revise provisions
regarding the qualification of voters. Mr. Arrington explained this legislation
amended Idaho Code § 43-111 to clarify that only those who own lands that
were subject to assessment and entitled to receive water were eligible to vote in
an irrigation district election. Current law provides that anyone living within the
greater irrigation district boundary may vote in an election, even when they are
not entitled to receive water and are not assessed by the irrigation district.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Patrick asked if voting was by share, and not by person. Mr. Arrington
responded that there were primarily two types of organizations in Idaho that
deliver water. Canal companies operate similar to any other corporation and your
ability and authority to vote was based on your stock ownership, but voting in a
water irrigation district was tied to ownership of the land.
Senator VanOrden asked if this type of situation happened often. Mr. Arrington,
responded no, but with rapid urbanization it was viewed as a potential issue.
Senator Guthrie asked about raising money with less stakeholders. Mr.
Arrington explained that the majority of the time, districts can replace excluded
members with someone else that will have the obligation to pay assessments.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to send S 1277 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Stennett seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote. Senator Burtenshaw will carry on the floor.

S 1278

REAL PROPERTY - Adds to existing law to provide that certain appurtenant
water rights and water entitlements and obligations shall pass with the
transfer of real property. Mr. Arrington explained this legislation created
new Idaho Code § 55-616, which outlines what happens with water rights and
entitlements when a property changes hands. The bill codifies existing common
law and practice relating the conveyance of water rights and entitlements,
including that all appurtenant water rights are conveyed unless expressly
retained by the seller. In addition, all entitlements to receive water from an
irrigation district, city irrigation system, or canal company are conveyed as are
the obligations associated with membership in a ground water district.
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DISCUSSION:

In response to a question from Senator VanOrden, Mr. Arrington clarified that
this was new real property code, not water code, so that it could be found easily
by realtors and title officers.
Senator Burtenshaw shared concerns about dividing land and transferring
water rights to large numbers of homes, who could far outnumber farms as far as
votes on a water board, although they may not have a stake in irrigation needs.
Mr. Arrington responded that the basic rule of irrigation district elections was
one man, one vote, but due to some amendments enacted by the Legislature, an
irrigation district can opt into a different method of counting votes. For example,
instead of one man one vote, votes could be by acre, so a farmer with two
hundred acres would have two hundred votes, and each individual landowner
would have one vote.
Senator Patrick asked if there was a way to explain to realtors that water rights
were subject to delivery. Mr. Arrington answered this legislation was only a
piece of what was needed to update irrigation organizations that were created
over a century ago and to respond to concerns related to water rights and growth.

MOTION:

Senator Blair moved to send S 1278 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Vice Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Chairman Vick will carry on the floor.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Vick requested and received input from the Committee regarding how
to allocate American Rescue Plan Act funds so he can present recommendations
to the Joint Finance-Appropriations Committee.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:23 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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Sen Blair (Johnson)

Sen Semmelroth
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Email: sres@senate.idaho.gov

Sen Patrick

MINUTES

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, February 21, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman Heider, and Senators VanOrden (Bair), Blair
(Johnson), Patrick, Guthrie, Burtenshaw, Stennett, and Semmelroth

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Vice Chairman Heider called the meeting of the Senate Resources and
Environment Committee (Committee) to order at 1:37 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Vice Chairman Heider moved to approve the Minutes of February 2, 2022.
Senator Blair seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Stennett moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of Ray
APPOINTMENT
Hinchcliff to the Oil and Gas Conservation Commission to the floor with
VOTE:
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Patrick seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Harris will carry the
appointment of Mr. Hinchcliff on the floor.
GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Appointment of Michael
APPOINTMENT:
Roach of Fairfield, ID to the Parks and Recreation Board. Mr. Roach
introduced himself and shared he had a degree in Widlife/Fisheries Resources.
He worked for five years while he was going to school for Fish and Game, but
somehow ended up in banking. He worked in banking until 2009, when he began
work as State Natural Resources Director for United States Senator Jim Risch.
He retired in January 2021.
DISCUSSION:

In response to a question from Senator VanOrden, Mr. Roach explained how
he came to work for Senator Risch. Senator Stennett asked Mr. Roach what he
might bring to this position, considering that his wife held the position before him.
Mr. Roach responded current parks are overcrowded, so he would like to expand
the availability of recreation around the State, and he would like to help parks get
what they need to do their jobs. Senator Blair asked with the increase in Idaho's
population and the increased demand caused by COVID, what Mr. Roach
believed were the biggest needs of Parks and Recreation. Mr. Roach answered
the enhancement of Idaho's current parks and retention of its employees.

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Reappointment of Randy
REAPPOINTMENT: Doman of Cottonwood, ID to the Parks and Recreation Board. Mr. Doman
introduced himself and shared he was looking forward to working with the new
director and serving the people of Idaho.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked Mr. Dorman what he feels he uniquely brings to this
position. Mr. Doman responded the last few years showed where access to
Parks and Recreation services was problematic and he hoped to hold people
accountable in resolving these issues. In response to a question from Senator
Patrick, Mr. Doman spoke about actions to address the invasion of quagga
mussels.

PRESENTATION:

Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation (IDPR) Fiscal Year Budget
Overview. Susan Buxton, Director, Parks and Recreation, presented on the
IDPR proposed fiscal year 2023 budget and reviewed how additional funding
received from the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act
and Governor Little's Leading Idaho Program received in fiscal year 2022 was
spent (Attachment 1). She provided an overview of the financial impact of IDPR
services and the significant maintenance backlog (Attachment 2, Attachment 3).

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Heider then passed the gavel to Chairman Vick.

DISCUSSION:

In response to questions from Vice Chairman Heider, Senator Stennett,
Senator Patrick, and Chairman Vick, Ms. Buxton shared on how IDPR
was working with other organizations to inform park users on how to recreate
responsibly and on the appropriate use of trails. She clarified that the 19,500
miles of public trails noted on Attachment 1 was miles of trails on public lands
in the entire state, not just in the state parks, and stated the largest park in the
Idaho State Park system was Harriman State Park. She stated IDPR's largest
difficulties were recruitment and retention of employees, and longer visitor
seasons. She believed dedicated funding was sustainable and would allow for
the requested increase of 11.58 full time employees, although IDPR was also
asking for increased funding for recruitment and current staff. She agreed to
provide a list of pending maintenance projects (Attachment 3).
To illustrate the visitation impacts on State parks, Ms. Buxton shared the top ten
Idaho State Parks for visitation in 2020:
• Lucky Peak State Park - 1.1 million
• City of Rocks State Park - 687,000
• Farragut State Park - 654,000
• Lake Cascade State Park - 650,000
• Eagle Island State Park - 532,000
• Ponderosa State Park - 471,000
• Coeur d'Alene Parkway - 481,00
• Hells Gate State Park - 327,000
• Thousand Springs State Park - 321,000
• Bear Lake State Park - 315,000

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:33 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
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ONE OF IDAHO’S

BEST INVESTMENTS

STATE PARKS AND RECREATION CREATE VITALITY

7.5

MILLION
VISITORS
IN 2021 & 2020
(yearly average)

$1.2

BILLION
IMPAC T
EACH YEAR

IN 2020, STATE PARKS & RECREATION CONTRIBUTED $1.2 BILLION TO
IDAHO'S ECONOMY THROUGH CAMPING AND DAY USE (7.7 MILLION GUESTS)
AND THROUGH RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS OVERSEEN BY THE DEPARTMENT.

OUR RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
BOOST IDAHO'S ECONOMY

IDAHO STATE PARKS CREATE EMPLOYMENT

3,435 J O B S
The boat, snowmobile, off-highway
vehicle, and motorbike programs run by
the department generate $1 billion in
economic benefit. EVERY YEAR!

$100

The impact of the state parks
largely benefits rural areas in
Idaho, according to a Boise

MILLION

State University Study.

STATE PARKS ARE AN INCREDIBLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT

$1

INVESTED
FOR EVERY $1 IN TAX MONEY
GOING TO IDAHO PARKS & REC . . .

$61 RETURNED
. . . $61 IN ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY RESULTS

PARKS AND REC RECEIVES ABOUT $3.5 MILLION IN
TAXPAYER SUPPORT EACH YEAR.

BUT . . . OUR PARKS FACE SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES...
 Despite a record number of visitors to
parks in 2020 AND 2021, the
department has two fewer employees
than it did in 2008, when nearly half as
many guests came.
 TODAY, ONE STAFFER FOR EVERY
48,435 GUESTS
 FOURTEEN YEARS AGO, THE RATIO
WAS ONE FOR EVERY 26,198
VISITORS.

 A $75 MILLION backlog in
maintenance means
visitors can experience:

 FAULTY WATER WELLS,
 CLOSED RESTROOMS,
 AND OUT-OF-SERVICE
BRIDGES, BUILDINGS AND
FACILITIES.

B R I N G V I TA L I TY TO

PARKS &
RECREATION
BY THE #S

RURAL COMMUNITIES

When visitors come to Idaho's state parks, they buy
gas, food, souvenirs, sporting goods, lodging, and
much more in Idaho's rural cities and counties,
bringing more than $184 million to Idaho's economy

Number of Parks: 30
Number of Acres:
60,000
Miles of hiking, biking,
multi-use, and
motorized trails: 19,500
Number of Overnight
Campsites: 1,976
Number of
Opportunities for safe,
affordable, family fun:
LIMITLESS

Provide an invaluable
economic return on a
modest investment,
especially in rural cities.
And offer affordable,
close by, and healthy
opportunities for family
fun in the most beautiful
landscapes that our great
state has to offer.

IDAHO STATE
PARKS & RECREATION

annually. That's a pretty incredible investment
considering taxpayers only spend $3.5 million of the
state's general fund on their state parks.

IDPR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
CATEGORY

Updated 1/28/2022
PARK
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Ashton-Tetonia
Ashton-Tetonia
Ashton-Tetonia
Ashton-Tetonia
Bear Lake
Bruneau Dunes
Bruneau Dunes
Bruneau Dunes
Bruneau Dunes
Bruneau Dunes
Bruneau Dunes
Bruneau Dunes
Bruneau Dunes
Bruneau Dunes
Bruneau Dunes
CDA Parkway
Dworshak
Dworshak
Dworshak
Dworshak
Dworshak
Dworshak
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Eagle Island
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Farragut
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman

PROJECT
ESTIMATE

PROJECT NAME
Statewide Road and Bridge Repairs
Minor Maintenance Program
Natural Resource Protection Program
Trail access control
Fall River Bridge foundation repair
Conant Creek Bridge foundation repair
Trail repair
East Beach Campground Shelter Stain
Repair Admin Storage Building
Replace Visitor Center
Shop heater replacement
Manager House Siding Repairs
Visitor Center ReCarpeting
Manager House HVAC Repairs
Broken Wheel Campground Road Repairs
Eagle Cove Showerhouse/Shelter Siding Repair
Eagle Cove Campground Road Repair
Day Use dock replacement
Higgens Shoreline Erosion
Replace all Mattresses at Freeman Creek Group Area
Water Tower Inspections
Remodel Fish Cleaning Station
Big Eddy Marina Concrete/Deck Repair
Replace Freeman Creek Water System
Replace Wastewater System
Parking Lot Repair
West Restroom Repairs
Kestrel Shelter reroof
Storage building reroof
West Restroom repaint
Waterslide Building interior renovation
Horsebarn removal
Milking Shed removal
Dorm removal
Warden's House removal
Warden's Garage removal
Slaughterhouse Removal
Replace main walking bridge
Calf Barn Roof Replacement and Repairs
Convert Brig to Visitor Center
Road, Ramp and Breakwater Enhancement
Brig Road Realignment
Re-Roof Residence #4
Replace Residence #3
Waldron Nighthawk Vault Toilet replacement
Brig interior repairs
Beaver Bay Showerhouse reroof
Monaghan Road repair
Thimbleberry Group Camp Restroom upgrade
Residence #5 wood sheeting replacement
Brig courtyard resurfacing
Replace Snowberry Showerhouse
Eagle Boat Launch restroom reroof
Eagle Boat Ramp repair
Willow Lower Loop irrigation replacement
Repair Admin Storage Building
Waldron Kestrel Shelter reroof
Whitetail Showerhouse propane tanks
Ranch Full Septic System Upgrades
Replace Spring Source Water Line
Repair Manager & Assist Residence Exteriors
Re-Roof Manager & Assist Residence
Park Entrance Road Paving, Silver Lake Dam to Scovel Center
Replace Visitor Center
Honeymoon Hotel foundation/log repair
Jones House window replacement
Ranch Manager's House foundation/log repair
Ranch Office foundation/log repair
Ice House reroof
Cattle Forman House foundation repair
Re-Roof Admin Storage Buildings
Small Shop foundation/log repair
Ranch Foreman's House foundation/log repair
Horse barn siding and foundation repair
Sheridan Ranch House foundation/log repair
Sheridan barn repairs
Visitor Center Lighting Upgrades
Manager's Residence Interior Repairs
Ranger Residence Repairs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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$
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$
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$
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$
$
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3,000,000
1,500,000
250,000
35,000
250,000
250,000
50,000
20,000
150,000
3,000,000
75,000
50,000
15,000
15,000
85,000
25,000
85,000
60,000
140,000
30,000
40,000
70,000
20,000
2,300,000
3,500,000
300,000
15,000
25,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
15,000
60,000
300,000
350,000
3,500,000
500,000
1,015,000
45,000
300,000
60,000
35,000
30,000
105,000
35,000
10,000
70,000
600,000
30,000
105,000
55,000
50,000
30,000
10,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
70,000
135,000
150,000
4,000,000
85,000
30,000
100,000
100,000
15,000
100,000
80,000
175,000
100,000
140,000
140,000
25,000
15,000
25,000
50,000

ADMIN

ADMIN +
VERTICAL
BUILDINGS
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x
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x
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x
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x
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Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Harriman
Hells Gate
Hells Gate
Hells Gate
Hells Gate
Hells Gate
Hells Gate
Hells Gate
Hells Gate
Hells Gate
Hells Gate
Hells Gate
Henry's Lake
Henry's Lake
Henry's Lake
Henry's Lake
Henry's Lake
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Heyburn
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Cascade
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Lake Walcott
Land of Yankee Fork
Land of Yankee Fork
Land of Yankee Fork
Land of Yankee Fork
Land of Yankee Fork
Land of Yankee Fork
Land of Yankee Fork
Lucky Peak
Lucky Peak
Lucky Peak

Replace Ranch Manager's House HVAC
Ice House foundation/log repair
Cattle Forman House furnace replacement
Harriman Cottage foundation evaluation and repair
Tractor House exterior repairs
Tractor Storage exterior repairs
Bull Barn repairs
Osborn Parking resurface
Replace Thurman Creek pedestrian bridge
Marina Dock Replacement Phase 2
Renovate Manager's Residence
Repair Campground Roads
Campground Restroom C Renovation
Campground Restroom B Renovation
Marina Parking Lot Sidewalk repair
Shop Parking Repair
Campground Restroom A renovation
Jack O'Connor Center Re-roof
Jack O'Conner Fire Suppression System
Jack O'Conner Street Lighting
Split Tank for Fuel Storage
Phase 2 of Water Line Upgrade
Electric Heaters for New Loop Restroom
Old Campground Sewer Upgrade
Sewer System Replacement
Chatcolet Boat Ramp Repairs
Replace Rocky Point Fuel Dispenser
Replace Rocky Point Marina Docks
Hawley's Landing Chip Seal CG Roads
Chatcolet Parking Lot gravel addition
Replace Rocky Point Boat Launch Docks
Highway 5 Day Use Dock Replacement
Upgrade CCC Garage
Chatcolet Boat Launch dock replacement
Benewah Campground dock replacement
Plummer Creek Shelter reroof
Re-Roof Assistant Manager's Residence
Plummer Creek Bridge Replacement
Wastewater Lagoon Facility Repairs
Van Wyck Campground Upgrades
Upgrade Bureau of Rec House
Boulder Creek Improvements
Sugarloaf Boat Ramp Extension
Snowbank Road/Parking resurfacing
Boulder Creek Entry Road crack seal
Boulder Creek Restroom well issues
Boulder Creek Boat Ramp Parking crack seal
Re-Roof Poison Creek Shop
Cabarton Parking Resurface
Boulder Creek Boat Ramp Dock replacement
Crown Pt. Winter Parking Lot crack seal
Crown Point Campground Road
Sugarloaf Campground Road Repair
Poison Creek Dock Replacement
West Mountain Campground Road Repair
West Mtn. Campground Restroom Reroof
Huckleberry Restroom Reroof
Cabarton Restroom Reroof
Buttercup Boat Launch Restroom Reroof
Buttercup North Restroom Reroof
Campground Water and Electrical Upgrades
Boat Ramp Day Use Shelter
Gazebo reroof
Hexagon shelter reoof
Interpretive shelter path repair
Boat Ramp Day Use Parking Area
Upper Lakeview parking area repair
RV Campground Shelter reroof
Day Use Restroom 2 reroof
Day Use Restroom 2 interior upgrade
Day Use Restroom 3 reroof
Day Use Restroom 3 interior upgrade
Day Use Restroom 4 reroof
Day Use Restroom 4 interior upgrade
Klebe Shelter reroof
Interpretive Shelter reroof
Day Use loop road/parking repair
Park Camping Expansion and Improvements
Repair Visitor Center Restrooms
Architect Report for Bayhorse VC
Ramshorn Mine evaluation
Visitor Center water line repair
Bayhorse Kilns Stabilization/Rebuild
Phase 2 of Irrigation Repair
Expand Existing Spring Shores Marina
Electronic Entrance/Egress Gate at Spring Shores
Replace Kiosk at Discovery Unit
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15,000
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200,000
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10,000
15,000
200,000
200,000
500,000
100,000
60,000
850,000
15,000
35,000
1,000,000
100,000
45,000
500,000
125,000
30,000
105,000
60,000
15,000
140,000
60,000
15,000
35,000
600,000
3,000,000
1,400,000
240,000
600,000
115,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
45,000
45,000
15,000
140,000
15,000
280,000
70,000
140,000
15,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
750,000
150,000
45,000
15,000
28,000
15,000
30,000
20,000
30,000
100,000
30,000
100,000
30,000
100,000
30,000
25,000
170,000
3,500,000
60,000
195,000
60,000
70,000
600,000
90,000
8,000,000
35,000
105,000
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Lucky Peak
Lucky Peak
Lucky Peak
Lucky Peak
Massacre Rocks
Massacre Rocks
Massacre Rocks
Massacre Rocks
Massacre Rocks
Massacre Rocks
Massacre Rocks
Old Mission
Old Mission
Old Mission
Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Priest Lake
Priest Lake
Priest Lake
Priest Lake
Priest Lake
Priest Lake
Priest Lake
Priest Lake
Round Lake
Round Lake
Round Lake
Round Lake
Round Lake
Round Lake
Round Lake
Round Lake
Round Lake
Round Lake
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Thousand Springs
Three Island
Three Island
Three Island
Three Island
Three Island
Three Island
Three Island
Three Island
Trail of the CDA
Trail of the CDA
Trail of the CDA
Trail of the CDA
Winchester
Winchester
Winchester
Winchester
Winchester
Winchester

Erosion Control at Discovery Unit
Repair Spring Shores West Boat Ramp
Re-Roof Discovery Middle Shelter
Sandy Point Lower Restroom replacement
Grade & Gravel of Wagon & Canyon Roads
Boat Ramp Day Use & Parking Lot Improvements
Register Rock Irrigation System
Renovate Visitor Center
Program area parking resurface
Bank Stabilization
Sewer System Repairs
VC AV equipment upgrade
Pumphouse condensation mitigation
Replace Administrative Shop
Chokecherry Loop Elec and Water Upgrades
Dump station repairs
Kokanee Cove Dormitory Renovation
Kokanee Cove Chapel Renovation
Repair Lionhead Entrance Station
Paving West Side of Indian Creek Roads
Indian Creek Kiosk dry rot repair
Horseshoe Pit CXT interior repaint
Indian Creek Shop renovation
Indian Creek Vehicle Storage replacement
Lionhead Vault toilet reroof
Lionhead Campground Water System replacement
Replace Visitor Center
Re-Roof Park Residence
Day Use Shelter Re-roof
Visitor Center Re-roof
Day use dock replacement
Visitor center step repair
Repair Visitor Center Restroom
Log barriers
Replace Entrance Kiosk
Replace Administrative Support Building
Replace Ritter Island Water System
Re-Build Roofing at Red House on Ritter Island
Re-Roof Staff Housing
Billingsley Barn Repairs
Billingsley Riding Arena Repairs
Malad Manager's Residence interior repairs
Niagara Springs Day Use Road and Parking repairs
Ritter Sheep Shed paint
Bonneview Asst. Manager's Residence exterior repairs
Billingsley Garden Center Removal
Billingsley Manager's Residence reroof
Malad Manager's Residence exterior repairs
Niagara Springs Restroom repaint
Ritter Sheep Shed reroof
Ritter Storage Shed Replacement
Ritter pole shed/garage reroof
Wagon Wheel Campsite Electrical Upgrades
Wagon Wheel Host Site Campsite Elec Upgrade
Dump station (new) concrete repair
Pumphouse pump system repairs
Renovate Wagon Wheel Campground Showerhouse
Trailside Showerhouse exterior repair
Trailside campground irrigation repair
Wagon Interpretive Shelter Reroof
Update Interpretive Signs
Survey IDPR Boundaries
Restroom painting
Repaint bridges
Upper Campground Loop Road Repairs
Re-Skin & Replace Domes on Yurts
Tamarack yurt new canvas
Snowberry yurt new canvas
Campground Showerhouse reroof
Repair Campground Showerhouse Pathway
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25,000
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175,000
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140,000
2,000,000
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200,000
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50,000
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900,000
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100,000
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300,000
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300,000
200,000
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30,000
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CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Blair moved to send the Gubernatorial Appointment of Michael Roach
APPOINTMENT
to the Idaho Parks and Recreation Board to the floor with recommendation that
VOTE:
he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Semmelroth seconded the motion.
The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Stennett will carry the appointment of
Mr. Roach on the floor.
GUBERNATORIAL Senator VanOrden moved to send the Gubernatorial Reappointment of
APPOINTMENT
Randy Doman to the Idaho Parks and Recreation Board to the floor with
VOTE:
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Blair seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Crabtree will carry the
appointment of Mr. Doman on the floor.
H 467

WATER - Amends existing law to revise provisions regarding loans from
the revolving account. Brian Patton, Executive Officer, Idaho Water Resource
Board (IRWB) stated the IWRB proposed H 467 in response to a Legislative
Services audit, which identified a discrepancy with language in Idaho Code §
42-1756(5), which governs the security interest requirements of loans made
by the IRWB from its Revolving Development Account, and the IRWB's actual
practices of securing loans. While the existing language applied to securing
loans to non-governmental borrowers, such as canal companies, it did not match
the processes that govern incurring and securing debt by public entities such
as irrigation districts, ground water districts, flood control districts, or drainage
districts. Mr. Patton stated this legislation specified the Board may enter into
loan security arrangements appropriate to the lender and all borrowers that came
to the IRWB for a loan.

DISCUSSION:

Senator VanOrden asked if there was a revolving loan already set up within
IRWB. Mr. Patton responded that was correct and IRWB routinely made loans
to canal companies, irrigation districts, groundwater districts, and occasionally
cities and towns for their water supply infrastructure. Chairman Vick asked if
they would file a lean against water rights differently than they would against real
property. Mr. Patton responded public borrowers such as irrigation districts
cannot pledge their real property as collateral for a loan.

MOTION:

Senator Patrick moved to send H 467 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote. Senator Burtenshaw will carry on the floor.

H 507

FISH AND GAME - Adds to existing law to authorize the use of certain
archery equipment. Representative Mitchell presented this legislation, which
provides for use of lighted nocks and mechanical broadheads in Idaho for archery
hunting. He explained the use of lighted nocks and mechanical broadheads
made it easier for hunters to recover lost arrows, provided higher accuracy as
well as a more humane kill, and decreased the waste of game from injuries and
lost kills. He shared that 49 states already allowed for the use of lighted nocks
and mechanical broadheads, with the last state legalizing both several years ago.

DISCUSSION:

In response to questions from Senator Stennett, Representative Mitchell
explained why he created this legislation rather than having Idaho Department of
Fish and Game (IDFG) discuss these changes through rulemaking.

TESTIMONY:

Brian Brooks, Idaho Wildlife Federation; Tad Sherman, Idaho State
Bowhunters; Nick Fasciano, Idaho Chapter of Backcountry Hunters and
Anglers; Darrell Nunez, self; Jon Rachael, Idaho Department of Fish and
Game; and Paul Mascuch, Idaho Sportsmen's Alliance, all spoke in opposition
to H 507. The common theme was the Legislature should not be involved in
IDFG's business of setting hunting regulations. Sportsmen are passionate about
participating in the hunting regulations process and this legislation denies that
process. In addition, several were concerned about introducing technology, such
as use of Bluetooth, to archery hunting, and believed mechanical broadheads
were prone to failure. Mr. Brooks and Mr. Rachael also stated IDFG will initiate
negotiated rulemaking to address these topics if this legislation did not pass.
Benn Brocksome, Idaho Sportsmen Association, spoke in support of H 507. He
requested that IDFG be more pragmatic in dealing with issues such as what was
addressed by this legislation, so that sportsmen do not have to circumvent an
established process by going to their legislators to fix a problem. He emphasized
that there was no mandate in this legislation to use or buy lighted nocks or
mechanical broad heads. He suggested that this legislation is broad, and would
benefit from follow up negotiated rulemaking by IDFG to set specific parameters.

DISCUSSION:

In response to a question from Senator Patrick, Mr. Brooks stated there has
never been a petition for mechanical broadheads.
In response to a question from Senator Guthrie, Mr. Brooks stated IDFG now
has new members, who were interested in bringing these issues to discussion
and rulemaking.
In response to questions from Senator Stennett, Mr. Brooks explained
how lighted nocks and Bluetooth work in the wilderness and how mechanical
broadheads fail. He shared a concern about allowing technology into the
traditional archery experience, and about increasing game harvests.
In response to questions from Senator Burtenshaw and Senator Blair, Mr.
Brooks clarified that this legislation does not include or exclude Bluetooth, and
Bluetooth does not operate the arrow.
In response to questions from Vice Chairman Heider and Chairman Vick, Mr.
Brooks allowed that there was no data to support or oppose that lighted nocks
provide greater accuracy.
Senator Patrick and Senator Guthrie shared that legislation was rulemaking,
and IDFG could initiate rulemaking after this legislation passed to provide for
limitations to technologies, such as Bluetooth.
In response to a question from Senator Blair, Mr. Sherman explained why
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lighted nocks would not help a hunter find an injured animal.
In response to a questions from Senator Stennett, Mr. Rachael shared that
there was a conversation initiated by IDFG on lighted nocks in 2020 without
much of a response, and IDFG planned to initiate another conversation on both
lighted nocks and mechanical broadheads.
In response to a question from Senator Burtenshaw, Mr. Rachael responded
that there was a challenging balance to wildlife management, and he was
concerned about shorter archery hunting seasons due to increased success
rates as a result of this legislation.
In response to a question from Senator Stennett, Mr. Brocksome confirmed
that sportsmen have not recently attempted to initiate a conversation with IDFG
about mechanical broadheads.
TESTIMONY:

Rep. Mitchell responded to prior testimony and discussion. He stated with
regard to lighted nocks, the 2020 petition was 85 percent favorable. He stated
when managing wildlife populations, waste should be a concern. He reiterated
that these are options, not requirements. He shared a story from an archery
shop, who stated they took the IDFG out to demonstrate mechanical broadheads,
and they did not have any mechanical failures that day.

DISCUSSION:

In response to a question from Senator Semmelroth, Representative Mitchell
stated he attempted to work with IDFG to craft this legislation in December 2021.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to send H 507 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Blair seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett stated she did not agree with bypassing IDFG in the process
and the Legislature is not an arbitrator, so she would not support the motion.
Senator VanOrden and Senator Blair stated they would vote in favor.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send H 507 to the floor with a do pass recommendation carried
by voice vote. Senator Stennett and Senator Semmelroth requested they be
recorded as voting nay. Senator Burtenshaw will carry on the floor.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:58 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

RS 29572

Stating Findings of the Legislature and Rejecting a Certain Rule of the
Department of Parks and Recreation. Chairman Vick stated this legislation
rejected a certain rule relating to governing the administration of the Idaho
Department of Parks and Recreation state and federal grant funds. He asked for
unanimous consent to refer RS 29572 to a privileged committee for printing.

RS 29644

Stating Findings of the Legislature and Approving Pending Rules that
Impose a Fee or Charge. Chairman Vick stated this legislation approved
pending rules that impose a fee or charge for the Department of Fish and Game,
Forest Products Commission, Department of Lands, Department of Parks and
Recreation, and Department of Water Resources, with the exception of a certain
rule related to a Department of Parks and Recreation incorrect definition, which
was rejected. He asked for unanimous consent to refer RS 29644 to a privileged
committee for printing.

MOTION:

Senator Patrick requested unanimous consent to send RS 29572 and RS
29644 to the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee for printing. There were
no objections.

H 520

Fish and Game - Amends existing law to revise provisions regarding
the designation of allocated tags. Representative Gestrin explained H
520 amends the Outfitters and Guides Act, Idaho Code § 36-2120 to revise
the calculation used by the Outfitters and Guides Licensing Board (Board) to
designate deer and elk hunting tags allocated for use by outfitted hunters by the
Idaho Fish and Game Commission. These changes specify that the two years
of prior use that form the basis for the calculation were the two calendar years
preceding the date of allocation.

DISCUSSION:

In response to a question from Senator Heider, Representative Gestrin
clarified that this legislation does not revise the formula for the calculation of the
number of assigned tags, but the period of time used for that calculation.

TESTIMONY:

Jim Fredericks, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game (IDFG)
testified in favor of H 520. Mr. Fredericks explained the process of tag allocation
and designation to outfitters. He explained a portion of non-resident tags are set
aside for outfitters to take clients, who could be residents or non-residents, on
hunts. IDFG allocates to individual hunting units for deer, or zones for elk, based
on prior use. The Board then allocates tags to individual outfitters within each
unit or zone. This legislation aligned the two years of prior use used by Fish and
Game with the two years used by the Board. In the past, IDFG used the last two
years that were available and the Board used the two prior calendar years. This
legislation allowed a more timely allocation of tags to outfitters.
Aaron Lieberman, Executive Director, Idaho Outfitters and Guides Association
testified in favor of H 520. Mr. Lieberman reiterated this legislation allowed
IDFG to allocate earlier, if they chose to do so, from late winter to spring to fall or
early winter.

DISCUSSION:

In response to a question from Senator Heider, Mr. Lieberman clarified that in
this case, tags were not allocated directly to individuals.
In response to questions from Senator Semmelroth and Senator Stennett
regarding the reference to non-residents in this legislation, Mr. Lieberman
explained that the Board allocates outfitter tags from a non-resident pool, which
is approximately ten percent of the total available. All outfitter tags come from
the non-resident pool, although users could be residents or non-residents.
In response to a question from Senator Guthrie, Mr. Lieberman explained
that outfitters sell the hunting trip and not the individual tag. They generally
absorb the cost of the tag in their charges for the hunting trip, and they do not
resell tags with a mark up.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Heider moved to send H 520 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Semmelroth seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote. Vice Chairman Heider will carry on the floor.

PRESENTATION:

Honoring of Page - Lyndsey Lewis. Ms. Lewis shared with the Committee
about her aspirations for the future and some thoughts on her experience as a
Senate Page. She plans to attend University of Idaho and earn a bachelor's
degree in sociology and then a law degree. She eventually wants to be a criminal
and family lawyer and then a judge. Chairman Vick thanked her for her service.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 1:56 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman Heider, and Senators VanOrden (Bair), Blair
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NOTE:
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the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
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CONVENED:

Vice Chairman Heider called the meeting of the Senate Resources and
Environment Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Patrick moved to approve the Minutes of February 7, 2022. Senator
Semmelroth seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Stennett moved to approve the Minutes of February 9, 2022. Senator
VanOrden seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to approve the Minutes of February 14, 2022. Vice
Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Blair moved to approve the Minutes of February 16, 2022. Senator
Guthrie seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Reappointment of Jeffery
APPOINTMENT:
Allen of Star, ID to the Northwest Power and Conservation Council. Mr.
Allen introduced himself and spoke about the work of the Northwest Power
and Conservation Council (Council). He explained the Council included
representatives from Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington and their
purpose was to develop a regional power plan and fish and wildlife program to
balance the Northwest's environment and energy needs. The Council recently
completed the Northwest Power Plan, which directs what the region should do
for the next six years.
DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Heider asked Mr. Allen how he felt about the breaching of dams.
Mr. Allen responded the governors of states represented by the Council have
not supported the breaching of dams. He stated as more and more renewables
have come online, dams have been increasingly important because of the
reserves and the capacity that they offer.
Senator Stennett asked who was representing Idaho in the Columbia River
Treaty negotiations. Mr. Allen responded the person most likely to get an update
from the State Department would be Senator Risch's staff. Senator Stennett
asked how Idaho perceived their position on the Council compared to the other
states. Mr. Allen responded the Council did a good job of rotating who chairs
committees, so they shared the power pretty equally as it related to energy. He
thought Pat Oshie from Washington did a phenomenal job of reaching out to
Idaho to make sure that the power plan was a true compromise. He believed
Montana was a little bit to the right even of the other Idaho Council member, and
Oregon was trying to find their footing.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Heider then passed the gavel to Chairman Vick.

H 519

Boating - Amends existing law to revise provisions regarding hull
identification numbers, certificates of number, exemption from numbering,
safety equipment, negligent operation, water skiing, marking of water area,
and personal watercraft liveries. Susan Buxton, Director, Idaho Department
of Parks and Recreation, explained H 519 amends Idaho Code related to boating
rules throughout the State to align with Coast Guard rules.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Patrick asked if people who build their own boats were still required to
have identification numbers. In response, Ms. Buxton explained homemade
boats were required by law to obtain an identification number and to register
that number.

MOTION:

Senator Patrick moved to send H 519 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote. Senator Lent will carry on the floor.

HCR 34

Miners - States findings of the Legislature and formally acknowledges
the loss of all of Idaho's fallen miners and declares every May 2
Miners Memorial Day. Representative Giddings explained this resolution
acknowledged the importance of miners and miner's lives throughout Idaho's
history and the fiftieth anniversary of the tragic Sunshine Mine fire. The Sunshine
Mine fire took the lives of 91 miners on May 2, 1972. This legislation will
commemorate May 2 from 2022 and every year forward, so that it will be known
in Idaho as "Miners' Memorial Day."

TESTIMONY:

Ben Davenport, Executive Vice President, Idaho Mining Association, testified
in support of HCR 34. He voiced his appreciation for the Sunshine Memorial
Committee and Representative Giddings for their willingness to allow the
Association's input on the language used in the current legislation. He stated it
was important to take the time to memorialize and remember the lives that were
lost on May 2, 1972, while also recognizing the first responders who bravely put
their lives on the line to lead that rescue effort.

MOTION:

Senator VanOrden moved to send HCR 34 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote. Senator Vito will carry on the floor.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 1:51 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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MEMBERS
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Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman Heider, and Senators VanOrden (Bair), Blair
(Johnson), Patrick, Guthrie, Burtenshaw, Stennett, and Semmelroth

ABSENT/
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None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Semmelroth moved to approve the Minutes of February 21, 2022.
Senator Stennett seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator VanOrden moved to approve the Minutes of February 23, 2022.
Senator Stennett seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Guthrie moved to send the Gubernatorial reappointment of Jeffery
APPOINTMENT
Allen to the Northwest Power and Conservation Council to the floor with
VOTE:
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Blair seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Lodge will carry the
appointment on the floor.
H 584

ANDERSON RANCH DAM - Provides legislative intent regarding the
Anderson Ranch Dam raise project. Paul Arrington, Executive Director and
General Counsel, Idaho Water User's Association, explained the Idaho Water
Resource Board (Board) filed water right application 63-34753 with the Idaho
Department of Water Resources (IDWR) for the Anderson Ranch Dam raise
project. The IDWR Director evaluates each water right application under certain
criteria outlined in Idaho Code § 42-203A. This legislation declared that the
Board's water right application 63-34753 satisfied this criteria. In particular, that
the application was made in good faith and not for delay or speculative purposes,
it was in the local public interest, it was consistent with the conservation of water
resources, and it would not adversely affect the local economy of the watershed.
This legislation was proposed to streamline the application process for the
storage project and allow the board and the IDWR Director to focus on other
criteria and issues related to the project.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Semmelroth asked questions related to the effect of raising the dam
on dispersed camping around the Anderson Ranch Reservoir. Mr. Arrington
responded that there would be an impact to some dispersed camping, a corner
of the airport airstrip, and the bridge in Pine. Some camping would need to
be moved back and a corner of the airstrip adjusted. Water will not back up
all the way to Pine, but their bridge may need some adjustments. The cost to
mitigate issues such as moving camping and adjusting the airstrip and bridge
was included in the total cost of the dam raise.
Chairman Vick asked why this legislation was not done as a resolution. Mr.
Arrington responded that they never discussed if a resolution was appropriate,

but this was likely because this legislation will not become Idaho Code, but it
needs the effect of law.
MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to send H 584 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote. Senator Burtenshaw will carry on the floor.

H 608

STOCKWATER - Amends existing law to revise provisions regarding
forfeiture of stockwater rights. Senator Harris explained H 608 clarified the
procedure to be used by the State of Idaho prior to an order declaring certain
stockwater rights be forfeited under Idaho Code § 42-222 for failure to put the
rights to beneficial use for a term of five years or more.

TESTIMONY:

Bill Meyers, Holland and Hart, stated this legislation added an additional layer of
due process. Idaho Code § 42-222, which has been on the books since the early
1800s, states that any water right holder that does not put their water right to
beneficial use for which it was granted for a period of five years shall have that
right forfeited. This legislation clarified and reinforced that the courts will have
a role in declaring any stock water right forfeited and that forfeiture cannot just
be an administrative action by the IDWR Director. Various time lines were also
added to the code for clarity.

DISCUSSION:

In response to concerns from Senator Stennett about taking power away from,
or overturning the authority of the IDWR Director, Mr. Meyers explained the
IDWR Director made the first decision administratively. If he concluded that there
should not be an order of forfeiture that was the end of the process. If he said
it should be forfeited, then there was the opportunity for a court proceeding
afterwards, and the Director would go into the court as a witness on behalf of the
State. The State would seek the forfeiture.
Chairman Vick asked what the problem was that this legislation was trying
to solve. Mr. Meyers answered the problem was that it was not clear among
various types of stock water right holders what the end process was, and this
legislation aligned with other stock water right holders, such as those on federal
allotment, who would have an extra layer of process available via a court
process.
In response to a request for clarification from Senator Guthrie, Mr. Meyers
stated the ability to advance a decision by the Department of Water Resources to
a higher level like the court system was currently available, but not required. In
response to another question from Senator Guthrie, Senator Harris stated he
believed this additional level of due process would be used by both individuals
and the State of Idaho.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to send H 608 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Blair seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote. Senator Harris will carry on the floor.

H 672

FISH AND GAME - Amends existing law to revise provisions regarding
violations and to provide for certain reporting. Senator Harris explained
H 672 this legislation amended Idaho Code § 36-1401 to revise certain Fish
and Game provisions regarding violations to make them infractions rather than
misdemeanors.
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TESTIMONY:

Jim Fredericks, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game (IDFG)
testified in favor of H 672. Mr. Fredericks explained that prior to the 2022
legislative session and on the request of Representatives Boyle and Moyle,
IDFG staff conducted a review of violations of fish and game rules to consider
violations that may be more appropriately classified as infractions rather than
misdemeanors. This review included enforcement officers, legal counsel, and
relevant fisheries and wildlife staff. Staff based consideration of infractions
versus misdemeanors on enforcement experience in the field, as well as the
nature of the violation and similarity of those violations to those identified in Idaho
Code § 36-1401 as infractions. Mr. Fredericks deferred some questions to Greg
Wooten, Enforcement Bureau Chief, Idaho Fish and Game.

TESTIMONY:

Benn Brocksome, Executive Director, Idaho Sportsmen, testified in favor of H
672. He felt moving some penalties to infractions would be easier to cite and
more likely to change behaviors.

DISCUSSION:

In response to questions from Senator Stennett, Senator Harris stated
infractions were easier to prosecute, and Mr. Fredericks provided some
examples of prior misdemeanors that would be considered infractions with
the changes outlined in H 672. Mr. Fredericks also clarified that IDFG had
jurisdiction over wildlife management areas. Mr. Wooten explained IDFG had
other remedies to address situations that caused significant damage, such as
damage from a fire caused by fireworks.

MOTION:

Senator Blair moved to send H 672 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Semmelroth seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Senator Harris will carry on the floor.

H 702

FISH AND GAME - Amends existing law to revise provisions regarding
the amount to be transferred annually to the Expendable Big Game
Depredation Fund and to revise provisions regarding payments for
approved claims. Ed Schriever, Director, Idaho Fish and Game explained the
purpose of H 702 was to amend Idaho Code § 36-111 to more equally balance
the distribution of money derived from each licence endorsement pursuant to
the provisions of Idaho Code § 36-414 between big game depredation and
sportsmen's access, and to amend Idaho Code § 36-115 to revise the annual
limit for any individual big game depredation claim from a percent of the annual
appropriation to a fixed amount equal to $125,000.
Mr. Schriever explained there is a growing gap between crop depredation
claims and the funding available to pay those claims in full. In the past two
years, depredation claims exceeded the department's budget of $1.1 million and
have come in the range of $1.5 to $1.7 million. Under these circumstances,
established Idaho Code required that the department pro-rate those claims
based on the availability of funds. So, if there were $1.7 million of claims and
$1.1 million dollars in the budget, claimants received about 65 to 67 cents on the
dollar.
Mr. Schriever added the license endorsement exceeded expectations for
earnings and instead of earning $2 million, it was earning closer to $2.5 million.
So, this legislation rebalanced the revenue from the license endorsement, and
redirected $250,000 additional dollars to the depredation claim program, closing
the gap between revenue and budget. This legislation also changed the single
claim limit from 10 percent of the budget to a fixed cost, which was a slight
increase from the previous limit and would pay conceivably 99 percent of the
claims against the program.
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked how many claims were made this year that were at the
maximum to the cap. Mr. Schriever responded when legislation established the
cap, an analysis showed that over the history of the program, the $110,000 or
ten percent of the budget appropriation would have paid over 99 percent of all
the claims that came in against the program. He added they have not paid all the
claims for this fiscal year, but he was confident that the number of claims that
exceed the cap remained a very small minority of the claims. Senator Stennett
asked if they were also doing everything they could for sportsmen. Mr. Schriever
responded revenue into this dedicated fund exceeded expectations, and they
were growing a balance that they could not access because of appropriation
limits. This legislation benefited sportsmen by increasing the budget line item for
sportsmen's access from one million to 1.5 million, and bringing the reserve that
accrued over the last three years into the spending realm to benefit sportsman's
access across the state.
In response to questions from Senator Guthrie, Mr. Schriever stated that
claims were paid by crop regardless of how the operation was set up from a
business standpoint, and it was conceivable that a claim could span two different
fiscal years, but they have not experienced that type of claim.
Senator Blair asked if the depredation claim budget considered current crop
or commodity prices. Mr. Schriever stated no, they did not speculate on
commodity prices from one year to the next. He added an important aspect of the
program was that agricultural operators, landowners, and the department have
dual responsibility for the prevention of claims and they work hard to prevent
the claim from occurring in the first place. In response to another question by
Senator Blair, Mr. Schriever stated there could be different claims on different
fields from the same producer and claims were made on a crop basis.
In response to another question from Senator Guthrie, Mr. Schriever explained
there were two basic kinds of crop depredation, stored crops and live crops.
They have made tremendous gains on stored crop prevention, but live crops
were more difficult. They attempt to manage populations in units with high crop
depredation levels in ways such as with specialized hunts or kill permits issued
to landowners.

TESTIMONY:

Benn Brocksome testified in favor of H 702. He stated sportsmen were pleased
with the progress and the outcomes of this program, and were eager to be able
to utilize those additional funds for access going forward.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to send H 702 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Heider seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote. Senator Burtenshaw will carry on the floor.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 2:32 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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MINUTES

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, March 16, 2022

TIME:

1:00 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, Vice Chairman Heider, and Senators VanOrden (Bair), Blair
(Johnson), Patrick, Guthrie, Burtenshaw, Stennett, and Semmelroth

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:00 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Vice Chairman Heider moved to approve the Minutes of March 2, 2022.
Senator Stennett seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Guthrie moved to approve the Minutes of March 7, 2022. Senator
Blair seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

UNANIMOUS
CONSENT
REQUEST:

Chairman Vick explained RS 29657 and RS 29530 required unanimous consent
to be sent to a privileged committee for printing. Both pieces of legislation were
granted a print hearing to allow public discussion of the proposed legislation, but
they will not return to Committee this session.

RS 29657

Relating to Underground Facilities. Mike Hatchett, Government Affairs and
Community Relations Advisor, TC Energy, explained this legislation promoted
collaboration between Idaho's two interstate pipeline companies and residential
developers by requiring notification of encroachment at the front end of the
development process. Currently, interstate pipeline companies are not notified
until much later in the process.

DISCUSSION:

In response to a question from Vice Chairman Heider, Mr. Hatchett explained
that pipelines through Idaho benefit Idaho by delivering natural gas to utilities in
the state, paying property taxes, and providing jobs. In response to a concern
expressed by Senator Patrick about building homes on top of pipelines, Mr.
Hatchett stated studies showed that it was safe to live within the right of way of
a pipeline and millions of people already do. He added that a ban on building
within the right of way of a pipeline would send the wrong message to developers
and demonstrate a lack of interest in collaboration. Senator Blair asked why
interstate pipeline companies were not working with local government entities
in the development process. Mr. Hatchett responded that they do work with
local authorities, but the notification process was informal, and this legislation
allowed for formal notification at the first step in the development cycle. Senator
Blair asked if interstate pipeline companies in Idaho had problems with lack of
notification or changes in working relationships that caused informal agreements
to be lost. Mr. Hatchett responded they had not had these issues in Idaho, but
they have in Oregon.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Heider requested unanimous consent to send RS 29657 to the
Judiciary and Rules Committee for printing. There were no objections.

RS 29530

Relating to Greater Sage Grouse. Representative Young explained this
legislation sought to amend Idaho Code § Title 36 by adding new Chapter
25. This chapter would provide for rulemaking, procedures, and permitting of
a Greater Sage Grouse captive rearing program. She stated in current statute
there was some ambiguity as to whether someone who purchased privately
owned sage grouse could raise them in the state of Idaho. This legislation would
outline the role of the Idaho Fish and Game Commission and the Department
of Agriculture in the case that an individual wanted to raise sage grouse in
captivity, it would allow someone to establish a captive brood flock with the
possibility of researching and examining whether that could be a benefit to the
state of Idaho, and it would include two potential options for the release of adult
birds. Representative Young cited a study in Colorado that showed when they
introduced baby chicks fewer than ten days old to a wild brood hen, they had
a 98 percent success rate of the brood hen adopting those chicks. She noted
the state of Wyoming had a flock of captive raised sage grouse, which began
with eggs that they collected from the wild, and they now have upwards of 80
healthy adult birds.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Stennett asked why this legislation was needed. Representative
Young answered there was a good chance that a private bird farmer that just
wanted to have their own captive flock could do so under existing statute,
but to explore potential benefits to Idaho, legislation was needed to address
concerns about biosecurity and how state agencies would be involved. Senator
Stennett asked about this legislation's lack of support from stakeholders, such
as the Cattlemen's Association and the Idaho Department of Fish and Game
who are opposed, and their concerns about weakening sage grouse stock.
Representative Young stated some of the expressed concerns did not align
with this legislation. She outlined the involvement of stakeholders, including the
Cattlemen's Association, the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the Office
of Species Conservation, and the University of Idaho, over the last several
years. She added that there continue to be questions and concerns, but printing
this legislation and allowing it to be a public document would allow continued
discussion to address those concerns. She emphasized that this is not a
government run project, but privately driven.
Senator Burtenshaw expressed concerns with genetics and the chance that
privately raised sage grouse would mix with the wild population and cause
unforeseen issues. Representative Young replied she has many pages of
studies on genetics in sage grouse and when discussing this legislation, they
discussed genetics and they will continue to take genetics into consideration.

MOTION:

Senator Stennett stated she would not support unanimous consent.

H 748

REAL PROPERTY - Adds to existing law to provide that certain appurtenant
water rights and water entitlements and obligations shall pass with the
transfer of real property. Paul Arrington, Executive Director, Idaho Water
User's Association explained this legislation created new Idaho Code § 55-616 to
outline what happened with water rights and entitlements when property changed
hands. This legislation codified existing common law and practice relating the
conveyance of water rights and entitlements, including that all appurtenant water
rights were conveyed unless expressly retained by the seller. In addition, all
entitlements to receive water from an irrigation district, city irrigation system,
or canal company were conveyed as were the obligations associated with
membership in a ground water district. Mr. Arrington reviewed revisions made
to this legislation since previously heard in this Committee.
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Patrick asked for clarification regarding notification when water did
not go with the land. Mr. Arrington answered the presumption was that water
rights will go with the land, unless there was a clear statement in the sales
documents that the seller intended to keep them. Senator Patrick asked if this
applied to water districts or canal companies or both. Mr. Arrington responded
Subpart (1) concerned individuals, and Subparts (2) to (5) addressed the types
of organizations, such as canal companies and irrigation districts, where water
rights were represented by stock certificates.

MOTION:

Senator Guthrie moved to send H 748 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Burtenshaw seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote. Senator Vick will carry on the floor.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 1:33 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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MINUTES

SENATE RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, March 21, 2022

TIME:

1:00 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW55

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Vick, and Senators VanOrden (Bair), Blair (Johnson), Patrick, Guthrie,
Burtenshaw, Stennett, and Semmelroth

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Vice Chairman Heider

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Vick called the meeting of the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:03 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Semmelroth moved to approve the Minutes of March 9, 2022. Senator
Blair seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator VanOrden moved to approve the Minutes of March 16, 2022. Senator
Blair seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 29860

Concurrent Resolution Stating Findings of the Legislature and Approving
Pending Rules That Impose a Fee or Charge. Unanimous consent request for
Referral to a Privileged Committee for Printing. Jess Byrne, Director, Idaho
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) explained Idaho Code § 67-5224
requires certain administrative rules that impose a fee or charge be approved by
adoption of a concurrent resolution before the rules become effective. RS 29860
was a concurrent resolution to approve pending fee rules for DEQ, or Docket
58-0000-2100F. Changes within these rules were reviewed and approved in
Committee earlier in this legislative session.

MOTION:

Senator Blair requested unanimous consent to send RS 29860 to a Privileged
Committee. There were no objections.

H 749

Lemhi Basin - Adds to existing law to establish provisions regarding the
Lemhi Basin Comprehensive Settlement Agreement. Brian Patton, Executive
Officer, Idaho Water Resource Board (Board), provided some history of the
development of the Lemhi River Basin Water Settlement Agreement. He stated
work began on this settlement in 2020 with the goal of developing a comprehensive
settlement to address conflict over competing water supply demands in the Lemhi
River Basin. The goals of the settlement were to preserve farming and ranching
in the Lemhi River Basin and to provide water for agricultural needs, while also
protecting endangered fish and working within Idaho water law and policy. The
resulting agreement included participation between the Board in consultation with
Idaho Water Resources, local water users, Water District 74, the Lemhi Irrigation
District, the public, and others. Mr. Patton stated this settlement has broad support.
Mr. Patton explained the historical practice of high flow water diversion in the Lemhi
Basin and how this was used as the storage reservoir for the Basin. He explained
the purpose of H 749 was to help implement the water settlement agreement by:
• creating a path and process to convert the historical practice of high flow
diversions into actual water rights

• creating the minimum stream flow water right held by the Board on the Lemhi
River at McFarland Campground, and on a couple of tributaries to the Lemhi
Basin, including Big Timber, Bohannan, Canyon, and Hayden Creeks
DISCUSSION:

Senator Guthrie asked if some of the solutions found in the Lemhi River Basin
Water Settlement Agreement could be used in his District. Mr. Patton responded
yes, although another recent agreement that might be more applicable to the
situation faced in Basin 29 would be the Basin 37 settlement in the Wood River.
Senator Stennett asked for clarification regarding the effort to give out more water
rights with such limited water resources. Mr. Patton responded this was an attempt
to convert the historical high flow water practice in the Lemhi Basin, which was
not a water right but was allowed under the general provision in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication, into water rights for that practice. In response to a follow
up question from Senator Stennett, Mr. Patton confirmed that in this situation,
water rights would only be for a certain period of time, historically spring and early
summer, when water levels are high.

MOTION:

Senator Burtenshaw moved to send H 749 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Stennett seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote. Senator Burtenshaw will carry on the floor.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business as this time, Chairman Vick adjourned the
meeting at 1:23 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Vick
Chair

___________________________
Shelly Johnson
Secretary
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